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Executive Summary 
The City of Canning Public Open Space (POS) Strategy intends to: 

1) Define the value of each area of ‘open space’ within the City boundaries. 

2) Facilitate ranking of each space to assist in identifying future works that are required in those spaces. 

3) Facilitate budget planning for design, development, ongoing management and maintenance of POS areas. 

4) Address management practices relating to ongoing and future water restrictions and, more generally, climate 
change. 

It replaces the previous Public Open Space Strategy of 2001 and forms part of the suite of strategic planning 
documents beneath the City of Canning Strategic Community Plan. 

The definition of Public Open Space (POS) for the purposes of the current POS strategy is: 

“Land provided for public use, access or ecological reasons.  It is an important part of the community’s 
Green Infrastructure asset and important for the City’s ecological health and by implication should be freely 
accessible to the public.   Public Open Space specifically refers to land that has been reserved for the 
purposes of sport and recreation, preservation of natural environments, provision of green space / or urban 
stormwater management.” 

A number of key elements have influenced the outputs of the strategy.  These include: 

- A classification framework which has been developed by the Department of Sport and Recreation (DSR) 
which provides a recognised hierarchy for park type and catchment (including definitions for local, 
neighbourhood, district and regional open space).  This was modified to take into account the provision of 
smaller pocket park areas which are not referenced in the DSR classification. 

- The core legislative and planning policies which need to be adhered to and which have been developed 
since the original POS Strategy of 2001. 

- The current City of Canning population and forecast change in the demographic composition of each suburb 
which identifies a number of unique implications which need to be planned for in the delivery of a wide range 
of functional public open space provision. 

- Current trends in the provision, management and servicing of open space which serve the need of the City 
of Canning population and the broader social and climate change agendas. 

- The City’s recently adopted sustainability policy which advocates the sustainable management of resources; 
the practicing and promoting of water conservation and to encourage and demonstrate sustainability within 
the City. 

- Responses from targeted stakeholder consultation and in particular the requirements of state government 
agencies and key local environmental bodies / community organisations who contribute to the management 
and conservation of POS. 

To determine the current provision of POS within the City of Canning a detailed audit of 209 identified public open 
spaces was undertaken from a qualitative and quantitative perspective.  All identified POS was assessed and 
assigned to one of the five POS categories: 

- Parks / parkland areas 

- Natural and conservation areas 

- Foreshore areas  

- Residual green spaces  

- Undeveloped open space 

All of the areas were then assessed for the presence of three spaces:  sports spaces, nature spaces and car 
parks and buildings.  This enabled a clear assessment to be made on the functional level of the POS and relative 
level of supporting infrastructure. 
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The qualitative assessment of POS focussed on 3 core areas of location, usage value and care / maintenance.  
The intent of the qualitative assessment was to identify the relative merits of each POS and categorise within the 
identified hierarchy areas of strengths and weaknesses. 

The quantitative assessment was undertaken by assessing presence of 32 facilities and amenities. 

The outcome of the audit identified the following: 

- The total proportion of City of Canning residents with access to a pocket park within 300m walking distance 
is 26.1%. 

- The total proportion of City of Canning residents with access to a local park within a 400m walking distance 
is 36.8%. 

- This total proportion of City of Canning residents with access to a neighbourhood park within an 800m 
walking distance is 85.7%. 

- 90.9% of all residential cadastre had access to a district park in the City of Canning within 2km of the 
cadastre boundary. 

- When assessing access to regional parks the analysis indicates that overall, 97% of the total City of Canning 
population had access within 10km from home. 

- 58.1% of all residential cadastre had access to a playground in the City of Canning within 400m walking 
distance. 

- When combining the neighbourhood and district sports parks the proportion of the population with access to 
sports spaces climbs is 92.25%. 

- 178 of all 209 parks (85%) are located within 400m of a bus stop. 

- Approximately 20% of the current resident population in the City have access to the foreshore within 800m 
of their properties. 

- The majority of sports space is well utilised, with some notable exceptions.  However there are issues in 
respect of data capture which needs to be addressed in future planning. 

The opportunity for City of Canning residents to gain access to open space opportunities of all types and functions 
were considered to be high.  Overall there were three main conclusions reached in respect of POS provision: 

- The majority of POS areas have a value from a recreational, sporting, natural and ecological perspective 
and should therefore be retained.  This has become more critical based on research which identifies the City 
as having a significantly high level of hard surface proportions which need to be reduced and / or offset by 
additional native tree / bush planting. Incidental open space which has limited social, sport or recreational 
function would potentially provide a mechanism to assist in offsetting the heat island effect. 

- Future population growth will impact on the flexibility and use of the POS.  Where there is an identifiable 
change in the demographic profile of an area, these have been reflected within the Strategy in the 
implications for future investment.  These changes will however need to be regularly reviewed. 

- There is a need to guide development in a sustainable manner which accords with the City of Canning 
Sustainability Policy whilst maintaining an appropriate level of accessible sport, recreation and natural areas. 
Planning for climate change is an evolving process for the City and will require a focus on re-invigorating 
native hardy species on areas of POS which reduce the need for high levels of reticulation. 

Section 9.0 of the strategy summarises the core issues and future planning implications which influence the 
recommendations contained in section 10.0.  Recommendations are split into 3 discrete areas.  The first section 
refers to city wide strategic recommendations of which there are 9 with 39 detailed implications identified.  The 
second section references 35 specific recommendations for the 14 City of Canning suburbs.  Both section 1 and 2 
identify short (1-3 years), medium (4-8 years) and long term (9 years plus) delivery targets. 

The third section identifies specific POS recommendations for each park area which formed part of the POS audit 
whilst the fourth section identifies those sites which, subject to further detailed assessment and planning could be 
redeveloped fully or in part and capital receipts from the disposal of land re-invested into enhancing local POS.  
The recommendations are based on a visual inspected at a point in time and documented research and will be 
subject to ongoing review. 
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1.0 Introduction 
The City of Canning have sought to develop a Public Open Space Strategy which will be used in conjunction with 
a number of other strategic documents to inform the new Local Planning Strategy and review of the existing Local 
Planning Scheme (Town Planning Scheme No. 40).  At the outset of the Strategy development it was understood 
that 278 separate parcels of outdoor spaces (625 hectares) were managed by the City.  These include active 
(sporting) spaces (157 Ha), passive parks (265 Ha), bushland (66 Ha) and other undeveloped and drainage areas 
varying in size from 190m2 to 36ha, which are not necessarily owned or vested in the City. Guidance on the 
management of open space in the City of Canning was required which was to be inclusive and adaptive to 
changing needs and social and environmental conditions.  The intention of the Strategy is to: 

1) Define the value of each area of ‘open space’ within the City boundaries. 

2) Facilitate ranking of each space to assist in identifying future works that are required in those spaces. 

3) Facilitate budget planning for design, development, ongoing management and maintenance of POS areas. 

4) Address management practices relating to ongoing and future water restrictions and, more generally, climate 
change. 

1.1 Background – Public Open Spaces Defined 
The definition of Public Open Space (POS) for the purposes of the current POS strategy is: 

“Land provided for public use, access or ecological reasons.  It is an important part of the community’s Green 
Infrastructure asset and important for the City’s ecological health and by implication should be freely accessible to 
the public.   Public Open Space specifically refers to land that has been reserved for the purposes of sport and 
recreation, preservation of natural environments, provision of green space / or urban stormwater management.” 

To ensure consistency with emerging work at the state government level it is also important to recognise the 
definition of the Department of Sport and Recreation who have been instrumental in undertaking work on POS 
hierarchy, role and function.  Under the DSR definition POS is: 

 “All land reserved for the provision of green space and natural environments (e.g. parks, reserves, bushland) that 
is freely accessible and intended for use for recreation purposes (active or passive) by the general public” 

This definition and the categorisation which underpins the work have been used for the purposes of assessing the 
recreational value of land (active or passive).  However the Strategy also seeks to assess and plan for the non-
recreational natural value of POS which whilst referenced in the work, requires further consideration within the 
context of an area which has experienced a gradual diminishing natural resource. 

Areas where the general public are not permitted except on payment or where access is limited (e.g. by 
membership, golf courses and sports centre facilities) were not included as areas of Public Open Space for the 
purpose of this strategy. 

Additionally for the purposes of this strategy, all spaces within the road cadastre were excluded. These included 
setbacks and buffers required by legislation. 

POS throughout the City was classified into one of five categories: 

1) Parks / parkland areas:   Prepared grassed areas catering for a range of active and passive recreational 
needs and activities (including play, exercise, sport and social activities) that can be accessed free of charge 
by all members of the public. Examples include parks, landscaped or ornamental gardens, grassed open 
spaces,  

2) Natural and conservation areas:  Areas such as bushland, wetlands and coastal habitats as well as 
forests and national parks. These may or may not be accessible for public use. This category also includes 
conservation areas set aside to preserve biodiversity and wildlife habitats.   

3) Foreshore areas:  All land along the edge of a body of water, including all areas of the Canning River 
Regional Park (The largest of eight Regional Parks within the Perth metropolitan area).   

4) Residual green spaces:  Areas of POS classified as residual green space including grassed or green areas 
of land that were not part of buffers or setbacks required by legislation along the road network (i.e., defined 
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by the road cadastre) and did not function as a park, or may not have been identified as a park by the City of 
Canning. This may be due to the incompatible adjacent land uses (i.e. surrounded by dual carriage ways), 
poor access and/or lack of infrastructure which limited the use of this space for recreational purposes.  

5) Undeveloped open space:  Areas of POS identified by the City of Canning that were publicly accessible 
land assets but were not currently providing a function as one of the four POS types indicated above.  These 
were formally defined as:  

“A land asset within the City of Canning that is publicly accessible (i.e., public open space) but is not 
currently functioning as either a park, a natural or conservation area or as a residual green space but 
has the potential to be converted to one of these”. 

The Western Australian Department of Sport and Recreation (DSR) has also recently led the development of a 
new classification framework for POS through a State Parkland Strategy.  The primary purpose of this framework 
is to define terminology that can be universally used to describe POS.  This classification has been adopted in 
general for the purposes of the City of Canning POS Strategy.  All parks within this study have been classified 
according to their size and catchment hierarchy as identified in the Parkland Strategy.  It is recognised that whilst 
this categorisation has its limitations due in part to the classification being determined by functionality and access, 
it is however a recognised benchmark.  In addition to the DSR classifications the addition of a ‘Pocket Park’ has 
been provided in order to capture areas of POS which are under 0.4ha in area.  In addition reference has also 
been made to the natural areas which form an integral part of POS and are contained more broadly within the 
park definitions identified. 

Table 1 Classification Framework for Parks within the City of Canning 

Park Type Park Size Park Catchment 

Pocket open space1 <0.4 ha 300m 

Local open space ≥0.4ha - < 1ha 400m 

Neighbourhood open space ≥1.0ha - < 5ha 800m 

District open space ≥5.0ha - < 20ha 2km 

Regional open space ≥20.0ha 10km 

The classification framework for public open space identified three specific functions considered essential for 
developing well-designed community-focused open space networks. These include: 

Recreation spaces 

- Provide a setting for informal play and physical activity, relaxation and social interaction. 

- Enhance physical and mental health through activity that provides relaxation, amusement or stimulation. 

- Accessed by all to play, socialise, exercise, celebrate or participate in other activities that provide personal 
satisfaction or intrinsic reward. 

- Include gardens and open parklands, community gardens, corridor links, amenity spaces, community use 
facilities, civic commons or squares. 

Sport spaces 

- Provide a venue for formal structured sporting activities such as team competitions, physical skill 
development and training but can also be accessed by community members for informal sport and 
recreation. 

- Designed to accommodate playing surfaces, buffer zones and infrastructure requirements of specific or 
general sporting activity. 

- Players and spectators attend with the express purpose of engaging in organized sporting activity, training or 
competition or watching the game. 

                                                           
1 Area included in addition to DSR definition to ensure all publicly accessible POS are recognised and referenced. 
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Nature spaces 

- Provide a setting where people can enjoy nearby nature and protect local biodiversity and natural area 
values. 

- May include bushland, coastal areas, wetlands and riparian habitats, and geological and natural features. 
Sites are managed to enable recreational access while protecting local ecological and biodiversity values. 

- Provide opportunity for low-impact recreational activities, such as walking, cycling, picnicking, playing, 
watching or exploring natural features. 

1.2 Methodology 
The following methodology was used to develop the POS Strategy: 

1) Task 1: Background Context, Research and Analysis to: 

a) Identify core areas of POS provision to be addressed in the research. 

b) Clarify historical and contextual information relating to Public Open Space planning within the City of 
Canning and wider area. 

c) Determine industry trends and benchmarking and how they may apply to the City of Canning. 

d) Identify potential Public Open Space infrastructure and services required through planned and 
anticipated population growth. 

e) Confirm issues and potential solutions to inform the subsequent stakeholder review and audit process. 

f) Undertake an initial round of consultation with key stakeholders who have a direct influence / impact on 
the provision of open space within the City. 

g) Undertake an audit of all open spaces within the City from a qualitative and quantitative assessment 
perspective. 

h) Assess environmental sustainability implications for future POS provision. 

i) Identify and assess the key public open space redevelopment / rationalisation / re-alignment options. 

2) Task 2: Preparation of the Draft City of Canning Public Open Space Strategy which includes: 

a) Preparing a draft City of Canning Public Open Space Strategy detailing the research and analysis 
obtained under Task 1. 

b) Undertake a series of Stakeholder Consultation events to test out the strategy and recommendations 
contained therein. 

c) Produce a Final Strategy Report which responds to all of the feedback received. 

1.3 Report Structure 
This report has been structured in accordance with the methodology followed under Task 1.  The main body of the 
strategy document contains the fundamental outputs of the research and initial recommendations, with the 
detailed data and supporting analysis contained within the supporting appendices. 
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2.0 Planning Processes and Document Review 
The document review incorporated a review of Australian, Western Australian and City of Canning planning 
documents.  The purpose was to ensure that the strategy conformed to the City’s current strategic planning 
processes and agreed priorities whilst also having regard to emerging thinking in respect of POS provision.  The 
detailed document review is contained at Appendix A. 

2.1 State Planning Policies and Guidance 
State Planning Policy documents are the critical documents which establish the parameters for the development 
of POS.  In particular the following are important reference points: 

- Directions 2031 which establishes a vision for future growth of the metropolitan Perth and Peel region.   

- Liveable Neighbourhoods Operational Policy which is to be followed in the design and approval of urban 
development. 

- Policy No. DC 2.3: Public Open Space in Residential Areas which sets out the requirements of the Western 
Australian Planning Commission for public open space and the provision of land for community facilities in 
residential areas. 

- Planning Bulletin 92: Urban Water Management and State Planning Policy 2.9: Water Resources which 
provides guidance on urban water management matters and assist in the management and sustainable use 
of water resources. 

These policies are underpinned by a series of Department of Water policies and guidelines which need to be 
considered when assessing new development or the provision of open space. 

2.2 City of Canning Strategic Community Plan 
This document is the main strategic planning document produced by the City, being the overarching document 
identifying the community’s aspirations with the Council’s vision and long term strategy which underpins the City’s 
Integrated Planning Framework. The POS strategy must show a strong alignment with the following key elements 
of the Strategic Community Plan: 

- Protect, preserve and promote our natural places and encourage the further development of natural areas 
managed by the City. 

- Practice and promote water conservation and the awareness of the river and waterways. 

- The quality of natural areas will be a measure against which the role and function of the City Council will be 
judged. 

- Ensure that a diverse range of community services and facilities are provided. 

- Promote and support community groups, particularly those groups responsible for the care, restoration and 
conservation of POS and all users of POS. 

- Promote a healthy, clean and safe living environment and facilitate a range of accessible recreational 
opportunities and sporting activities. 

- Ensure community services are provided without discrimination.  

- Continue to refine and develop policy to guide the effective management of the City. 

SpeakOut events run by the City which informed the community planning process identified a number of key 
aspects pertinent to provision of POS and associated infrastructure.   There is an expressed need for parks to be 
family focussed, more diverse and interesting and incorporate more adventurous activities.  This includes a higher 
quality of park infrastructure and for them to be made safe, aesthetically pleasing, dog friendly, high in 
environmental values and suitable for communal and group gatherings. 

2.3 Other City of Canning Forward Planning Documents 
The City has a number of strategic planning documents which provide points of reference.  The headlines 
provided on the following page are particularly relevant to the development of the POS Strategy. 
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- The previous POS Strategy of 2001 identifies Queens Park and East Cannington and St James as being 
areas deficient in POS.  Whilst recommendations were contained within the plan to acquire and develop 
POS in St James and Bentley, this has however not been achieved. 

- Documentation referring to City controlled assets indicates that of approximately 350 properties within the 
City’s portfolio almost 30% of these properties are owned in freehold title.  This is of concern to State 
government agencies, such as the Department of Sport and Recreation who have expressed concern that 
Local Government freehold land may be under the greatest threat of disposal.  It is essential that such land 
is adequately protected. 

- Reserve Management Plans identify a number of consistent approaches to the management and access to 
POS.  In particular: 

• Encourage environmentally compatible recreation activities within its parklands.  The promotion of 
limited access within the POS area for passive recreational use. 

• The need to encourage the local indigenous community to be involved in projects and their history is 
recognised in heritage / historic signage. 

• The need to educate the public on the environmental value of the area and encourage their 
involvement with ongoing management.   

• The importance of planning for disabled access and also providing bound footpaths to reduce 
degradation of areas. 

- The City of Canning Watercourse Reserves Management Strategies identifies the need to balance public 
access to watercourse reserves with the requirement to conserve the remaining areas of riparian vegetation.  
Clear segmentation of conservation areas from recreation areas is required and in particular sporting use 
which has the greatest potential to contaminate (chemical run-off).  Recreational nodes should incorporate 
cleared land which is easily accessible for people with varying degrees of mobility; of sufficient size and 
shape to accommodate recreational activities; utilise existing amenities and have recognised recreational 
value. 

- The City of Canning Water Management Strategy states that the use of greywater recycling to provide water 
for toilet flushing and irrigation of open spaces and green walls and roofs is promoted for all new buildings 
and redevelopment projects.  In referencing the POS Strategy it states that it should also incorporate advice 
on: 

• Public open space form and function needs for the future community 

• Future water demands for new and modified public open spaces 

• Maintenance requirements (and therefore water demand) for existing public open spaces with future 
usage. 

- The City of Canning Local Environmental Management Strategy recommends a review of irrigation 
requirements for public open spaces and the development and implementation of strategies to reduce water 
consumption. 

- The City of Canning Water Conservation Plan states that POS needs to be reviewed to determine if it is 
sustainable with current water allocation. In addition education is required of POS users to ensure they are 
aware of desired water conservation outcomes. The City of Canning Water Operating Strategy determines 
that the minimum average water required to satisfactorily sustain warm season turf grasses in Perth is 35 to 
40 millimetres per week over the summer period. 

2.4 Local Planning Schemes and Structure Plans 
There are a variety of local planning schemes which have been developed over the past decade which have 
significant relevance to the provision and further development of Public Open space: of particular note is: 

- The Canning City Centre Structure Plan which emphasises the importance of protecting the POS within the 
City Centre as being critical to service a high density mixed use area. 

- The Bentley Regeneration Project Local Structure Plan intention to improve size and functionality of POS 
and ensure that a network of smaller parks is effectively connecting areas and public access to destination 
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points.  In addition, the need is identified to develop a neighbourhood scale park in the northern portion of 
the Precinct to respond to a deficit of POS in the Bentley and St James area subdivision works and 
earthworks are likely to be occurring by mid-2015. 

- The City is currently looking to review Town Planning Scheme No. 21 and 17A and in particular the location 
of roads and POS.  The distribution and development of POS should be informed by the outputs of the audit 
process that forms part of the Strategy development.  Future POS areas are identified based on current lack 
of service for the projected resident community. 

2.5 Master Plans 
Current Master Plans developed by the City of the past decade have potential significance in respect of future 
POS provision, particularly to address needs associated with population growth. In particular: 

- The Burrendah Precinct includes extensions to the existing Willetton Basketball Facility which has a 
marginal impact on POS provision.  The plans will increase capacity of the site and is likely to be completed 
within 1-5 years. 

- The Centenary Park Concept highlights the value of increasing access and permeability of the space to the 
surrounding residential area and increasing the use of space by providing natural and man-made shade. 
There are currently major issues with onsite contamination and it is unlikely to be resolved within the next 5 
years. 

- The Queens Park Regional Open Space and Recreation Area provides recreational opportunities currently 
lacking in the southern portion of the City’s boundary and seeks to address aboriginal heritage, protection of 
native vegetation and a multi-functional use outcome.  It is understood that a development application is 
currently being prepared for works on site and is to be completed within 1-5 years. 

- The Canning Vale Sports Master Plan is to be commenced in 5-10 years. A number of planning aspects are 
still to be resolved including improvements to the local road network; needs and feasibility of sport and 
recreation infrastructure and a water management strategy.  The development is to be partly funded by the 
City of Canning, state & federal government and other local governments. 

2.6 Strategic Planning Influences: Western Australia 
Current guidance and trends in the planning of POS is contained within a number of strategic planning documents 
produced within WA.  The State is particularly well advanced when compared with states across Australia.  Key 
documents include: 

- Public Open Space in Western Australia New Residential Developments by Parks and Leisure Australia 
which highlights the need for strategies to have consistent use of terminology; enhance design of POS; 
provide clarity of policy interpretation; stipulate roles and responsibilities in the planning process and 
encourage flexible, creative, adaptive, ecologically sustainable public open spaces. 

- Active Open Space - Playing Fields Centre for Sport and Recreation published by Curtin University 
references the need to change State Planning Policy: Liveable Neighbourhoods and incorporate shared use 
of school sites in future planning. 

- The Public Parkland Planning & Design Guide recently released by the Department of Sport and Recreation.  
It is important that parkland specific planning and design are considered in conjunction with the allocation of 
water resources at each stage of the planning and development process.  Neighbourhood and local 
parklands need to be adequately located to give all residents walkable access.  It further endorses the 
classification framework referenced in the introduction to the POS Strategy. 

- Of the Local governments which have undertaken POS Strategies, the following are important reference 
points – City of Gosnells, City of Wanneroo, City of Armadale, City of Stirling and City of Swan.  Developing 
a range of accessible POS is critical, but all need to be aligned to state urban planning directions. 
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2.7 National Public Open Space Guidelines and Best Practice 
Appendix A incorporates a selection of POS documents which have established benchmarks in the provision of 
POS. In particular the following consistent themes are relevant: 

- Accessibility:  Recommendations include distance thresholds for the location of open space in residential 
areas, the importance of safety in location and design and the value of needs based assessments which 
should include public input. 

- Health:  Parks and other natural environments are a fundamental health resource, particularly in terms of 
disease prevention. This needs to be acknowledged as a key driver within the strategy. 

- Sustainability: Protecting natural resources for future generations is a key outcome desired in all supporting 
documentation.  

- Enhancing Liveability:  The Green Star Communities - Guide for Local Government provides a rating system 
for the planning, design and construction of community development projects to achieve better economic, 
social and environmental outcomes across the built environment. 

In addition the emerging role of POS planning highlights the need to take into account local biodiversity 
conservation as a mechanism to offset issues in relation to climate change, water management and to ensure that 
a rich diversity of native trees and bushland is retained within and adjacent to urban environments for the benefit 
of future generations.   

Many of the local biodiversity principles are already embedded within the adopted processes and management 
plans for the City’s natural areas but are not necessarily fully understood in the context of managing and 
delivering POS.  The importance of understanding the full extent of bio-diverse environments and potential 
implications of development is important.  Developing a training and education process to assist landowners and 
the local community in making the right choices in their use and impact on the sensitive natural environments 
should be considered in order to ensure that future generations have the opportunity to benefit from current levels 
of biodiversity. 

2.8 International Public Open Space and Best Practice 
Appendix A incorporates a selection of international POS documents which have established benchmarks and 
case studies in the provision of and development of POS from both a prime function and as a contributor to 
broader natural environmental issues. In particular the following consistent themes are relevant: 

- The importance of well-designed open space which is part of an interconnected network to promote 
pedestrian and bicycle trips between open space destinations is important and future planning should be 
cognisant of this desire.  

- Design guidance recommendations throughout the world include distance thresholds for the location of open 
space in residential areas, the importance of safety in location and design and the value of needs based 
assessments to include public input. 

- A full range of spaces should be provided that are significant in promoting physical activity, that balance 
sporting with recreational pursuits and the value of natural areas. 

- Water management both now and into the future is recognised as a critical component of future planning. 

- The increase in tree canopy levels should be considered as a core initiative to offset the heat island effect 
and offset degradation from climate change 

- The application of hierarchical standards needs to be recognised and accepted across local and state 
government to ensure that there is consistency in language and interpretation.  A failing of many planning 
processes is the lack of benchmarking which can be applied across neighbouring metropolitan boundaries.  
This highlights the value in using a recognised POS definition such as that advocated by DSR with minor 
modifications to take into account local circumstances. 

- Solutions are required to be driven from the community first with community engagement, capacity building 
and ownership critical to the use, protection and delivery of all POS. 

- Community groups must have ready access to funding sources to enable those groups to facilitate active 
participation in the volunteer sector. 
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- Partnerships with schools and other service providers are critical in ensuring that there are sustainable 
outcomes as a result of any intervention. 

- The need to establish a suitable policy framework to guide development in a sustainable manner is critical to 
ensure all aspects of POS development can be appropriately planned for and delivered. 

2.9 Overview 
The document review highlighted a number of core legislative and planning policies which need to be adhered to 
in the identification and development of POS.  The guidelines and identified best practice highlighted the 
emerging issues and appropriate mechanisms to be adopted in adhering to the legislative and policy frameworks.  
The recommendations contained in Section 10.0 seek to work within the current legislative and policy framework 
whilst incorporating opportunities to enhance POS provision, operation and long term viability. 
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3.0 Population Projections and Demographic Analysis 
The demographic analysis outlines the key data for the City of Canning which has been obtained using the 
following sources2: 

- Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) 2011 Census 

- Forecast id for the City of Canning Local Government Area 

- WA Tomorrow (2012 revised population statistics and 2031 projections) 

The analysis has focused on population growth, age composition and components of population change to 
provide an indication of the likely demand for POS infrastructure for each local area (suburbs). 

3.1 Current Population and Projected Population Growth 
The following figure highlights the changes anticipated per suburb within the City of Canning as identified by the 
City’s population forecasting model (Forecast id ™).  It is to be noted that the population for the City will increase 
by 12.25% between 2011 and 2031 which is largely as a result of infill and redevelopment of existing areas.  This 
projection is consistent with Band D / E of WA Tomorrow which is the least aggressive population forecast of the 
five bandings recognised. 
Figure 1 City of Canning Population Projections 2011 to 2031 (Forecast id) 

 

The anticipated population growth by suburb across the City of Canning is shown in Figure 2 below.  It is to be 
noted that: 

- The greatest population growth during the period to 2031 is to occur in Bentley, Canning Vale, Cannington, 
East Cannington and Queens Park-Welshpool. 

- The components of population change across the City indicate that whilst births will remain relatively static 
(around 5,800 during the period); deaths will gradually increase and net migration will gradually decrease.  
As a result the population will grow at a lesser rate than that which would be experienced in the outer 
suburbs of Metropolitan Perth and WA generally.   

- The data for the City of Canning generally indicates that the population will be gradually aging over the 20 
year period and the current relatively high level of 15 to 24 year age group as a percentage of population will 
gradually diminish.  

                                                           
2 It is to be noted that the population forecasts contained within this section are based on 2011 data.  It is recognised that 2014 
indicative population data has the City wide population at higher levels than those project through Forecast id ™.  These figures 
will therefore be updated when forecast data has been revised, to take into account the known demographic changes. 
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- Residential development within the City of Canning indicates that the highest number of new dwellings will 
be in Cannington, Bentley, Queens Park-Welshpool and East Cannington.  These suburbs post 2011 will 
each experience a growth of over 1,000 dwellings. 

Figure 2 City of Canning Population Projections by Suburb ( Source: Forecast Id) 

 

3.2 Cultural Diversity 
Within the City of Canning there are specific suburbs which express significant levels of diverse cultures within the 
local population.  In particular: 

- The City of Canning has proportionately a significantly higher number of people from non-English speaking 
backgrounds residing within the City than all other comparative areas (33%, compared to 16% in Australia 
and 14% in Western Australia).  This indicates that there will be a significantly higher proportionate need for 
those communities to incorporate recreation and leisure pursuits which are reflective of their cultural 
background in addition to traditional Australian activities. 

- The areas with the highest proportion of people born in non-English Speaking countries include Bentley 
(including a large student population), Cannington, East Cannington, Queens Park – Welshpool, Riverton, St 
James, Willetton-Leeming and Wilson.  These suburbs all have over 30% of the population born in non-
English speaking areas.  Bentley has the highest proportion of Malaysians (10%) whilst Cannington, Queens 
Park and Riverton have the highest percentage of people born in India or Sri Lanka.   

- Only Ferndale has a percentage of non-English speaking country descendants of less than 20%. 

It is also to be noted that Willetton-Leeming has a particularly high number of people speaking Chinese languages 
at home (in excess of 2,000).   This is also high in Bentley and Canning Vale where numbers are in excess of 
1,000.   East Cannington, Ferndale, Lynwood, Queens Park-Welshpool, Rossmoyne, Shelley, St James and 
Queens Park have comparatively low numbers speaking Chinese languages at home. 
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3.3 Demographic Implications 
The following table contains the main demographic changes anticipated per suburb throughout the City of 
Canning and the likely implications on the development of Public Open Space.  The core statistical and graphical 
information is contained within Appendix B: 
Table 2 Key Drivers of Population Change for each City of Canning Suburb 

Suburb Demographic Considerations Implications 

Bentley 

- The current age structure is dominated by a 
high population base with a student profile 
(high percentage of 15 to 29 year age 
banding) which is likely to diminish slightly 
leading into 2031. 

- Net migration is consistently relatively high and 
is the key driver of population change. 

- The net population change indicates a 
significant growth from 2017 to 2021. 

- Within Bentley, there is proportionately 
(percentage) the highest number of people 
born outside Australia.  This manifests itself 
with a relatively high number of people 
speaking Cantonese or Mandarin at home.  
This is probably reflective of the large number 
of overseas students which reside in the area 
and attend Curtin University. 

- Relatively high demand for 
competitive sports due to the 
youthful age demographic. 

- Transient population indicates that 
clubs / associations will experience 
high turnover and lack of stability in 
volunteering network. 

- A focus of providing sufficient 
infrastructure by 2021 given that 
1,055 dwellings are proposed to be 
constructed in the suburb, the vast 
majority of which will be in the next 
decade. 

- Traditional Asian sports are 
generally indoor based, although 
the provision of soccer, cricket and 
rugby tend to be in demand.  In 
addition access to space for Tai Chi 
and their aesthetic beauty and 
natural environmental experience 
tend to be in demand by such user 
groups. 

Canning Vale 

- A highly populated suburb, the current age 
structure is dominated by young families (high 
percentage of 5-14 year age and 25-49 year 
age banding) which are likely to diminish 
slightly leading in to 2031. 

- Births are consistently high in comparison to 
deaths and this is the key driver of population 
change. 

- Net migration from 2017 onwards (when the 
young age range reach student age) will have 
a significant impact. 

- The net population change indicates a gradual 
loss of population from 2017 onwards. 

- Within Canning Vale, a relatively high number 
of people are born outside Australia speaking 
Cantonese or Mandarin at home 
(approximately 2,000). 

- A relatively high demand for family 
orientated use of POS and in 
particular secure / supervised 
playground activities. 

- A gradual aging of the population 
post 2017 indicates a need to 
provide more flexible and passive 
POS opportunities. 

- As the population decreases post 
2017, realignment of POS use and 
function may be required. 

- Access to space for Tai Chi and 
their aesthetic beauty and natural 
environmental experience tend to 
be in demand by Asian user 
groups.  This needs to be 
accommodated within the POS 
provision adjacent to residential 
areas. 

Cannington 

- A highly populated suburb with a high level of 
20-39 age range with a gradual increase in 
number following the anticipated development 
of new dwellings. 

- A correspondingly relatively low number of 
children between the ages of 5-19. 

- Relatively youthful population to 2031 although 
indicating a gradual aging of the population as 

- Relatively high demand for 
competitive sports due to the 
youthful age demographic. 

- The strong growth identified to 2031 
indicates a need to plan early for 
infrastructure requirements and 
facilitate a greater diversity in POS.   

- Given that over 1,730 dwellings are 
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Suburb Demographic Considerations Implications 

inward migration stabilises. 
- Births are consistently high in comparison to 

deaths and this is the key driver of population 
change as is net migration. 

anticipated to be constructed in the 
suburb, consideration of future POS 
investment needs to be provided 
early in order to incorporate with 
forward projections underpinning 
the City’s Integrated Management 
Framework. 

East 
Cannington 

- Relatively high level of 0-4 and 20-39 age 
range with a gradual increase in number 
following the anticipated development of new 
dwellings. 

- Relatively youthful population to 2031 although 
indicating a gradual aging of the population as 
inward migration stabilises. 

- Births are consistently high in comparison to 
deaths and this is a driver of population 
change as is net migration. 

- Relatively high demand for 
competitive sports due to the 
youthful age demographic. 

- The consistently high growth to 
2031 (992 new dwellings are 
anticipated) highlights the 
importance of effective POS 
planning and increased diversity of 
existing POS.  The gradual aging of 
the population and growth in family 
units will necessitate greater 
attention to family level provision 
within POS. 

Ferndale 
Canning Vale 

- A relatively static population which 
demonstrates a continually aging demographic 
up to 2031. 

- Whilst births up to 2031 are generally double 
the death rate, there will be a loss of residents 
through migration out of the suburb indicating 
that overall the net population will remain close 
to current day levels  

- The emphasis will be on retaining 
and enhancing current POS 
provision and ensure that each park 
responds to the needs of an aging 
population. 

Lynwood 

- Lynwood experiences a traditional aging family 
profile from 2011 to 2031.   

- Births are generally more than twice deaths 
within the suburb.  However there will be a 
loss of residents through migration out of the 
suburb indicating that overall the net 
population will remain close to current day 
levels.  

- The emphasis will be on retaining 
and enhancing current POS 
provision and ensure that each park 
responds to the needs of a 
gradually aging population. 

Parkwood 

- Parkwood currently demonstrates a relatively 
high level of 20-24 and those within the 50-59 
age range.  This tends to highlight the 
propensity of aging family units. 

- The profile to 2031 indicates that the suburb 
will gradually become more traditional with a 
relatively consistent modelling and spread 
across the age ranges. 

- Births are generally more than twice deaths 
within the suburb.  However there will be a 
loss of residents through migration out of the 
suburb indicating that overall the net 
population will remain close to current day 
levels. 

- Within Parkwood, a relatively high number of 
people are born outside Australia speaking 
Cantonese or Mandarin at home 
(approximately 2,000). 

- The need to maintain current levels 
of POS provision and enhance 
existing infrastructure (associated 
facilities and services within POS). 

- Generally a mix of functional 
infrastructure will be required to 
service family units and an aging 
demographic. 

- Access to space for Tai Chi and 
their aesthetic beauty and natural 
environmental experience tend to 
be in demand by Asian user 
groups.  This needs to be 
accommodated within the POS 
provision adjacent to residential 
areas. 

Welshpool / - The suburb comprises of a relatively high - Relatively high demand for 
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Suburb Demographic Considerations Implications 

Queens Park number of young family units with residents in 
the 25-34 and 0-5 age ranges being high as a 
percentage of the overall population. 

- Whilst births significantly outstrip deaths during 
the period to 2031 (by almost 4 times), there is 
anticipated to be a negative migration from the 
suburb from 2017 onwards. 

- Net population change however highlights the 
continued growth of the suburb. 

competitive sports and family 
support services (including young 
aged playground provision) within 
POS due to the youthful age 
demographic. 

- The medium anticipated growth to 
2031 (1,055 dwellings are proposed 
to be constructed in the suburb) 
highlights the value of maintaining 
the diversity and facilitating 
expansion to the function of existing 
POS. 

- The gradual aging of the population 
and growth in family units will 
necessitate greater attention to 
family and passive recreational 
provision within POS. 

Riverton 

- The suburb over the period to 2031 highlights 
a relatively stable population with consistently 
a relatively high number of residents within the 
15-24 and 40-59 age ranges. 

- The suburb population projections highlight a 
negative population change up to 2016 with 
limited growth to occur from 2017 onwards 

- As an established suburb with a 
relatively good and varied level of 
open space provision, the focus will 
be on managing, maintaining and 
delivering a varied level of service 
and POS infrastructure.  

Rossmoyne 

- The suburb is dominated by older family units 
with a relatively high proportion of residents in 
the age ranges of 10-19 and 40-54.  There are 
unusually low numbers of the 25-34 age 
range. 

- In addition the proportion of residents over 65 
is relatively high, often indicating the presence 
of retiree’s units and age care accommodation. 

- Births within the suburb are outstripped by 
deaths by approximately two to three times the 
number.   

- There is however likely to be a net influx of 
residents resulting in a gradual increase in the 
suburbs population to 2031. 

- The emphasis will be on retaining 
and enhancing current POS 
provision to meet the needs of a 
gradually aging population. 

- As an established suburb with a 
relatively good level of POS 
provision the focus will be on 
managing, maintaining and 
delivering a varied level of service 
and POS infrastructure. 

- Skate park and youth provision 
within a public open space will be in 
demand. 

Shelley 

- The suburb over the period to 2031 highlights 
a relatively stable population with consistently 
a relatively high number of residents within the 
10-24 and 40-64 age ranges. 

- Births are projected to double the anticipated 
deaths whilst for the most part net migration 
will be in the negative. 

- The suburb population projections highlight a 
marginally positive population change up to 
2031. 

- As an established suburb with a 
relatively good level of POS 
provision the focus will be on 
managing, maintaining and 
delivering a varied level of service 
and POS infrastructure. 

St James 

- St James has a similar population profile to 
that identified for Bentley and Wilson.  The 
current age structure is dominated by a 
student profile (high percentage of 20-29 year 
age banding) which is likely to diminish slightly 
leading in to 2031. 

- Net migration is consistently negative with 

- Relatively high demand for 
competitive sports due to the 
youthful age demographic. 

- Transient population indicates that 
clubs / associations will experience 
high turnover and lack of stability in 
volunteering network. 
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Suburb Demographic Considerations Implications 

births being a key driver of population change. 
- The net population change indicates a 

marginal growth up to 2031. 

- There needs to be a focus on 
addressing current recognised POS 
deficits within the area.  Due to the 
issues associated with land 
acquisition this potentially may only 
be addressed in neighbouring 
suburbs. 

Willetton-
Leeming 

- A highly populated suburb with a similar profile 
to that of Shelley, Rossmoyne and Riverton. 

- The suburb over the period to 2031 highlights 
a relatively stable population with consistently 
a relatively high number of residents within the 
10-24 and 40-64 age ranges. 

- Births are projected to double the anticipated 
deaths whilst for the most part net migration 
will be in the negative as will net population 
change. 

- Within Willetton-Leeming, there is the highest 
number of people born outside Australia within 
the City of Canning.  Nearly 5,000 people 
speaking Cantonese or Mandarin at home 
reside within this suburb.  Therefore 
consideration needs to be given to this cultural 
group to provide POS which aligns with their 
cultural identity and normative need. 

- As an established suburb with a 
relatively good level of POS 
provision the focus will be on 
managing, maintaining and 
delivering a varied level of service 
and POS infrastructure. 

- With a high Asian population and a 
potentially growing Asian 
community in this area, it will be 
important to recognise the group’s 
cultural values in the provision of 
POS (i.e. good aesthetic quality and 
high levels of natural environmental 
areas).   

- Training / educating the community 
in the use and valuing open space 
will be required to ensure that the 
areas flora and fauna is maintained 
and enhanced. 

- Diversity of park staff, ability to 
speak different languages, available 
and appropriate signage, are all 
important elements together with an 
appreciation of the types of cultural 
activities which may need to be 
facilitated to recognise the needs of 
the Asian community group. 

Wilson 

- A highly populated suburb, Wilson has a 
similar population profile to that identified for St 
James and Bentley.  The current age structure 
is dominated by a student profile (high 
percentage of 20-29 year age banding) which 
is likely to diminish slightly leading in to 2031. 

- Net migration is consistently negative with 
births being a key driver of population change 
(double that of deaths). 

- The net population change indicates a 
marginal growth up to 2031. 

- Relatively high demand for 
competitive sports due to the 
youthful age demographic. 

- Transient population indicates that 
clubs / associations will experience 
high turnover and lack of stability in 
volunteering network. 
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4.0 Trends 
Trends in the provision and management of public open space and sports space usage are contained in Appendix 
C.  The key headlines are identified below.  In addition trends in the development of POS strategies derived from 
the analysis of WA, National and International strategic planning processes (contained at Appendix A) is similarly 
referenced:  

4.1 Trends in Provision and Management of POS 
Of the main trends the following are directly relevant to the City of Canning POS Strategy: 

- Water allocation strategies are increasingly directing a greater control of water resources by irrigating active 
surfaces only and not surrounds. The declining trend in rainfall and increasing extractions of groundwater 
has led to falling groundwater levels in much of Perth’s shallow aquifers which has led to alternative water 
options being considered.   

- As a result of changes in water use it is likely alternatives to non-native, water intensive planting such as 
liquid limestone, mulching or ferracrete will be used in future.  This is an emerging trend in the eastern states 
which is gradually impacting on the market in Western Australia. 

- The need to provide flexible open space is becoming increasingly important due to factors such as 
demographic shifts and changing sport and recreation preferences. 

- There is an increased demand for restoration of bushland areas, with consistent feedback from the 
community about valuing natural areas. 

- Increased expectations of people in relation to the quality of provision of open space, park furniture and 
association recreation infrastructure. 

- Community preference for the provision of larger, but higher quality open space areas, instead of smaller 
blocks (i.e. < 0.5ha), which might be provided more densely, but typically incorporate little or no visitor 
facilities. 

- The importance of fully costing out asset management plans and future proofing expenditure (including 
lifecycle costing) is becoming more critical. 

- As a result of council financial pressures there is a greater reliance on volunteer management groups to 
offset available maintenance resources. 

- Increased use of native plantings to better provide for fauna habitats. 

- Increased and enhanced shading opportunities are encouraged to facilitate greater POS use by the resident 
community. 

- Strategic use of individual open space areas to create larger and continuous green belts through urban 
areas, which in some cases also provide for opportunities to maximise the establishment of off-road, shared 
path networks. 

- Provision of open space and some park-based facilities (such as playgrounds, picnic areas, car parks, and 
path networks) in accordance with a hierarchy of provision. 

- Co-location of park facilities in the same area (e.g. picnic areas, recreation facilities, and meeting places) as 
a means of enhancing the personal security of park users. 

- Solutions are being developed to increased issues associated with contamination of natural POS and 
dieback.  This however often leads to public exclusion from environmentally sensitive areas. 

- The gradual integration of flood and stormwater management practices into POS. 
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4.2 Trends in Planning 
The planning process over the past decade has developed significantly.  This has resulted in a number of 
publications both within WA and Australia identifying guidelines for POS provision and advocating principles for 
POS provision.  Of the key planning trends the following are relevant: 

- Better urban water management – the increase in the number of urban water management plans supporting 
the development of the POS network. 

- Using POS as a mechanism to enhance the quality of life, particularly in urban areas. 

- A focus on financial viability of all POS and rationalisation of infrastructure. 

- Encouragement of community development projects to enhance liveability, contribute to local economic 
prosperity and deliver sustainable outcomes (Green Star Community Ratings). 

- The intention to provide a full range of spaces that are significant in promoting physical activity, that balance 
sporting with recreational pursuits. 

- Accessibility and connectedness - the development of POS networks distributed and located to provide high 
levels of accessibility and integration. 

- The adoption of a hierarchy of POS form and function. 

- The acceptance as a general rule that 90% of dwellings should be within a 400m catchment of a 
neighbourhood recreation park or other park providing equivalent informal recreation opportunities. 

- Greater collaboration with private sector developers to ensure the best possible community outcomes. 

4.3 Trends in Biodiversity Management 
Future population growth across the world has estimated that there will be a doubling of current urban dwellers 
worldwide from 3.5 billion (2010 estimate) to 6.3 billion in 2050.  It is estimated that most of this growth is 
expected to happen in medium sized cities through regeneration, higher density development and gradual 
development on available green spaces.  Australia has a highly urbanised population, where it is estimated that 
approximately 85 percent of the population lives in urban areas, but at relatively low densities. 

There are a number of issues which need to be addressed: 

- Urban expansion will heavily draw on natural resources, including water with knock-on effects on biodiversity 
and ecosystem services elsewhere. 

- Urban expansion is occurring faster in areas adjacent to biodiversity hotspots and in low-elevation, 
biodiversity-rich coastal zones than in other areas.  This is particularly pertinent in Western Australia where 
development on the coastal plain around Perth has extended the urban footprint significantly over the past 
20 years. 

- Climate change is a ‘real’ consideration, as manifested by rising sea levels, higher temperatures, variation in 
precipitation, and more frequent and severe floods, droughts, storms, and heat waves. 

- Metropolitan Perth is experiencing shortages of natural resources (including water) and environmental 
degradation due to increased urbanisation. 

- The management of the transition to a more technologically sustainable future to reduce ecological impacts, 
including minimizing carbon footprints underpins many government decisions and will continue to influence 
future economic growth.  

As a result of the above future planning processes now incorporate the following considerations: 

- A gradual recognition, that if planned correctly, rich biodiversity can exist in cities and urban areas. 

- Maintaining functioning urban ecosystems can significantly enhance human health and well-being. 

- Urban ecosystem services and biodiversity can help contribute to climate-change mitigation and adaptation. 

- Ecosystem services must be integrated in urban policy and planning. 
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- Successful management of biodiversity and ecosystem services are generally most effective through 
partnership and multi-stakeholder involvement. 

- Opportunities exist for incorporating biodiversity outcomes through educating the local community and 
engaging them in developing a resilient and sustainable future. 

- Local government have the capability to provide appropriate governance tools and take the lead in 
sustainable development. 

4.4 Service Level Standards: The Provision of Public Open Space 
Service level standards for the provision of Public Open Space vary across local government with very few 
benchmarks which can be used to compare across a range of local government entities.  Typical service level 
standards and assessments include: 

- Level of customer satisfaction with parks, gardens, sporting fields and reserves (derived from community 
satisfaction surveys). A satisfaction level of greater than 70% is often sought. 

- Level of customer satisfaction with playgrounds (derived from community satisfaction surveys).  A 
satisfaction level of greater than 70% is often sought. 

- Quality service levels for public open space (derived from adherence to industry standards and 
specifications), including: 

• Relevant Australian Standard for tree pruning. 

• Environmental Management Plans. 

• Disability Discrimination Act. 

• Work Health and Safety. 

• Relevant Australian Standards for play equipment. 

- Projected operating and capital expenditure (as a percentage of the local government’s service budget).  
This is however an assessment which generally identifies a gap in funding provision rather than the level of 
investment required. 

- Asset management plans and projected overall asset provision assessing condition, function and capacity. 
These are often used for annual and projected budget setting to maintain a standard of provision and 
planned upgrade. 

- Response times – the provision of maintenance or repair services where defects have been identified 
(nominally an urgent response of 4 hours; high response of 2 days; low response of 5 days and scheduled 
works). 

Where service level standards are undertaken by local governments a traditional approach has been to: 

- Define the POS precinct (in the City of Canning this could be the suburb). 

- Respond to the POS values and opportunities (the function, purpose and land capability). 

- Respond to community needs in accordance with current and emerging demands based on demographic 
changes and trends. 

- Ensure that the diversity of opportunity is provided for all residents.  This can be determined through an 
analysis of accessibility to various hierarchical levels of infrastructure provision. 

- Determine appropriate levels of development.  

- Determine appropriate management regimes. 

Such an approach enables local governments to establish priorities for investment where there are competing 
demands for resources and requires a level of technical input to determine when and at what frequency the 
services are to be provided.  In all service standards there are elements of planned and unplanned works 
including: 

- Routine works - which can be defined annually and budgeted with a high degree of certainty (routine 
inspections, turf mowing, tree pruning). 
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- Unplanned works - works that will occur each year but the extent of resources required cannot be easily 
determined. 

- Major maintenance - relate to improvement and/or replacement of assets through routine inspections / asset 
management inspections and incorporated within the forward capital or operational programs. 

- Engineering Services – minor improvements or additional works to enhance the level of services outside of 
the normal established service standard. 

Based on the analysis of service level standards across Australian local government, the City of Canning could 
develop a service level standard which breaks down each component part of open space (landscape, surfaces, 
treatment, park furniture (hard infrastructure), irrigation, litter and playgrounds) against which planned investment 
may be managed.   In general many working practices would be governed by current adopted specifications, 
Australian Standards, Occupational Health and Safety requirements and management plans. 

The trends identified above are incorporated within the subsequent issues and recommendations at section 9.0 
and 10.0. 
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5.0 Sustainability 
Sustainability in its broadest sense is based on a simple principle that everything we need for our survival and 
well-being depends, either directly or indirectly, on our natural environment.   Sustainability creates and maintains 
the conditions under which humans and nature can exist in productive harmony whilst permitting the social, 
economic and other requirements of present and future generations. 

The protection of the environment to provide sufficient water, materials, and resources required to maintain 
human health are critical outcomes of a sustainable approach (i.e. the need to secure and maintain diverse and 
productive ecosystems are fundamental).  Globally there is wide recognition that sustainability should be a 
fundamental aspiration for all towns and cities.  In addition there is a stronger focus on resilience; resource 
efficiency; bio-diversity; low-carbon use; the provision of smart infrastructure and green urban economy which 
ultimately results in healthier and happier communities. 

5.1 City Council Policy 
The City of Canning Vision contained in Canning Futures: Strategic Community Plan 2013 stated that the broader 
community is “proud to protect and enjoy our unique natural environment and work together to enhance the 
health, wellbeing and sustainability of our community”.  The themes and relevant strategies identified to 
implement the vision included: 

- The sustainable management of resources. 

- Practicing and promoting water conservation and the awareness of the river and waterways. 

- Encourage and demonstrate sustainability within the City. 

In order to re-enforce the statements, the City of Canning Policy - CM194: Sustainability was adopted in 2014.  
The policy confirms that the City of Canning is committed to an ongoing journey towards more sustainable 
processes and outcomes. The Council within the policy acknowledges its role as the guardian of the community’s 
quality of life with a responsibility for sustainably managing the social, natural and built environment without 
compromising opportunities for future generations.  

The Council is committed to leading by example, undertaking exemplary projects and practices which comply with 
the sustainability principles including a need to reduce and eventually eliminate: 

1) Fossil fuel dependence and wasteful use of scarce metals and minerals. 

2) Reliance upon persistent chemicals and wasteful use of synthetic substances. 

3) Encroachment upon nature (e.g. land, water, wildlife, bushland, soil, ecosystems). 

4) Conditions that systematically undermine people’s ability to meet their basic human needs. 

The relevance to POS is the stated commitment from the City to sustainably managing its social, natural and built 
environment without compromising opportunities for future generations. 

5.2 POS and Sustainability 
In accordance with City Council Policy, sustainability should be an integral part of the POS development and 
design process. In planning for POS development, re-alignment, rationalisation or disposal, consideration will 
need to be given to minimising the use of water and other resources; conserving ecosystems; using renewable 
resources; avoiding waste by reuse and recycling, and designing out maintenance intensive landscapes. Such an 
approach would be consistent with emerging local government policy and strategies within Western Australia 
(and, in particular, with the neighbouring City of Gosnells).    

The WA Department of Water advocates the orderly, equitable and efficient use of water resources which accords 
with an aspect of the above approach.  This is further re-enforced within the Public Parkland Planning and Design 
Guide (WA) which encourages the adoption of sustainability principles within parkland planning and design to 
ensure efficient use and protection of water resources. 

The Open Space Planning and Design Guide (Parks and Leisure Australia 2013) takes a more liberal approach to 
sustainability advocating that POS is vitally important in the development and sustainability of communities.  The 
Green Star Communities - Guide for Local Government (Green Building Council of Australia 2014) provides a 
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national framework and rating tool which could be used to validate an approach to POS development / 
rationalisation.   

The purpose of the framework is to: 

- Deliver more liveable, prosperous and sustainable communities. 

- Achieve more effective planning outcomes through the plan-making process. 

- Reduce infrastructure delivery and asset maintenance costs. 

- Foster community engagement and participation. 

5.3 Green Infrastructure Planning 
Green Infrastructure Planning is a process for solving urban and climatic challenges by building with nature. The 
main elements include stormwater management, climate adaptation, less heat stress, more biodiversity, food 
production, better air quality, sustainable energy production, clean water and healthy soils.  The approach 
incorporates a combination of planning processes with the desired outcome associated with a planned increased 
quality of life in and around towns and cities. The concept of green infrastructure planning was initiated in the USA 
and has more recently evolved across the UK and Europe as a fundamental part of a spatial planning process. It 
is a multi-functional approach focussed on the efficient and sustainable use of land, especially in compact urban 
environments.   The POS Strategy would contribute to this process should the City decide to proceed with a 
Green Infrastructure Planning approach.  Green infrastructure programs can however form part of the POS 
Strategy.  Such programs include: 

- Permeable pavements in parks, sports courts and car parks. 

- Rain gardens and bio-retention systems at public facilities. 

- Constructed wetlands for management of stormwater runoff. 

The POS Strategy will ultimately assist in developing a Green Infrastructure Plan should the City be minded to 
further develop this aspect. 
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6.0 Audit of Public Open Space 
As part of determining current provision of POS within the City and identifying need, a full POS audit was 
undertaken from a qualitative and quantitative perspective.  The full details of the assessment including 
references to each park, their unique identity and overall level of provision within the City is provided within 
Appendix D.  A summary of the relevant outputs is provided below. 

6.1 The Process 
The following outlines the methods for the checking and detection of public open spaces throughout the City of 
Canning: 

- All identified POS were assessed and assigned to one of the five POS categories: 

• Parks / parkland areas 

• Natural and conservation areas 

• Foreshore areas  

• Residual green spaces  

• Undeveloped open space 

- Additionally, the entire land area of the City of Canning was scanned using a grid-by-grid methodology and 
any additional (i.e., missed) areas of public open space were identified, digitised and classified to one of the 
five POS categories.  

- When digitised, the boundaries of all areas of POS were taken to the edge of the road verge – representing 
the total area of the POS that would require maintenance. 

All POS parks were then assessed for the presence of three spaces. Within each the areas occupied by these 
different spaces were digitised such that the make-up of the POS park (in terms of its percentage area devoted to 
each of these functions) could be determined. 

- Sports spaces (i.e., playing fields, ovals, and other freely accessible sports surfaces that allow for more 
structured sporting activities).  This included the play surface plus the surrounding safety margin and run off 
areas outside of the official playing areas. 

- Nature spaces (i.e., bushland or conservation areas within the park which may or may not be accessible for 
public use such as having walking trails within/through). 

- Car parks and buildings located internally within the POS. 

Where a POS park contained multiple spaces (i.e., sport and/or nature spaces) these areas were digitised and 
coded accordingly. Each POS was given a unique park identification number and classified according to the size 
as identified in the classification framework (as identified in table 1 in section 1.1).  A second level POS park 
identification number was attributed to each area to cater for splitting the component functional areas.  A list of the 
unique identifying numbers for all POS parks within the City of Canning is provided at Appendix C. 

All 209 POS parks identified as part of the spatial mapping phase were subsequently visited and audited.  The 
audit process was divided into a qualitative and a quantitative assessment. 

6.2 Qualitative Assessment 
The POS Park quality assessment was undertaken on 16 features within a POS setting attributed to 3 core areas: 

- Locational characteristics. 

- Open Space Usage Value. 

- Care and maintenance. 

Each feature was given a score relating to their respective quality on a sliding scale (1=poor, 5=excellent) from a 
visual inspection.  The descriptors used for the assessment are contained at Table 3 below.  
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Table 3 Qualitative Assessment Ranking 

DESCRIPTION 1 3 5 

LOCATION 

Ease of access to the site (car, walk, 
Cycle, Public Transport) 

Site is on opposite side of a major access barrier (major road, rail, 
water feature or other significant obstacle) for the majority of the 
community who are likely to use it. 

Access is reasonable but there is need to take a circuitous route or cross 
a busy road to get there and the site has limited access by footpath or 
cycle. 

Access to the site is excellent without the need to cross or face 
significant hazards. There is safe access to the site by footpath and 
cycle. 

Visibility (overlooking by surrounding 
properties) 

Obstructed lines of sight, no overlooking residential properties and low 
usage / passing pedestrians. Informal overlooking residential properties and low apparent usage. 

Good level of overlooking, unobstructed views and high frequency of 
pedestrian movement (as indicated by locational characteristics and 
observed). 

Personal safety, lighting and security Site and access routes feel unsafe at all times, located adjacent to an 
extremely busy road. 

Site and access routes feel safe in daylight but inadequate lighting for 
use in the evenings / night time. Site located near a busy road. 

Site and access routes feel safe at all times and have good signposted 
entrance and exit routes which are well lit when accessible by the 
public.  Site is located away from extremely busy roads. 

Disability access 
Disabled access is poor with uneven surfaces (not bound); inaccessible 
entry points and limited or no provision for disability use (including 
ancillary infrastructure). 

Disabled access is reasonable with bound surfaces throughout the park 
area; accessible entry points and limited disability provision (including 
ancillary infrastructure). 

Fully accessible by members of the public with limited mobility and all 
ancillary facilities cater for a variety of disabilities. 

Site design 
Features (including changing facilities, equipment, natural features and 
landscaping) are at basic level only and add little to the value of the 
open space for its intended function. 

Features (including changing facilities, equipment, natural features and 
landscaping) are more than a basic level only and add reasonable value 
to the open space for its intended function. 

Features (including changing facilities, equipment, natural features and 
landscaping) are of a high standard and add significantly to the value of 
the open space for its intended function. 

OPEN SPACE USAGE VALUE 

Associated toilets / changing facilities No accessible toilets and / or changing rooms. Toilet and / or changing 
rooms poorly maintained and not accessible by the general public. 

Toilets and / or changing rooms available and adequately maintained, 
but may have time limited access or are locked (by a club / association) 
for large periods of time. 

Fully accessible, well maintained toilets and / or changing rooms 
available for the public whilst at the site. Changing facilities for all ages 
including disability provision. 

Floodlighting (playing and training 
areas) No floodlighting present. Limited lighting for training purposes only. Full lighting to all pitches which permits evening competition. 

Car parking (on or off site) No available car parking off site (other than on street or side roads). Limited car parking on site small parking bays. Extensive car parking which caters for multiple team sports or events. 

Drainage Poor drainage (no evidence of good drainage capability). Evidence of good natural drainage although may be located within a 
flood plain which may take facility out of use for short periods. Excellent natural and enhanced drainage is evident on site. 

Numbers of different uses catered for Single use site. 3-4 different users catered for on-site. 6 or more different activities catered for within the site with access to 
supporting infrastructure. 

Seating No seating for adults. Limited seating or seating is not well sited. 
Good level of seating dispersed throughout the site area for observing 
play, sport and general relaxation.  Adults can sit and observe children 
playing. 

BBQ No BBQ areas. BBQ areas provided but in poor condition / limited for park area. BBQ areas provided with nearby shade, excellently maintained and 
high number for group / family activities. 

CARE AND MAINTENANCE 

Well maintained  Extensive litter or hazardous debris, planting in poor condition, 
unacceptable graffiti present. 

Some litter and evidence of graffiti which has been regularly cleaned / 
addressed as part of the day to day management of the site. 

No evidence of litter or hazardous items, well drained where 
appropriate, planting and pitch provision is regularly maintained for all 
levels of use.  No unacceptable graffiti. 

Reticulation present No reticulation evident. Limited reticulation related mainly to playing surfaces. Reticulation throughout the park area evenly distributed. 

Litter bins No litter bins/bins in poor condition, or bins are full. Limited bins, not full (regularly emptied) and in adequate condition. Bins in good condition located throughout the park area and not full 
with appropriate signage. 

Dog free areas Dogs have unrestricted access to the whole site/evidence of dog 
fouling. 

Measures taken to exclude dogs but evidence that dogs are entering 
site. 

Management of dog fouling in place through bins, clarification of dog 
free areas, signs discouraging owners from bringing dogs to the site, no 
evidence of fouling. 
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The intent of the qualitative assessment was to identify the relative merits of each POS and categorise within the 
identified hierarchy areas of strengths and weaknesses.  Where consistent weaknesses are identified it provides 
an indication across the hierarchical grouping of areas for improvement which ultimately influence the 
recommendations contained within the Strategy. 

The features within the POS Park Quality assessment are highlighted in figure 3. 
Figure 3 POS Park Quality Assessment Matrix 

Feature Rating Comment 

Location 

Ease of access 1 2 3 4 5  

Visibility 1 2 3 4 5  

Safety lighting 1 2 3 4 5  

Disability access 1 2 3 4 5  

Site design 1 2 3 4 5  

Open Space Usage Value 

Toilets / changing 1 2 3 4 5  

Floodlighting 1 2 3 4 5  

Car parking 1 2 3 4 5  

Drainage 1 2 3 4 5  

Uses catered for 1 2 3 4 5  

Seating 1 2 3 4 5  

BBQ 1 2 3 4 5  

Care and Maintenance 

Well maintained 1 2 3 4 5  

Reticulation present 1 2 3 4 5  

Litter bins 1 2 3 4 5  

Dog free areas 1 2 3 4 5  

In undertaking the qualitative assessment a number of caveats are to be considered in interpreting the results.  
These include: 

- The assessment was undertaken at a point in time (April / May 2014) where the weather conditions were 
good (sunshine and limited cloud cover) and predominantly dry. 

- The assessment rating was based on the visual assessment of the researcher and therefore will be subject 
to personal interpretations in respect of quality and appearance. 

- Ease of access and disability access were treated separately to provide an indication of ease of general 
ambulant access to the site (i.e. locational characteristics, close proximity to potential users, presence of 
physical barriers such as busy roads, rail or fencing) and that for people with varying degrees of disability 
(i.e. whether the site contained dropped kerbs, bound surfaces within and through the site, well lit, clear 
signposting and ability to gain access to all social infrastructure).  In many circumstances the ease of access 
to a POS may score high whilst the relative merits of disability access could be low. 

- The qualitative assessment of toilets, floodlighting, car parking, uses, seating and BBQ will score low 
generally on the smaller POS (pocket parks and some local parks) as by their very nature and function it 
would not be reasonable to invest in such infrastructure.  For the Regional, District and most Neighbourhood 
parks it would be anticipated that the scores in these categories would be higher. 
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- No assessment has been made in respect of the technical issues associated with individual pieces of POS 
infrastructure (i.e. whether there are any defects occurring with play equipment or the relative merits of one 
piece of equipment when compared to another). 

- The care and maintenance assessment was relative to the day of inspection.  Where bins were over-flowing 
or graffiti was present, this may have impacted on the relative score but the issue may subsequently have 
been addressed 

6.3 Quantitative Assessment 
The POS Park quantitative assessment was undertaken by assessing presence of 32 facilities and amenities.  
Additional attributes were assigned to the parks in GIS using spatial layers.  These indicated whether or not the 
Park contained: 

- An aboriginal site based on the Department of Aboriginal Affairs records. 

- A designated heritage site based on Heritage Council of WA records. 

- Formal dog exercise areas. 

The extent of all bodies of water within the parks was manually digitised and other features included: 

Fencing: 

All parks were assessed for the presence of different fencing within and around the park perimeter. 

The following codes were applied to different types of fencing identified within each park: 

- No fence - (0) 

- Bollard or post fence (metal or wood & no horizontal connector) – (1) 

- Wooden post and rail (horizontal connector) – (2) 

- Metal chain link fence – (3) 

- Metal fence (post and rail or decorative) – (4) 

- Residential fencing / walls – (5) 

- Metal and wire – (6) 

- Decorative wall / brick (+ may have metal fencing incorporated) – (7) 

It is to be noted however that many park boundaries abut to / adjoin residential properties.  Whilst these boundary 
fences / walls were taken into consideration during the assessment process, the responsibility for maintaining 
these is predominantly the responsibility of the residential land owner. 

Playgrounds  

The presence of one or more pieces of children’s play equipment (i.e., swings, slides, climbing frame) was 
classified as a “playground”. 

Sports Accommodated on POS Parks 

All parks were assessed for presence of sporting spaces, equipment and facilities. 

Access to Parks via Public Transport (Bus) 

Using the latest (2013) spatial layer of public transport stops across Perth and Peel from the Department of 
Transport, all bus stops (point features) that were located within the City of Canning or within 400m of the 
Canning administrative boundary were mapped.  All parks that intersected / fell within a bus stop service area 
were identified and attributed as being accessible within 400m walking distance from a bus stop.  Those that did 
not intersect or fall within the bus stop service area were considered as being non-accessible within a 400m 
walking distance from a bus stop. 

The facilities and amenities within the POS Park Quantity Assessment are highlighted in figure 4. 
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Figure 4 POS Park Quantity Assessment Matrix 

 

6.4 Park Accessibility 
The size of the catchment areas (i.e., the distance along the road network from the park) was derived in 
accordance with the size of the park and the Department for Sport and Recreation’s (DSR) classification 
framework. 

To determine the proportions of the total Canning (LGA) population within the specified POS park catchment 
areas, the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) 2011 Census data was used and broken down into the smallest 
spatial unit at which relevant population data is collected.  This enabled an analysis to be undertaken on total 
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accessibility to particular POS parks and in addition, the proportion of the population by age groups (i.e., 5-14 
year olds) within the POS park catchments.  These were broken down as follows: 

- Population access to playgrounds:  Service areas extending 400m along the road network were generated 
around all playground points. 

- Population access to sports parks: Service areas extending 800m along the road network were generated 
around all neighbourhood parks with sports spaces. 

- Population access to district parks with sports spaces:  Service areas extending 2km along the road network 
were generated around all district parks with sports spaces. 

- Population access to neighbourhood or district parks with sports spaces:  The 800m and 2km catchment for 
the neighbourhood and district parks with sports spaces were merged. 

A summary of the analysis is provided below with a detailed breakdown of the audit contained at Appendix C. 

6.5 Public Open Space Provision within the City of Canning 
From the analysis undertaken a total of 1018.02 ha of public open space is currently provided across the City of 
Canning.  The breakdown of space by POS type is identified in table 4 below: 
Table 4 Provision of Public Open Space within the City of Canning 

Public open space type Number of areas digitised Area (ha) 

Parks 209 411.11 

Natural and conservation areas 18 341.19 

Foreshore  4 209.02 

Undeveloped POS 18 23.8 

Residual green spaces 41 23.42 

TPS17A 8 1.05 

TPS21 18 8.43 

A total of 23.8ha of publicly accessible open spaces are currently undeveloped.  These are located within the four 
suburbs: Welshpool, East Cannington, Queens Park and of Canning Vale (industrial area to the north of the 
suburb). 

With regard to POS Parks, there are a total of 411.11 ha of parks are currently provided throughout the City of 
Canning.  The park type is identified in table 5: 
Table 5 Provision of Parks throughout the City of Canning 

Park Type Number of areas digitised Area (ha) 

Pocket parks 60 14.87 

Local parks 61 39.68 

Neighbourhood parks 68 160.22 

District parks 19 174.14 

Regional parks 1 22.20 

TOTAL  209 411.11 
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Figure 5 Provision of parks across the City of Canning 

 

It can be noted from the accessibility to parks of all types that the overall number and area in the most densely 
populated areas is relatively high:  The main issues related to the suburbs are: 

- Provision of parks within East Cannington, Rossmoyne, Shelley and St James are particularly low in 
comparison to all other suburbs.  All have less than 10 parks identified under the DSR classification and 
provide less than 11 hectares of POS. 

- Canning Vale, Lynwood, Riverton, Ferndale Canning Vale, Willetton-Leeming and Wilson are well provided 
for with the suburbs containing in excess of 30 hectares of POS.  

- The Regional Open Space lies solely within the suburb of Wilson. 

The numbers and proportion of the City of Canning’s usual resident population (total and by age groups) that have 
access to any park type within the respective catchment areas identifies: 

- 99.43% of the resident population have access to POS within any park catchment.  This is an exceptionally 
high level of provision and accessibility. 
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- The access to POS is generally high across all age groups with only the age ranges of 5 to 19 and over 85 
falling below 99% accessibility. 

6.5.1 Access to Pocket Parks 

When assessing access to a pocket park within a 300m walking distance the analysis indicates: 

- Overall, 20% of the total City of Canning population had access to a pocket park within 300m walking 
distance from home. 

- 25.9% of all residential cadastre had access to a pocket park in the City of Canning within a 300m walking 
distance. 

- When pockets parks within 1km of the boundary of the City Canning were included in the spatial analyses an 
additional 32 residential cadastre had access to a pocket park within a 300m walking distance.  This brought 
the total proportion of residential cadastre in City of Canning with access to a pocket park within 300m 
walking distance to 26.1%. 

6.5.2 Access to Local Parks 

When assessing access to a local park within a 400m walking distance the analysis indicates: 

- Overall, 33% of the total City of Canning population had access to a local park within a 400m walking 
distance from home. 

- 36.2% of all residential cadastre had access to a local park in the City of Canning within a 400m walking 
distance. 

- When local parks within 1km of the boundary of the City Canning were included in the spatial analyses an 
additional 151 residential cadastre had access to a local park within a 400m walking distance.  This brought 
the total proportion of residential cadastre in the City Canning with access to a local park within a 400m 
walking distance to 36.8%. 

6.5.3 Access to Neighbourhood Parks 

When assessing access to a neighbourhood park within 800m walking distance the analysis indicates: 

- Overall, 75% of the total City of Canning population had access to a neighbourhood park within an 800m 
walking distance from home. 

- 83.8% of all residential cadastre had access to a neighbourhood park in the City of Canning within an 800m 
walking distance. 

- When neighbourhood parks within 1km of the boundary of the City Canning were included in the spatial 
analyses indicated that an additional 539 residential cadastre had access to a neighbourhood park within an 
800m walking distance.  This brought the total proportion of residential cadastre in the City of Canning with 
access to a neighbourhood park within an 800m walking distance to 85.7%. 

6.5.4 Access to District and Regional Parks 

When assessing access to a district park within a 2km catchment the analysis indicates: 

- Overall, 89% of the total Canning population had access to a district park within 2km from home. 

- 90.9% of all residential cadastre had access to a district park in the City of Canning within 2km of the 
cadastre boundary. 

- When district parks within 1km of the boundary of the City Canning were included in the spatial analyses an 
additional 265 residential cadastre had access to a district park within 2km.  This brought the total proportion 
of residential cadastre within the City of Canning with access to a district park within a 2km catchment to 
96%. 

- When assessing access to regional parks the analysis indicates that overall, 97% of the total City of Canning 
population had access within 10km from home. 
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6.6 Access to POS for City of Canning Residents 
In order to develop a complete understanding of accessibility to POS, all areas within 1km of the boundary of the 
City of Canning were incorporated within the analysis.  This is shown in figure 6 which identifies the POS area and 
DSR classification.  This was used to determine full access to facilities contained within the parks and POS 
hierarchy of provision. 

6.6.1 Access to Playgrounds 

Access to playgrounds within 400m of an individual’s residence is particularly important in ensuring that sufficient 
infrastructure is available to support family activities.  The research and audit process highlighted the breadth of 
playground development across the City which was provided on all functional levels of POS. 

Table 6 below identifies the breakdown of parks containing playgrounds within the City of Canning.  It is to be 
noted that 60% of all designated POS contains a playground. 
Table 6 Number of Parks by DSR Classification with Play Equipment 

DSR Size Classification 
Playground 

Total 
Not present Present 

POCKET 33 27 60 

LOCAL 24 37 61 

NEIGHBOURHOOD 23 45 68 

DISTRICT 1 18 19 

REGIONAL 0 1 1 

TOTAL  81 128 209 

The detailed assessment of access by age grouping indicates: 

- 50% of the total City of Canning population had access to a playground (within a park) within 400m walking 
distance. 

- 50% of the Canning population of 0-4 year olds and 49% of the City of Canning population of 5-14 year olds 
had access to a playground (within a park) within 400m walking distance. 

- 58.1% of all residential cadastre had access to a playground in the City of Canning within 400m walking 
distance. 

- When playgrounds in parks within 400m of the boundary of the City Canning were included the spatial 
analyses indicated that an additional 367 residential cadastre had access to a playground within 400m 
walking distance.  The total proportion of residential cadastre within the City of Canning with access to a 
playground within 400m walking distance on this basis is 59.4% (figure 7 refers). 

- The areas which are potentially deficient in playground space but the demographic analysis indicates that 
additional playground space will be required include: 

• Canning Vale – for age ranges from toddler to teenage:   Particularly on the south west side of Ranford 
Road adjacent to Livingstone Drive and northeast of Fraser Road.  In addition areas bordered by St 
Albans Promenade and Ranford Road are deficient as is the area to the east and south of Eucalyptus 
Boulevard (area 1 on figure 7). 

• Cannington – for age ranges up to 4:  Adjacent to Sevenoaks Street (north) and Crawford Street (area 
2 on figure 7). 

• East Cannington – for age ranges up to 4:  Adjacent to Lacy Street and Elizabeth Street (area 3 on 
figure 7). 

• Queens Park-Welshpool: for age ranges up to 4: land adjacent to Sevenoaks Street (as for Cannington 
above - area 2 on figure 7). 

• Rossmoyne – for age ranges from young child to teenage youth:  Adjacent to Riverton Drive West 
(eastern side - area 4 on figure 7). 
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• Shelley – for age ranges from young child to teenage youth:  Significant provision desired in the central 
suburb area north and north east of Shelley Primary School (area 5 on figure 7). 

• Willetton Leeming – for age ranges from young child to teenage youth:  Adjacent to Vahland Avenue – 
north of Collins Road and north and south of Apsley Road (area 6 on figure 7). 

Figure 6 POS within 1km of the City of Canning Local Government Boundary 
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Figure 7 Playgrounds within the City of Canning and those within 400m of the jurisdictional boundary 
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6.6.2 Access to Sports Parks 

20 parks contained a sport space and in accordance with the DSR definitions 6 of these were neighbourhood 
parks, 13 were district parks and 1 was located on a regional park.   For reference purposes access to 
neighbourhood parks with sports spaces is identified in table 7.  This identifies access within an 800m catchment 
from all residential cadastre.   

The analysis indicated that: 

- 14.92% of the City of Canning residents have access to a neighbourhood park with a sports space within 
800m of their home. 

- It is particularly noticeable that the accessibility to neighbourhood sports space provision is higher for ages 
0-24 and 35-54 with a significant accessibility decrease for those aged 55 and above. 

- With regard to the proportion of the resident population within 2km of district sports parks it is to be noted 
that 88% are located within the catchment.  It is to be noted that over 90% accessibility is maintained for age 
groupings above 65 and between 20 and 34. 

- When combining the neighbourhood and district sports parks the proportion of the population with access to 
sports spaces climbs to 92.25% which is generally consistent across all age groups.  However those age 
groups with the greatest access are those above 65 and between 20 and 34. 

6.6.3 Park Access from Public Transport 

An assessment of accessibility from public transport was undertaken which captured the parks which fall within / 
intersect a 400m walkable catchment area around a bus stop.  This provides an indication of park accessibility on 
foot from the nearest public transport point.  It can be seen that: 

- 178 of all 209 parks (85%) are located within 400m of a bus stop. 

- 16 of the 19 district parks (84%) are located within 400m of a bus stop. 

These can be more particularly shown at Figure 8 where the catchments of all bus stops are identified in grey.  
The areas of poor access centre on the industrial areas and the future Queens Park Regional Open Space 
development. 
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Figure 8 Access to Parks by Bus – 400m catchment areas around bus stops and park types within the City of Canning 
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6.7 Access to Natural Areas 
During the assessment process, in addition to the accessibility to recreation and leisure POS infrastructure, it was 
important to determine the relative merits of accessibility to natural areas.  In particular an assessment was made 
with regard to: 

- Foreshore Buffers 

- Natural Public Open Space 
Figure 9 Current Foreshore (Canning River Regional Park) and other natural POS areas 
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In respect of foreshore buffers and access the following conclusions can be reached: 

- The majority of the City of Canning residential population has access to the foreshore (within 3km).   

- Approximately 20% of the current resident population in the City have access to the foreshore within 800m 
of their properties. 

- The Canning River Regional Park is a unique natural asset which provides a valuable recreational and 
natural resource for residents of the City.  Linkages through to and from the regional park varies significantly 
from residential areas, but is generally good with access maintained across lightly trafficked roads and with 
linear formal and natural POS areas extending from natural bush areas. 

- The Canning River Regional Park provides significant access for water sport activities and associated 
infrastructure.  Whilst the remit of the POS strategy does not include water based sports it is nevertheless 
recognised that these areas (and in particular the foreshore below Riverton Bridge) are valuable strategic 
locations for water based sporting activities which serve local, district and city wide purposes.  In recognising 
these areas for such activities, it is important also to ensure that sufficient formalised access to water and 
supporting infrastructure is provided.  The precise detail of this provision will need to be recognised in any 
subsequent review of Canning River Regional Park Management Plan. 

- The residents within the suburbs of Wilson, Ferndale, Riverton, Shelley, Rossmoyne, Cannington and 
Lynwood have direct access to the foreshore and water activities associated with the Canning River 
Regional Park which provides good opportunity for passive and active recreational pursuits throughout.   

Ecological linkages are generally defined as a series of contiguous and non-contiguous patches which by virtue of 
their proximity to each other provide opportunities for movement of organisms within and across a landscape.   In 
respect of the ecological links and natural areas within the City the following conclusions can be reached: 

- The Canning River Regional Open Space is of significant ecological value and well linked throughout.  It is 
however detached from other natural areas which are sparsely spread throughout the City of Canning.  The 
area to the southwest of the suburb of Canning Value (Jandakot Regional Park and Wilfred Park) provides 
the most substantial area of natural POS within the City outside of the Canning River Regional Open Space.  
The proximity of this space however is limited to benefit residents within the suburb of Canning Vale. 

- Queens Park and East Cannington are reasonably well provided for with the provision of natural areas whilst 
the suburbs of St James and Bentley are least well provided for.   

- Whilst there are some good natural ecological links within most suburbs, there is a lack of consistency and 
lack of land of sufficient size to the extent that native vegetation has been reduced to small insular patches 
of remnant vegetation, resulting in reducing habitat and isolating populations of native species.   This can be 
potentially addressed by increasing the level of native tree and bush planting of publicly accessible POS 
where the social, recreational and sporting use of the site remains uncompromised. 

- It is to be noted that in respect of natural areas, a substantial number of the resident population lie outside of 
an 800m buffer (approximately 50%).  A gradual investment over the life of the plan of investing in planting 
native trees and bush could address this issue.  However the extent of land available is limited by current 
function and its connectedness compromised by existing urban development.  Opportunities may be 
afforded to address this through urban renewal schemes and therefore policies will need to be put in place to 
address this long term aspiration which would strongly align to the City’s sustainability policy.  
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Figure 10 Foreshore Buffer Access 

 

Approximately 50% of City of Canning residents have access to natural areas within 800m of the residential 
properties. 
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Figure 11 Access to Natural Areas of Public Open Space 
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Figure 12 Residential Cadastre Access to Natural Areas of Public Open Space 
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6.8 Park Qualitative Assessments 
Table 34 contained in Appendix D identifies the average (mean) scores for each park by DSR classification (the 
full detail of the assessment is provided in table 40).  The assessment, by its very nature is subjective.  
Nevertheless it does provide a balanced overview of the quality of infrastructure within parks, their design and 
capability.  There are a number of conclusions which can be drawn from the qualitative assessment: 

- Ease of access to all open space areas is generally good in that they are generally located within or adjacent 
to residential areas and have obvious entry and exit points with good access by road or on foot.  This 
assessment does not take into account disability access or the ease of access within the Public Open 
Space. 

- Similarly the visibility assessment identifies that for the most part, all POS is relatively visible from either the 
surrounding road or foot network.  Exceptions may be made where pocket, local and neighbourhood parks 
are located with poor direct access and / or are poorly signposted. 

- Safety / lighting generally scores lowest for the smaller POS areas due to a number of areas (particularly 
pocket parks) being small incidental open space which may have limited street lighting or direct internal 
lighting. 

- Disability access generally scored low from both access points to a POS and access within the park area.  
Often park areas did not have drop kerbs or a bound access track which could easily be negotiated by 
wheelchair users.  No signage was detected in braille nor was the signage particularly well lit for those with 
poor eyesight.  It was clear during the audit process that much could be done to improve access for people 
with varying forms of disability. District parks and regional parks generally scored highest with regards to 
disability access principally because the level of infrastructure within the larger sites associated with the 
sports space provided a more diverse opportunity for the local community. 

- Site design for the larger POS areas generally scored high with the smaller POS being of a poorer design.  A 
number of pocket and local parks could be considered as incidental open space which had been left over 
from the development of residential or industrial estates with little obvious usage value.  This tended to lower 
the median score, whereas the majority of neighbourhood, district and regional parks were often developed 
with centrally focussed infrastructure and a clear developmental pattern.  Where scores came in low, often 
this related to the development of infrastructure incrementally which had resulted in a proliferation of 
buildings and associated structures. 

- Toilet and changing provision generally scored extremely low for pocket, local and neighbourhood POS due 
to the fact that these areas did not contain toilet infrastructure due to size and relevance.  The majority of 
district and regional parks scored extremely high on provision although there were a number of facilities at 
the district level which were aging and in need of substantial upgrade or replacement. 

- Floodlighting similarly scored extremely low for pocket, local and neighbourhood POS due to the fact that 
these areas did not contain floodlighting (or where they did, it was of a minimal standard) due to size and 
relevance.  Provision at district and regional level scored relatively high due to the number of pitches which 
were serviced by floodlights for sports training and competition purposes.  It is to be noted however that on 
many POS areas with floodlights, they did not always provide floodlighting around all pitches and some 
floodlighting was aging and in need of replacement / repair. 

- Car parking scored extremely low for pocket, local and neighbourhood POS due to the fact that these areas 
did not contain off-road or layby parking opportunities due to size and relevance.  Given that these facilities 
are invariably accessed by foot the need for such car parking is not essential.  Provision at district and 
regional level scored extremely high due to the amount of car parking space available in bays and serving 
both the POS and built infrastructure.  

- Drainage on pocket parks scored extremely low due to no or limited structured drainage supporting the POS.  
All other parks scored relatively high with significant drainage capability (both in terms of structured 
stormwater drainage and the natural / artificial contoured drainage on site).  This did not take into account 
the quality or design of the drainage infrastructure, but merely the presence of adequate drainage and water 
capture on / off site. 

- The usage assessment related to the type of different activities catered for within an area of POS.  By their 
very nature pocket, local and neighbourhood parks catered for at most, 2 or 3 uses whereas district and 
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regional parks cater for a significant number of active (sports) and passive (recreational, conservation and 
environmental) uses. 

- Seating within POS was generally well provided for with the majority containing opportunities for local 
residents, spectators and other users to sit and experience the local environment.  There are opportunities to 
increase seating within a number of the larger POS areas (neighbourhood, district and regional), but this 
needs to be assessed on an as needs basis, given the extent of each area and accessibility. 

- BBQ provision generally scored low across all park areas except for the Regional Park.  Whilst there is 
provision within neighbourhood and district parks, the number and / or quality of provision is generally poor, 
with some notable exceptions where recent investment has been made. 

- In respect of maintenance the majority of POS rated high with exceptional quality reserves at 
neighbourhood, district and regional level.  During the audit, the quality of sporting pitch provision was 
considered to be extremely high with the quality of the surface and supporting reticulation, ancillary 
equipment and on-ground maintenance teams evidenced.   

- Reticulation was evidenced at the majority of POS and scored high as a result.  Some reticulation was 
centred on the base of plants / trees whilst other was proliferated throughout the POS.  The majority of 
neighbourhood, district and regional parks contained significant reticulation throughout which was evidenced 
by the quality of the sports playing surface and parkland.  There were examples relating to the smaller POS 
areas where either available reticulation had been restricted in use or not used (evidenced by dieback and / 
or brown areas). 

- In general, litter bins were provided at the local through to regional park level with sporadic formal litter 
collection for pocket parks.  Often there was evidence of bins being full and not emptied or had been 
removed and not replaced.  The relatively high scores indicates however that rubbish receptacles were 
present and used due to the generally low level of waste identified on site. 

- Dog free areas were assessed in accordance with the signage and ‘duty of care’ expressed to dog owners.  
It also took into account the number of dog bins and associated excrement bags provided on site.  Generally 
provision of signage, dog bags and nominated dog exercise areas was of a good level and hence the 
relatively high score associated with quality assessment.  Scores however would have been reduced due to 
the lack of security / control which can be exercised on each site to prevent dogs fouling or digging up 
playing surfaces. 

6.9 Park Infrastructure 
The audit of park infrastructure highlights the following: 

- There is generally a high level of exercise areas for dogs with over 1 in 4 parks providing this opportunity. 

- Three quarters of all POS areas provide informal grassed open areas for informal recreational use. 

- The provision of playgrounds on over 60% of designated POS highlights both the high level of provision but 
also the asset management liability.  Many of these structures do not have shade (only 4 recorded out of 
123) and are aging.  Additionally the lack of adjacent tree cover and consequential exposure to direct 
sunlight has impacted on the degradation of the play infrastructure.  It is also to be noted that of the 123 
playgrounds, only eleven are fenced.  Whilst fencing is not a requirement, it is likely that the need to secure 
a number of playground areas will become more prevalent where facilities are located close to car parking, 
water bodies and road verges. Consideration will need to be given to developing a Playspace Strategy / 
Youth Space Strategy and a replacement program addressing accessibility, adaption to changing 
demographics and potential relocation of play space within the park to improve safety. 

- Of the 20 sports parks audited, 14 had cricket nets associated with their use.  These varied in quality 
significantly from newly erected equipment to those in need of replacement (damaged wickets or enclosure / 
fencing). 

- Soccer goals were only evident on 4 sports parks which is considered to be low when the potential growth in 
the sport is considered.  It is likely however that the need for adaptive and flexible infrastructure will be 
required to cater for small sided games which are driving the growth in the sport from a developmental 
perspective. 
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- The provision of basketball hoops / half courts were identified on 15% of POS areas.  Such infrastructure 
also provided opportunities for use by other activities by virtue of the presence of associated concrete play 
pads (i.e. skate boarding and in-line skating). The provision of such infrastructure needs to be considered 
holistically by the City and a consistent approach actioned to developed youth friendly places.  

- AFL goals were only recorded on 7 out of the 20 sports parks.  This may however have been due to the 
seasonality of the audit which occurred during the summer. 

- Only one skate park and one BMX track was evidenced within a POS and only one hit up wall was identified.  
This is low, but such infrastructure does not necessarily need to be located within POS.  However, where 
possible open space should be designed to incorporate elements for all ages, though dedicated space does 
not necessarily need to be provided. 

- Only five areas of POS (3.3%) contained gym equipment.  This is a low number given the opportunity such 
equipment provides in encouraging informal access to POS and providing opportunities for the general 
community to enhance their health and well-being.  The quality of this equipment also varied significantly 
and few had ancillary supporting infrastructure such as drink fountains within close proximity.  There are 
opportunities to increase this provision in the majority of well trafficked POS areas adjacent to formal walking 
/ dual use tracks. 

- Signage is of particular interest as the majority of POS contained little interpretive signage and neither did it 
identify any aboriginal or other heritage significance.  There is a clear need to review and develop a strategy 
to gradually implement a program of interpretive signage and potentially align this to City wide guided 
walking programs / activities / apps to encourage greater usage of the POS. This should be incorporated 
within the design of the POS which should reflect the heritage or cultural significance or interpretation as a 
whole. 

- 44% of all POS had a name sign and whilst these were relatively consistent in quality and appearance, in 
multi-use POS areas (particularly sports parks) they were accompanied by a proliferation of unauthorised 
signs advertising sporting clubs, recruitment drives, companies and personal training opportunities.  This is 
visually unsightly and detracts from the value of the POS.  Opportunities could be taken to standardise such 
signage and permit opportunities for associated POS clubs and organisations to use the signage to promote 
community opportunities under the guidance of the City. 

- Bin provision was generally perceived as being good with nearly three quarters of all park areas containing 
waste disposal opportunities. 

- BBQ provision was present in 8.6% of all POS (18) and was supported by picnic benches, seating and 
shaded areas (tree cover or formal structure over seating).  Picnic tables were present in 14.4% of POS 
(30), whilst seating of a variety of forms was available in 73.7% of POS (153).  The presence of seating is 
considered to be a relatively high level of provision which encourages passive recreational use of all POS 
where it is provided.  Opportunities do exist to provide additional BBQ and picnic areas in Neighbourhood 
Parks to enhance the social opportunities in POS.  The alignment of provision adjacent to paths, particularly 
in sensitive POS sites (of a high natural value) could also be considered. 

- Public toilet provision is available on 19 POS sites and these vary significantly in age and quality.  They are 
generally associated with neighbourhood level provision and above. 

- Lighting within POS is generally good with over three quarters of all sites containing lighting.  This would 
generally indicate a high level of security.  However the lighting is often limited to car parking, buildings, 
sports pitches and peripheral infrastructure. Lighting along paths was only present on 20 POS sites (9.6%).   

- The presence of Public Art (7) and memorials (11) were limited.  It is also to be noted that the presence of 
bike racks was also low (18) which is a concern as this ultimately impacts on the use of POS as a point of 
destination.   

- The presence of drinking fountains was relatively high (72 or 34.4%) with the more recent installations 
including dog drinking features.  Drinking fountains were generally located in areas which are likely to be 
highly trafficked (i.e. playgrounds, sports buildings and court areas). 

- Fencing was present in 88% of POS (184) but it was difficult to determine in many instances, where 
residential properties abutted the POS (58 in total), who had responsibility / liability for maintenance and 
replacement.  The most common fencing was post or post and rail.   
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- 23 POS contained lakes or ponds which were man made. 7 contained water fountains and 99 contained 
gardens of varying degrees of formality. The presence of such features whilst a significant financial impact 
due to the requirement for ongoing maintenance, provide focal points for the community.  It is to be noted 
that the majority of gardens contain natural native, hardy plant species which are generally water tolerant. 

- All POS contained trees although the level of planting was mixed.  Generally the larger POS areas 
(neighbourhood, district and regional) contained in excess of 100 trees.  However it is clear that tree 
coverage is sporadic and could be enhanced around family areas (playgrounds, picnic areas and spectator 
areas). Urban forestry and tree asset management needs to be considered and mapped to assess heat 
hotspots and manage tree replacements and placement programs for the future. 

- Access to natural areas was sporadic with many being either limited or completely fenced.  Of the data 
collected only 74 POS sites contained natural areas and only 20 of those were accessible.  In 16 of these 
sites, natural water bodies are present. 

6.10 Park Space Allocation 
The following table identifies the area split of each POS park classification.  It is to be noted that for the pocket 
parks, local and neighbourhood parks, the majority of land is fully allocated to park area.  The more intensively 
used district and regional parks require substantial park areas to be set aside for car parking. 
Table 7 Percentage of areas of Different spaces within all Parks by DSR Classification 

PARK 
CLASSIFICATION % PARK % SPORTS % TENNIS 

%CAR / 

BUILDING 
% NATURAL 

POCKET 99.10 .00 .00 .90 .00 

LOCAL 97.09 .00 .40 .20 2.31 

NEIGHBOURHOOD 87.94 5.44 .16 .66 5.80 

DISTRICT 47.11 36.66 .00 6.68 9.55 

REGIONAL 59.22 36.29 .00 4.50 .00 
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6.11 Summary 
The following table summarises the key findings of the audit for each suburb.  The assessment has been based principally on accessibility to POS from residences (i.e. 
walkable catchments as identified under the DSR hierarchy and as amended for the purpose of this strategy).  The standard used for POS provision by the City in previous POS 
strategies has been 3.4ha per 1000 persons (comprising 1.6ha of passive and 1.8ha of active open space).  This measure is used as a guide which has influenced the 
conclusions / assessment of implications alongside changing demographic considerations; trends in provision; the relative diversity of POS identified in the audit and spatial 
components.  At this stage the provision within industrial estates is referenced under the relative suburbs of Canning Vale and Queens Park / Welshpool.  The key findings are 
also contained in a separate document entitled ‘Park Assessment’ which provides an analysis of each individual park and broadly highlights potential levels of investment.  A 
number of assumptions have been made which inform subsequent recommendations in section 10.0. These are: 

- The majority of areas of POS have a value from a recreational, sporting, natural and ecological perspective and should therefore be retained.  This has become more 
critical based on research which identifies the City as having a significantly high level of hard surface proportions which need to be reduced and / or offset by additional 
native tree / bush planting. Incidental open space which has limited social, sport or recreational function would potentially provide a mechanism to assist in offsetting the 
heat island effect. 

- Future population growth will impact on the flexibility and use of the POS.  Where there is an identifiable change in the demographic profile of an area, these have been 
reflected in the implications for future investment.  These changes will however need to be regularly reviewed. 

- There is a need to guide development in a sustainable manner which accords with the City of Canning Sustainability Policy whilst maintaining an appropriate level of 
accessible sport, recreation and natural areas. Planning for climate change is an evolving process for the City and will require a focus on re-invigorating native hardy 
species on areas of POS which reduce the need for high levels of reticulation. 

Table 8 Key findings of the audit relating to individual suburbs 

Suburb Summary Implications 

Bentley 

- The suburb contains a range of park types other than 
regional open space.  A total area of 19.76ha. 

- In 2011 the amount of POS per 1,000 head of 
population was 2.46ha.  In 2031 based on current 
provision the POS per projected 1,000 head of 
population would be 1.97ha. 

- Reasonable access to pocket parks within the suburb. 
- Access to sports space is good due to the close 

proximity of the Regional Active POS of Centenary 
Park. 

- Whilst current provision is reasonable, population growth will result in a potential deficit in 
POS provision.  Wherever possible opportunities should be explored through the land 
use planning and approvals process to increase POS within the suburb. 

- In order to offset any potential loss of open space the Bentley Regeneration Project is 
required to be implemented. 

- The following summary highlights the conclusions in respect of existing POS and the 
relative investment to be considered over the next 10 years: 
• General maintenance and planned upgrade to existing infrastructure at. 

 Chapman Park, 
 Chapman / Ashburton 

 Jenever Park,  
 Merian Park,  

 Keals Close Park (Mills 
St Comp. Basin),  
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Suburb Summary Implications 

- Access to POS by public transport is reasonable except 
in the north east corner of the suburb which is 
dominated by industrial areas. 

- 400m access to playgrounds within Bentley is generally 
good with some small gaps centrally within the suburb 
which needs to be addressed. 

Compensating Basin,   
 Dumond Park,  
 Farnham Park, 

 Mitchell Park,  
 Sill Park,  
 Stratford Park,  

 Gochean Park and  
 College Grove Park 

• Bunning Park, Page Park, Alexandra Park and Hillview Park: Within these POS 
areas opportunities exists to increase native tree and bush cover without 
compromising use and surveillance of play facilities.  There is also the potential to 
enhance the level of social park infrastructure (BBQ, seating and shade) to 
enhance accessibility and increase use. 

• Wyong Park: Investment will be required in developing supporting infrastructure (i.e. 
BBQ, and replacement playground provision) to encourage greater access for both 
passive recreational use and expanded sporting activity. 

• Hedley Park: Significant rationalisation of existing infrastructure and rationalisation 
of site.  A master plan for its redevelopment and re-alignment of use to offset 
current POS needs within the suburb will need to be considered. 

Canning Vale 

- The suburb contains a range of park types other than 
regional open space.  A total area of 56.97ha. 

- In 2011 the amount of POS per 1,000 head of 
population was 5.31ha.  In 2031 based on current 
provision the POS per projected 1,000 head of 
population would be 5.46ha. 

- Access to sports space shows significant gaps both 
centrally and on the eastern fringe of Canning Vale. 

- The area is well serviced when taking into account 
other POS. 

- Access to POS by public transport is sporadic across 
Canning Vale with a direct central line through the 
industrial area and reasonable access through the 
residential estates. 

- Industrial POS is generally of a medium to low quality 
with limitations on use and accessibility.  They do 
however perform useful functions for the local workforce 
who occasionally use park infrastructure during 

- Whilst there is generally good provision of POS within Canning Vale, the significant gaps 
in sports space indicate a need to address this element. Wherever possible opportunities 
should be explored through the land use planning and approvals process to increase 
POS sports space within the suburb. 

- The implementation of the Canning Vale Sports Master Plan is essential to offset the 
demand for additional sports space. 

- Opportunity is available to modify passive open space to serve active recreational needs 
as required. 

- There is a need to enhance industrial estate POS and provide greater surveillance to 
encourage use. 

- Within Canning Vale there is a need to review the provision of playground equipment and 
ensure a broad range of provision for age ranges from toddler to teenage:   The main 
focus, where playground deficits currently exist, are on the south west side of Ranford 
Road adjacent to Livingstone Drive and northeast of Fraser Road.  In addition areas 
bordered by St Albans Promenade and Ranford Road are deficient as is the area to the 
east and south of Eucalyptus Boulevard 

- The following summary highlights the conclusions in respect of existing POS and the 
relative investment to be considered over the next 10 years: 
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Suburb Summary Implications 

workday breaks and for their aesthetic quality. 
- 400m access to playgrounds is generally poor with 

opportunities available to modify passive open space to 
enhance playground provision in the area. 

• General maintenance and planned upgrade to existing infrastructure at: 

 Akania Park,  
 Karri Park,  
 Banksia Park, 
 Burtonia Park,  

Sorbonne Park,  
 Market City Park, 

Spyglass Park, 
 Hakea Walkway,  
 Templetonia Park,  
 Woodland Park, 
 Kinnerton Gardens 

Park, 

 Amherst Park,  
 Connaught Reserve,  
 Ranford Oval,   
 Centella Park,  
 Holton Park,  
 Canning Gardens,  
 The Haven,  
 Woodhouse Park,  
 Mesa Park,  
 Casuarina Park,  
 Ranford Road 

Parklands, 

 Railway Buffer Reserve/ 
Jubaea Park,  

 Serpentine Trunk Main 
Road – Ranford,  

 Perth Place Park,  
 Ashmore Park,  
 Glentrool Park,  
 Thurloe Park,  
 Greenacre Gardens 

Park and  
 Quad Lane Park 

• Opportunities exist in the following POS to increase native tree and bush cover 
without compromising use and surveillance of play facilities.  There is also the 
potential to enhance the level of social park infrastructure (i.e. BBQ, seating and 
shade – and at Canning Vale Oval, additional outdoor gym equipment) to enhance 
accessibility and increase use: 

 Canning Vale Oval,  
 Clifton Park,  

 Fairfield Park, 
 Saint Michaels Park, 

 Mount Park Way/ The 
Green Park, 

• Canning Vale Business Park POS areas:  Investment will be required to upgrade 
and enhance the area which abuts a heavily trafficked road to ensure it continues to 
provide a well-used resource for the industrial estate workers. 

Cannington 

- The suburb contains a range of park types other than 
regional open space.  A total area of 29.40ha. 

- In 2011 the amount of POS per 1,000 head of 
population was 1.96ha.  In 2031 based on current 
provision the POS per projected 1,000 head of 
population would be 1.36ha. 

- Access to sports space is generally good. 
- Access to POS by public transport is sporadic across 

- Whilst there is a range of park types a focus needs to be on the provision of playground 
and accessibility to POS. The provision of playground space within Cannington due to 
the projected age profile will need to focus on age ranges from toddler up to 4 with a 
focus on future investment being adjacent to Sevenoaks Street (north) and Crawford 
Street. 

- There is a concern that with the anticipated population growth, there will be a gradual 
reduction per head of population of POS provision. 

- The following summary highlights the conclusions in respect of existing POS and the  
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Cannington with major gaps centrally and on the south-
eastern boundary. 

- 400m access to Playgrounds is poor particularly in the 
south-eastern portion of the suburb. 

- Overall, the suburb is generally well provided for. 

relative investment to be considered over the next 10 years: 
• General maintenance and planned upgrade to existing infrastructure at: 

 Brinkley Park,  
 Civic Centre Park,  
 Coker Park,  
 Corona Park, 

 Dealey Park,  
 Francis Bird Park, 
 War Memorial Park, 

 Weetman Reserve,  
 Holton Park and  
 Charles Treasure Park,   

• Charles Treasure Park (4104): Within this POS opportunities exist to increase 
native tree and bush cover without compromising use. 

• Cecil Reserve will potentially become a linear park (see 10.2 Rec 10) as it is 
identified for redevelopment. 

• Bebington Court Park and Masons Landing Park: General ongoing commitment for 
general maintenance and planned replacement of play, fencing, walkway, bbq and 
shelter / seating infrastructure and management of river sport and recreational 
access. 

• Ern Clark Athletics Centre:  General ongoing maintenance and gradual replacement 
of assets associated with use of track and field will be required over time.  The 
future use and rationale for investment in the site should be undertaken to 
determine how controlled access could better achieve a higher level of daily activity. 
In the longer term the site could be considered for redevelopment subject to future 
structure planning and investment in replacement athletics infrastructure on a 
suitable alternative site. 

East 
Cannington 

- The suburb contains a limited number of Pocket, Local 
and Neighbourhood Parks.  A total area of 9.31ha. 

- In 2011 the amount of POS per 1,000 head of 
population was 2.46ha.  In 2031 based on current 
provision the POS per projected 1,000 head of 
population would be 1.97ha. 

- Accessibility to sports space for residents is poor in the 
north-eastern portion of the suburb. 

- Access to POS by public transport is sporadic with 
notable gaps centrally and in the north-eastern fringe. 

- 400m access to playgrounds is extremely poor across 

- There is a concern that with the anticipated population growth, there will be a gradual 
reduction per head of population of POS provision.  Wherever possible opportunities 
should be explored through the land use planning and approvals process to increase 
POS sports space within the suburb. 

- There is a need to address accessibility to sports space in the north which could 
potentially be offset by the Queens Park Regional Open Space development. 

- Additional playground provision within East Cannington will be required for age ranges 
up to 4 with a focus on areas adjacent to Lacy Street and Elizabeth Street.  There is a 
need to address the lack of accessible playground provision by undertaking a staged 
development of such infrastructure on available POS (subject to an assessment of 
specific requirements and servicing varying age ranges). 
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the suburb and is highlighted for attention. 
- Subject to Guided Development Scheme No. 21. 

- The following summary highlights the conclusions in respect of existing POS and the 
relative investment to be considered over the next 10 years: 
• Russell Park, Groundlark Reserve and Huntley Park: General maintenance and 

planned upgrade to existing infrastructure. 
• Albion Park, Glamorgan Park, Dabchick Reserve and East Cannington Park: Within 

these POS areas opportunities exists to increase native tree and bush cover 
without compromising use and surveillance of play facilities.  There is also the 
potential to enhance the level of social park infrastructure (i.e. BBQ, seating and 
shade) to enhance accessibility and increase use. 

Ferndale 

- The suburb is dominated by two large District Parks.  A 
total area for all parks of 39.55ha. 

- In 2011 the amount of POS per 1,000 head of 
population was 8.43ha.  In 2031 based on current 
provision the POS per projected 1,000 head of 
population would be 7.82ha. 

- Accessibility to sports space is good.   
- Access to POS by public transport is generally good. 
- The suburb benefits from Ferndale Park, and the 

Canning River Regional Park. 
- 400m access to playgrounds is sporadic and generally 

poor and is highlighted for attention. 

- Generally POS provision is good but there is a need to address the lack of accessible 
age appropriate playground provision. 

- The following summary highlights the conclusions in respect of existing POS and the 
relative investment to be considered over the next 10 years: 
• Bridgeway Park, Ferndale Flats Park, Saurel Park, Yarnall Park and Bannister 

Creek Park: General maintenance and planned upgrade to existing infrastructure. 
• Lambertia Creek Park: Explore enhancing disability access to site (i.e. dropped 

kerb and sealed path) to increase accessibility to the natural area. 
• Ferndale Park: General ongoing high level maintenance required to sustain the 

extensive sporting infrastructure.  There is however a need to consolidate current 
built infrastructure and co-locate a variety of uses into a multi-functional facility to 
reduce costs associated with site servicing and potentially enhance site security.  A 
master plan ideally should be developed which seeks to assess such opportunities 
and plan for future staged investment. 

Lynwood 

- The suburb is dominated by Neighbourhood park 
provision.  A total area for all parks of 31.21ha. 

- In 2011 the amount of POS per 1,000 head of 
population was 9.34ha.  In 2031 based on current 
provision the POS per projected 1,000 head of 
population would be 8.92ha. 

- Accessibility to sports space is good.   
- Access to POS by public transport is generally good. 
- 400m access to playgrounds is generally good with 

- No additional POS provision is required.  Attention needs to be paid to maintaining and 
enhancing the quality of existing provision. 

- The following summary highlights the conclusions in respect of existing POS and the 
relative investment to be considered over the next 10 years: 
• Clovelly Park, Eastbourne Park, Montrose Park, Purley Park, Queensville Park, 

Woodford Park and Bannister Creek Park:  General maintenance and planned 
upgrade to existing infrastructure.  

• Ockham Park:  General maintenance and potential investment to enhance disability 
access to the park and play infrastructure.  
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small pockets of poor access. 
- The suburb is well provided with open space with 

generally good accessibility and quality of space. 

• Cranley Park, Crofton Park, Cygnet Park, Edgeware Park, Fleetwood Park and 
Flinds Park:  Within these POS areas opportunities exists to increase native tree 
and bush cover without compromising use and surveillance of play facilities.  There 
is also the potential to enhance the level of social park infrastructure (i.e. BBQ, 
seating and shade) to enhance accessibility and increase use. 

Parkwood 

- The suburb is dominated by two large District Parks.  A 
total area for all parks of 22.11ha. 

- In 2011 the amount of POS per 1,000 head of 
population was 3.40ha.  In 2031 based on current 
provision the POS per projected 1,000 head of 
population would be 3.32ha. 

- Accessibility to sports space is good.  
- 400m access to playgrounds is sporadic across the 

suburb and is highlighted for attention. 
- The suburb is well provided with open space with all 

residences having good access to open space of a 
generally good quality. 

- No additional POS development required. 
- Focus should be on improving quality and diversity of POS and in particular playgrounds 

within and adjacent to the suburb boundary. 
- The following summary highlights the conclusions in respect of existing POS and the 

relative investment to be considered over the next 10 years: 
• Heron Park, Ritson Park and Vellgrove Park: General maintenance and planned 

upgrade to existing infrastructure.  
• Whaleback Park:  General maintenance and potential investment to provide 

additional social infrastructure to encourage community access from adjacent 
residential area (i.e. seating, litter bins).  

• Hossack Park:  A high level of investment in sporting infrastructure will be required 
to manage and maintain current quality of playing surface and enhance current 
outdoor gym and fitness facilities on site. 

• Blandfield Park, Cardoc Park and Datura Park:  Within these POS areas 
opportunities exist to increase native tree and bush cover without compromising 
use and surveillance of play facilities.  There is also the potential to enhance the 
level of social park infrastructure (BBQ, seating and shade) to enhance accessibility 
and increase use. 

Queens Park 

- The suburb contains no Local Parks and 1 District  Park  
A total area for all parks of 18.68ha. 

- In 2011 the amount of POS per 1,000 head of 
population was 3.32ha.  In 2031 based on current 
provision the POS per projected 1,000 head of 
population would be 2.59ha. 

- Industrial POS is limited in number and function.  It is 
not considered that significant improvements to the 
current level of provision could be justified. 

- The lack of good functional POS space highlights the need to implement the Queens 
Park Regional Open Space and Recreation Area Plan. 

- Playground provision within Queens Park-Welshpool for age ranges up to 4 should be a 
focus with potential gaps to be addressed on land adjacent to Sevenoaks Street.  
Improving quality and diversity of POS and associated playground infrastructure within 
and adjacent to the suburb boundary will address shortfalls within the suburb. 

- The following summary highlights the conclusions in respect of existing POS and the 
relative investment to be considered over the next 10 years: 
• Godfrey Park: Will be subject to future site analysis and environmental assessment 
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- Access to POS by public transport is sporadic within the 
area. 

- 400m access to playgrounds is limited due to the 
predominantly industrial nature of the area. 

- Within Guided Development Scheme No. 21  
- The suburb is lacking in good functional POS.   

of the land as this may be considered for partial development. 
• Hartfield Park:  Mary MacKillop Reserve and Serisier Parkway: General 

maintenance and planned upgrade to existing infrastructure.  
• Maniana Park and Byblos Reserve:  General maintenance and potential investment 

to provide additional social infrastructure to encourage community access from 
adjacent residential area (i.e. seating, litter bins).  

• Munja Park:  Investment in the disability access to the site should be considered 
(i.e. dropped kerb and bound footpath) 

• Queens Park: A high quality resource to be maintained as the prime sporting 
reserve serving the Queens Park community. 

• Lansing Reserve:  Within this POS an opportunity exists to increase native tree and 
bush cover without compromising use and surveillance of play facilities.  There is 
also the potential to enhance the level of social park infrastructure (i.e. BBQ, 
seating and shade) to enhance accessibility and increase use. 

Riverton 

- The suburb is dominated by two large District Parks.  A 
total area for all parks of 30.82ha. 

- In 2011 the amount of POS per 1,000 head of 
population was 5.47ha.  In 2031 based on current 
provision the POS per projected 1,000 head of 
population would be 5.15ha. 

- Accessibility to sports space is good. 
- Access to POS by public transport is generally good. 
- 400m access to playgrounds is sporadic across the 

suburb and is highlighted for attention. 
- It is well serviced with open space, drawing on proximity 

to the Canning River Regional Park. All areas generally 
have good accessibility to parks.  

- No additional POS development required. 
- Focus should be on improving quality and diversity of POS and in particular playgrounds 

within and adjacent to the suburb boundary. 
- The following summary highlights the conclusions in respect of existing POS and the 

relative investment to be considered over the next 10 years: 
• Chesson Park, Modillion Park, Montes Park, Nurdi Park, Parklands Park, Riverton 

Park and Ada Park:  General maintenance and planned upgrade to existing 
infrastructure.  

• Canning Arts Centre Park:  Enhance the POS by aligning the park to the arts centre 
use.  The POS area should be improved as a minimum by increasing native tree 
planting and investing in bound footpath access through to the Arts Centre from the 
surrounding footpath network.  The site has limited functional and ecological value. 
Ideally a site master plan should be developed to focus on increasing public access 
and use of the area and part of the site could be developed whilst the remainder 
retained as POS to link to the Canning River Regional Park. 

• Bicentennial Adenia Park:  Within this POS an opportunity exists to increase native 
tree and bush cover without compromising use and surveillance of play facilities.  
There is also the potential to enhance the level of social park infrastructure (BBQ, 
seating and shade) to enhance accessibility and increase use. 
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Rossmoyne 

- The suburb contains no District or Regional Open 
Space.  A total area for all parks of 5.88ha. 

- In 2011 the amount of POS per 1,000 head of 
population was 1.64ha.  In 2031 based on current 
provision the POS per projected 1,000 head of 
population would be 1.49ha. 

- Taking into account the close proximity of District Open 
Space in adjacent suburbs which contain significant 
sports infrastructure, Rossmoyne is well provided for.  

- Access to POS by public transport is reasonable except 
in the north-western boundary of the suburb. 

- 400m access to Playgrounds is generally good across 
the suburb with gaps identified on its north-western 
boundary. 

- All residences have good access to a full range of open 
space provision due to availability of POS in 
neighbouring suburbs. 

- No additional POS development required as the suburb benefits from reasonably good 
accessibility to POS in adjacent suburbs.  Wherever possible opportunities should be 
explored through the land use planning and approvals process to increase access to 
local park provision POS within the suburb (access to local parks within 400m of 
residential properties). 

- Focus should be on improving quality and diversity of POS within and adjacent to the 
suburb boundary. 

- Playground provision for age ranges from young child to teenage youth will be required 
adjacent to Riverton Drive West (eastern side). 

- The following summary highlights the conclusions in respect of existing POS and the 
relative investment to be considered over the next 10 years: 
• Ann Park, Central Park, Fifth Park, Lions Park, Massey Park, Rossmoyne Park and 

Sandra Park: General maintenance and planned upgrade to existing infrastructure.  
• Bull Creek Park: Within this POS an opportunity exists to increase native tree and 

bush cover without compromising use and surveillance of play facilities. 

Shelley 

- The suburb has a relatively low level of park provision.  
A total area for all parks of 10.83ha. 

- In 2011 the amount of POS per 1,000 head of 
population was 2.30ha.  In 2031 based on current 
provision the POS per projected 1,000 head of 
population would be 2.21ha. 

- Access to sports space in all but the northern portion of 
Shelley is reasonable. 

- Access to POS by public transport is reasonable except 
in the northern corner of the suburb. 

- 400m access to playgrounds is extremely poor across 
the suburb and is highlighted for attention. 

- Taking into account the adjacent Regional Open Space, 
the area is well supplied. 

- Whilst a low level of provision within the suburb, adjacent provision indicates there is 
limited requirement for additional POS development.  Wherever possible opportunities 
should be explored through the land use planning and approvals process to increase 
access to POS sports space within the suburb. 

- Focus should be on improving quality and diversity of POS and in particular playgrounds 
within and adjacent to the suburb boundary. Playground provision within Shelley is 
required for age ranges from young child to teenage youth.  Significant additional 
provision is required in the central suburb area north and north east of Shelley Primary 
School. 

- Riverton Bridge Park and Shelley Beach Park:  ongoing maintenance and planned 
replacement of play and other hard infrastructure and management of river sport and 
recreational access. 

- The following summary highlights the conclusions in respect of existing POS and the 
relative investment to be considered over the next 10 years: 
• Aldam Park, Rob Bruce Park, Shelley Park, Verton Park, Vesta Park and Shelley 

Beach Park:  General maintenance and planned upgrade to existing infrastructure.  
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• Fern Park:  Investment in associated social infrastructure (BBQ / drinking fountain) 
to enhance public access opportunities. 

St James 

- The suburb contains only 2 pocket parks.  A total area 
for all parks of 0.23ha 

- In 2011 the amount of POS per 1,000 head of 
population was 0.08ha.  In 2031 based on current 
provision the POS per projected 1,000 head of 
population would be 0.07ha. 

- St James has a serious undersupply of open space 
which is compounded by Albany Highway acting as a 
barrier to pedestrian movement to access POS. 

- Access to sports space is good, primarily due to its 
close proximity to the Regional Open Space in Wilson. 

- Access to POS by public transport is good. 
- 400m access to playgrounds is generally good across 

the suburb 
- There are limited quality social areas within the suburb 

which provide a focus for localised community 
engagement. 

- A need to increase social opportunities on the limited POS areas available (i.e. BBQ’s, 
seating, exercise equipment, drink fountains etc.).  

- Wherever possible opportunities should be explored through the land use planning and 
approvals process to increase POS sports space within the suburb. 

- In the absence of an ability to acquire land for POS purposes, innovative approaches to 
the use of existing POS will be required to increase use and social activity. 

- The proximity of POS within adjacent suburbs partly offsets the need for significant new 
provision if existing POS functionality can be improved. 

- The following summary highlights the conclusions in respect of existing POS and the 
relative investment to be considered over the next 10 years: 
• Elza Barzotto Park, Norman Park and Warwick Park:  General maintenance and 

planned upgrade to existing infrastructure.  Investment in associated social 
infrastructure (BBQ / drinking fountain) to enhance social opportunities could be 
considered, although space within each of the three POS areas is limited. 

• The current lack of publicly accessible POS within the suburb is unlikely to be 
addressed fully without the compulsory purchase of POS.  This however would be 
subject to a political will and availability of finances to undertake the process of land 
acquisition. 

Willetton / 
Leeming 

- The suburb contains a range of park types other than 
regional open space.  It is particularly well provided for 
at Neighbourhood and District Park level.  A total area 
of 86.64ha. 

- In 2011 the amount of POS per 1,000 head of 
population was 4.57ha.  In 2031 based on current 
provision the POS per projected 1,000 head of 
population would be 4.61ha. 

- Access to sports space is good throughout Willetton 
with the only exception being a small portion of 
Leeming. 

- Access to POS by public transport is reasonable with 

- The high level of provision and accessibility indicates there is no immediate need for 
additional POS provision. 

- The focus needs to be on improving existing POS and extending its capability.  To this 
end the Burrendah Precinct Master Plan needs to be implemented and developed. 

- Provision of additional playground infrastructure is unlikely to be required in Willetton – 
Leeming given the high level of existing provision.  Gradual replacement should 
recognise the immediate local demography and seek to develop a range of age 
appropriate playground infrastructure (i.e. to incorporate youths and young adults). 

- The following summary highlights the conclusions in respect of existing POS and the 
relative investment to be considered over the next 10 years: 
• General maintenance and planned upgrade to existing infrastructure. 

 Agincourt Park,   Kingfisher Park,   Sovereign Park,  
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gaps noted centrally within the suburb and adjacent to 
the Canning Vale industrial areas. 

- 400m access to playgrounds is generally good across 
the suburb with gaps identified on the north-eastern 
boundary and centrally. 

- The parks are well distributed providing a high level of 
accessibility for all residents.  

 Brolga Park,  
 Collins Park,  
 Georgian Park,  
 Granville Park,  
 Arlington Park (ID: 91),  
 Hilltop Park,  
 Jasmine Park, 
 Kennon Park, 

 Lenhay Park,  
 Leymar Park,  
 Lincoln Park,  
 Margaret Harrison Park,  
 Morning Cloud Park,  
 Portcullis Park,  
 Prendwick Park, 

 Teal Park,  
 Aderyn Park,  
 Hawkesbury Park,  
 Killara Park,  
 Shelldrake Park (ID: 

1741),  
 Caulfield Park and  
 Bastion Park 

• Barracuda Park: An opportunity exists to increase native tree and bush cover 
without compromising use and surveillance of play facilities.  There is also the 
potential to enhance the level of social park infrastructure (BBQ, seating and shade) 
to enhance accessibility and increase use. 

• Glennon Park, Arlington Park (ID: 92), Woolner Green / The Vale, Woodthorpe 
Reserve and Macquarie Park:  Within these POS areas opportunities exists to 
increase native tree and bush cover without compromising use and surveillance of 
play facilities. 

• Jennings Park and Shelldrake Park (ID: 1742): Investment will be required in 
developing supporting infrastructure (i.e. BBQ, and replacement playground 
provision) to encourage greater access for both passive recreational use and 
expanded sporting activity. 

• Burrendah Park: Funding to be sought to implement the master plan for the site.  
The investment into both the park and associated adjacent infrastructure will 
necessitate a staged approach to the development and seek to address playing 
capacity and flexibility of the sporting space.  Action needs to be taken to reduce 
the proliferation of signage associated with various sport and recreation activities to 
ensure the City maintains control over its aesthetic appearance and use. 

• Willetton Park:  Potential exists to consolidate the 3 existing buildings on site into 
one multi-functional facility.  This is not an immediate requirement but should be 
considered when the infrastructure reaches the end of its useful life. 

Wilson - The suburb contains a range of park types including the 
regional open space.  A total area of 40.94ha. 

- The suburb provides the only current regional active POS in Centenary Park.  This 
serves a catchment beyond the suburb boundary. 
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- In 2011 the amount of POS per 1,000 head of 
population was 8.12ha.  In 2031 based on current 
provision the POS per projected 1,000 head of 
population would be 7.47ha. 

- Accessibility to sports space is good with the suburb 
benefiting from the Regional Active POS of Centenary 
Park which is maintained to a high standard.   

- Access to POS by public transport is generally good. 
- 400m access to playgrounds is generally good across 

the suburb with gaps identified adjacent to Centenary 
Park. 

- The Centenary Park Precinct Master Plan needs to be developed to offset sporting and 
passive recreational requirements in the adjacent suburbs. 

- Playground space within Wilson is well provided for with no obvious gaps.  Opportunities 
should be explored to provide a range of play equipment for various age groups when 
they come to the end of their life to ensure a variety of opportunity is maintained. 

- The following summary highlights the conclusions in respect of existing POS and the 
relative investment to be considered over the next 10 years: 
• Alderley Park, Andrews Park, Aragon Park, Cody Park, Gledhill Park, Depot 

Gardens, Judy Pannell Park, Langham Gardens,  Margaret Park, Riverton Jetty 
Park, Thomas Moore Park, Bywater Park and Hares Park: General maintenance 
and planned upgrade to existing infrastructure. 

• Parkhill Park:  limited investment due to presence of power lines. 
• Beaton Park, Fern Place Park, Fern Cove Park and Volta Park:  Within these POS 

areas opportunities exist to increase native tree and bush cover without 
compromising use and surveillance of play facilities. 

• Centenary Park (Active):  A need to build on the substantial recent investment by 
securing additional investment to deliver the extended development identified in the 
long term master plan for the site. Any future development would need to be 
reviewed and appropriately phased in accordance with available funds.  The 
existing aged and tired built infrastructure located centrally in an ad hoc manner 
should be replaced and co-located in one centralised building. 

• Kent Street Weir Park:  Additional measures will need to be undertaken to protect 
the river foreshore and banking and to manage more effectively the access into and 
out of the water to avoid damage caused by over-use.  There is also limited car 
parking given that the site is well trafficked.  This will need to be reviewed and 
addressed if the POS is to be continually used for a variety of events and for 
educational purposes. It is however important to ensure that water sport access is 
not compromised, but more effectively controlled through designated entry and exit 
points and appropriate signage. 

• Riverton Jetty Park / Fern Park and Bywater Park: General ongoing maintenance 
and planned replacement of play equipment and other hard infrastructure and 
management of river sport and recreational access. 
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7.0 POS Sporting Ground Usage 
To supplement the qualitative and quantitative audit of POS further analysis was undertaken of the use of sporting 
reserves.  A recent study undertaken by Curtin University on behalf of the Department for Sport and Recreation 
into the provision of open space in Metropolitan Perth identifies the carrying capacity of ovals as 25 hours and 
rectangular pitch sports grounds as 12 hours (to maintain quality of the surface).  This is used as a benchmark for 
current POS sports usage. 

A detailed breakdown of typical bookings for both the winter and summer seasons for each reserve is contained 
at Appendix F.  It is to be noted that in addition to the bookings identified there is additional usage of a number of 
sporting reserves by schools, but this data is incomplete.  In addition the following is to be noted: 

- The number of people using the sports space is not known. 

- The actual usage of the sports space relates to bookings only and not to ‘actual’ use. 

- Bookings in some instances may relate to the full extent of infrastructure (i.e. including clubhouse) and not 
necessarily playing time. 

- Weekday early evening use is generally for practice / training where there may be sporadic use of the oval / 
playing surface.  The majority of the carrying capacity is therefore going to be felt at weekends. 

- Cricket practice during the week is likely to be focussed mainly around net practice. 

The table below identifies the current usage on all of the City of Canning POS Sports Spaces and highlights the 
implications in respect of future planning and policies.  The usage is taken from 2013/14 City of Canning facility 
booking sheets. 
Table 9 Assessment of Sports Space Usage within the City of Canning 

Sporting Reserve Usage Implications 

Burrendah Reserve 
(Willetton) 

- Winter use:  The central oval is booked for 17 
hours and north for 14 hours on weekends. No 
bookings are made for the central oval during 
the week. 11 hours of use for the north during 
the weekday early evenings are allocated.  
The south oval is booked for 19 hours at 
weekends and 15 hours during the week.  16 
hours is booked for group fitness. 

- Summer Use:  The central and north ovals are 
booked for 26 hours on weekends with 22.5 
hours of use for both ovals during the weekday 
early evenings.  The south oval is booked for 
19 hours at weekends and 9 hours during the 
week. 

- The site appears to be 
operating at or near capacity 
on all ovals during the summer 
with some potential spare 
capacity in the winter. 

- It is likely that the use of the 
reserve will continue to 
increase with increasing 
opportunities for group and 
personal fitness. 

Canning Vale 
Reserve (Canning 
Vale) 

- Winter use:  The oval is booked for 30 hours of 
use during weekday evenings and for 8.5 
hours on Saturday for football with no Sunday 
use.  Group fitness sessions operate for 12.5 
hours. 

- Summer use:  13 hours of oval use booked at 
weekends with an additional 9 hours of oval / 
net use.  The site is relatively heavily utilised 
for group fitness with 13 hours booked 
throughout the week.  During weekdays the 
oval is booked for 8.5 hours and oval / nets for 
12 hours.  The use is mainly for cricket, 
supplemented by Little Athletics use. 

- The site appears to have 
spare capacity given the 
limited hours of use at 
weekends in the winter and 
during the summer. 

- Whilst the oval is booked for 
30 hours use in the winter, it is 
unlikely that this would be 
pitch reliant as other areas 
would be used for training. 

Centenary Park 
(Wilson) 

- Winter use:  Principally used for soccer and 
softball, 20 hours is allocated to bookings on 

- The site appears to be 
operating at or near capacity 
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Sporting Reserve Usage Implications 

the northern oval and 10 hours to the southern 
oval at weekends.  19 hours allocated to the 
southern oval during the early weekday 
evenings.  No bookings are allocated to the 
northern oval. 

- Summer use: Principally used for cricket and 
baseball, 16 hours booked for the southern 
oval and 19 hours booked for the northern oval 
at weekends.  During weekday early evenings 
the southern oval is booked for 10 hours, 
whilst 14 hours are booked for the northern 
oval.  

when booking hours for 
rectangular pitch sports are 
considered. 

- Spare capacity potentially 
exists during the summer 
when the cricket / softball use 
dominates. 

Clifton Reserve 
(Canning Vale) 

- Winter use is solely for football with 25.5 hours 
weekday early evening use of the oval and 19 
hours oval use at weekends (some time 
alternated between teams). 

- Summer use includes 12 hours of weekday 
early evening use of the oval / nets and 13 
hours of the oval at weekends and 9 hours of 
the oval / nets solely for cricket. 

- A relatively new reserve with 
opportunities to increase 
capacity in the summer based 
on current use.   

- During the winter the facility 
appears to operate at or near 
capacity. 

Coker Park 
(Cannington) 

- Winter use:  26 hours of use at weekends by 
the soccer club and 12 hours use of the cricket 
oval on Saturday by the cricket club.  There is 
20 hours of weekday use by soccer.  

- Summer use:  More extensive use in summer 
with cricket usage accounting for 22.5 (large 
oval) and 16 hours (small oval) of weekday 
early evening use and 25 hours use of the 
small cricket oval and 23 hours of the large 
oval at weekends. 

- The site appears to be 
operating at or near capacity 
based on the current usage of 
the oval space.  Little 
opportunity exists to increase 
use other than to encourage 
opportunities for group and 
individual fitness training. 

Hossack Park 
(Parkwood) 

- Winter use:  All facilities for 25 hours on 
weekdays from early evening, principally for 
football (soccer) with 10.5 hours of use on 
Sunday and no use on Saturday. 

- Summer use:  All facilities for 10.5 hours on 
weekdays from early evening, principally for 
softball and football (soccer) with 15 hours of 
use at weekends for softball. 

- The facility appears to have 
spare capacity although 
reasonably well utilised 
throughout the year.  Potential 
opportunity to expand club use 
on site should the demand 
arise. 

Ern Clark Athletics 
Stadium 
(Cannington) 

- Winter use:  Used for soccer during the winter 
that block book the facility for 16 hours at 
weekends.  Used sporadically during the week 
for athletics (Masters and Curtin). 

- Summer use:  Used in the early evening on all 
weekdays (except Friday) and at weekends by 
a variety of athletics groups. 

- A specialist facility which 
would provide for an extremely 
wide catchment (regional 
level).  The value of the facility 
extends to areas beyond the 
City boundary. 

- During the winter, use of the 
rectangular surface is at or 
near capacity. 

Maniana Reserve 
(Queens Park) 

- Winter use:  Used for 7 hours on Sunday with 
no Saturday use and 4 hours weekday use. 

- Summer use:  Used for 12 hours at the 
weekend and no weekday use. 

- The use of the sporting 
reserve is particularly light and 
raises questions in respect of 
its value to the wider 
community and future use. 

Ferndale Reserve 
(Ferndale) 

- Winter use: All three ovals are well utilised 
throughout the early weekday evening and at 
weekends.  Weekend use of the north and 

- The ovals are relatively well 
utilised but have the ability to 
carry additional capacity 
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Sporting Reserve Usage Implications 

west oval is 18 hours (13 during the week) and 
south oval is 9.5 hours (17 hours during the 
week) for football and hockey. 

- Summer use:  All three ovals are well utilised 
throughout the early weekday evening and at 
weekends.  Weekend use of the north and 
west oval is 11 hours (6 during the week) and 
south oval is 19 hours (10.5 hours during the 
week) for football and hockey. 

based on current usage.   
- Potential opportunity exists to 

increase the use of the north 
and west oval in the summer 
and south oval in the winter. 

Prendwick Reserve 
(Willetton) 

- Winter use is principally for junior football with 
19.5 hours use at weekends and 17 hours 
weekday early evenings. 

- Summer use is for 14 hours of cricket use 
booked at weekends with an additional 10 
hours of weekday use for little athletics (4 
hours) and junior cricket (6 hours). 

- The oval operates at or just 
below capacity throughout the 
year.  A valuable resource 
which provides for multi-
functional community and 
sporting uses. 

- There may be capacity to 
increase use, given the 
availability of oval space. 

Queens Park 
Reserve (Queens 
Park) 

- Winter use of Queens Park reserve amounts 
to 15.5 hours use during weekday early 
evenings and 20.5 hours at weekends for 
football. 

- Summer use is 20 hours use during the week 
and 22 hours oval use at the weekend for 
cricket. 

- The park operates at or near 
capacity for seasonal sporting 
use of cricket and football. 

Ranford Reserve 
(Canning Vale) 

- Winter oval use is for 12 hours during early 
evening weekdays and 19 hours at weekends 
for junior football and soccer.  The associated 
courts are used for 20 hours during the week. 

- Summer use is limited to 15 hours junior 
cricket and little athletics during weekday early 
evenings and 14.5 hours at weekends 

- The reserve operates at or 
near capacity throughout the 
year and provides for a variety 
of sporting activities.  The 
addition of exercise equipment 
also appears to encourage 
informal fitness use. 

Riverton Reserve 
(Riverton) 

- Winter oval use on weekdays is 11 hours with 
16 hours use at weekends.  Group fitness is 
booked for 4 hours during various weekdays. 

- Summer oval / nets use is for 12 hours during 
the week and 13.5 hours at weekends for 
cricket with an additional 5 hours of group 
fitness bookings during the week. 

- The reserve operates at or 
near capacity throughout the 
year for specific seasonal use 
of cricket and football.   

Shelley Reserve 
(Canning Vale) 

- Winter use of Shelley Reserve oval is 22 hours 
weekday evenings and 18 hours at weekends 
for football.  In addition the associated netball 
courts are used every weekday evening for a 
period of 5 hours each day. 

- Summer use is less intense with 2 hours per 
night of junior cricket club use and 20 hours of 
weekend bookings.  An hour is also booked for 
group fitness during the week. 

- A relatively well used reserve 
catering for a variety of 
sporting uses and centrally 
located within a well-populated 
and established estate.  It is 
clearly in demand as a 
valuable community resource. 

Thomas Moore 
Reserve (Wilson) 

- Winter usage of the reserve accounts for 12 
hours of use on a Sunday only by a football 
club and Canning UL.  There is no Saturday or 
weekday use. 

- Summer use accounts for 4 hours on a 
Saturday.  There is no Sunday or weekday 
use. 

- The use of the sporting 
reserve is particularly light and 
raises questions in respect of 
its value to the wider 
community and future use. 
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Sporting Reserve Usage Implications 

Willetton Reserve 
(Willetton) 

- Winter usage of Willetton Reserve is relatively 
heavily used for baseball and soccer with 22.5 
hours of use identified for both the north and 
south ovals during the week and up to 15 
hours at weekends. 3 hours is booked for 
personal training.  It is to be noted however 
that there is sufficient flexibility to use a variety 
of areas due to the size of the reserve. 

- The summer period is similarly heavily utilised 
with 21 hours use of the southern oval at 
weekends and 14 hours use of the northern 
oval at weekends.  During the week both ovals 
are used for a minimum of 3 hours per night.  
In addition time is allocated during the 
weekday for personal training (2 hours). 

- The reserve is relatively 
heavily utilised in both 
summer and winter.  There is 
however significant 
opportunity to re-align pitches 
(particularly rectangular) to 
offset issues associated with 
overplay. 

- The resource is a valuable 
POS reserve which caters for 
a variety of sports and 
centrally located within a 
relatively densely populated 
area with good road access 
and off street car parking.   

- It is likely that the use of the 
reserve will continue to 
increase with increasing 
opportunities for group and 
personal fitness. 

Woodford Reserve 
(Lynwood) 

- In summer the reserve is used by cricket for 8 
hours at weekends and 8 hours across all 
weekday evenings.  2 hours of use is 
dedicated to net practice only on Wednesdays. 

- In Winter the oval is used for football for 7.5 
hours on Sunday and a total of 10.5 hours 
during the weekday evenings. 

- There is significant spare 
carrying capacity available on 
the oval. 

- Opportunities exist to explore 
alternative potential use of the 
oval and secure a better social 
return on investment by the 
City for both summer and 
winter use. 

Wyong Reserve 
(Bentley) 

- In summer Wyong Reserve is used for a total 
of 11 hours at weekends and 7.5 hours from 
Tuesday to Thursday during the week.  Its 
function is as a cricket oval. 

- In winter the reserve is used for a total of 5.5 
hours at weekends and 5 hours during the 
week for football and 1 hour for group fitness. 

- There is significant spare 
carrying capacity available on 
the oval. 

- Opportunities exist to explore 
alternative potential use of the 
oval and secure a better social 
return on investment by the 
City for both summer and 
winter use. 

Wilson Reserve 
(Wilson) 

- The reserve is only used for soccer during the 
winter period and for a total of 2.5 hours.  

- Facilities within the reserve are leased by 
other clubs who use the reserve year round.  

- The reserve is also used for health classes 

- The use of the sporting 
reserve is particularly light 
according to City of Canning 
current booking data and 
therefore its wider value to the 
community is questionable.  

- It is however recognised that 
the bookings data does not 
reflect all use and its value for 
club and recreational use 
needs therefore to be more 
effectively monitored. 
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8.0 Targeted Stakeholder Consultation  

8.1 Government Agencies 
Government agencies principally focussed on compliance with legislative obligations and the need to protect 
natural features and water resources.  The following points summarise the key considerations: 

- Mechanisms need to be put in place, supported by policy to minimise any future potential capitalisation of 
City owned assets. 

- The economic quality of POS needs to be expressed to ensure its value is properly recognised in Council 
decision making processes. 

- Clearance of riparian vegetation along the water fronts is likely to be resisted. 

8.2 Environmental Bodies and Community Organisations 
The following summarises the main points identified by groups which have responsibility for managing the 
restoration, regeneration, rehabilitation and management of bushland and water catchment areas: 

- Generally whilst the essential function of the natural POS assets is to provide clean air, water, soils and 
biodiversity, for this and future generations, there is a need to balance this with greater public use and 
therefore controlled access to POS should be encouraged.  This requires careful management and controls 
to avoid unnecessary damage. In particular: 

• Increase the number of bound paths for walking, jogging and cycling to enable such traffic to be better 
directed. 

• Where possible increase surveillance on all areas of POS. 

• A greater educational role generally across the broader community is required to address issues 
associated with vandalism and poaching and for users to become more aware of flora, fauna and 
wildlife implications of individual actions. 

• Greater use of fines issued by City of Canning Rangers imposed on unauthorised users to provide a 
clear message to instigators. In addition, greater presence of the local government (Rangers) in 
industrial areas. 

• Working with schools needs to be extended to encourage volunteer succession planning and 
awareness of the value of POS and conservation areas. 

- Greater use of selected sports grounds (currently under-utilised) should be considered. 

- Increase the associated park infrastructure to support community access and in particular: 

• Provide more signposting to explain the impact of use / unauthorised activity. 

• Signage is poor both for recreational and educational purposes.  This needs to be addressed gradually 
to enhance the experience of POS use (particularly historic and heritage information). 

• More shade trees, benches, tables, small pergolas and barbecues are required in high trafficked POS 
areas. 

• Infrastructure is required to support events impacting on POS. 

• Low level lighting should be considered to address vandalism. 

- Manage water issues more effectively with regard to pollution and water use.  In particular: 

• An increase in water monitoring is required to manage discharge into the river. 

• Introduce a dry verge policy applied throughout the City. 

• Continue the reduction of drawing water from Bannister Creek to maintain its integrity. 

• Decrease the use of bore water and address limitations on water recycling. 

- The role of the City in supporting volunteer POS management bodies should be reviewed and in particular: 
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• Focus on increasing strategic support from the City for the volunteer groups and individuals. 

• Consideration of breaking down silo management within the City is required to plan more effectively. 

• The use of available funding needs to be managed and distributed more effectively and groups 
supported through the grant application process. 

• Assisting with succession planning to support the volunteer network and its future sustainability. 

- Consideration of specific user groups and informal river access requires immediate attention.  This includes: 

• The need to plan and provide for designated canoe access points along the river to prevent damage to 
the bank related to informal ingress and egress points. 

• Minor investment is required in the Queens Park Bushland area to reduce unsocial behaviour and 
potential contamination from rubbish. 

• Addressing fire and dieback as major issues which require educational and management solutions to 
be employed. 

- The need to develop of a car parking strategy for all open space (relating to hierarchy and use) was 
emphasised. 

- Ensure consistency in respect of the use and management of open space across all responsible government 
agencies.  Integrated catchment management is an essential mechanism to ensure the conservation, 
rehabilitation and regeneration of areas are effectively undertaken. 

- Communication between volunteer organisations and the City needs to be improved. 

- Community consultation is an essential part of any new development proposal prior to implementation.  
Greater use of specialist volunteer groups should be sought by the City.  In particular bodies such as 
SERCUL or other relevant stakeholder group should be used by the City in an advisory capacity to assist 
with: 

• Re-design identified drainage more innovatively based on the advice to avoid danger and improve 
function.  Innovative approaches to stormwater management should be considered to prevent 
problems associated with mosquito breeding grounds and other issues. 

• Adopt advice from these groups such as the use of spray stencil to provide information and controls. 

• A neighbourhood approach to the management of significant POS / catchment areas and support 
community groups by working in partnership and providing adequate resources. 

- Disabled access is identified as a serious concern which needs to be addressed through careful planning of 
ingress and egress of park areas and the use of suitable materials for wheelchair access within the POS. 

All of the above considerations are consistent themes across targeted stakeholders and are influential in 
developing a POS Strategy which is relevant to the community who will have a significant role in its 
implementation. 
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9.0 Core Issues, Need and Future Planning Implications 
The following section identifies the core issues and needs identified by the current research which are to be 
addressed in the development of the POS Strategy.  The analysis recognises that within the City 99.43% of the 
resident population have access to POS within any park catchment, which is an exceptionally high level of 
provision.  Nevertheless there are suburbs where there are significant shortfalls of provision and issues in relation 
to the location, functionality and quality of POS. 

9.1 Planning and Policy 
- Directions 2031 and Liveable Neighbourhood are critical considerations in the development of the Strategy.  

These policies are underpinned by a series of Department of Water policies and guidelines which need to be 
considered when assessing new development or the provision of open space.  The POS strategy should 
inform subsequent reviews of these documents. 

- The POS strategy must show a strong alignment with the Strategic Community Plan.  This is to be 
undertaken by cross referencing all recommendations in the final plan. 

- The City is currently looking to review Town Planning Scheme No. 21 and 17A and in particular the location 
of roads and POS.  The strategy should address this requirement through identifying how the existing 
identified POS could be more effectively delivered. 

- All existing Master Plans relating to Burrendah Precinct, Centenary Park, Queens Park Regional Open 
Space and Canning Vale Sports Master Plan need to be recognised and incorporated in the future 
consideration of POS provision.  These precincts will offset the need to provide substantial new areas of 
POS. 

- Adherence to State Planning Guidelines for the provision of POS and Parkland design needs to be 
incorporated within the Strategy to ensure the outcomes and recommendations have a strong reference 
point and justification. The incorporation of a hierarchical approach consistent with current DSR guidelines is 
essential. 

- Consideration will need to be given to developing a Playspace Strategy / Youth Space Strategy in respect of 
the provision of playgrounds and a replacement program addressing accessibility, adoption to changing 
demographics and potential relocation of play spaces within parks to improve safety of playground areas. 

- Integrated catchment management is an essential mechanism to ensure the conservation, rehabilitation and 
regeneration of areas are effectively undertaken. 

9.2 Known Deficiencies of Provision and Demographic Influences 
- Queens Park, East Cannington and St James are recognised as being areas deficient in POS based on 

previous research and whilst land acquisition may not be an option (particularly in St James), development 
of POS in adjoining suburbs is an option. 

- The greatest population growth during the period to 2031 is to occur in Bentley, Canning Vale, Cannington, 
East Cannington and Queens Park-Welshpool.  The importance of Queens Park Regional Open Space in 
offsetting current known deficits in provision therefore becomes more critical. 

- Provision within Bentley, East Cannington and Cannington is of particular concern given that 1,055, 922 and 
1,730 dwellings respectively are proposed to be constructed in the suburbs , the majority of which will be 
occupied by a youthful demographic.  This will necessitate a higher level of access to competitive sports 
space and needs to be planned accordingly. The audit of park infrastructure within East Cannington and St 
James further emphasised the lack of POS provision with less than 10 parks identified under the DSR 
classification and provision of less than 11 hectares of POS. 

- Whilst Wilson will experience limited growth, the youthful population will necessitate ongoing access to 
competitive sports space.  Wilson however benefits from the provision of the Regional Open Space within its 
catchment. 

- A realignment of use of POS may be required for Canning Vale, Riverton Rossmoyne, Ferndale, Lynwood. 
Parkwood, Shelley and Willetton / Leeming will require a more measured approach to re-aligning and 
developing POS infrastructure which responds to a relatively stable but aging demographic.  This will 
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necessitate the introduction, replacement and development of passive and social recreational infrastructure 
to encourage greater use of the park areas for social gatherings.  The audit of park infrastructure within 
Rossmoyne and Shelley emphasised the lack of POS provision in these suburbs with less than 10 parks 
identified under the DSR classification and provision of less than 11 hectares of POS. 

9.3 POS Reserve Management 
- Reserve Management Plans, Watercourse Reserves Management Strategies, Water Management Strategy, 

Local Environmental Management Strategy and Water Conservation Plan identify a number of consistent 
approaches to the management and access to POS which need to be incorporated within the future 
management of POS. 

- The co-location of park facilities in the same area (e.g. picnic areas, recreation facilities, and meeting places) 
as a means of enhancing the personal security of park users should be considered as should the re-
alignment of built infrastructure associated with a number of sports spaces where a proliferation of buildings 
developed incrementally are detracting visually from the POS and are not cost effective. 

- Continue the City’s approach to increasing native plantings to better provide for fauna habitats and planting 
of trees on reserves to provide more shade. 

- Explore opportunities early with private sector developers to ensure the best possible community outcomes.  
In particular in the review of Town Planning Schemes. 

9.4 Environmental and Water Management Implications 
- Alternatives to non-native, water intensive plants will need to be considered in selected areas to reduce 

water consumption. 

- The increased demand for restoration of bushland areas from active community groups will require an 
extension of the City’s current strategic relationship with such groups.  This may require a review of funding 
and enhanced communication channels. 

- The control of issues associated with dieback may require a policy to be developed to effectively control 
access to the public from environmentally sensitive areas. 

- Drainage and in particular stormwater drainage requires a more innovative approach and selected areas 
enhanced in partnership with SERCUL or other appropriate community group to deliver more effective 
community outcomes. 

- Urban Forestry and Tree Asset Management needs to be considered and mapped to assess heat hotspots 
and manage tree replacements and placement programs for the future. 

- The introduction of native trees into POS can provide shade and can provide a more cost effective solution 
to the management of areas of open space which are heavily reliant on reticulation systems.  Their 
introduction has the added benefit of enhancing biodiversity values and improving the ecosystem at a 
relatively low cost in comparison to alternative hard infrastructure solutions. 

- Increase in water monitoring may be required to manage discharge into the river. 

- In order to maintain a vibrant and active number of catchment and open space volunteer management 
bodies, the City of Canning should review it’s approach to current financial support provided and where 
possible provide strategic assistance to these bodies in securing additional resources and succession 
planning. 

9.5 Current and Future Usage / Accessibility 
- Canning Vale Reserve, Clifton Reserve, Hossack Park, Maniana Reserve, Ferndale Reserve, Thomas 

Moore Reserve, Woodford Reserve, Wyong Reserve and Wilson Reserve based on the booking and usage 
data provided appear to have capacity available for increased club use.   

Of particular concern is the Maniana Reserve, Thomas Moore Reserve, Woodford Reserve and Wyong 
Reserve which have significant spare use capacity. At the levels assessed, future substantial investment 
would be questionable.  It is therefore critical that the City review on an ongoing basis the likely social benefit 
return if current levels of investment in maintenance are to be justified. 
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- Records of sporting ground usage needs to be enhanced to obtain information on oval usage (by teams and 
numbers of players) and precise times of use.  This should be an obligation of any club or association 
booking and using a City of Canning sports facility.  This would enable the City to determine the value return 
they are receiving from the investment outlay. 

- Concern is expressed in relation to Burrendah Reserve, Centenary Park, Coker Park, Prendwick Reserve, 
Queens Park Reserve, Ranford Reserve, Riverton Reserve Shelley Reserve and Willetton Reserve which 
appear to be operating at or near capacity.  Careful allocation of space and re-alignment of sporting areas 
during seasons may need to be considered to avoid degradation of the playing surface. 

- Whilst provision of basketball hoops / half courts were identified on 15% of POS areas there appears to be a 
lack of strategic rationale for the provision of such infrastructure.  A prioritisation process needs to be 
considered by the City through developing youth friendly places in relevant POS areas.  This approach 
needs to be applied consistently across the City. 

9.6 Public Open Space Infrastructure 
- Strategic use of incidental individual open space areas to create larger and continuous green belts through 

urban areas should be identified as a priority.  In certain circumstances the disposal of POS should be 
considered, if a viable alternative solution can be demonstrated. 

- The quality of provision of open space, park furniture and association recreation infrastructure needs to be 
considered with a planned asset renewal program put in place across all POS areas and an annual budget 
set aside based on a prioritisation model (to avoid the perception of wealthy suburbs being treated most 
favourably). 

- Whilst 60% of all designated POS contains a playground, the infrastructure tended to be similar and did not 
cover a range of age groups.  Much of the infrastructure was in need of repair / replacement and very few 
contained shade.  There is a need to review and develop a plan to introduce a variety of play infrastructure 
across the parks within the City. 

- Whilst the proportion of the population with access to sports spaces within 2km of their residence is 92.25% 
which indicates that additional sporting POS is not required, there is a need to address a number of issues 
with current space: 

• Provision of shade for spectators through additional tree planting. 

• Improvement to ancillary infrastructure such as seating, picnic areas and BBQ’s. 

• Re-alignment of sports buildings and potential development of a single multi-functional building located 
within large POS areas. 

• Improvement to signage and consistency in signage to enable sports clubs to promote membership 
and events (rather than through incidental unauthorised verge signage). 

- In POS of high heritage and cultural value, the design of the POS should be reviewed and local indigenous 
heritage representatives / history groups involved in the future design of the space to reflect heritage or 
cultural significance or interpretation as a whole. 

- The provision of enhanced disability access to all POS is required with bound or tarmacadam pathways, 
dropped kerb and appropriate signage (for hard of sight) and suitable access to supporting facilities (toilets, 
drinking fountains, play areas).  This will require a complete disability access audit and gradual compliance 
program. 

- Gradual installation of low level lighting is required on all park areas of a neighbourhood level and above. 

- A renewal and replacement program for floodlighting on all sporting reserves is required and will need to be 
agreed with resident clubs. 

- Installation of gym equipment on district level parks and selected neighbourhood level parks should be 
considered as a mechanism to encourage use and enhance opportunities to increase positive health 
outcomes. 

- The need to develop of a car parking strategy for all open space (relating to hierarchy and use) was 
emphasised by a number of bodies and it was clear from the audit process undertaken that car parking 
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availability at local and neighbourhood spaces was particularly problematic and for those areas catering for 
large events, would lead to car parking on POS and result in consequential degradation or damage.  This 
has to be balanced against the need to focus attention on sustainable transport options and in particular 
access by public transport, walking and cycling. 

- Through the survey of all POS within the City, the following issues were identified in respect of the diversity 
of open space: 

• Pocket Parks; generally incidental pieces of open space, had limited connectivity, although measures 
had clearly been taken to link disparate pocket parks together.  Car parking was generally on street 
and provision of social infrastructure such as BBQ’s and litter bins were absent.  Whilst the majority 
were well maintained and more than half contained seating, disability access was poor.  Invariably the 
use was limited passive recreational activity. 

• Local Parks similarly were lacking in social infrastructure such as BBQ’s, toilet access and car parking.  
Whilst the majority were well maintained and more than half contained seating, disability access for 
approximately 50% of the POS was poor. 

• Neighbourhood Parks were slightly better in terms of social infrastructure provision, but were still 
lacking in car parking, access to toilets and BBQ’s.  There were however, generally a higher level of 
uses catered for and site design was generally perceived to be good. 

• District Parks with a few exceptions tended to score relatively highly across the board on all aspects of 
site design, access and social infrastructure.  The major issue related to age of infrastructure and the 
location of a number of built facilities on site which had been developed incrementally.  Should the 
opportunity arise it would be highly beneficial to collocate and rationalise use / user groups.  There is a 
need to ensure that all district level POS contains a minimum standard of infrastructure provision to 
provide diversity of choice and opportunity. 

• The only current Regional Park (Centenary Park) scores extremely highly across all qualitative aspects 
with the only concern related to the age of some infrastructure and proliferation of buildings which 
ideally should be consolidated into one central hub. 

9.7 Funding of Public Open Space 
Public Open Space has traditionally been provided and delivered through Local Government either in isolation or 
in partnership with other government agencies / departments.  The acquisition and development of POS is merely 
the initial stage of the funding process with the vast majority of council budgets being allocated to the ongoing 
management, maintenance and enhancement / redevelopment of POS.  Benchmarking against other councils is 
important in refining the analysis of local government expenditure and adoption of appropriate levels of service 
standards.  This strategy does not identify service level standards, but recognises that there is a need to develop 
this separately to support the recommended investment identified for all POS areas for their social, community 
and wellbeing value.  The recommendations contained in the subsequent section will require investment to be 
secured and / or set aside.  The funding mechanisms available to achieve these recommendations could be 
derived from the following sources: 

- Under State Planning Policy 3.6 Developer Contributions for Infrastructure can be sought subject to 
appropriate justification.  The Open Space Strategy provides a strategic framework for open space provision 
over the next 10 years and its recommendations have been prepared to meet the needs of both the existing 
and future population. A proportion of the value or costs of all projects required to implement the Strategy 
recommendations will need to be met by developers where new open space or capital improvements will 
support a new population. 

- Voluntary Planning Agreements made by the City and the developer of land and to provide for either or both 
funds and land to be directed towards public amenities and services in lieu of development contributions. 

- Special or separate rates / levy’s which may be applied to some or all ratepayers to fund POS projects 
where it can be proven that the identified rate payers will benefit from and are generally in support of a 
proposal which will enhance POS in established areas where developer contributions cannot be used for 
such purposes. 

- The sale and / or rationalisation of POS land where any income derived from disposal can be ring-fenced 
and allocated specifically for POS development / enhancement and / or compulsory purchase. The POS 
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Strategy includes numerous properties that can be classified as Public Open Space but may not be the ideal 
location or size for POS within a neighbourhood. There may be instances where the City may dispose of 
land identified as Public Open Space in this strategy. In such instances, funds raised from sale of any land 
that is identified in this Strategy as POS may be used in one of the following ways in order of priority: 

• Purchase of other land within the locality or the City of Canning for the purposes of creating POS; or 

• Improvements to land used for POS within the City of Canning; or 

• Other developments that will have a benefit to the residents of the City of Canning. 

The disposal of any land identified as Public Open Space within this strategy will require a resolution of 
Council and consultation with the surrounding community where the disposal of land is likely to impact on 
residents. 

- Council revenue through an apportionment of rates to POS management, maintenance and enhancement 
will also be required for ongoing and planned intervention.  This however will need to be supported by a 
robust assessment of all assets and their lifecycle costs (for hard social infrastructure, reticulation and 
drainage, paths, fencing etc.). 

- Community Sport and Recreation Facilities Fund (CSRFF), Lotterywest or other grant funding programs.  
Generally will require a clear and unambiguous business case which supports investment in an area which 
provides multiple benefits for the local community in accordance with specified criteria.  Current emerging 
work under the Regional Open Space Development Fund proposal being undertaken by the Department of 
Sport and Recreation is seeking to create a business case to secure state government investment in part 
funding of regional level sport and recreation provision. 

- Sponsorship which may be secured through funds from commercial or corporate bodies by providing naming 
rights or advertising potential. 

- Review and re-alignment of a prices and charges plan.  The general principal should be that a higher charge 
should be levied to groups who require a higher level of exclusive access to a POS which will then be ring-
fenced for ongoing investment into the POS provision.  Such an approach may not be palatable to sporting 
bodies who have traditionally operated at a highly subsidised rate.  It also requires a more detailed analysis 
of how parks are being used and by whom than is currently available and potentially introducing a charge for 
personal fitness instructors and recreational groups.  The charging policy could also be aligned to 
performance fees and incentives for user groups. 

- A review and re-alignment of education provision and accessibility.  Currently data on the use of educational 
POS and use of City of Canning POS by schools is limited and does not permit a clear understanding of time 
and cost apportionment.  Future school development and existing infrastructure within the Department of 
Education’s control should wherever possible be open to community use.  Conversely areas of POS 
managed by the City of Canning and used by schools should ensure that it can only be used through a 
formal booking process which also captures usage data.  This will enable the City to determine the level of 
cost apportionment which could potentially be levied against the School / Department of Education. 

Due to the nature of open space provision a combination of all of the above may be appropriate.  
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10.0 Recommendations 

10.1 Strategic Recommendations 
“The recommendations in this section provide indicative priorities and timeframes. The implementation 
and timeframe of each recommendation is dependent on staff resources and budgets available to the City 
of Canning.” 

An analysis of supply and demand for the City of Canning clearly identifies that the City has a good overall supply 
of open space with a reasonable level of diversity associated with District Space and above.  The following table 
identifies a series of initial strategic recommendations associated with the emerging needs and future planning for 
POS within the City. 

Each recommendation is based on: 

- Short Term (1-3 years) 

- Medium Term (4-8 years) 

- Long Term (9 years plus) 
√Table 10 Public Open Space Initial Recommendations and timescale for implementation 

No. Recommendation: Strategic City Wide Short 
Term 

Medium 
Term 

Long 
Term 

Strategy Direction 1: Ensure appropriate planning and policy considerations are developed to support the 
retention and development of POS 
1.1 Adopt a policy which states that the City is to adhere to the State 

Parkland design guidelines. √   

1.2 Undertake a Play Space Strategy / Youth Space Strategy in respect of 
the provision of playgrounds and a replacement program addressing 
accessibility, adoption to changing demographic and potential relocation 
of play space within the park to improve safety of playground areas.  This 
should be used to guide the priorities for redevelopment and provision of 
new play spaces. 

√   

1.3 Through the review and ongoing evaluation of Town Planning Schemes 
all existing Master Plans (Burrendah Precinct, Centenary Park, Queens 
Park Regional Open Space and Canning Vale Sports Master Plan) are to 
be recognised and incorporated in the future consideration of POS 
provision to serve the needs of their locational catchment. 

 √  

1.4 Adopt land use planning policy to promote the continued development / 
evolution of integrated catchment management as an essential 
mechanism to ensure the conservation, rehabilitation and regeneration of 
areas are effectively undertaken. 

 √  

1.5 Adopt a policy which states that there will be no net loss of POS 
throughout the City without adequate replacement within its recognised 
catchment and a maintenance funding stream for a minimum of five years 
has been secured.  

 √  

1.6 Develop a consistent and transparent policy for assessing proposals for 
disposing of, acquiring or changing the use of open space which builds 
upon previous research. 

 √  

1.7 Develop a sustainable POS access strategy (relating to hierarchy and 
use) to address current shortage of car parking space and reduce 
potential degradation of sensitive POS areas (particularly during 
community events) through environmentally appropriate design solutions. 

 √  

Strategy Direction 2: Ensure there is a diversity of POS parks that everyone can access close to home 

2.1 Queens Park, East Cannington and St James are recognised as being 
areas deficient in POS based on previous research.  Whilst there is  √  
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No. Recommendation: Strategic City Wide Short 
Term 

Medium 
Term 

Long 
Term 

potential to and whilst land acquisition may not be an option (particularly 
in St James), development of POS and enhancing access opportunities in 
adjoining suburbs should be pursued. 

2.2 Explore greater accessibility through shared use agreements, streetscape 
improvements, upgrading existing parks, open space contributions, and 
where possible, direct purchase. 

 √  

2.3 Develop a policy to guide the principles of increasing access to natural 
areas within POS to offset current inequalities which exist across the 
urban area. 

 √  

Strategy Direction 3: Enhance current POS reserve management 

3.1 Coordinate consistent recommendations contained within all Reserve 
Management Plans, Watercourse Reserves Management Strategies, 
Water Management Strategy, Local Environmental Management Strategy 
and Water Conservation Plan to ensure there is a consistent approach to 
the management and access to POS.  Where management plans are out 
of date these should be systematically reviewed and updated to reflect 
current day management requirements for access, conservation and 
environmental management. 

  √ 

3.2 Introduce a process to co-locate and rationalise park infrastructure 
(including community buildings, picnic areas, recreation facilities, and 
meeting places) centrally within or at the most optimum access position 
within POS reserves. 

  √ 

3.3 Enhancing the personal security of park users by putting in place a 
phased process of re-aligning built infrastructure associated with multi-
functional sports spaces. 

  √ 

3.4 Continue the City’s approach to increasing native plantings to better 
provide for fauna habitats and planting of trees on reserves to provide 
more shade. 

√   

3.5 Ensure continued protection of native vegetation through installation and 
maintenance of natural and artificial barriers (such as fences/gates and 
wetlands / bridges) and by providing adequate formalised short cut 
access routes to reduce erosion of bushland areas. 

√   

3.6 Adopt a policy to prevent dog fouling of playground areas and sporting 
reserves which indicates that where appropriate, dog access will be 
restricted to designated exercise areas to protect the playing surfaces 
and children’s health.  Incorporate a dog management approach which is 
provided to all registered dog owners. 

 √  

Strategy Direction 4: Provide a well-connected and accessible network of Public Open Space across the 
City available to all 
4.1 Adopt a policy that all-abilities access will be incorporated when open 

spaces are created, redeveloped or enhanced to ensure minimum 
disability access is maintained. 

√   

4.2 Strategic use of incidental individual open space areas to create larger 
and continuous green belts through urban areas should be identified as a 
priority.  In certain circumstances the disposal of POS should be 
considered, but only where a viable alternative solution can be 
demonstrated. 

 √  

Strategy Direction 5: Provide a POS network which recognises and respects a range of natural and 
cultural environments and contributes positively to biodiversity and water quality 
5.1 Adopt a policy that native species only should be planted in open spaces 

where the primary function has been identified as conservation, unless 
there is a significant cultural or heritage reason otherwise. 

√   
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No. Recommendation: Strategic City Wide Short 
Term 

Medium 
Term 

Long 
Term 

5.2 Review the communication strategy with all community groups involved in 
the protection, regeneration and rehabilitation of the most sensitive 
environmental areas within the City of Canning and develop a more 
inclusive and collective consultation process. 

 √  

5.3 Adopt a policy that where conservation has been identified as the primary 
function of a reserve, other uses must be compatible with this (in 
accordance with 3.1 above). 

√   

5.4 In POS of high heritage and cultural value, the design of the POS should 
be reviewed and local indigenous heritage representatives / history 
groups to collaborate in the future design of the space to reflect heritage 
or cultural significance or interpretation as a whole. 

 √  

5.5 Phased installation of low level lighting (low lux value) to be undertaken 
on park areas of a neighbourhood level and above where footpath access 
is provided through them to improve site security. 

  √ 

Strategy Direction 6: Provide a POS network which is environmentally sustainable, conserves and 
manages water consumption 
6.1 Consider alternatives to non-native, water intensive planting in selected 

areas to reduce water consumption. 
√   

6.2 Control the issues associated with dieback by introducing a policy to 
control access to the public from the most environmentally sensitive 
areas. 

 √  

6.3 Map Urban Forestry and introduce a Tree Asset Management Process to 
assess heat hotspots and strategically manage tree replacement 
programs. 

√ √  

Strategy Direction 7: Ensure a minimum standard of park infrastructure is provided in accordance with 
the hierarchy of provision and changing demographic requirements 
7.1 Open space infrastructure in new or redeveloped open spaces should be 

of a minimum standard appropriate to its hierarchy and category (draft 
guidelines to be developed). 

  √ 

7.2 Ensure that asset renewal, maintenance and whole of life costs is 
considered in the design process for development and redevelopment of 
open spaces (policy or process consideration). 

√   

7.3 Undertake a review of service level provisions on all POS and ensure that 
the social value return on investment is aligned to community need and 
expectation.  The service level provision should be established based on 
Australian Standards and Guidelines which have been adopted broadly 
across local governments to ensure it can be monitored and evaluated on 
an annual basis. 

 √  

7.4 The quality of provision of open space, park furniture and association 
recreation infrastructure to be considered within a planned asset renewal 
program put in place across all POS areas and an annual budget set 
aside based on a prioritisation model. 

 √  

7.5 A renewal and replacement program for floodlighting on all sporting 
reserves is required and will need to be agreed with resident clubs. 

 √  

7.6 Install exercise equipment on all District level infrastructure (where space 
is available and the primary use is not compromised) and selected 
Neighbourhood level parks in a phased approach to encourage use and 
enhance opportunities to increase positive health outcomes. 

  √ 

Strategy Direction 8: Increase in participation and use of open space for sport and recreational use 

8.1 Continue to implement the existing Open Space Master Plans which are 
considered to be fundamental in off-setting expressed need for both 
passive and active recreational pursuits. 

 √  
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No. Recommendation: Strategic City Wide Short 
Term 

Medium 
Term 

Long 
Term 

8.2 Prioritise existing open spaces to be activated through use of best 
practice design to improve safety and appeal. 

 √  

8.3 Explore potential options to increase use of Canning Vale Reserve, 
Clifton Reserve, Hossack Park, Maniana Reserve, Ferndale Reserve, 
Thomas Moore Reserve Wyong Reserve and Wilson Reserve 
In particular concern is raised about the need to significantly increase 
participation on Maniana Reserve, Thomas Moore Reserve and Wyong 
Reserve where current booking records indicate extremely light usage.. 

 √  

8.4 Records of sporting ground usage need to be enhanced to obtain 
information on oval usage (by teams and numbers of players) and precise 
times of use as an obligation of any club or association booking and using 
a City of Canning sports facility. This should be extended to school use 
and also the use of POS for functions and events. 

 √  

8.5 Undertake a review to determine future capability of Burrendah Reserve, 
Centenary Park, Coker Park, Prendwick Reserve, Queens Park Reserve, 
Ranford Reserve, Riverton Reserve Shelley Reserve and Willetton 
Reserve and if necessary re-allocate space and re-align sporting areas 
during seasons to avoid degradation of the playing surface.  In areas 
where evening use is in demand a planned investment in appropriate 
lighting will need to be considered to minimise overplay on intensively 
used training areas. 

 √  

Strategy Direction 9: Develop strong partnerships between the City and all stakeholders in delivering the 
recommendations of the POS Strategy 
9.1 Introduce a stakeholder consultation plan which is to be adhered to in the 

design and development of stormwater drainage throughout the City and 
as part of the process jointly select drainage areas with SERCUL or other 
appropriate community group to be enhanced (in partnership) to deliver 
more effective community outcomes. 

  √ 

9.2 Continue to engage with the community and partners and develop new 
partnerships where required to deliver the recommendations outlined in 
the Public Open Space Strategy. 

√   

10.2 Significant Suburb Specific Recommendations 
The table below identifies the suburb based recommendations which have emerged from the initial analysis: 
Table 11 Public Open Space Initial Recommendations and timescale for implementation 

No. Recommendation: Public Open Space Development Short 
Term 

Medium 
Term 

Long 
Term 

Bentley 

1 

A key focus should be on providing sufficient infrastructure by 2021 given 
that 1,055 dwellings are proposed to be constructed in the suburb 
predominantly in the next decade.  In order to offset any potential loss of 
open space the Bentley Regeneration Project is required to be 
implemented.  

 √  

2 

Wyong Park:  There is significant spare carrying capacity available on the 
oval. Opportunities should be explored to secure alternative use of the 
oval and secure a better social return on investment by the City for both 
summer and winter use. 

 √  

3 

Hedley Park: Significant rationalisation of the existing infrastructure and 
rationalisation of site.  A master plan for its redevelopment and re-
alignment of use to offset current POS needs within the suburb will need 
to be considered. 

  √ 
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No. Recommendation: Public Open Space Development Short 
Term 

Medium 
Term 

Long 
Term 

Canning Vale 

4 

As the population decreases post 2017 a realignment of POS use and 
function will be required.   Opportunities should be explored to modify 
passive parks to serve active recreational needs. The significant gaps in 
sports space indicate a need to implement the Canning Vale Sports 
Master Plan to offset the current and future demand for additional sports 
space. 

 √  

5 

Canning Vale Oval appears to have spare capacity given the limited 
hours of use at weekends in the winter and during the summer.  
Opportunities should be explored to secure alternative use of the oval 
and secure a better social return on investment by the City for both 
summer and winter use. 

√   

6 

Clifton Reserve is a relatively new reserve serving an emerging 
population where opportunities to increase capacity in the summer based 
on current use should be explored to secure an optimum return on the 
investment. 

 √  

7 

The Waste Disposal Site contains Bush Forever and is not currently 
considered within the POS Strategy POS assessment but has local 
ecological value and will be subject to future comprehensive planning. In 
the long term this site could provide significant public access to offset 
passive POS deficiencies in the local area. 

  √ 

Cannington 

8 

Future POS investment needs to be provided early in order to be 
incorporated with forward projections underpinning the City’s Integrated 
Management Framework.  The concern is that with the anticipated 
population growth, there will be a gradual reduction per head of 
population of POS provision and this will need to be addressed by the 
development of Queens Park Regional Open Space and Recreation Area 
Plan. 

 √  

9 

Ern Clark Athletics Centre:  General ongoing maintenance and gradual 
replacement of assets associated with use of track and field will be 
required over time.  The future use and rationale for investment in the site 
should be undertaken having regard to the City Centre redevelopment 
which includes the site.  In the longer term the site could be considered 
for redevelopment subject to future structure planning and investment in 
replacement athletics infrastructure on a suitable alternative site. 

 √  

10 
Cecil Park is identified for redevelopment.  Part of the site should be 
retained and developed for POS to provide a wildlife corridor and linear 
park running along the existing drain 

√   

East Cannington 

11 

The gradual aging of the population and growth in family units will 
necessitate greater attention to family level provision within POS.  There 
is a need to address accessibility to sports space in the north which could 
potentially be offset by the Queens Park Regional Open Space 
development. 

 √  

12 

There is a need to address the lack of accessible playground provision by 
undertaking a staged development of such infrastructure on available 
POS (subject to an assessment of specific requirements and servicing 
varying age ranges).  

 √  

Ferndale 

13 The emphasis is on retaining and enhancing current POS provision and 
ensuring that each park responds to the needs of a gradually aging  √  
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No. Recommendation: Public Open Space Development Short 
Term 

Medium 
Term 

Long 
Term 

population.  There is a need to address the lack of accessible age 
appropriate playground provision by undertaking a staged development of 
such infrastructure on available POS (subject to an assessment of 
specific requirements and servicing varying age ranges). 

14 

The ovals at Ferndale Park are relatively well utilised but have the ability 
to carry additional capacity based on current usage.  This opportunity 
should be explored with existing user groups. There is also a long term 
opportunity to consolidate current built infrastructure and co-locate a 
variety of uses into a multi-functional facility to reduce costs.  A master 
plan ideally should be developed which seeks to assess such 
opportunities and plan for future staged investment. 

  √ 

15 

A further review of the Canning River Regional Park Management Plan 
(or relevant regional park plan) will be required following the development 
of a draft strategy in conjunction with the Swan River Trust in 2012 and 
the incorporation of the Trust into Department of Parks and Wildlife 
(DPaW).  The strategy objectives of committing state and local 
government to protect and maintain the ecological values, community 
benefits and amenity of the Riverpark will need to be re-affirmed in 
partnership with DPaW who are ultimately responsible for the plan.  This 
plan should also ensure that appropriate access and supporting 
infrastructure is afforded water based sports. 

  √ 

Lynwood 

16 Retain and enhance current POS provision and ensure that each park 
within the suburb responds to the needs of a gradually aging population.   √  

17 

There is significant spare carrying capacity available on the oval at 
Woodford Park. Opportunities exist to explore alternative potential use of 
the oval and secure a better social return on investment by the City for 
both summer and winter use. 

 √  

Parkwood 

18 

There is a need to maintain current levels of POS provision and enhance 
existing infrastructure (associated facilities and services within POS) by 
improving the quality and diversity of POS social infrastructure and in 
particular playgrounds to provide a range of use for children and youths. 

 √  

19 

The facility at Hossack Reserve appears to have spare capacity and 
therefore the potential opportunity to expand club use on site should be 
explored and implemented should a need arise for additional sports 
space. 

 √  

Welshpool / Queens Park 

20 

There is a need to maintain current levels of POS provision and enhance 
existing infrastructure through maintaining the diversity and facilitating 
expansion to the function of existing POS. Greater attention to family and 
passive recreational provision within POS is required and in particular 
playgrounds within and adjacent to the suburb boundary. 

 √  

21 

Development of Queens Park Reserve:  The lack of good functional POS 
highlights the need to implement the Queens Park Regional Open Space 
and Recreation Area Plan. The existing oval currently operates at or near 
capacity for seasonal sporting use of cricket and football and is not 
capable of providing for current and future growth. 

 √  
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No. Recommendation: Public Open Space Development Short 
Term 

Medium 
Term 

Long 
Term 

22 

The use of the Maniana Sporting Reserve is particularly light and raises 
questions in respect of its value to the wider community and future use. 
Opportunities exist to explore alternative potential use of the oval and 
secure a better social return on investment by the City for both summer 
and winter use. 

 √  

Riverton 

23 
There is a need to maintain current levels of POS provision and enhance 
existing infrastructure through maintaining the diversity and facilitating 
expansion to the function of existing POS. 

 √  

24 

Canning Arts Centre Park should be enhanced as a minimum by 
increasing native tree planting and investing in bound footpath access 
through to the Arts Centre from the surrounding footpath network.  The 
site has limited functional and ecological value.  A site master plan should 
be developed to focus on increasing public access and use of the area 
and part of the site could be developed whilst the remainder retained as 
POS to link to the Canning River Regional Park 

  √ 

Rossmoyne 

25 

The emphasis is on retaining and enhancing current POS provision to 
meet the needs of a gradually aging population and managing, 
maintaining and delivering a varied level of service and POS 
infrastructure, retaining and enhancing current POS provision and 
ensuring that each park responds to the needs of a gradually aging 
population.   

 √  

Shelley 

26 Focus will be on managing, maintaining and delivering a varied level of 
service and POS infrastructure.  √  

St James 

27 
A focus on addressing current recognised POS deficits within the area is 
required.  Due to the issues associated with land acquisition this 
potentially may only be addressed in neighbouring suburbs. 

 √  

28 

A need to increase social opportunities on the limited POS areas 
available (i.e. BBQ’s, seating, exercise equipment, drink fountains etc.).  
In the absence of an ability to acquire land for POS purposes, innovative 
approaches to the use of existing POS will be required to increase use 
and social activity. 

 √  

Willetton - Leeming 

29 
A focus on managing, maintaining and delivering a varied level of service 
and POS infrastructure through a gradual enhancement of all existing 
POS in the area. 

 √  

30 

Willetton Reserve is relatively heavily utilised in both summer and winter.  
There is however significant opportunity to re-align pitches (particularly 
rectangular) to offset issues associated with overplay. The opportunity to 
consolidate the 3 existing buildings on site into one multi-functional facility 
should be explored as a long term option to implement when the current 
built infrastructure reaches the end of its useful life 

  √ 
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No. Recommendation: Public Open Space Development Short 
Term 

Medium 
Term 

Long 
Term 

33 

To accommodate higher levels of sporting use the Burrendah Precinct 
Master Plan needs to be implemented and developed. Alternative funding 
models will need to be explored to determine potential phasing options. 
The master plan incorporates Willetton Library which has particular 
relevance for Bandicoots and provides an important ecological link.  This 
land, in part and subject to further ecological studies should be retained 
as POS. 

  √ 

Wilson 

32 

Centenary Park: regional level provision delivers a varied level of service 
and POS infrastructure.  The Centenary Park Recreation Master Plan 
needs to be developed to offset sporting and passive recreational 
requirements in the adjacent suburbs.  It is likely that the use of the 
reserve will continue to increase with increasing opportunities for group 
and personal fitness.  The site currently appears to be operating at or 
near capacity and this issue will result in overplay and degradation of use 
if not addressed.  Consideration should also be given to rationalising 
existing older buildings on site when the opportunity to replace arises. 

  √ 

33 

Kent Street Weir: A review of site management and the development of 
comprehensive management plan are required for the area to offset 
current issues associated with visitor degradation and informal entry / exit 
to the river by canoes and fishermen / women.  This also needs to 
incorporate a site marketing plan for major events and temporary car 
parking solutions. 

√   

34 

Thomas Moore Park sporting reserve usage is particularly light based on 
current booking data and raises questions in respect of its value to the 
wider community and future use. Opportunities exist to explore alternative 
potential use of the oval and secure a better social return on investment 
by the City for both summer and winter use. 

 √  

35 

The Council works depot is currently not POS but is proposed to be 
redeveloped in the long term with additional POS likely to be provided as 
part of any redevelopment.  Opportunities exist to develop POS on site to 
offset deficiencies in neighbouring suburbs.  This will be a long term 
aspiration. 

  √ 

10.3 Public Open Space Park Recommendations 
The following lists a number of parks and potential improvements which should be considered as a phased 
approach.  The recommendations are informed by the POS audit which was undertaken to support the analysis 
underpinning the strategy.  The audit is provided in a separate document (‘Park Assessment’) which summarises 
the requirements on a suburb basis. 

1) General maintenance and planned upgrade to existing infrastructure to the following POS: 

POS name POS name POS name POS name 

- Chapman Park,  
- Chapman / 

Ashburton 
Compensating 
Basin, 

- Dumond Park,  
- Farnham Park,  
- Jenever Park, 

Merian Park,  
- Mitchell Park,  

- Ranford Road 
Parklands,  

- Railway Buffer 
Reserve/ Jubaea 
Park,  

- Serpentine Trunk 
Main Road – 
Ranford,  

- Perth Place Park,  
- Ashmore Park,  

- Clovelly Park, 
- Eastbourne Park,  
- Montrose Park,  
- Purley Park,  
- Queensville Park,  
- Woodford Park,  
- Heron Park, 
- Ritson Park,  
- Vellgrove Park,  
- Hartfield Park ,  

- Georgian Park, 
- Granville Park, 
- Arlington Park (91),  
- Jasmine Park,  
- Kennon Park,  
- Kingfisher Park,  
- Kingsford Park,  
- Lenhay Park,  
- Leymar Park,  
- Lincoln Park, 
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POS name POS name POS name POS name 

- Sill Park,  
- Stratford Park,  
- Keals Close Park 

(Mills St Comp. 
Basin),  

- Gochean Park,  
- College Grove Park; 

Akania Park,  
- Karri Park,  
- Banksia Park,  
- Burtonia Park,   
- Sorbonne Park,  
- Market City Park,  
- Spyglass Park,  
- Hakea Walkway,   
- Templetonia Park,  
- Woodland Park,  
- Kinnerton Gardens 

Park,  
- Amherst Park,  
- Connaught Reserve,  
- Ranford Oval, 
- Centella Park,  
- Holton Park,  
- Canning Gardens,  
- The Haven,  
- Woodhouse Park,  
- Mesa Park,  
- Casuarina Park,  

- Glentrool Park,  
- Thurloe Park,  
- Greenacre Gardens 

Park,  
- Quad Lane Park,  
- Brinkley Park,  
- Civic Centre Park,  
- Coker Park,  
- Corona Park,  
- Bebington Court 

Park,  
- Masons Landing 

Park,  
- Dealey Park,  
- Francis Bird Park,  
- War Memorial Park,   
- Weetman Reserve,  
- Holton Park,  
- Charles Treasure 

Park;  
- Russell Park, 

Groundlark Reserve,  
- Huntley Park,  
- Bridgeway Park,  
- Ferndale Flats Park,  
- Saurel Park, 
-  Yarnall Park,  
- Bannister Creek 

Park,  
- Ferndale Park, 

- Mary MacKillop 
Reserve,  

- Serisier Parkway,  
- Chesson Park,  
- Modillion Park,  
- Montes Park,  
- Nurdi Park,  
- Parklands Park,  
- Riverton Park,  
- Ada Park,  
- Ann Park,  
- Central Park,  
- Fifth Park,  
- Lions Park,  
- Massey Park,  
- Rossmoyne Park,  
- Sandra Park,  
- Rob Bruce Park,  
- Shelley Park,  
- Verton Park,  
- Vesta Park,  
- Shelley Beach Park,  
- Elza Barzotto Park,  
- Norman Park,  
- Warwick,  
- Agincourt Park, 

Brolga Park,  
- Collins Park,  

- Margaret Harrison 
Park,  

- Morning Cloud Park,  
- Portcullis Park,  
- Prendwick Park,  
- Sovereign Park,  
- Teal Park,  
- Aderyn Park,  
- Hawkesbury Park,  
- Killara Park,  
- Shelldrake Park (No. 

1741),  
- Caulfield Park,  
- Bastion Park.  
- Alderley Park,  
- Andrews Park,  
- Aragon Park,  
- Cody Park,  
- Gledhill Park,   
- Depot Gardens,  
- Judy Pannell Park,  
- Langham Gardens,   
- Margaret Park,  
- Riverton Jetty Park,  
- Thomas Moore Park,  
- Bywater Park and  
- Hares Park 

2) For each of the nominated parks identified below, increase native tree and bush cover without compromising 
use and surveillance of play facilities.  In all of the POS areas there is also the potential to enhance the level 
of social park infrastructure (i.e. BBQ, seating and shade) to enhance accessibility and increase use:  

POS name POS name POS name POS name 

- Bunning Park, 
- Page Park, 
- Alexandra Park, 
- Hillview Park,  
- Canning Vale Oval, 
- Clifton Park,  
- Fairfield Park,  
- Saint Michaels Park 

- Mount Park Way/ 
The Green Park, 

- Charles Treasure 
Park (No. 4104),  

- Albion Park,  
- Glamorgan Park,  
- Dabchick Reserve, 

- East Cannington 
Park,  

- Cranley Park,  
- Crofton Park, 
- Cygnet Park, 
- Edgeware Park, 
- Fleetwood Park, 
- Flinds Park, 

- Blandfield Park,  
- Cardoc Park, 
-  Datura Park,  
- Lansing Reserve, 
- Bicentennial Adenia 

Park, 
- Bull Creek Park, 
- Barracuda Park 

3) Increase native tree and bush cover without compromising use and surveillance of play facilities at the 
following POS: Glennon Park, Arlington Park (No. 92), Woolner Green/ The Vale, Woodthorpe Reserve, 
Macquarie Park, Beaton Park, Fern Place Park, Fern Cove Park and Volta Park. 

4) General maintenance and potential investment to provide additional social infrastructure to encourage 
community access from adjacent residential area (i.e. seating, litter bins):  Whaleback Park, Maniana Park, 
Byblos Reserve, Fern Park, Jennings Park, Shelldrake Park (No. 1742). 

5) For the Canning Vale Business Park POS areas:  Investment will be required to upgrade and enhance the 
area which abuts a heavily trafficked road to ensure it continues to provide a well-used resource for the 
industrial estate workers. 
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6) As a priority enhance disability access for the following District and Neighbourhood Parks:  Lamberta Creek 
Park, Ockham Park and Munja Park. 

7) Parkhill Park:  No significant investment.  Limited opportunities due to presence of power lines. 

8) Prioritise the installation of safety lighting both within and adjacent to the following Neighbourhood and 
District level parks to enable greater opportunity for public use and activation at night:  Canning Gardens, 
Arlington Park, Byblos Reserve, Sorbonne Park, Lamberta Creek Park, Fairfield Park, Brolga Park and 
Morning Cloud Park. 

9) The following parks, which provide access to Canning River Regional Park water recreational pursuits will 
require further consideration for planning and management of river sport and recreational access:  Gledhill 
Park, Riverton Jetty / Fern Park, Bywater Park, Bebington Court Park, Mason’s Landing Park, Riverton 
Bridge Park and Shelley Beach Park. 

10.4 Consideration of Open Space Development 
There are a variety of Public Open Spaces referenced within the Strategy which incorporate areas which have 
limited value for both functional active and passive recreational use and for local biodiversity linkages / assets.  In 
such circumstances these areas could be considered for redevelopment on the understanding that any income 
derived from the disposal of these sites should be re-invested in the further development and enhancement of 
POS in accordance with the Strategy recommendations. 

Sites which potentially offer this opportunity include: 

- Aldam Park:  The site is currently rezoned for Civic and Cultural Areas is used as a community facility with 
buildings present.  Whilst the site is not identified for development its future will need to be reviewed in the 
context of the existing development in the area in due course and may provide an opportunity for partial / 
complete redevelopment having regard to retaining potential biodiversity linkages. 

- Godfrey Park:  This land is not identified as POS under TPS 21. There may be environmentally sensitive 
vegetation on site and therefore will need to be subject to future site analysis and environmental assessment 
of the land is considered for development.  Only 7-9 Godfrey Street has significant vegetation.  One of these 
lots is within the ownership of state government and will therefore be subject to a separate consitation and 
approval process. 

- Hilltop Park: The design of the site does not provide effective surveillance and whilst the park currently 
provides a POS function for local residents, it has a substantial underutilised area which in part could be 
redeveloped in the long term.  This would assist in reducing liability and provide a mechanism to improve 
more effective and functional POS in the locality. 

- Magnet Park: There is the possibility of redeveloping or disposing of the site in the future subject to potential 
rezoning as it has limited POS and ecological value. 

- Bell Park: Previous City studies have identified that the lot is surplus to needs and can potentially be sold as 
it has limited POS and ecological value. 

- Coulson / Roe Park: The site is currently a drainage basin with some existing trees present. If drainage 
management can be resolved there is a possibility to redevelop part of the site in the long term. 

- Vulcan Park: The site is vacant and is of an irregular shape which would make it difficult to develop fully. It 
has limited POS and ecological value and could potentially be redeveloped in the long term. 

- Whaleback Park: Previous City studies have identified that the lot is surplus to needs and can potentially be 
partly redeveloped in the long term as it has limited POS and ecological value. 

- Market City Park:  Most of this site will be retained as POS however a small portion could be used for other 
purposes in the long term subject to further analysis of site capability and impact on the existing drainage 
basin. 
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Table 12 Document Review and Implications 

Document Overview Implications 

CANNING FUTURES: Strategic Community Plan (city of 
Canning (Dated: 2013) 

The purpose of the Plan is to have a clearly stated vision, purpose, values and goals of the community to help the City plan for the 
future.  A review of the Plan will occur informally every two years and formally every four years. Other critical informing strategies 
associated with the realisation of the community’s aspirations are Long Term Financial Forecasts, Asset Management, Risk 
Management and Workforce Plans. 

The Vision includes: “…proud to protect and enjoy our unique natural environment and work together to enhance the health, wellbeing 
and sustainability of our community.  Our civic leaders are innovative and receptive to our visions for our future. As a connected and 
inclusive community, we enjoy quality lifestyles and opportunities to live, work, play and do business locally.” 

Themes and relevant strategies related to POS include: 
- Natural Environment – Our place in nature 

• Protect, preserve and promote our natural places, flora and fauna - Encourage the further development of natural area 
management within the City. 

• Sustainable management of resources - Practice and promote water conservation and the awareness of the river and 
waterways; Encourage and demonstrate sustainability within the City 

• Measures of success include: Quality of natural areas and Sustainable management of waste and resources 
- Our Community – Connecting and supporting people 

• Optimise community services and facilities to meet changing demographics - Provide a diverse range of community 
services and facilities and Strive towards excellence in customer service. 

• Promote and support community groups - Work in partnerships with agencies and community groups to encourage 
community connections. 

• A high level of community safety, health and well-being - Promote a healthy, clean and safe living environment and facilitate 
a range of accessible recreational opportunities and sporting activities for our community. 

• The City is a welcoming, inclusive and caring place - Work towards meeting the expectations of the community without 
discrimination. 

• Measures of success include: Resident satisfaction with the City of Canning as a place to live; Number of sport and 
recreation groups active in the City and Number of different cultural groups participating at events 

- Built Environment – Living and moving around 
• Protect and enhance the amenity and lifestyle within the City: Promote appropriate quality recreation and public open space 

for housing and urban development and Recommend and encourage sustainable building and land use. 
• Landscaped Urban Spaces: Strive to maintain attractive and diverse green spaces throughout the City to encourage 

outdoor activity, health and wellbeing and Recognise climate change as a factor of our landscaping. 
• Measures of success include: Quality of public open space and sports grounds 

- Prosperity – Working and doing business in Canning 
• Greater variety of activities, entertainment and shopping: Encourage a broad range of hospitality, entertainment and 

recreation activities. 
• Measures of Success include:  Variety of business activity 

- Leadership and Governance – How we decide 
• Effective civic leadership and good governance: Provide active and visionary leadership in the form of social, economic and 

environmental responsibility. 
• Responsive to the broader community’s needs in all decision making: Ensure that Council is well informed in all deliberation 

and decision making. 
• An innovative, progressive and resilient local government continually learns and makes improvements: Continue to refine 

and develop policy to guide the effective management of the City. 
• Measures of success include: Residents’ satisfaction with the organisation 

The core elements of the POS strategy must show a 
strong alignment with the Strategic Community Plan.  The 
key areas include: 
- Protect, preserve and promote our natural places and 

encourage the further development of natural areas 
managed by the City. 

- Practice and promote water conservation and the 
awareness of the river and waterways. 

- The quality of natural areas will be a measure against 
which the role and function of the City Council will be 
judged. 

- Ensure that a diverse range of community services 
and facilities are provided. 

- Promote and support community groups, particularly 
those groups responsible for the care, restoration and 
conservation of POS and all users of POS. 

- Promote a healthy, clean and safe living environment 
and facilitate a range of accessible recreational 
opportunities and sporting activities. 

- Ensure community services are provided without 
discrimination.  

- Continue to refine and develop policy to guide the 
effective management of the City. 

City of Canning Local Planning Strategy: Public Open Space 
Strategy (December 2001) 

In 2001 the City had 265 parks occupying a total land area of 808.7013 hectares. 
Overall, the vast majority of the City is serviced with an adequate supply of open space, and can be easily accessed by residents. 
The combined areas of Queens Park and East Cannington presently record an undersupply of local open space. 
St James records a serious undersupply of POS, and contains areas more than 800m from a neighbourhood park. Even taking into 
account POS within the Town of Victoria Park that is immediately adjacent the City of Canning, open space area amounts to 2.3%. St 
James records no active open space. 
Actions Identified include: 
- A Business Development Plan is prepared setting out proposals including the financial basis for staged land acquisitions and 

The main points of note from the POS Strategy are: 
- Queens Park and East Cannington and St James 

record a serious undersupply of POS. 
- Staged land acquisitions and reserve upgrades within 

the areas of St James and Bentley was proposed. 
- The categorisations of parks initiated by the plan are 

not consistent with current DSR definitions.  . 
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reserve upgrades within the areas of St James and Bentley. 
- Within the context of an overall development plan for the City Centre, plans are prepared for the creation of a 'Civic Park'. 
- Business Development Plans for the passive and active open space areas respectively be reviewed to target priority areas for 

upgrades. These areas include Parkwood, Queens Park/East Cannington and Rossmoyne. 
- Notwithstanding a land acquisition program, the areas of Bentley and St James will continue to record a reduced area of open 

space in comparison with other localities. It is recommended that higher maintenance standards help compensate this variance. 
- Reserves that record a higher than average proportion of lower maintenance standard reserves include Parkwood, Queens 

Park/East Cannington and Rossmoyne. It is recommended that reserves within these areas be placed as a priority for upgrade. 
The categories identified for open space includes: 
- LOCAL: General area of less than 5000m2, primarily informal recreation parks used for children's play areas, improving amenity 

of local neighbourhoods and providing links to neighbourhood and district open space areas. 400m radius for residential access. 
- NEIGHBOURHOOD: General area between 5000m2 and 2.5ha, includes informal and active recreation areas servicing local 

neighbourhood recreation needs, however no formal sporting facilities are available. 800m for residential access. 
- DISTRICT: Includes parks with an area greater than 2.5ha and comprises active recreation areas with formal facilities 

accommodating organised sporting groups or significant community facilities. This category includes multiple use areas ie. 
Informal and active recreation areas in conjunction with areas of conservation significance. 1,500m for residential access. 

- REGIONAL: Area not specified. Includes open space of significance, reserved for protection and conservation values. This land 
is often State Government owned, may be zoned as having regional significance under the Metropolitan Region Scheme or has 
been identified under the Bush Forever program. This classification also applies to regionally significant recreation areas and 
facilities. 

Classifications included Active / Passive Open Space and Conservation Space. 

The level of Maintenance is identified as premier, high, medium and low 

Land Asset Assessment - City of Canning (Hester Property 
Solutions – November 2012) An independent assessment of the City’s property portfolio and identification of opportunities.  The City’s property portfolio comprises 

approximately 350 properties including both vested reserves and freehold assets: 

- 20A Acquisition (or 5% acquisition model) - generally reserves created by developers at point of subdivision so as to satisfy the 
requirement for provision of 10% public open space in development areas. Owned by the Crown (State Government) however 
are vested in the local government with the responsibility for the care, control and maintenance of these properties.  Once the 
Local Government has concluded that the properties are surplus to operational or strategic requirements, such reserves are able 
to be acquired from the State Government at 5% of their highest and best value subject to compliance with a range of conditions. 
• Sufficient open space existing. 
• Any funds yielded to be expended on the purpose for which the reserve was set aside. 
• Funds realised cannot be used to fund offsets in rates income, loans or deliver projects or programs that were already 

funded through the local government’s 10 year financial plan. 
• The local government is to undertake suitable public consultation 

- Transfer of Freehold Title - where the local government owns a property in freehold title with the prevailing zoning of the property 
resulting in the asset retaining a value.  Where such properties are used in the delivery of services and facilities to the community 
there is little likelihood in being able to realise the value of the asset by sale or redevelopment of the property as this would 
impact upon the delivery of the service provided from this location.  Unlike 20A acquisitions, freehold title transfers do not require 
extensive community consultation, however in making any such application, a clear objective for how the funds realised from this 
process are to be used for the benefit of the community. 

The City of Canning has an unusual property portfolio in that whilst it has approximately 350 properties within its portfolio almost 30% 
of these properties are owned in freehold title. 

There are at least 3 major projects of such community benefit that it is felt the demonstration of this benefit during the community 
consultation phases will provide broad community support for these outcomes; 
- Burrendah Precinct master Plan 
- Brownlie Towers and Precinct master Plan, and 
- City Centre Master Plan 

All three of these projects are very significant and will generate substantial community benefits to large proportions of the community. 

It is suggested that once the outcomes for each of these development precincts are known, the Council give consideration (where land 
rationalisation within each of the precincts is insufficient to fund all outcomes required) to the use of funds generated from this Strategy 
and from the rationalisation of 20A reserves and freehold title transfers to generate the funds required to realise the Master Planning 

The main points of note from the Land Asset Assessment 
are: 
- Of approximately 350 properties within the City’s 

portfolio almost 30% of these properties are owned in 
freehold title. 

- The sale / disposal of any land must be justified and 
in respect of POS it must be concluded that the land 
is surplus to operational or strategic requirements, if 
disposal is to be considered. 

- Whilst the Council is not obliged to allocate funds 
from the sale of open space freehold land to other 
open space facilities the community may expect that 
a proportion of such proceeds are allocated to the 
improvement of other open space properties in the 
same area servicing the same population catchment. 
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outcomes. 
Whilst the Council is not obliged to allocate funds from the sale of freehold land (used for open space) to other open space facilities 
(other than in those areas where such use of funds is prescribed by the prevailing Guided Scheme), it should be recognised that the 
community may expect that a proportion of such proceeds are allocated to the improvement of other open space properties in the 
same area servicing the same population catchment. 

Canning City Centre: Structure Plan City of Canning (Adopted 
15 October 2013) 

 

City of Canning Burrendah Precinct Master Plan (Hester 
Property Solutions 2012) . 

 

Centenary Park Recreation Master Plan 

 

The Canning City Centre Structure Plan, Burrendah 
Precinct Master Plan and Centenary Park Recreation 
Master Plan all identify areas of existing and potential POS 
development.  Of particular interest is: 
- The importance of protecting the POS within the City 

Centre as being critical to service a high density 
mixed use area. The timeframe for this project is 1 – 
30 years.  Development in the area is likely to be a 
50/50 split between government and private 
investment. 

- The Burrendah Precinct includes extensions to the 
existing Willetton Basketball Facility which has a 
marginal impact on POS provision.  The importance 
of retaining existing sports space and public 
accessibility has been re-enforced. The timeframe for 
this project is likely 1-5 years. Funding is provided 
from the City of Canning and state government. 

- The Centenary Park Concept highlights the value of 
increasing access and permeability of the space to 
the surrounding residential area and increasing the 
use of space by providing natural and man-made 
shade.  There are currently major issues with onsite 
contamination. No progress is likely to happen on this 
project within the next 5 years. 

Bentley Regeneration Project Local Structure Plan (Roberts Day 
- September 2013) City of Canning 

The Local Structure Plan shall provide for between approximately 1500 and 1800 new dwelling units, excluding any dwellings within 
Brownlie Towers. 
Public spaces generally urban in nature, providing space for community events which reinforce the focus of the central area, and 
retaining trees where possible. Public Open Space features within the precinct include areas for informal play and social activities. 
Spaces are designed to maximise retention of high quality trees. Public Open Space extends existing parks to improve size and 
functionality, and proposes a network of smaller parks. Design is focussed on retention of mature trees. 
The Public Open Space and Community Facilities Strategy was prepared by Creating Communities to identify the existing condition of 
community facilities on the site and the supply of public open space in the locality.  Overall the supply of open space in the area was 
considered acceptable, particularly if no regard was given to local government boundaries. Specifically, supply of public open space in 
the locality (excluding that on the site) was found to be acceptable for three of the four types: regional, district and local open space. 
Neighbourhood open space was found to serve most of the site well; however a gap in provision was identified near the north of the 
site.  Specific findings include: 
- Maintain existing levels of provision of public open space (POS), being 10 per cent of the total precinct area, represented by 

residual POS in the southern portion of the Precinct 
- Retain the school oval in its current size and form as an asset for the future community and schools 
- Create a network of interrelated POS that supports the local population and links to external recreation resources including Curtin 

University, Centenary Park and the Canning River corridor with safe and accessible pedestrian and cycle infrastructure Provide 
POS in a range of formats to reflect a range of needs within the existing and future communities, being multifunctional, robust 
and adaptable spaces. 

- Provide a neighbourhood scale park in the northern portion of the Precinct to respond to a deficit of this type of POS in the 
Bentley and St James area. 

Although 10% of Public Opens Space is provided in the existing area, this is poorly designed and does not contribute to a sense of 
security or community identity. The careful design and distribution of public parks in the precinct caters for a range of uses. In addition, 
surrounding parks that do not serve the surrounding community (such as those on Walpole Street) will be improved to increase their 
size, improve connection to residents and become more functional. 
 

The main elements of the Bentley Regeneration Project 
Local Structure Plan are: 
- The intention is to improve size and functionality of 

POS and ensure that a network of smaller parks is 
effectively connecting areas and public access to 
destination points. 

- The retention and increase in number of trees is 
essential to increase public access and use of POS. 

- POS was found to be acceptable for three of the four 
types: regional, district and local open space.  
Existing levels of provision of public open space 
(POS) need therefore to be maintained. 

- A neighbourhood scale park is required in the 
northern portion of the Precinct to respond to a deficit 
of POS in the Bentley and St James area. 

- The design of POS is poor and does not contribute to 
a sense of security or community identity. 

It is likely that subdivision works and earthworks will be 
occurring by mid-2015. The project is subject to state 
government funding and private investment. 
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St James and Bentley POS Development and Acquisition Plan 
(April 2007) City of Canning 

 

In 2002 Council adopted the St James and Bentley Public Open Space Acquisition and Development Plan (The 2002 Plan) as a 
means of rectifying the shortfall in open space in St James and Bentley (identified initially in the 2001 POS Strategy). 
The study in 2007 reviewed the acquisition and development plan and ranked the following opportunities: 
1) Public property east of Albany Highway and north of Leach Highway available immediately for upgrade that will provide major 

benefits for the local community. 
2) Public property west of Albany Highway or south of Leach Highway available immediately for upgrade that will provide major 

benefits for the local community. 
3) Acquisition of lots that significantly contribute to opportunities in category 1. 
4) Acquisition of lots that significantly contribute to opportunities in category 2. 
5) Public property immediately available for upgrade that will provide minor or incidental improvements to the local community. 

Category 1 opportunities:   

- Lots 246 and 247 junction of Albany Highway and Alexandra Place, Bentley.  1,529m2 of land has been acquired and is 
proposed these lots are immediately developed for a new park to service the residents of houses and flats on the north eastern 
side of the Albany Highway. 

- Lots 628, 629, 630 and 113 Ellam Street compensating basins, St James.  The closure of Ellam Street between these two basins 
is proposed. This will create a new 0.8618ha park in the most POS deprived location in St James and Bentley. The new park 
would be divided into three roughly equal parts (a seasonal pool, a seasonal wetland area and dry parkland). 

Category 2 Opportunity:  

- Hillview Terrace, Bentley. Initial investigations suggest that this land is available for the creation of a Linear Parkway (a road 
reserve or Hillview terrace, at the Western end of Bentley, has an exaggerated width of 36m. The additional 16m width of the 
reserve has been provided for the positioning of high voltage power transmission lines). 

- Lot 4796 Dante Court.  Assumed in the 2002 Plan to be a part of the neighbouring lot 122 Merian Close, lot 4796 Dante Court is 
a parcel of undeveloped land remaining from the original Dante Court subdivision.  Merian Park is an established park, lot 122 is 
to be developed by the developer as an extension to Merian Park under Scheme 17A. Lot 4796 is therefore an integral part in the 
jigsaw that forms the completed and enlarged Merian Park. 

The main points of St James and Bentley POS 
Development and Acquisition Plan influencing the POS 
Strategy includes: 
- Acquisition is the only mechanism available to rectify 

the shortfall in open space in St James and Bentley. 
- The difficulty in retrofitting shortfalls in POS provision 

is emphasised by the complications in land ownership 
and individual acquisition strategies.  This will often 
result in excessive expenditure and incremental 
development which is not contiguous.  

- Compulsory purchase is an option of last resort in 
view of the legal issues associated with forced 
acquisition.  It is often difficult to justify the case for 
purchase based on a financial return versus cost of 
acquisition. 
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- Lots 27, 26, 40 and 41 Ashburton and Queen Street Compensating Basin.  This basin is a large grassed bowl like depression, 
planted with a dense stand of Casuarina trees. It mirrors the Chapman Playground Park opposite in size and shape.  It has been 
assumed that a picnic bench, access footpath and irrigated lawn would be introduced. 

Category 3 Opportunities:  Private properties were identified that if purchased would add significantly to the performance and role of 
the Category 1 properties - Private landowners declined to sell their properties to the City. Acquisition of private property by the City 
will of necessity require the use of the City’s powers to compulsorily purchase. 

Category 4 Opportunities: Acquisition of lots that significantly contribute to opportunities in category 2 - There is very limited scope for 
acquiring property. 

Category 5: Public property immediately available for upgrade that will provide minor or incidental improvements to the local 
community.  It is recommended that further investigation of the potential and individual nature of these sites is undertaken and that 
detailed ranking and scoping of the range of activities the sites can accommodate is undertaken prior to developing them. 

Queens Park Regional Open Space and Recreation Area:  A 
review of the 1993 Hames Sharley Master Plan, incorporating 
subsequent developments(November 2006) 

 

In 1992 the City of Canning commissioned planning consultants Hames Sharley to develop a recreation and parkland development 
master plan for the QPROS. The resulting Queens Park Recreation Area Master plan was adopted by the Canning City Council in 
1994. 

September 2004 - The City was presented with the State Government’s revised proposals for the revitalisation of local housing entitled 
the ‘Quattro’ project.  The project does not impinge on the QPROS site and has no direct effect on its conservation status or its 
recreational potential. 

There is little evidence of immediate demand for additional active sports field development at the QPROS, it is however likely that in 
the short to medium term (5 – 10 years) that the increased population densities and changed demographic profile of surrounding 
districts will create demand for additional regional playing fields. 

Approximately two hectares of the playing surface will be suitable for isolation by fencing to control access should this be required in 
the future. No sports stadium is recommended but a multi-purpose community meeting room / sports pavilion and changing facilities 
will be required.  Substantial car parking will be required to accommodate future regional sports ground development. 

Provision for floodlighting of sports playing surface to a standard suitable for night play is recommended for the northern playing fields 
with lower intensity ‘training’ standard flood lighting to the southern fields and existing Mania sports pitches. The northern fields are a 
significant distance from residential housing, this site offers one of the few opportunities to provide match standard lighting with 
minimal impact to residents. 

Develop exercise circuits with ‘safe’ routes for year round day and evening access for walking and running.  Ensure native vegetation 
is adequately protected by natural and artificial barriers (such as fences/gates and wetlands /bridges) and by providing adequate 
formalised short cut access routes to reduce erosion of bushland areas. 

Identify and allocate site for potential Skateboard and BMX facilities in secure, overlooked areas, accessible to public transport and 
commercial facilities away from residential development. 

Other Social Roles: 

- Scouting:  Incorporate concept of provision for Scouting ‘camp outs’ within the Scouting Australia site as a feature of the QPROS 
site 

- Pigeon racing – to invite to comment on how they may use the site. 
- Bushland regeneration: Incorporate the stated aspirations of the FQPB into the conservation management initiatives proposed in 

the plan review  
- Aboriginal Cultural and Welfare Assistance Facilities:  reflects an awareness of some of the broader issues concerning the link 

between the Aboriginal community and the site in order that a sense of belonging is engendered in the groups using the site 
- Childcare facilities– to invite to comment on how they may use the site. 

The Queens Park Regional Open Space and Recreation 
Area with provide recreational opportunities currently 
lacking in the southern portion of the City’s boundary.  The 
most important considerations which influence the POS 
Strategy are: 
- In 2004 it was stated that there is little evidence of 

immediate demand for additional active sports field 
development at the QPROS.  However increased 
population densities arising from new development 
will create demand for additional regional playing 
fields. 

- The approach to protecting native vegetation is 
through natural and artificial barriers (such as 
fences/gates and wetlands /bridges) and by providing 
adequate formalised short cut access routes to 
reduce erosion of bushland areas. 

- A multi-functional use is being advocated to provide 
exercise opportunities, a social function and access 
for more extreme youth recreational activities. 

- The link between the Aboriginal community and the 
site is promoted to provide a sense of belonging for 
all groups using the site. 

It is understood that development application is currently 
being prepared for works on site. Timeframe is 1-5 years. 
The project is City of Canning funded. 

Canning Vale Sports Master Plan (For Public Comment 
September 2013) – Department of Planning, Department of 
Sport and Recreation and city of Canning) 

The Canning Vale Sports Master Plan project has sought to investigate the suitability of Lots 166 and 167 Clifton Road, Canning Vale 
for development for sporting and recreational purposes (120 hectare parcel of land east of Jandakot Airport). 

It is concluded that the eastern portion of the site is most suitable for development for sporting and recreational purposes and that the 
western portion should be set aside for conservation. It is suggested that the site could be developed as several precincts: 

- Precincts 1 and 2, comprising playing fields for various sporting codes and associated facilities; 
- Precinct 3, comprising land for a recreation centre or similar facility, potentially including facilities such as hardcourts of various 

The Canning Vale Sports Master Plan highlights the 
following points which are of relevance to the POS 
strategy: 
- Remnant vegetation covering some 18 hectares 

(primarily banksia woodland) remain in situ and will 
need to be protected as part of any development of 
the site for sporting use.  This may restrict the extent 
of public access and also may require a buffer zone 
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configurations and associated facilities such as function rooms; and 
- Precinct 4, comprising areas of remnant vegetation and areas to be revegetated as part of measures to protect the Jandakot 

water mound. 

Development of the site in accordance with the draft Master Plan was likely to cost $60-70 million (2013). 

Constraints include: 

- Jandakot Underground Water Pollution Control Area:  State Planning Policy No. 2.7 - Public Drinking Water Source Policy (SPP 
2.7) indicates the site is affected by Priority 1 (P1) and Priority 2 (P2) classification areas within the UWPCA.  SPP 2.7 specifies 
the implications of the P1 and P2 classifications for land use. The Hydrological Feasibility Study warns that permissible 
development within the Priority 1 and Priority 2 areas is “strictly limited”, 

- Well Head Protection Zones: Two water abstraction boreholes operated by the Water Corporation are located near the western 
boundary of the site.  The issue of groundwater contamination in the vicinity of these abstraction bores is a primary concern of 
the Department of Water and the Water Corporation. 

- Jandakot Airport:  A general aviation airport ranked as Australia’s busiest in terms of aircraft movements. Sporting and 
recreational uses of the nature proposed in the Master Plan are conditionally acceptable. 

- Remnant Vegetation:  The site is predominantly cleared. However, several parcels of remnant vegetation covering some 18 
hectares (primarily banksia woodland) remain in situ.  Vegetated areas of the site retain considerable environmental value 

- Roads and Services: The road network surrounding the site is currently poorly developed and utility servicing is limited. Both will 
require extensive upgrading as development of the site in accordance with the Master Plan proceeds.  Network water, sewer, 
electricity, gas and telecommunications infrastructure is available in the local area, but new connections will need to be made in 
order to service the proposed development. 

Further work required include: 

- Reclassification of the Jandakot Urban Water Pollution Control Area (UWPCA) 
- A District Water Management Strategy is required to provide a water management framework for the draft Master Plan. 
- A detailed needs and feasibility assessment for sporting, recreational and/or community groups. 
- More detailed precinct-based design work. 
- Arrangements for the funding and management of the ongoing operation. 

to be created to reduce the risk of contamination and 
damage to the integrity of the high quality vegetated 
area. 

- The road network surrounding the site is currently 
poorly developed and utility servicing is limited, 
requiring extensive upgrading to enable development 
of the site.  The ability to use the site is therefore 
reliant on raising substantial development funds. 

- A detailed needs and feasibility assessment for 
sporting, recreational and/or community groups is still 
required which may ultimately result in significant 
changes to initial proposals. 

- A District Water Management Strategy is required to 
be developed.  This is particularly important due to 
the sites location on the Jandakot water mound. 

It is understood that development will commence in 5-10 
years. The development is partly funded by the City of 
Canning, state & federal government and other local 
governments. 

City of Canning Watercourse Reserves Management Strategies 
2006 (City of Canning) 

The document applies to all reserves under the management of the City of Canning which include watercourses, unfenced basins 
within City managed reserves and City managed reserves that abut fenced water corporation drains. 

Recreation associated with watercourse reserves includes both aquatic and terrestrial pursuits. One of the principal functions of 
watercourse reserves is to ensure that watercourses are accessible to the community. People use the water and associated reserves 
for a wide variety of recreational activities; however public access has to be balanced with the requirement to conserve the remaining 
areas of riparian vegetation. In addition, unrestrained access increases weed invasion and erosion of environmentally sensitive areas. 

Clear segmentation of conservation areas from recreation areas is required, because blurred boundaries between the two land-uses 
can lead to incremental degradation of environmentally sensitive conservation areas. 

It is important that people have the opportunity to enjoy informal recreational activities such as walking, cycling, relaxing and nature 
watching, having picnics and playing family ball games within watercourse reserves. 

Other sorts of informal recreation which are particular to watercourse reserves include paddling and swimming, fishing, prawning and 
digging for worms. All such activities should be done from open grassed or beach fringes, rather than from areas of remnant 
vegetation or from facilities such as jetties and fishing platforms specifically provided for particular recreational pursuits. 

In the City's watercourse reserves there are active recreation nodes at Wilson Park in the Canning River Regional Park, Centenary 
Park in Wilson and the Canning Bowls Club adjacent to the Civic Centre. 

Sporting grounds are difficult to manage in a riverine environment, because sports turf has a higher nutrient requirement than other 
turf, most other horticultural treatments and native species. 

There is presently one BMX track located off Kent Street in the Canning River Regional Park. This track was installed in an attempt to 
lessen the number of tracks being created by children in sensitive bush and wetland areas. The review of the Canning River Regional 
Park Management Plan will need to assess the effectiveness of the location of this facility, whether the construction of unsanctioned 
tracks has lessened and whether there has been an increase in damage to the adjacent wetland as a result of the placement of the 
track. 

The provision of boat launching facilities, including their design and location, is an issue that is best considered at a regional level 

The City of Canning Watercourse Reserves Management 
Strategies identifies a number of aspects which should be 
incorporated within the POS Strategy: 
- One of the principal functions of watercourse 

reserves is to ensure that watercourses are 
accessible to the community. However public access 
has to be balanced with the requirement to conserve 
the remaining areas of riparian vegetation. 

- Clear segmentation of conservation areas from 
recreation areas is required.  Recreational activities 
such as walking, cycling, relaxing and nature 
watching, having picnics and playing family ball 
games within watercourse reserves should be 
planned for and access controlled. 

- Sporting grounds are difficult to manage in a riverine 
environment, because sports turf has a higher 
nutrient requirement than other turf, most other 
horticultural treatments and native species. 

- The BMX track located off Kent Street in the Canning 
River Regional Park was identified as being in need 
of assessment to consider its retention.  This facility 
is however well used and provides a valuable 
resource which has no significant adverse impact on 
natural vegetation or access to the reserve. 

- Bins should have lids to discourage birds and animals 
from disturbing the litter, and to control offensive 
odours. In general, facilities should be concentrated 
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rather than by individual local authorities. 

Access to recreational opportunities on watercourse reserves for people with disabilities is limited by inadequate design and provision 
of suitable facilities, including ramps, pathways, parking and park furniture. 

The design and provision of facilities on reserves should take account of possible environmental effects. For example, bins should 
have lids to discourage birds and animals from disturbing the litter, and to control offensive odours. In general, facilities should be 
concentrated in recreation zones. 

Recreation nodes typically have at least one of the following characteristics: 

- Cleared land in a location which has recognised recreational or aesthetic value  
- Cleared land which is easily accessible for people with varying degrees of mobility, including adequate provision of parking and 

access paths  
- Cleared land of sufficient size and shape to accommodate recreational activities which encourage people to congregate, such as 

concerts, festive events and sports  
- Existing public amenities such as jetties, toilet blocks, BBQs and playgrounds, which are well used and appropriately sited. 

in recreation zones. 
- Recreational nodes should incorporate cleared land 

which is easily accessible for people with varying 
degrees of mobility; of sufficient size and shape to 
accommodate recreational activities; utilise existing 
amenities and have recognised recreational value. 

City of Canning Water Management Strategy (Essential 
Environmental for City of Canning – September 2013) 

This Water Management Strategy identifies the following objectives for water management in the City: 

1) Recognise the ecological, social, and cultural importance of water 
2) Respond to the needs of the environment and community in a changing climate 
3) Educate and inform the community to build understanding and support for change 
4) Promote innovative and visionary approaches to water management 
5) Protect and restore the water quality, hydrological and ecological function of wetlands, waterways and groundwater systems 
6) Reduce water use overall and promote ‘fit-for purpose’ use of all available water resources 
7) Deliver functional and sustainable public open spaces 
Population growth and changing demographics in the City have the potential to increase the use of existing public open spaces as well 
as creating a need for new public open spaces. Both of these will lead to increased water demands through increased turf planting 
and maintenance. 
There are over 180 Water Corporation compensating basins within the City as well as numerous additional basins that are owned and 
managed by the City. The existing capacity of the City’s drainage system is not well understood. 

Recommendations include for Theme 1 – Planning for Future Population Growth: 

- Develop water sensitive urban design guidelines 
- Maximum water efficiency and the use of greywater recycling to provide water for toilet flushing and irrigation of open spaces and 

green walls and roofs is promoted for all new buildings and redevelopment projects. 
- Complete catchment based stormwater management plans to identify and manage constrained areas including an assessment 

of the capacity of the City’s drainage system (including Water Corporation drains) to cater for the level of development proposed 
in Directions 2031 and beyond. 

- Work with the Water Corporation to identify necessary infrastructure improvements and promote efficient use of drinking water. 
- Explore opportunities to improve water management through capital works and parks management projects. 
- Maximise opportunities for better outcomes in special project areas: 

• Canning City Centre 
• Bentley Regeneration Precinct 
• Canning Vale Sports Masterplan 
• Queens Park Rail Precinct and Regional Open Space 
• Burrendah Precinct 

- There are over 180 Water Corporation compensating basins within the City.  Many of the existing drains are piped although there 
are remaining sections of open drainage in most catchments. 

Recommendations include for Theme 2 – Catchment Management: 

- Continue to work with Swan River Trust, SERCUL, Department of Water, Water Corporation and community groups to implement 
the recommendations of the Canning Plain, Bannister Creek and Bull Creek local water quality improvement plans through on-
ground catchment management projects. 

- Continue to implement program of drainage outlet modifications and improvements through ongoing asset management 
operations and environmental restoration programs. 

Recommendations include for Theme 3 – Water availability and efficiency 

The City of Canning Water Management Strategy identifies 
a number of aspects which should be incorporated within 
the POS Strategy: 
- The 7 objectives of water management must be 

adopted which include recognising the importance of 
water and the need to ensure that in the long term its 
integrity is protected and sustained for future 
generations. 

- The use of existing public open spaces is likely to 
increase in view of the demographic changes 
projected as well as the need to create a need for 
new public open spaces, increased turf planting and 
maintenance. 

- In planning for population growth water efficiency and 
the use of greywater recycling to provide water for 
toilet flushing and irrigation of open spaces and green 
walls and roofs is promoted for all new buildings and 
redevelopment projects 

- Catchment based stormwater management plans to 
cater for the level of development proposed in 
Directions 2031 and beyond are to be developed. 

- A partnership with the Water Corporation is essential  
to identify necessary infrastructure improvements and 
promote efficient use of drinking water. 

- The importance is emphasised of working with Swan 
River Trust, SERCUL, Department of Water, Water 
Corporation and community groups to implement the 
recommendations of the Canning Plain, Bannister 
Creek and Bull Creek local water quality improvement 
plans. 

- The gradual implementation of drainage outlet 
modifications and improvements through ongoing 
asset management operations and environmental 
restoration programs is required. 

- The POS Strategy need also incorporate advice on: 
• Public open space form and function needs for 

the future community 
• Future water demands for new and modified 

public open spaces 
• Maintenance requirements (and therefore water 

demand) for existing public open spaces with 
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- Review management of individual open spaces that exceed licensed groundwater amounts including recognition of the short 
term impacts of periodic turf maintenance and replanting where required. 

- Develop a City Public Open Space Strategy that considers: 
• Public open space form and function needs for the future community 
• Future water demands for new and modified public open spaces 
• Maintenance requirements (and therefore water demand) for existing public open spaces with future usage 

- Complete catchment based stormwater management plans including evaluation of possible disconnection or retrofit of water 
sensitive urban design into local drainage. 

- Promote the use of greywater recycling to provide water for toilet flushing and irrigation of open spaces and green walls and 
roofs for all new buildings and redevelopment projects. 

Recommendations include for Theme 4 – Preparing for a future climate 

- Develop a City Climate Change Adaptation Plan (and Foreshore Management Plans) for the City which considers and responds 
to the ecological, residential and infrastructure implications of sea level rise, changing rainfall and temperature – to be 
undertaken through a variety of mechanisms including public open space management and adjustment of recreational activities 
and events  

Recommendations include for Theme 5 – Djarlgarra – The Canning River, a place of abundance 

- Continue involvement in the iconic trails project with the South West Aboriginal Land and Sea Council and Swan River Trust and 
work towards a joint management framework with the traditional owners and other stakeholders. 

Delivery of this water management strategy will necessarily occur through a variety of implementation mechanisms or ‘pathways’. 
These pathways include specific activities undertaken by the City and stakeholders including: 

- Planning and development 
- Asset management and maintenance 
- Public open space management and maintenance 

future usage 
- A City Climate Change Adaptation Plan needs to be 

developed to prepare for a future climate. 

City of Canning Local Environmental Management Strategy – 
Findings Report (Essential Environmental June 2013). Provides strategic guidance for all actions of the City that influence the natural environment, which include, in addition to planning and 

development, parks and reserves management, waste management and community education. 

The Local Environmental Management Strategy identifies the following objectives for environmental management in the City: 

- Understand and address potential outcomes of climate change and facilitate the development of a resilient City. 
- Maintain, enhance and restore natural areas and protect biodiversity values. 
- Protect and enhance waterways, wetlands and the groundwater and ensure sustainable use and management of water 

resources. 
- Protect and enhance the cultural heritage values of places and spaces across the City. 
- Improved built form outcomes that optimise energy, water and waste resource use of places and spaces over their whole-of-life. 

Future considerations include improved water resource outcomes include improvements in irrigation effectiveness of public open 
spaces; revegetation of drains to living streams and revegetation of compensating basins. 

Undertake a review of irrigation requirements for public open spaces and develop and implement strategies to reduce water 
consumption. 

The City of Canning Local Environmental Management 
Strategy which provides strategic guidance for all actions 
of the City that influence the natural environment suggests: 
- Improvements in irrigation effectiveness of public 

open spaces; revegetation of drains to living streams 
and revegetation of compensating basins should be 
considered in all future considerations. 

- A review of irrigation requirements for public open 
spaces and the development and implementation of 
strategies to reduce water consumption must be 
undertaken. 

Engineering and Technical Services policy ET504 – Drainage – 
stormwater drainage 

This policy specifies the requirements for stormwater drainage in residential, commercial and industrial and semi-rural zones of the 
City. The policy does not address other aspects of water management and does not directly refer to water sensitive urban design 
principles. 

All policies, bylaws and guidelines need to be considered 
in the development of the POS Strategy.  In particular the 
legislative requirements which need to be followed for any 
future development (clearing) of POS cannot be ignored.  
Many of these references have particular relevance to 
comments received from key stakeholders in respect of 
public access and control. 

Engineering and Technical Services policy ET520 – 
Conservation of Flora and Fauna 

The City will manage watercourse reserves under its control by implementing the strategies outlined in the document ‘City of Canning 
Watercourse Reserves Management Strategies 2006’, in order to foster the conservation and restoration of riparian habitats, protect 
and enhance water quality, ameliorate erosion, and facilitate appropriate recreational opportunities for the community, recognising that 
these management initiatives are critical to maintaining and improving the health of the river system. 

City Of Canning Policy -CM194: Sustainability The City of Canning is committed to an ongoing journey towards more sustainable processes and outcomes. The Council 
acknowledges its role as the guardian of the community’s quality of life with a responsibility for sustainably managing the social, 
natural and built environment without compromising opportunities for future generations. The Council is committed to leading by 
example, undertaking exemplary projects and practices which comply with the sustainability principles. 
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Sustainability principles include a need to reduce and eventually eliminate: 
1) Fossil fuel dependence and wasteful use of scarce metals and minerals; 
2) Reliance upon persistent chemicals and wasteful use of synthetic substances; 
3) Encroachment upon nature (eg land, water, wildlife, bushland, soil, ecosystems); 
4) Conditions that systematically undermine people’s ability to meet their basic human needs. 

In accordance with its Corporate Values, the City will strive to be “Responsible” in being the guardian of the community’s quality of life 
by sustainably managing its social, natural and built environment without compromising opportunities for future generations. 

Swan Canning Water Quality Improvement Plan and relevant 
local water quality improvement plans, Swan River Trust 

Provides a roadmap for reducing nutrient levels using scientific modelling and decision support tools, including targets for waterway 
water quality. It identifies the most cost-effective management actions to address the sources of land-based nitrogen and phosphorus 
and improve estuarine and coastal water quality. 

River Protection Strategy for the Swan Canning Riverpark, 
Swan River Trust 

The draft River Protection Strategy for the Swan Canning Riverpark (2012) provides a blueprint for managing the Swan Canning 
Riverpark and describes the responsibilities of state and local government agencies to protect the Swan and Canning Rivers. The 
draft Strategy commits state and local government to protect and maintain the ecological values, community benefits and amenity of 
the Riverpark. 

Local Government Act 1960 (as Amended) City Of Canning 
Bylaws Relating To Public Reserves and Use of Foreshores  

General conditions of use associated with public reserves. 
 General conditions of use associated with foreshore activity 

Swan River Trust Act 1988 Swan River Trust Regulations 1989 Identifies works which are permitted (and do not constitute development).  Specific regs include: 
“A person shall not launch any boat directly from a trailer into any waters in the management area except at a permitted launching 
place” 
“A person shall not organise, advertise, or participate in an event, held wholly or partly in the management area, that is intended to 
attract spectators or provide entertainment.” 

Swan River Trust Foreshore Reserves Policy EA 2 Management plans should be prepared for all foreshore reserves within or adjoining waterways management areas. The plans should 
relate to current waterways management programmes and the beneficial uses preferred for that part of the waterway.  Where 
foreshore reserves are vested in a State or local government authority, that authority should prepare the management plan. 
It is a major function of foreshore reserves to ensure public access to the waterways. The Trust's policy is that the public should have 
access to all foreshores unless environmental considerations preclude it. 

City of Canning Water Conservation Plan 2007/08 Major issues identified and related to Public Open Space include: 
- Review of the extent of POS to determine if sustainable with current water allocation.  Determine if it can be reduced or modified 
- Compare the cost of maintaining turf areas in comparison to bush / native garden areas. 
- Review public use / visitation levels of parks to level of irrigation supply. 
- High expectations from sporting clubs for high quality active sports surfaces – leads to increase use of water to achieve higher 

standards 
- The community is unaware of the pressure on the council to achieve water conservation outcomes 
- Water conservation needs to take into account the social aspects of POS 
Measures were put in place to address some of these issues on an ongoing basis (up to 3 year timescale for implementation). 

City of Canning Water Conservation Plan identifies the 
following key themes: 
- POS needs to be reviewed to determine if it is 

sustainable with current water allocation. 
- Greater education is required of POS users to ensure 

they are aware of desired water conservation 
outcomes. 

- A cost benefit analysis should be undertaken in 
respect of the use of water in all POS circumstances. 

City of Canning Water Operating Strategy for the Period Sept 
2009 to Sept 2011 

Individual irrigation systems consist of groundwater production bores drawing from the Perth superficial and Leederville aquifers, 
distributing water to irrigate parklands, streetscapes and landscaped areas via infield pipe work and sprinkler systems.  As of May 
2008 the City of Canning had 131 operational bores. 128 are connected to the central irrigation control system and to the 
programmable automatic controllers which enables the irrigation supervisor to review irrigation issues through the micro control 
computer programme. 
Research findings determined that the minimum average water required to satisfactorily sustain warm season turf grasses in Perth is 
35 to 40 millimetres per week over the summer period. Of particular importance to note is that these volumes were determined under 
ideal conditions.  That is, uniform irrigation efficiency, low wind conditions, no wear from sports and other activities and ideal growing 
media. In less than ideal circumstances greater volumes may be required. 

The City of Canning Water Operating Strategy determines 
that the minimum average water required to satisfactorily 
sustain warm season turf grasses in Perth is 35 to 40 
millimetres per week over the summer period.   
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City of Canning Town Planning Schemes: 17A (Map and Text):   Cannington Lakes Guided Development Scheme - The 
Scheme Map forms a basis for subdivision and 
development of the Scheme Area providing for a range of 
residential accommodation, commercial uses, public 
purposes and community facilities. Any subdivision or 
development in the Scheme area should generally be in 
accordance with the Scheme Map. It is intended that the 
land shown on the Scheme Map as “Public Open Space” 
shall ultimately be reserved under the zoning scheme of 
the City for that purpose. 

 

The City is currently looking to review Town Planning 
Scheme No. 17A and in particular the location or roads 
and POS.  
 
Recommendations into the location, distribution, form and 
function of the POS in these guided schemes is important 
and should be informed by this strategy.  The distribution 
and development of POS should be informed by the 
outputs of the audit process and areas identified based on 
current lack of servicing. 

City of Canning Town Planning Schemes: 21 (Map and Text):  
Queens Park/East Cannington Guided Development Scheme: 

To facilitate and encourage the progressive subdivision and 
development of the land within the Scheme Area for 
residential and recreational purposes. 
It is intended that the land shown on the Development 
Guide Map as public open space shall be made available 
for that purpose at such time as the lot on which the public 
open space is shown is subdivided, or as acquired by the 
Council. 
For the purposes of the Scheme the Council shall establish 
a special Public Open Space Trust Fund (to be known as 
the “Scheme 21 Public Open Space Trust Fund”). 

 

The City is currently looking to review Town Planning 
Scheme No. 21 and in particular the location or roads and 
POS.  
 
Recommendations into the location, distribution, form and 
function of the POS in these guided schemes is important 
and should be informed by this strategy.  The distribution 
and development of POS should be informed by the 
outputs of the audit process and areas identified based on 
current lack of servicing. 
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City of Canning Town Planning Schemes: 40 - (Map and Text): 
City Zoning Scheme: 

The City Zoning Scheme provides guidelines and 
standards for the development and use of land and building 
to ensure that a functional and attractive environment is 
maintained.  The Scheme came into effect on 18 February 
1994 and subsequently reviewed – latest amendment 
20/8/13. 
It identifies district structure plans a map showing 
proposals for the protection of natural features such as 
water courses and vegetation; major open spaces and 
parklands.  Local development plans may include details as 
to private open space; 
 

 

 

City of Canning Town Planning Schemes: Town Planning 
Scheme No 23 Amendment No 17.   

The State Government proposed to replace the Ferndale, 
Kinlock and Lynwood Primary Schools with a new "state of 
the art" $13M primary school. The new school will be called 
Bannister Creek Primary School, in recognition of its 
proximity to Bannister Creek Park in Lynwood.  The Kinlock 
Primary School site being surplus to the requirements of 
the Department of Education (DOE).  Subject to detailed 
market analysis D0H will adopt a range of approaches to 
the provision of housing opportunities including sites for 
sale, affordable housing opportunities or social housing. 
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City of Canning Town Planning Schemes: Town Planning 
Scheme No 23 Amendment No 18:   

The Department of Housing is proposing two schemes to 
excise the subject site from the obsolete TPS 23 and 
secondly to rezone the site to facilitate redevelopment 
under TPS40 

 

 

 Town Planning Scheme No. 39 Highway West Guided 
Development scheme:  

 

 

City of Canning: SpeakOuts Report findings  The findings from six SpeakOut events held in the City of Canning. Key outputs related to POS included: 
- Participants wanted to see more support and facilitation of community and social events and activities to increase opportunities 

for people to meet and build a sense of community: 
- Canning Vale – lots of parks but people don’t use them – parks need to be more interesting – more adventurous. 
- Burrendah Park is mostly for sports – need a park for families. 
- Adult exercise equipment in parks – ideally in conjunction with kids play facilities in parks. 

The SpeakOut events clearly identify issues which are 
critical to the local community.  These include: 
- Parks need to be more diverse and interesting and 

incorporate more adventurous activities. 
- Family focussed activities within POS are important. 
- Increased shade in POS is important 
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- A more specific concern some people had was about cycling safety was the lack of dedicated cycling lanes: 
- Playgrounds in the City have little shade and this should be improved. 
- Facilities at parks are not good enough. Need park benches, bbq facilities etc. (no one uses the park because of lack of facilities. 
- Parks in Canning are generally good but, bins need to be emptied more often/more regularly. 
- Not enough public open space – small pockets should be kept. 
- Participants commented about specific open spaces and highlighted the need to balance higher densities with appropriate 

spaces and vegetation: 
- The conservation of the natural environment ranked highly in residents’ concerns. 
- The request for more parks and play spaces was significantly greater than anything else mentioned. 
- Participants asked that parks be made safe, aesthetically pleasing, dog friendly, high in environmental values and suitable for 

communal and group gatherings. There was a request to improve Manning Park and a request for art pieces in parks. 
- After Green Spaces, the next most popular issue was Sport and Recreation with a significant expression for an increase in sports 

and fitness programs and facilities as well as activities that children and whole families can participate in together. 

- A higher quality of park infrastructure is required (i.e. 
benches, bbq facilities etc.) and POS should be made 
safe, aesthetically pleasing, dog friendly, high in 
environmental values and suitable for communal and 
group gatherings.. 

- There is a need to balance higher densities with 
appropriate spaces and vegetation: 

- A significant expression was made for an increase in 
sports and fitness programs and facilities inferring 
that there is a need for additional fitness equipment in 
POS and increased use of areas for independent and 
personal training. 

City of Canning Strategic Community Plan Data – Environment 
and Public Open Space 

Main Points referenced include: 
- Create more natural areas for kids to play 
- Better management of bushland areas 
- A need for security lighting in some parks to deter people from being unsociable 
- Adult exercise equipment in parks – ideally in conjunction with kids play facilities in parks 
- More shade in play areas / park areas generally 
- Skate park (or two) absolutely required in the City area –for example needs to be embedded in City Centre Strategy 
- Website needs more information about recreation facilities available to the City 

City of Canning Strategic Community Plan Data highlights 
a number of facility and management requirements in 
respect of POS.  In particular: 
- The increase in nature play areas 
- Security 
- Shade 
- Exercise equipment 
- Skate parks and 
- Use of IT to promote POS.  

Canning Bike Plan  Identifies City of Canning Cycle Routes within the City of Canning (pdf document).  Existing and proposed identified for off-road cycle 
routes.  Includes recreational paths, transport routes and shared paths.  On road cycle routes are detailed as stage 1, 2 and other on-
road routes.   

The need to enhance and increase dual use paths and 
connectivity between areas is re-enforced and conforms to 
a consistent approach in all planning documentation. 

Bannister Creek Reserve Management Plan – Version 5 - 1999 The aim of the Bannister Creek Reserve (BCR) Management Plan is to restore Bannister Creek to a living stream, while maintaining 
its function as a main drain and encouraging compatible recreational functions. Objectives include: 
- To restore and preserve the biodiversity of Bannister Creek and environs to a ‘Living Stream.’  
- To adopt integrated land management practices incorporating co-operative actions by all stakeholders, for each management 

issue.  
- To accommodate the drainage functions of Bannister Creek within its restoration to a ‘Living Stream’. 
- To enhance the public amenity provided by BCR and encourage environmentally compatible recreation activities within its 

parklands. 
- To facilitate community awareness and involvement in the restoration of Bannister Creek.  
- To incorporate scientific research and understandings into actions taken in the restoration of Bannister Creek. 
39 recommendations are contained within the plan relating to the management of the reserve.  Critical recommendations include: 
- Rec 1: Catchment: Canning Catchment Co-ordinating Group, in association with the Swan Catchment Centre, should co-ordinate 

the development of the Bannister Creek Catchment Management Plan. 
- Rec 25: Aboriginal Heritage: Opportunities are to be investigated for Noongar people to participate in planning and rehabilitation 

projects along Bannister Creek. 
- Rec 34: Integrated Financial Planning: All stakeholders to adopt co-financing commitments to management within the Study Area 

to ensure dollars are spent in the most effective combined ways. 
- Rec 34(?): Recreation: CC to survey residents and school groups to determine recreational needs within BCR and incorporate 

these into the Recreational Master Plan 
- Rec 35(?): Recreation: Recreation within Conservation Zones to be principally passive 

The Bannister Creek Reserve Management Plan includes 
the following areas of direct relevance to the POS 
Strategy: 
- Enhance the public amenity provided by BCR and 

encourage environmentally compatible recreation 
activities within its parklands. 

- Aboriginal Heritage: Opportunities are to be 
investigated and the local indigenous community 
encouraged being involved in projects along 
Bannister Creek. 

- A survey of residents and school groups is required 
to determine recreational needs within BCR and 
incorporate these into the Recreational Master Plan. 

- Recreation use in conservation areas is to be limited 
to passive only. 

Caladenia Grove Management Plan V7 (Dec 2004) The site is zoned “Urban” in the Metropolitan Region Scheme and “Residential” under the City of Canning District TPS No. 40.One of 
the conditions of the subdivision approval was to adequately protect the conservation category wetland that occurs in the north-
western corner of the site by setting it aside as Public Open Space, including an appropriate buffer between the wetland and 
residences, and preparing a Wetland Management Plan to the satisfaction of the WAPC, the Water and Rivers Commission (WRC), 
the Department of Conservation and Land Management (CALM) and the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP). 
To achieve the primary aim for the POS area, the objectives of this Management Plan are to: 
- Protect and conserve the natural values of the POS area including vegetation, fauna habitats and water quality. 
- Promote the POS area as a conservation, passive recreation and education resource for the use and enjoyment of the local and 

Caladenia Grove Management Plan includes the following 
areas of direct relevance to the POS Strategy: 
- The promotion of limited access within the POS area 

for passive recreational use. 
- Increased public awareness and understanding is 

required to ensure the value of the wetland and 
surrounding bushland and the issues associated with 
their management is fully appreciated. 

- A dual use path will assist in protecting the area from 
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wider community. 
- Promote limited access within the POS area for passive recreational use. 
- Provide a long-term strategy for the management of existing vegetation and implementation of rehabilitation strategies. 
- Increase public awareness and understanding of the value of the wetland and surrounding bushland and the issues associated 

with their management. 
Of the recommendations contained in the plan the following are of particular relevance: 
- M21: A DUP of either concrete or asphalt, will be installed around the periphery of a portion of the POS. 
- M24:  Facilities such as play equipment are not proposed within the POS area. Recreational facilities such as children’s play 

equipment, seating and tables are available in the grassland open space areas located in the adjacent Fairfield Gardens 
subdivision. 

undue public access and consequential degradation. 
- Play equipment are not proposed within the POS 

area to ensure the conservation / regeneration of the 
POS is protected. 

Canning River Regional Park Management Plan 1997-2007 

 

The Park extends for approximately six kilometres along both sides of the Canning River from the Nicholson Road Bridge in 
Cannington, to the Shelley Bridge (Leach Highway) in Riverton.  The Park covers an area of 266 hectares and is of regional 
significance because of its conservation and recreation resources in a suburban setting. 
Of the key objectives and recommendations the following are of particular interest: 
- Ensure that the values of the Park are protected by security of tenure and its gazetted purpose.  This includes vest the land in the 

management agencies. 
- Protect and where appropriate interpret Aboriginal cultural features in the Park. This includes Incorporating information on the 
- Aboriginal history of the Park into interpretive material where appropriate. 
- Provide the public with recreation opportunities and facilities that are consistent with other management objectives and that 

minimise conflict between users.  An objective is to integrate recreation experiences with interpretation and education programs.  
A strategy includes the implementation of a Master Plan and associated Recreation Development Plans. (CC and CALM) 

- For recreation sites and facilities the objective is to provide a range of well-designed recreation sites equipped with high quality 
recreation facilities. 

Canning River Regional Park Management Plan highlights 
the following themes: 
- The need to interpret Aboriginal cultural features in 

the Park is emphasised. 
- Recreation opportunities and facilities that are 

consistent with other management objectives and 
that minimise conflict between users are encouraged. 

- Recreation experiences with interpretation and 
education programs are to be investigated and where 
possible implemented. 

- Well-designed recreation sites equipped with high 
quality recreation facilities are required. 

Prendwick Botanic Park Management Plan 2006 

 

Located approximately 2 kilometres north west of the Canning Vale Industrial area. The park is approximately 9.37 Ha in size.  
Prendwick Botanic Park (PBP) is located in the South Eastern portion of the Prendwick Reserve and is just over 1.3 hectares in size. 
Prendwick Botanic Park is an area of remnant bushland on the Bassendean dune system. 
Several paths within the conservation site are also used as pedestrian thoroughfare by residents, linking; Rostrata shopping centre; 
Rostrata primary school and the Prendwick Park sport grounds which immediately border the conservation park. 
The persistent construction of an informal BMX track within the Melaleuca thicket is an issue which significantly impacts the 
vegetation. 
Recommendations include: 
- Remove the ‘figure eight’ access path at northern end of Prendwick Botanic Park. The path encourages unnecessary foot traffic 

which is detrimental to the flora and isolates areas of natural vegetation. 
- Install a new path within the park, running east- west, to provide and formalize access from the central through path to the 

playing fields. The path to be placed strategically to minimalise impacts to endemic vegetation. 
- The installation of ‘structures’, in the form of larger timber branches and limbs, and/or some semi-permanent fencing in the 

Mellaleuca stand is required to inhibit and prevent flow of BMX bike movement through the area. Once the cycle of using the site 
as a BMX track has been interrupted then rehabilitation of the degraded areas can take place. 

The Prendwick Botanic Park Management Plan identifies 
the following of relevance to the POS Strategy: 
- An informal BMX track within the Melaleuca thicket is 

an issue which significantly impacts the vegetation.  
Such unauthorised activities are consistent with 
problems experienced in other POS / Catchment 
areas and referenced by consultee’s. 

- A path is identified to be placed strategically to 
minimalise impacts to endemic vegetation.  Again this 
approach in sensitive POS areas has been 
suggested by consultee’s and is a consistent solution 
managing public access effectively. 

Shelley Rossmoyne Management Plan 2001-2006 
 

Comprises approximately 16.2 ha of land, most of Reserve 26292, which is classified under the Metropolitan Region scheme as Class 
C Recreation and vested in the City of Canning.  A management plan was required for the Shelley Rossmoyne foreshore due to it 
being one of the City of Canning’s most valuable resources, given its significant aesthetic, recreational and environmental contribution 
to public open space.  6 objectives were identified which include: 
- Landuse Planning: Identify land-uses that are compatible with the conservation of the river and foreshores 
- Conservation and Rehabilitation: Conserve and enhance the natural environment  
- Water Quality: Protect the river and its foreshores from pollution 
- Recreation:  Provide opportunity for recreational use and public enjoyment of the river and foreshore areas 
- Public education and involvement: Educate the public on the environmental value of the area and encourage their involvement 

with ongoing management 
- Landscape Protection: Conserve and enhance the scenic and aesthetic values of the river, foreshore and escarpment 
The plan was to have been reviewed in 2005-6 financial year. 
Recommendations included: 

The Shelley Rossmoyne Management Plan identifies a 
number of consistent themes relevant to the POS Strategy: 
- Land-uses that are compatible with the conservation 

of the river and foreshores are only to be 
encouraged. 

- There is a need to provide opportunity for recreational 
use and public enjoyment of the river and foreshore 
areas. 

- The need to educate the public on the environmental 
value of the area and encourage their involvement 
with ongoing management.  This may assist in 
reducing vandalism and unauthorised activities. 

- The importance of planning for disabled access is 
highlighted, particularly to encourage broader 
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- That information on the history of the reserve be made available in pamphlets and displayed on information boards on the 
proposed viewing platforms. 

- 10.4.1: The use of Shelley Beach Park for community celebrations, concerts and similar appropriate events is continued. 
- 10.4.2:  The City continue to support Shelley Sailing Club’s activities and the implementation of the management plan 

recommendations which apply to the club’s lease and licence areas, in accordance with the City of Canning Foreshore Reserves 
Management Policy. 

- 10.4.4: A maximum of five small, wheelchair accessible fishing jetties be constructed along the foreshore, the design, siting and 
number to be agreed through public consultation. 

- 11.4.7: The City provides information and interpretation signs at the recreation nodes containing information about the history, 
vegetation and wildlife of the reserve and its surrounds. 

- 13.5.1:  A staged replacement program for seats on the reserve so that, within five years, all non-memorial seats are the City’s 
standard park seat of cast iron sides painted claret with timber slats painted charcoal. 

- 13.5.3: A staged replacement program for litter bins on the reserve so that, within two years, all bins are 120 litre green bins with 
lids on powder coated posts. 

- 13.5.4:  A staged replacement program for picnic tables on the reserve so that, within five years, all picnic tables are slatted 
wooden tables with bench seating, accessible for people with disabilities. 

- Additional recommendations related to drinking fountains, shade, BBQ’s, playground, bollards, bicycle rails, viewing platforms, 
fishing jetties and pedestrian / mooring jetty – to develop new or replace. 

recreational use. 
- Signage (particularly interpretive signage) is required 

to enhance the educational and visitor experience. 
- A staged replacement program for picnic tables, 

drinking fountains, shade, BBQ’s, playground, 
bollards, bicycle rails, viewing platforms, fishing 
jetties and pedestrian / mooring jetty on the reserve is 
required as part of normal asset management 
processes. 

Yagan Wetland Reserve Management Plan Final Draft 2013 
(States original produced in 1996 and revised in 200) 

The Yagan Wetland Reserve located between Leach Highway, Bull Creek Inlet and the suburbs of Rossmoyne and Brentwood is a 
wetland remnant in an urban environment. 
The management objectives are to conserve Yagan Wetland Reserve by: 
- integrating management of Yagan Wetland Reserve and Bull Creek Wetland with the City of Melville, 
- protecting and restoring the ecological functions of the wetland remnant, 
- rehabilitating the dryland so it provides a buffer for the wetland, 
- ensuring that any human pursuits within the Reserve are compatible with conservation of the wetland and riverine environment 
- ensuring the community is educated about the purpose of the Reserve and the requirements to maintain and improve the 

condition of the Reserve. 
Recommendations include:  
- 38:  That CC encourages the residents to not travel into the wetland, as this disturbs the ecology of the area. 
- 64:  That CC liaise with the Nyungah community regarding the design and installation of suitable signage or a commemoration 

feature in the Reserve to increase public awareness of the significance the site has for the Aboriginal community. 
- 78:  That access to Yagan Wetland Reserve is limited to that access required for rehabilitation works to proceed and for the 

purpose of fire protection, until the plan is reviewed. 

Yagan Wetland Reserve Management Plan identifies a 
number of consistent themes relevant to the POS Strategy: 
- Human pursuits within the Reserve need to be 

compatible with conservation of the wetland and 
riverine environment. 

- Community education about the purpose of the 
Reserve and the requirements to maintain and 
improve the condition of the Reserve is highlighted 
and is a consistent theme within all similar plans. 

- The importance of engaging with the Aboriginal 
community in the design and installation of suitable 
signage or a commemoration feature in the Reserve 
to increase public awareness of the significance the 
site. 

City of Gosnells Local Open Space Strategy (14 Dec 2010) and 
Implementation Plan 2011/12 to 2016/17. 

The Strategy is divided into four parts; part one identifies the factors influencing LOS; part two provides a summary of the standard 
and provision of LOS within the City; part three outlines the City’s strategy for facilitating an even distribution of good quality LOS 
throughout the City, and part four outlines how the strategy will be implemented.  For the purpose of this Strategy, the City defines 
LOS as local parkland that has been set aside for public recreation purposes and analysed 335 separate parcels of LOS that met this 
definition. 
To address the findings from the LOS assessment the following seven principles were developed to guide the provision of new LOS, 
and the redevelopment of existing LOS. 
1) LOS to be suitable for a variety of recreational uses: With a diverse community the City requires LOS to be of a sufficient size to 

allow for a range of activities and uses. LOS less than 4000m2 is discouraged unless located within a town centre or adjacent to 
a community facility or conservation area. 

2) Accessibility:  LOS should be distributed evenly and provided within an accessible distance from most dwellings. LOS should be 
easily accessible via walking and cycling networks and connected where practicable to other LOS, local schools and shops. 
Movement in and around LOS should be clear and logical, and compliant with disability access requirements. 

3) Sufficient land set aside for public recreation purposes:  Land developers are required to give up a minimum of ten per cent of 
their subdivisional land for LOS, that LOS allocation may have a maximum of one-fifth set aside for urban water management or 
conservation purposes. Inclusion of these functions should only be incorporated when it can be clearly demonstrated through the 
drainage and landscape design that they will not adversely compromise the usability or functionality of the open space. 

4) Passive surveillance and safety:  LOS should be located, designed and maintained to encourage passive surveillance and 
discourage antisocial behaviour. Where possible LOS should be bound by streets and adjacent lots should be designed to face 
the LOS to ensure overlooking and passive surveillance from surrounding buildings. Passive surveillance should also be 
encouraged by using tall trees with high canopies and low ground covers/shrubs that will not inhibit sight lines. If a LOS is not 

City of Gosnells Local Open Space Strategy highlights a 
number of key themes of relevance: 
- POS should be distributed evenly and provided within 

an accessible distance from most dwellings 
- Sufficient land must be set aside for public recreation 

purposes. POS used for urban water management or 
conservation purposes should only be incorporated 
when it can be clearly demonstrated through the 
drainage and landscape design that they will not 
adversely compromise the usability or functionality of 
the open space. 

- POS should be located, designed and maintained to 
encourage passive surveillance and discourage 
antisocial behaviour. 

- POS should be designed to protect and enhance the 
special environmental and cultural attributes of an 
area. These features should be used to assist in 
creating a sense of place. 

- POS should provide increased aesthetic value and its 
maintenance and management should encourage a 
safe and welcoming space. 
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fully exposed to public roads, a number of exits should be provided. 
5) Conservation and Biodiversity:  LOS should be designed to protect and enhance the special environmental and cultural attributes 

of an area. These features should be used to assist in creating a sense of place. 
6) Amenity:  LOS should provide increased aesthetic value and its maintenance and management should encourage a safe and 

welcoming space. 
7) Sustainability:  Sustainability should be an integral part of the design process. Consideration must be given to minimising the use 

of water and other resources; conserving ecosystems; using renewable resources; avoiding waste by reuse and recycling, and 
designing out maintenance intensive landscapes. Minimising the cost 

A process for land acquisition and disposal was identified together with the development and funding of open space.  Land identified 
for disposal will only be sold where sale proceeds can be applied to the objectives of the Strategy.  Land acquired will normally be 
subject to the land-owner agreeing and be subject to an enhanced payment above market value.  It is not expected that compulsory 
acquisition would occur.  Criteria were established to determine which LOS is suitable for development and those areas suitable for 
disposal. 
Definitions include: 
- Active Reserve Classification:  A reserve constructed for organised sport and is capable of being utilised all year round.(A1) 
- Passive Reserve Classification:   

• A constructed reserve that is part of the specified area rating system. A B1 maintenance classification is developed with 
either a high level of infrastructure, including park furniture and playground equipment or the reserve requires a high level of 
maintenance including a higher frequency of mowing. (B1) 

• A reserve developed to a standard that requires a high level of maintenance and/or has a high level of infrastructure that is 
not a specified area rating system area. (B2) 

• A reserve developed and maintained to a standard that requires a medium level of maintenance. The level of infrastructure 
can vary but all B3 maintenance classified reserves will have automated irrigation.(B3) 

• A reserve with limited infrastructure development and with a low level of maintenance. A B4 maintenance classified reserve 
is not irrigated. (B4) 

• An undeveloped reserve that is vested for public recreation purposes. (B5) 
- Conservation Reserves:  Parkland with conservation and/or environmental management needs (C1). 
The associated implementation plan identifies a 5 year program of intervention measures 

- Sustainability should be an integral part of the design 
process. 

- Land identified for disposal within the Strategy will 
only be sold where sale proceeds can be applied to 
the objectives of the Strategy. 

City of Gosnells – Parks - Suburb Assessment Seventy two (72) parcels of land were assessed as part of the Public Open Space Strategy.   
Accessibility:  The results indicated that 63% of local open space fell within a 400 metre walking radius of another parcel of land.  
Whereas 90.8% of neighbourhood open space fell within an 800 metre walking radius.  The research indicates that 30.8% of parkland 
integrated well into the surrounding urban form 
Functionality: There were 17 parks out of the 67 evaluated that had a joint function of drainage and recreation.  55 out of the 67 parks 
assessed serve a passive recreation function. 9 Parks were categorised as undeveloped land and therefore served no recreation 
function and the 3 remaining Parks serve an active recreation function. 
Environmental: Only 10 Parks within Gosnells has an environmental and recreation function. 
Facilities:  The main component of the facilities section is the Quantity of Park Furniture and Amenity Score. 47.6% of Parks assessed 
scored 2 or below for the Quantity of Park Infrastructure. 
 

The City of Gosnells – Parks - Suburb Assessment 
identified a number of benchmarks against which the City 
of Canning can be assessed given that it is the adjoining 
local government area.  
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Public Open Space in Western Australia New Residential 
Developments (Parks and Leisure Australia).2012 
 

 

- The purpose of this document is to identify key issues associated with the planning and management of public open space within 
new residential developments in Western Australia. While many of the issues raised within this paper may also apply to planning 
and management of public open space within established residential areas, it is recognised that provision of public open space 
within new developments presents immediate and more pressing concerns. 

- Most international standards of allocation of public open space are associated with population density and calculated per 1000 
population. However, the level of allocation varies across nations. In the United Kingdom, a standard of 6 acres (2.43 hectares) 
per 1000 population is now promoted. Within the United States, POS allocations in new developments vary across the country 
and calculation of required POS may vary from 2.5 to 4.25 hectares per 1000 population. In some US states, POS allocation is 
not governed by statutory requirements and may be determined by perceived resident demand and accepted (profitable) models 
of residential development [2]. In many ways Western Australia has been fortunate to have a recognised standard of provision, 
and now is an opportune time to question the quantum and nature of that standard. 

- The current accepted standard of 10% allocation of sub divisible land (refer WAPC Policy DC 2.3) is derived from 
recommendations found in the Stephen-son-Hepburn Plan and is based on an assumption of an average of 10 dwellings per 
hectare (R10), with each having three occupants. As such 333 dwellings (with 1000 occupants) would require approximately 33 
hectares of land which roughly equates to the stated requirements of 3.36ha per 1000 population (excluding school playing 
fields). 

- Unlike required assessments associated with environmental impact or urban water management, there is currently no explicit 
requirement under statutory planning frameworks to assess public open space function, design or long-term management as part 
of new residential development proposals. In practice, many new residential estates contain numerous small pocket parks 
distributed throughout each neighbourhood. While many of these parks are highly valued by residents, current emphasis on 
inclusion of neighbourhood spaces little opportunity to develop larger multi-purpose areas suitable for sport, active recreation, 
relaxation and social interaction. 

- The fragmented nature and the lack of connectivity between areas of public open space, and a corresponding lack of large areas 
of well-designed, multi-functional POS are emerging as major concerns for local communities. Apart from community concerns 
regarding limited functionality, having to distribute management and maintenance resources over a greater number of smaller 
parks is becoming increasingly problematic for some local governments. 

POS Strategies and policy must: 
- enhance functionality, usability and diversity of POS 

design; 
- Improving clarity of interpretation and implementation 

of current planning policy; 
- Establish objectives around effective management 

and maintenance of public open spaces; 
- Have consistent use of terminology within existing 

state and local government policy documents; 
- Stipulate roles and responsibilities in planning 

processes including buy in from leisure, recreation 
and park management officers; and 

- Encourage flexible, creative, adaptive, ecologically 
sustainable public open spaces meet current and 
future community needs. 
 

Active Open Space - Playing Fields Centre for Sport and 
Recreation – Curtin and Department of Sport and Recreation) 
2013 
 

Open space is an inherent part of the Australian culture, helping to define Perth and contribute to the physical and mental health of our 
community. Public open space (POS) comprises the freely accessible areas that support the functions of recreation, relaxation, 
socialisation, organised sporting activities, informal play and environmental protection. 
The past two decades has seen POS used for a greater range of applications, notably environmental protection, water management 
and walkable catchments. The introduction of Bush Forever, which aims to protect important bushland in Perth and the move to better 
urban stormwater management through 
 
Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) has seen more open space being set aside for these purposes. Both of these policies have led 
to significant benefits by delivering positive environmental and social outcomes for the community. The Western Australian Planning 
Commission’s (WAPC) Liveable Neighbourhoods (LN) policy, which offers reduced POS provision incentives to developers, has also 
had implications for open space. When combined, these initiatives have resulted in the perception that there are now insufficient active 
reserves (active open space) to accommodate organised sport. 
 
Summary 
The research found: 
- In delivering significant environmental and social benefits, the unintended consequence of implementing Bush Forever, Water 

Sensitive Urban Design and Liveable Neighbourhoods planning policies has been a reduction in the amount of open space able 
to accommodate organised sport. 

- With a high degree of certainty, the new suburbs in each of the fringe growth subregions of Perth already have a shortage of 
active playing fields. 

The research concluded: 
- If the provision of the support facilities is taken into account, the total shortfall of open space required for active sport by 2031 is 

around 495 hectares. 
- Without a change to the relevant planning policies and without the State Government stepping in to provide additional active 

open space as Regional Open Space, this shortage can only get worse. 

- Consider changes to LN are likely to provide the best 
opportunities for gains in the future. Both Bush 
Forever and WSUD design have led to significant 
environmental benefits, which should not be 
significantly changed. 

- An additional consideration to work with the 
Education Department so that school ovals are 
available for joint use (school and community), are 
large enough and fit for purpose to accommodate 
senior sport. 

Public Parkland Planning & Design Guide (Department of Sport 
and Recreation, WAPC and Department of Water) 2014 
 

Public parklands are wonderful places for social interaction, recreation, leisure, sporting activity, exercise, rest and relaxation. 
It’s important that all communities have equal access to good quality parkland that creates a sense of place and enhances feelings of 
social attachment and cohesion, identity and belonging.  

- These guidelines consider challenges and 
opportunities unique to Western Australia and offer 
good practice planning and design principles and 
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Good quality parklands are valuable community assets that require well-considered planning, design and management to achieve 
optimal levels of amenity and functional performance. While initial establishment costs may be high, the long-term return to today and 
tomorrow’s communities is beyond measure. 
To achieve this it’s important to: 
- Plan and design more diverse, well-distributed, well-connected parkland that meets different community needs, provides spaces 

suited for different purposes and functions and encourages higher levels of usage and positive social interaction for people of all 
ages and abilities. 

- Adopt planning and design practices that recognise the value of local biodiversity, including existing bushland and wetlands and 
enhance and protect natural ecosystems.  

- Adopt sustainability principles within parkland planning and design to ensure efficient use and protection of water resources. 
 

In Western Australia, a growing population is increasing demand for access to good quality parklands. At the same time, climatic 
trends are resulting in lower allocations of water resources being made available to irrigate new and existing public parklands. 
 
This guide is presented in three sections.  
1) Land and water use planning in Western Australia outlines the different stages of land and water use planning and how this 

relates to parkland planning.  
2) Parkland planning outlines objectives, guiding principles and critical considerations in land allocation and water planning to meet 

community needs and ensure best use of water resources. 
3) Parkland design outlines objectives, guiding principles and critical considerations to enhance parkland usability and function and 

create sustainable, water-efficient sport, recreation and nature spaces. 
Case studies are included in planning and design sections and provide examples of how key aspects described within this document 
have been applied effectively in Western Australia.  
 
Objectives and principles 
Planning objective 
To ensure optimal allocation of land and water resources to provide a well-distributed and connected suite of parklands that can be 
adapted to meet changes in social and environmental conditions. 
Guiding principles 
Determine range of potential functions and allocate appropriate parkland area.  
Plan parklands as a suite of multi-functional open spaces accommodating sport, recreation and nature spaces. 
- Plan for conservation, protection and enhancement of local landforms, ecological systems, cultural assets and heritage sites.  
- Plan for water allocation and access to fit-for-purpose water sources.  
- Apply collaborative, integrated, multi-disciplinary planning processes to inform decision making.  
- Challenge planning frameworks as necessary to ensure optimal provision of parkland types and functions. 

10.4.1.2 Design objective 

To ensure access to high quality, well-activated, sustainable parkland systems that meet diverse community needs and expectations. 

10.4.1.3 Guiding principles 

- Start with consideration of parkland function and end-user needs. 
- Develop multiple-use parklands and balance provision of sport, recreation and nature spaces. 
- Integrate and enhance existing landscape and geographic features in site design. 
- Ensure human activity interacts positively with natural processes. 
- Ensure storm water management infrastructure and other utility areas are well-placed.  
- Ensure maintenance requirements are considered and integrated into the initial design process.  
- Make efficient use of local resources and materials 

case studies to assist in the creation and care of our 
parkland assets. 

- Different aspects of parkland planning and design 
occur at different stages of the land planning and 
development process. Reference must be made to 
key documents such as the Structure Plan 
Preparation Guidelines, Liveable Neighbourhoods 
and Better Urban Water Management (BUWM).  

- It is important that parkland specific planning and 
design are considered in conjunction with the 
allocation of water resources at each stage of the 
planning and development process. 

Local planning 
- Determine parkland type, connectivity, sizing and 

general landscaping requirements 
- Determine likely water budget  
- Apply for parkland groundwater allocation or seek 

approval for alternate water supply 
- Integrate BUWM principles into parkland design 
Within Local Structure Plans, determinations are made 
regarding parkland purpose, typology, connectivity and 
size (in alignment with regional and district spaces already 
allocated at the regional or sub-regional stage). It is 
recommended that a public open space or landscape 
master plan is created at this time to support parkland 
development. The physical condition of the land selected 
for parkland will determine its capacity to provide for sport 
and recreational purposes. 
 
Neighbourhood and local parklands need to be adequately 
located to give all residents walkable access (up to 400m) 
to green spaces within a parkland network. Access by 
road, as well as links to pedestrian and cycle way systems 
in a neighbourhood are indicated within Local Structure 
Plans.  
Placement of drainage features and green infrastructure 
for storm water management within parklands must be in 
keeping with the Department of Water (DoW) Storm water 
Management Manual for Western Australia and indicated 
within Local Structure Plans. 
 
At this stage, a Local Water Management Strategy 
(LWMS) should outline how development of parkland 
landscaping plans will be balanced with available water 
strategies that fit the requirements of the local area. If 
water resources are limited, relevant approvals to access 
required water may be necessary. 

Classification framework for public open space (Department of 
Sport and Recreation) 2013 
 

Parkland classification 
Public open space (parkland) is often defined in hierarchical terms using criteria related to size. Within many parkland hierarchies, 
areas for structured, organised sport have traditionally been described as “active open space”, with “passive open space” used to 
describe areas for recreation and more informal activity. This criteria and terminology is now generally regarded as inadequate and 
confusing.  
To counter this, a cross-industry classification framework based on agreed terminology was developed by the Department of Sport 
and Recreation. 
 
Within the Classification Framework for Public Open Space, different types of parkland are categorised by primary function: recreation, 

- Adopt the classification terminology and hierarchical 
terms 

http://www.dsr.wa.gov.au/public-parkland-guide-section-one
http://www.dsr.wa.gov.au/public-parkland-guide-section-two
http://www.dsr.wa.gov.au/public-parkland-guide-section-three
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sport and nature space; and by expected catchment: local, neighbourhood, district or regional open space.  
 
Descriptions of primary function comprise: 
Recreation space  
- Provides a setting for informal play and physical activity, relaxation and social interaction. 
- Includes open parkland and gardens, community gardens, corridor links, amenity spaces, community use facilities, civic 

commons or squares. 
Sport space  
- Provides a setting for formal structured sporting activities. 
- Includes playing surfaces, buffer zones and supporting infrastructure such as clubrooms. 
Nature space  
- Provides a setting where people can enjoy nearby nature. 
- Includes sites managed to encourage recreational access while protecting local ecological and biodiversity values. 
- Catchment category descriptions are based on expected purpose, typical size and how far a user might travel from their home to 

visit parkland, and include:  
Local Open Space  
- Usually small parklands that service the recreation needs of nearby residents.  
- 0.4ha to 1ha in size and within 400 metres or a 5 minute walk. 
Neighbourhood Open Space  
- Usually provide a variety of features and facilities with opportunities to socialise. 
- 1ha to 5ha in size and within 800 metres or a 10 minute walk. 
District Open Space  
- Usually designed to provide for organised formal sport and inclusion of substantial recreation and nature space  
- 5ha to 15ha in size and within 2 kilometres or a 5 minute drive.  

Larger areas of Regional Open Space are expected to serve one or more geographical or social regions and attract visitors from 
outside any one local government (LG) area. Size will be variable and dependent on function. When sport space is identified as a 
necessary regional function, land allocations for playing fields and sports facilities are expected to be upwards of 20 hectares in area. 

Guide to the WA Planning System (Department of Sport and 
Recreation) 2010 
 

 

The planning system 
The Western Australian Planning system coordinates land use and development by balancing a number of potentially competing 
issues relating to the economy, social and environmental matters. The balancing of the ‘triple bottom line’ is guided by a series of 
planning policies, schemes and other statutory processes. The fundamental aim is to develop and sustain a high quality of life for 
people living within our communities. The two key elements to the planning system are: 
 
Strategic planning 
Long term planning for WA by integrating economic, social, environmental and infrastructure requirements. This is the most critical 
area to inform from a sport and leisure perspective as it has the potential to secure land and resources to accommodate demands 
resulting from future growth. 
 
Statutory planning 
The legal approval process which ensures land use, land supply and urban development is effectively managed. The ability to 
influence outcomes from a sport and recreation perspective at this stage is more limited as development is governed closely by a raft 
of legislation and regulations that would have evolved from the strategic planning process. The principle town planning legislation is 
laid out in the Planning and Development Act 2005. 
Lead proponents within the WA planning system 
 
The Minister for Planning 
The Minister has overall responsibility for planning, lands, transport and roads. The Minister is also responsible for the production of 
State Planning Policies that guide development and land use in association with local and regional planning strategies and schemes. 
 
The Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) 
Provides professional and technical expertise, administrative services and resources to advise the WAPC and implement its decisions. 
The WAPC has responsibility for decision-making and a significant level of funding while the department provides the human 
resources and professional advice. The DoP and WAPC have commenced a comprehensive and strategic reform to improve the land 
use planning processes and the approvals system in Western Australia. The WAPC delegates some responsibilities to the department 
including decision making on subdivisions and Development Applications (DAs) where they comply with WAPC policies and practices. 

- The strategy needs to clearly establish where it is 
positioned within the WA Planning system and how 
the State Policies effect the implementation of the 
strategy 
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Other State Government departments 
The role of State Government departments is invariably one of a statutory or non-statutory consultee on all planning matters. They 
inform the planning process at all levels. They perform a role of advisor to the DoP and WAPC and their involvement will vary from 
specialist strategic advice (i.e. the long term impact on the environment through Department of Environment (DEC) and Department of 
Water (DoW)) to site specific infrastructure (i.e. the ability for existing and planned infrastructure to cope with an increase in population 
through departments such as Main Roads WA and The Water Corporation). The Department of Sport and Recreation (DSR) may be 
invited to respond to a planning proposal as a non-statutory consultee. 
 
State Administrative Tribunal (SAT) 
The arbiter in appeals against decisions to refuse planning approval. The SAT is an independent body that is required to take account 
of State Planning Policies when determining appeals and reports to the Minister for Planning. 
 
Local government 
Responsible for planning their local communities. They prepare and administer local planning schemes and strategies. Schemes must 
be reviewed every five years. 
 
Developers, land owners and applicants 
Responsible for providing schemes for development on land owned by their clients or themselves in accordance with strategic 
planning guidance and State Planning Policies. Where development is proposed, the developer, landowner and applicant is 
responsible for ensuring that development is safe and suitable for use for the purpose for which it is intended, and provide evidence to 
that effect. The WAPC, DoP and local government in consultation with a wide range of agencies and individuals will ultimately 
determine whether land is suitable for a particular development. 
 

Sports Dimension Guide for Playing Areas (2008) 

 

- This guide has been prepared with the assistance of national and State sporting associations responsible for the administration 
of their respective rules. The Department of Sport and Recreation wishes to acknowledge and thank all the sporting associations 
that have assisted in the preparation of this guide.  

Sports surfaces  
From a playing perspective, the sports surface is probably the most important item of equipment in any sport facility.  
Line court marking  
In many cases of facility provision, it is not possible to accommodate individual courts for separate activities because of cost and 
space factors.  
Orientation of outdoor playing areas 
- Provides the orientation of outdoor playing areas is an important planning consideration. The time of day (early morning or late 

afternoon) as well as the time of year (winter or summer) has a bearing on optimum orientation. 
 

- To be referenced during the design of sporting 
playing fields 

City of Wanneroo 
Local Planning Policy – Public Open Space (2013) 
 
City Of Stirling 
Public Open Space Strategy (2012) 
 
City Of Armadale 
Landscape Design Guide for Public Open Space in New 
Residential Developments (2013) 
 
City Of Swan  
Public Open Space and Community Facilities Strategy  & POS 
Policy and Landscape Guidelines (City of Swan 2013). 
 

- This guide/documents provides an overview of the local planning process in the local government authorities (LGA) and outlines 
desired outcomes for POS.  

- They are supported by a comprehensive Parks Facilities Strategy/Landscape Guidelines. 
- State planning policies are interpreted at the local level 
- LGA plays an important role in determining quality and quantity of parklands in their municipality.  
- LG parkland planning policies, strategies and guidelines can facilitate interpretation and application of state government 

guidelines such as Liveable Neighbourhoods and Better Urban Water Management to suit local conditions and community 
expectations.  

Adoption of LG planning policies, strategies and guidelines can: 
- ensure that parkland optimises community benefit; 
- provide for long-term efficiencies in parkland resource management; 
- enhance environmental outcomes; and 
- ensure best financial outcomes with regard to asset management and maintenance. 

- Through the four tier Open Space Hierarchy, the 
provision seeks to provide a range of accessible 
urban open space, with a balance between small 
spaces accessed at a local level and large spaces 
which are accessed by a number of neighbourhoods. 

- Any LGA’s Strategy will need to be in keeping with 
State Urban Planning directions, including Liveable 
Neighbourhoods; however, the terminology and 
dimensions of each level in the LGA’s hierarchy does 
in fact vary from that identified in Liveable 
Neighbourhoods. 

- It is acknowledged that anomalies will occur, 
particularly in the case of existing sites on which 
development occurred at an earlier time under a 
different set of needs and trends. 

http://www.dsr.wa.gov.au/sportssurfaces
http://www.dsr.wa.gov.au/linecourtmarking
http://www.dsr.wa.gov.au/outdoorplayingareas
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Specific issues that may be addressed in LG planning policies, strategies and guidelines include: 

- adequate allocation of well-distributed POS; 
- diversity of parkland type and function; 
- integration of WSUD principles; 
- sustainability of parkland design and water resources;  
- protection of local bushland, enhancement of biodiversity and retention of ecological linkages; 
- consideration of long-term asset management within the design process; 
- technical specifications relating to drainage and irrigation infrastructure; and 
- handover and audit procedures to ensure infrastructure functions as intended. 
 

All have principles on which such a POS Strategy/ policy should be based.  In order for the POS policy to meet the diverse needs of 
the organisation, it is essential that an integrated approach is adopted.  It is intended that the policy will fit within the LGA’s strategic 
framework and legislative requirements governing POS provision. 

Principles 

Equity of Access 
- Relevant reference – equity of access  
- Liveable neighbourhoods 
- Varying levels of mobility 

Objectives: 
• To ensure equity of access to open space throughout the LGA (this includes providing enough, in appropriate locations and 

designing to remove barriers) 
• To plan for future open space needs in order to guarantee equitable access for future generations 

Diversity 
- Offer a variety of open space opportunities, co-located where possible 
- Linking POS to places of interest / attracting large numbers of people (i.e. shopping centres) / linkages or transit corridors - will 

enhance the relevance 
Objectives: 
• to protect and enhance the diversity of natural environments within the LGA 
• To provide for a diversity of recreational opportunities to meet a changing community structure and needs 

Flexibility & Responsiveness 
- POS needs to be able to adapt with changing community needs, values and structure (achieved through design, provision of 

uniform areas of space) 
Objectives: 
• to undertake co-location of facilities/environments (sporting, recreation, organised, casual, natural environment) 
• to involve the community in the planning of open space so that it best reflects current needs and future trends may be 

recognised 
• Encourage creativity and understanding of needs and trends 

 
Sustainability 
- adoption of environmentally sensitive and sustainable design and construction techniques (link with environment policy and 

environment sustainability strategy) 
- capital investment needs to be matched with LGA’s capacity and strategic priorities 
- Sustainability is about ensuring that we meet the environmental, social and economic commitments without compromising one 

for another. 
Objectives: 
• To ensure that new open space reflects sound environmental design principles 
• To plan for future open space needs in order to ensure cost effective, affordable and timely investment 

Conservation 
- natural environment 

Objectives: 
• Retain areas of significant native vegetation, wetlands and design to ensure the surrounding POS activities do not have a 

negative impact. 

- Well-articulated POS planning policies, strategies and 
guidelines can greatly assist to inform expectations 
relating to provision, location, design, development 
and management of public parklands.  

- Address broader allocation, infrastructure and 
resource requirements at regional and district levels, 
LG POS planning policies, strategies and guidelines 
can be developed for use as reference points in 
assessment of structure plans and subdivision 
development applications. 

- Where best practice is demonstrated the documents 
will be referred and used for a comparison analysis 
and truth checking exercise. 
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Hierarchy of Public Open Space 

In order to plan for an equitable distribution of open space which continues to meet the needs communities, the following hierarchical 
classification system is being adopted within LGA. Public Open Space sites are classified by their intended purpose and size. This 
system of classification is a planning tool which aids in the provision of Public Open Space and enables a consistent approach to the 
provision of supporting amenity. 

The manner in which the community uses Public Open Space is evolving and as such needs is changing. For example, the number of 
sporting clubs are becoming fewer, however the sizes and number of teams within clubs is increasing. Clubs therefore require larger 
sites which are able to accommodate a number of teams and games at one time.  

Local Public Open Space: 

These spaces could include a combination of bushland, open parkland and activity spaces for casual active play. They would not be 
used for any form of active sport, rather short term casual visits by local residents. 
 
Typical Characteristics: 
- Between 0.3ha and 1ha  
- Predominantly casual use by people living within 400m 
- The majority users will walk to the facility 
 
The types of supporting amenity could include paths, shade, seating, children’s play spaces. Any additional facilities would be viewed 
as an exception and considered on a site by site basis according to merit. 

Neighbourhood Public Open Space: 

These spaces could include a combination of bushland, open parkland and activity spaces for casual play and sport practice facilities 
for children and youth. They would preferably not be used for formal sporting events and would not cause traffic congestion nor create 
noise nuisances for residents. These sites could be co-located with other community facilities. 
 
Typical characteristics  
- Predominantly casual use by people living within 400m 
- From 1 to 5 hectares in size, but more typically 1 to 3.5 hectares 
- Designed for activities that do not require additional parking or minimal off street parking   
- The majority users will walk to the facility 
 
Types of supporting amenity could include paths, shade, play space and seating. Any additional facilities would be viewed as an 
exception and considered on a site by site basis according to merit. 
 
If these spaces are to be used for formal sporting activities they must be larger than 2.8 ha and allow for amenity similar to that 
required to support a district open space 
 

District Public Open Space: 

These spaces should include a combination of bushland, open parkland, activity spaces for casual play and developed spaces which 
allow for regular sporting events, festivals or carnivals. It is expected that these sites would be co-located with other community 
facilities such as schools or shopping precincts. The primary function for district open space is to provide for junior sporting 
competitions and senior sport training and competition; however district sites are also to provide for recreational, non-sporting 
activities. 

Typical characteristics 
- Parks and sporting grounds are likely to be 5 to 20ha in size 
- Have a catchment area of 6km radius 
- The majority of users will drive to the facility 
- Have enhanced parking spaces and off street parking 
- District facilities will have multi use capacity to accommodate multiple users 
 

Types of amenity could include: lighting appropriate for training and competition; toilets, change rooms and shared use pavilions; car 
parking; BBQ and picnic facilities; play spaces; shade and paths. Additional facilities would be considered on a site by site basis 
according to merit and the individual characteristics of the area or proposed activities. 
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Regional Public Open Space: 

These are the largest provisions of space. They are the focal points for sporting and recreational pursuits and are capable of intense, 
frequent use by large numbers of people. They will absorb the majority of adult sport. The locations would be chosen with careful 
regard to transport, usage impacts, location of similar provisions in neighbouring local governments and environmental impacts.  
Tennis Courts, bowling clubs, basketball courts and leisure centres would ideally be placed on these sites. 
 
Typical characteristics 
- They will be 20 to 50+ hectares 
- Have a catchment area of 12km radius (including facilities in other LGA’s) 
- Will be the centres for major competitions for sport and active competitive recreational pursuits 
- Will have significant passive recreational opportunities 
- They will be placed where the impact on residents is able to be minimised, especially noise, traffic and light spill 
- It is expected that the majority of users of these facilities will arrive by car or via public transport 
- These will be the main centres of home and away competitions for LGA based teams and clubs 
- They will be the preferred venues for higher (state) level competitions and major sporting events 
- They will have multi use capacity to accommodate multiple users 
 
Types of amenity could include: lighting appropriate for training and competition; toilets, change rooms and shared use pavilions; car 
parking; BBQ and picnic facilities; play spaces; shade and paths, cultural and leisure facilities. Additional facilities would be considered 
on a site by site basis according to merit and the individual characteristics of the area or proposed activities. 

Western Australian Planning Commission: 
www.planning.wa.gov.au 
 
a) Directions 2031 and Beyond: Metropolitan planning 

beyond the horizon 
 
b) Liveable Neighbourhoods Operational Policy 
 
c) Structure Plan Preparation Guidelines (August 2012) 
 
d) Policy No DC 2.4: School Sites: Co-location of parkland 

and playing fields with schools 
 
e) Policy No. DC 2.3: Public Open Space in Residential 

Areas 
 
f) Better Urban Water Management (2008) 
 
g) Planning Bulletin 92: Urban Water Management 
 
h) State Planning Policy 2.9: Water Resources 
 

a) Directions 2031 is a high level spatial framework and strategic plan that establishes a vision for future growth of the metropolitan 
Perth and Peel region; and it provides a framework to guide the detailed planning and delivery of housing, infrastructure and 
services necessary to accommodate a range of growth scenarios. 
Directions 2031 builds on many of the aspirational themes of previous metropolitan plans which sought to guide the future 
structure and form of the city. It encompasses all land within the metropolitan Perth and Peel region schemes, an area that is 
also referred to as the city or metropolitan region in this report. Directions 2031 responds directly to several of the tasks identified 
in the WAPC Statement of Planning 
Policy No. 1 State Planning Framework Policy (Variation No. 2), including detailing the metropolitan structure, determining local 
population housing and job targets, managing growth and developing the activity centre concept. It is not a final blueprint, but the 
latest in an evolving series of plans that have shaped the city over the past 55 years. Each successive plan is based on an 
understanding of contemporary factors that influence the shape and growth of the city, and includes assumptions about how the 
city will change into the future. 
Directions 2031 replaces all previous metropolitan strategic plans for the metropolitan Perth and Peel region and supersedes the 
draft Network City policy. 

 
b) Liveable Neighbourhoods has been adopted by the WAPC as operational policy, and is to be followed in the design and approval 

of urban development. Liveable Neighbourhoods applies to structure planning and subdivision for greenfield sites and for the 
redevelopment of large brownfield and urban infill sites. 
In general, Liveable Neighbourhoods replaces the current WAPC development control policies. Where there is conflict with 
existing policies, Liveable Neighbourhoods will prevail unless an applicant can demonstrate why the relevant Liveable 
Neighbourhoods policies cannot or should not apply. 
Overlaps between development control policies and Liveable Neighbourhoods will be progressively removed through a mixture of 
incorporation into Liveable Neighbourhoods and rescission of redundant policies.  Development control policies will of course be 
retained for those matters not covered by Liveable Neighbourhoods. 

 
c) The Structure Plan Preparation Guidelines (Guidelines) have been prepared by the Department and its consultants and 

facilitated by a project reference group comprising members from State and local governments, consultants and the land 
development industry. Existing structure plans and local planning schemes, policies and other documents relevant to the format 
and content of structure plans were referenced as part of the preparation of these guidelines 
The objectives of the Guidelines are to: 
• 1 Standardise the scope, format and content of structure plans; 
• 2 Define the statutory and non-statutory elements of structure plans; 
• 3 Detail the information required to be provided for each type of structure plan; and 
• 4 Encourage pre-lodgement consultation. 

 

The strategy needs to consider all the implications from 
each of the Policy, Codes and Strategies listed.  

http://www.planning.wa.gov.au/
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d) This Policy Statement sets out general criteria and design standards for the provision of school sites in residential districts. It also 
contains the requirements for TAFE colleges (technical colleges) and recognises the need to consider any requirements for 
higher education facilities. 
The policy is intended to overcome problems of conflict that may arise in residential areas between schools and their 
surroundings particularly in respect of traffic and noise generating activities. The Commission believes future problems can 
largely be eliminated by judicious subdivision design. 
The site selection criteria and design standards in this statement are intended to apply to new residential subdivisions. They may 
not necessarily be applied to situations where changes of use or rezoning are proposed in already developed residential areas. 

 
e) In order to preserve amenity and contribute to the quality of life in urban areas, including country towns, the Commission has 

resolved, as a general policy, to require suitable provision of public open spaces which can be used by people living and/or 
working in those areas. 
The Commission's policy is to ensure that the provision of public open space allows for reasonable distribution of land for active 
and passive recreation in each locality. The Commission accepts that this may be secured by providing larger areas for active 
recreation and smaller areas for passive recreation within residential cells, but treats each case on its merits. 
This policy sets out the requirements of the Commission for public open space and the provision of land for community facilities 
in residential areas. Requirements for industrial areas are incorporated in the policy on Industrial Subdivision (DC 4.1). 

 
f) Better Urban Water Management has been designed to facilitate better management of our urban water resources by ensuring 

an appropriate level of consideration is given to the total water cycle at each stage of the planning system. It also provides 
guidance on the implementation of State Planning Policy 2.9 Water Resources. 
The development of Better Urban Water Management is a partnership between the Department for Planning and Infrastructure, 
the Department of Water, the Western Australian Local Government Association and the Australian Government Department of 
Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts. 

 
g) This planning bulletin provides guidance on urban water management matters to be taken into account by the WAPC, local 

governments and applicants in considering planning proposals and applications for new residential, rural-residential, commercial 
an 
The purpose is to ensure planning decision-making, where water issues are a consideration, is informed via relevant and 
appropriate information. 

 
h) This policy is directly related to the overarching sector policy SPP 2 Environment and Natural Resources policy and provides 

clarification and additional guidance to planning decision-makers for consideration of water resources in land use planning 
strategy. The objectives of this policy are to: 
• protect, conserve and enhance water resources that are identified as having significant economic, social, cultural and/or 

environmental values;  
• assist in ensuring the availability of suitable water resources to maintain essential requirements for human and all other 

biological life with attention to maintaining or improving the quality and quantity of water resources; and  
• promote and assist in the management and sustainable use of water resources 

 
WA Department of Water: 
www.water.wa.gov.au 
 
a) Guideline for the approval of non-drinking 

water systems in Western Australia - Urban 
Developments (December 2013) 

 
b) Guidelines for water meter installation (2009) Operational 

Policy 1.01: Managed Aquifer Recharge in WA (2011) 
 
c) Operational Policy 5.13: Water entitlement transactions for 

Western Australia (previously State-wide policy 6: 
Transferable (tradeable) water entitlements for Western 
Australia) 

 
d) Stormwater management manual for Western Australia 

a) The objective of the Guideline for the approval of non-drinking water systems in Western Australia is to provide for the delivery of 
non-drinking water systems that meet regulatory requirements by promoting: 
• protection of public health and the environment 
• optimal management of water resources 
• timeliness – eliminating duplication of reporting 
• regulatory certainty – conforming to known and uniform standards 
• auditable standards – monitoring and reporting to ensure compliance 
• public confidence – providing reliable service 
• financially viable projects delivered at an acceptable cost to consumers.  
A non-drinking water system provides water that can have lower quality standards than potable water but is still suitable for many 
uses such as irrigating parks, public and private gardens, and toilet flushing. 

 
b) The Department of Water supports managed aquifer recharge (MAR) activities that have environmental, social or economic 

benefits and maximise the use of the state’s water resources.  
The department will approve MAR schemes, provided that recharge and recovery operations will not adversely affect the 
groundwater system, the environment, existing groundwater users (e.g. through changes in water quality or quantity) or aquifer 

The strategy needs to consider all the implications from 
each of the Policy, Codes and Strategies listed. 

http://www.planning.wa.gov.au/publications/742.asp
http://www.water.wa.gov.au/
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(undated) 
 
e) Water monitoring guidelines for better urban water 

management strategies/plans, WA (2011) 
 
f) Water recycling and efficiency note: Community bore 

(December 2013) 
 
g) Water quality protection note 33: Nutrient and irrigation 

management plans (June 2010) 
 

integrity.  
The position on MAR activities is outlined below. MAR is considered to mean: 
• The infiltration or injection and later recovery of treated wastewater will be considered MAR, and the department will allow 

banking (storage) and recovery of the recharge water. 
• Re-injection of dewatering excess will be considered MAR, and the department will allow banking (storage) and abstraction 

of the recharge water. 
• Infiltration or injection of stormwater in developments where a demonstrable excess exists will be considered MAR 

(demonstrable excess refers to only that portion of stormwater that cannot be infiltrated at source). 
• Infiltration or injection of stormwater from existing drainage systems that normally discharge to the ocean or surface waters 

(commonly known as ‘retrofitting’) will be considered MAR. 
 

c) The Department of Water will support the voluntary redistribution of licensed water entitlements through opportunities to trade, 
transfer or through agreements allowing another person to take water, with the aim of: 
• encouraging the efficient use of water resources (within allocation limits) by providing the opportunity to capitalise on water 

savings 
• enabling the migration of water to uses of higher economic value 
• appropriately valuing water resources enabling the re-allocation of water resources, including opportunities for new water 

users to access limited water resources. 
• When assessing applications to trade, transfer or through agreements allowing another person to take water, the Minister 

will ensure that these transactions will no compromise: 
• sustainability for the needs of current and future users 
• sustainability of the local environment and ecosystems of the water resources that are being managed the promotion of the 

orderly, equitable and efficient use of these water resources. 
 

d) This chapter explains why stormwater management is important and the issues that face stormwater managers. Stormwater 
management requires careful design, planning and implementation to avoid a number of potential problems in the quality of the 
receiving natural and built environment. It is also important that stormwater management is considered in the context of the 
catchment and sub-catchment, rather than focusing on the site level. This manual focuses on best management practice 
techniques that address these issues. An understanding of the following potential issues will help in the decision making for 
appropriate policy and planning, source controls and in system management measures: 
• water quality in the receiving environment 
• water quantity in the receiving environment 
• healthy ecological communities 
• flood management 
• total water cycle management, and 
• quality of life.  
Considering this wide range of issues, a holistic approach to stormwater management is needed. The water cycle has complex 
interactions between surface flows, groundwater hydrology, water quality, channel form, aquatic habitat and riparian vegetation 
characteristics of a watercourse. The impact that the hydrological relationships in turn have on human health, recreation and 
quality of life are all factors to consider when determining what the community wants to achieve when managing stormwater. 
Effective management of stormwater means managing social, economic and environmental values in built environments 
(ARMCANZ/ANZECC, 2000). This chapter also discusses the key roles and responsibilities for stormwater management in 
Western Australia. 

 
e) The Department of Water has prepared these monitoring guidelines for surface water and groundwater systems to help the land-

development industry establish the necessary monitoring programs associated with urban development. Integrated land and 
water planning is based on the principle of total water cycle management as outlined in the State planning policy 2.9: Water 
resources (Government of WA 2006) and Better urban water management (WAPC 2008). These guidelines support the urban 
land-development process and define what hydrological information needs to be collected and reported both before and after 
urbanisation. Addressing the requirements of these guidelines and incorporating them into the planning process is part of an 
integrated approach to land use and water management.   
In the same way as the Better urban water management document, these guidelines acknowledge the need for a flexible 
approach to monitoring and its implementation. The scale of monitoring required will depend on the availability of existing data, 
the planned development’s scale, local water values and the risk to local water resources.  Implementation of these guidelines 
will promote a more consistent approach to monitoring programs both pre- and post-development across Western Australia. The 
Department of Water will periodically review and update this document to reflect current issues. 
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f) This note provides information on using community bores to irrigate public open space and domestic gardens, particularly in new 

residential areas. The information is for developers, water service providers and regulatory agencies. 
 
g) Nutrient and irrigation management plans (NIMPs) provide detailed guidelines for minimising water wastage and fertiliser losses 

when establishing or growing crops, gardens, trees or turf. NIMPs demonstrate that inputs such as water and fertiliser are well-
matched to the plant growth cycle resulting in healthy plants and minimal contaminant leaching into the surrounding environment. 
Good planning and operational practice is vital for irrigated and fertilised plants so that water is used effectively and plants 
flourish with a maximum uptake of essential nutrients (principally nitrogen and phosphorus).   Well-prepared NIMPs offer 
potential economic benefits as they promote cost savings through the efficient use of water and agricultural chemicals, while 
offering protection to the quality of local water resources. Social benefits also arise if the community perceives that farmers and 
landscape managers operate with minimal environmental impact. For our water resources to retain their value (that is, quality 
suited to sustaining aquatic ecosystems, people and animals) they need protection so that negligible amounts of contaminants 
from chemicals applied to land leach through or across the soil into water resources. 

 
WA Department of Health: 
 
www.public.health.wa.gov.au 
 
a) Code of Practice for the Design, Manufacture, Installation 

and Operation of Aerobic Treatment Units (ATUs) (2001) 
and additional guidelines for water recycling in unsewered 
areas 

 
b) Draft Alternate Water Supply Guidelines – Stormwater and 

Rainwater (April 2009) 
 
c) Guidelines for the Non-potable Uses of Recycled Water in 

Western Australia (August 2011) 

a) The Code of Practice for the Design, Manufacture, Installation and Operation of Aerobic Treatment Units (ATUs) Serving Single 
Dwellings [the Code] has been primarily developed as a set of minimum standards for the design, manufacture, installation and 
operation of ATUs, and provides guidance to local government as to how to assess the installation and ongoing operation of 
ATUs.  
The Code is based on the following documents: 
• “Specification for Aerobic Treatment Units (ATUs) Serving Single Dwellings”(1992) published by the Department of Health 
• “Standard for the Installation and Operation of Aerobic Treatment Units (ATUs) Serving Single Dwellings” (1992) published 

by the Department of Health. 
• “Standard for Dripper Irrigation Effluent Disposal System” (1994) published by the Department of Health. 
• “Standard for the Installation and Operation of Septic Tank Systems in South Australia, Supplement B - Aerobic 

Wastewater Treatment Systems” (1990) published by the South Australian Health Commission.  
The Code, which was prepared by the Environmental Health Service of the Department of Health, is published by the Executive 
Director, Public Health under the provisions of section 344A(2) of the Health Act 1911, and is to be read in conjunction with the 
Health (Treatment of Sewage and Disposal of Effluent and Liquid Waste) Regulations 1974. 

 
b) In Western Australia (WA), the use of alternative water sources is becoming more prevalent to ease the demand on potable 

water supplies. Therefore, it is crucial to implement management practices to ensure that the use of such water sources will not 
pose any harm to health. The objectives of these guidelines are: 
• To assist in defining approvals needed for an alternative water scheme; 
• To provide guidance on the drafting of Water Quality Management Plans (WQMP); 
• To provide guidance on how alternative water sources could be utilised without negatively impacting on public health; and 
• To provide guidance on monitoring and reporting requirements. 

 
c) The Guidelines for the Non-potable Uses of Recycled Water in Western Australia 2011, brings WA into line with the nationally 

recognised risk management approach. The Guidelines assist planners, designers, developers and engineers in the areas of 
development, construction, installation, approval, operation, monitoring and auditing with the ultimate aim of establishing safe 
and sustainable reuse of waste water. 

 

The strategy needs to consider all the implications from 
each of the Policy, Codes and Strategies listed. 

Shared Use Agreements:  DoE Policy Document The document has been developed following extensive consultation with a variety of service deliverers, education, planning, sport and 
recreation professionals.  It is intended to provide a series of templates which may be used in a variety of circumstances by schools, 
sports clubs, local government and community groups.  It is not intended to be prescriptive, but provide advice and assistance to those 
parties who are seeking to enter into shared use agreements. 
Highlights the Strategic principles that will guide the application of all shared use agreements with education providers within local 
governments. The principles the LG will work towards include: 
- An equitable sharing of costs and benefits between the parties. 
- Buildings are to comply with the Building Codes of Australia and other relevant standards.  
- All parties who benefit from its provision are to contribute to the costs of any building, structure, or feature. 
- Shared use facilities are to be designed to the LG polices and guidelines 
- Agreements are to be flexible and respond to changing needs. 

 

The development of shared use should be one of the first 
considerations in the development of new infrastructure on 
the understanding that the principles identified within the 
policy are strictly adhered to. 

http://www.public.health.wa.gov.au/
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Disability Access:  WA Disability Commission Disability Access 
and Inclusion Plan Requirements (2008) 

To ensure that people with disabilities have access to all City facilities, functions and services. This includes access to built 
infrastructure, programs and services. 

Establishes the principle of access to all City developed 
and managed facilities and is incorporated within 
recommendations contained in the Community 
Infrastructure Plan 

Leasing of Community Facilities: City of Swan (2010) The policy provides a position on the leasing and licensing activities of City owned buildings and includes: 
- A commitment to effective management 
- A balanced return in social, economic and environmental terms. 
- Ensuring lessees and licensees are obliged to provide a net benefit to the community. 
- Fees and charges applied by the LG are justified for community assets. 
- The approach is open and transparent. 

The leasing and licensing of LG owned and/or controlled 
buildings should incorporate conditions requiring users to 
demonstrate an effective return on investment by reporting 
on performance from a social, environmental and 
economic perspective.  This would assist the LG in 
determining future priorities and potential for investment. 

A Draft for Discussion – local biodiversity Strategy 2013-2023 – 
City of Wanneroo 

In the City of Wanneroo broad-scale processes threaten biodiversity and other natural resources.  Issues have been caused by: 
- Subdivision and development approval; 
- Clearing and fragmentation; 
- Invasions by weeds; 
- Feral animals; 
- Phytophthora dieback; 
- Altered hydrology; 
- Unauthorised fire regimes; and 
- Climate change. 
The Guiding Principles for Local Biodiversity Conservation identified by the City include: 
1) Retention of at least 30% of the pre-European extent of each ecological community is required to prevent an exponential loss of 

species and failure of ecosystem processes; 
2) Protect regionally significant and Locally Significant Natural Areas; 
3) Biodiversity is best conserved in-situ – protect what you have before revegetating; 
4) Regeneration is a higher priority than revegetation; 
5) Prioritise protection and management of the highest biodiversity value natural areas; 
6) Community involvement in helping conserve biodiversity; 
7) Biodiversity values must be made transparent in decision-making processes; 
8) Site-specific field survey is essential to understand biodiversity value; and 
9) Natural area conservation is a legitimate land use. 

The strategy was one of the first of its kind within WA.  
Many of the issues faced in Wanneroo are directly 
comparable to those faced within the City of Canning.  The 
guiding principles for local biodiversity conservation 
identified within the strategy are also directly applicable 
within a City of Canning context.  Many of these principles 
are already embedded within the adopted processes and 
management plans for the City’s natural areas. 

Integration Of Biodiversity Into Regional NRM Planning ( Case 
Study): Blackwood Biodiversity Program 

The aim of the Blackwood Biodiversity Program is to 
- Protect and enhance as many bush areas as possible within the Blackwood catchment that are of high biodiversity value; 
- Work in conjunction with existing Government, natural resource professionals and community networks to identify both individual 

sites of high biodiversity value, as well as piloting landscape level biodiversity conservation; 
- Educate landholders on the benefits of incorporating biodiversity into their current land management system. 
The core of the program is the strategic targeting of funds available by prioritising bush areas identified as potentially being of high 
biodiversity value. A model was developed by the WA Department of Agriculture to rank the (approx) 24,000 patches of bush over one 
hectare, existing within the Blackwood catchment. 
Outcomes: 
- All land surveyed 
- More than 6,000 hectares of high value bush protected, through fencing of remnants and revegetation for buffering or connecting 

purposes. 
- Covenanting of more than 30% of the priority sites. 
- Advice to landholders on vegetation protection and revegetation techniques. 
- Advice to landholders on protection of fauna such as the rare and endangered Red Tailed Phascogale. 

The NRM project referenced a number of regionally based 
initiatives which area directly relevant to the City of 
Canning.  The importance of understanding the full extent 
of bio-diverse environments and potential implications of 
development is important.  Developing a training and 
education process to assist landowners and the local 
community in making the right choices in their use and 
impact on the sensitive natural environments should be 
considered in order to ensure that future generations have 
the opportunity to benefit from current levels of biodiversity.   
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Creating Active Communities: How Can Open and Public 
Spaces in Urban and Suburban Environments Support Active 
Living? 

A Literature Review  (University of New South Wales 2008) 

 

 

- Open space is an important component of urban areas and may be a key factor in promoting active living.  
- Identifies the evidence in respect of evaluating the importance of open and public space in supporting active living through a 

review of the academic and policy evidence.  
- The report addresses the academic literature under four main headings namely, types of open space, uses of space, location of 

spaces and design of space. It is clear that open space covers a broad range of sizes and types of area from small pocket parks, 
children s play areas and urban squares to sports fields and extensive green areas. 

- The evidence indicates that these fulfil a range of functions in respect of physical activity, from active sports to passive sitting, 
picnicking and as a venue for socialising for a range of age groups. Open space also needs to be viewed as fulfilling multiple 
urban functions such as amenity, biodiversity enhancement, flood mitigation and carbon sequestration.  

- The evolution of open space policy is charted and common aspects such as open space hierarchies and open space standards 
are identified. It is clear that there is a long legacy of standards and approaches to the provision and design of open space, which 
is increasingly open to question and are beginning to change.  

- The research addresses the issue of open space provision in different densities of urban development. It identifies a paucity of 
evidence in respect of the appropriate provision or design of open space in higher density and transit oriented developments. 

 

- The importance of well-designed open space which is 
part of an interconnected network to promote 
pedestrian and bicycle trips between open space 
destinations.  

- Design guidance recommendations include distance 
thresholds for the location of open space in 
residential areas, the importance of safety in location 
and design and the value of needs based 
assessments which should include public input. 

- Provide a full range of spaces that are significant in 
promoting physical activity, that balance sporting with 
recreational pursuits.  

Healthy Parks, Healthy people - The health benefits of contact 
with nature in a park context (May Carter for Parks Victoria and 
PLA 2010) 

- In many disciplines, there have been concerted attempts to understand the human relationship with nature and how humans 
might benefit from nature in terms of health and wellbeing. Although still in the relatively early stages, research indicates that 
contrary to popular thinking, humans may be dependent on nature for psychological, emotional, and spiritual needs that are 
difficult to satisfy by other means. Findings so far demonstrate that access to nature plays a vital role in human health, wellbeing, 
and development that has not been fully recognised.  

- City living involves an extraordinary disengagement of humans from the natural environment that is likely to be detrimental to 
health and wellbeing. Parks may be one of the only means of accessing nature for the majority of people in urban areas, yet 
most people are unaware of their full range of potential health benefits.  

- Humans have forgotten how much the natural world means to them. Yet, signals abound that the loss of life’s diversity 
endangers not just the body but also the spirit. It has been reported that modern people are experiencing a spiritual famine and 
that alcohol, food, and drug addictions are futile attempts to fill the spiritual emptiness that has arisen from loss of contact with 
nature. 

- In terms of health, parks and other natural environments have been viewed almost exclusively as venues for leisure and sport. 
Yet recent research shows that ‘green nature’, such as parks, can reduce crime, foster psychological wellbeing, reduce stress, 
boost immunity, enhance productivity, and promote healing. In fact, the positive effects on human health, particularly in urban 
environments, cannot be over-stated.  

- Evidence in the literature shows that among other benefits viewing nature is positive for health in terms of recovering from stress, 
improving concentration and productivity, and improving psychological state, particularly of people in confined circumstances 
such as prisons and hospitals. Furthermore, wilderness and related studies clearly demonstrate that being in a natural 
environment affects people positively, particularly in terms of mental health. There are also multiple benefits from brief 
encounters with nature, or experiencing nature on a smaller scale, such as in urban parks.  

- Parks and other natural environments are a 
fundamental health resource, particularly in terms of 
disease prevention. This needs to be acknowledged 
as a key driver within the strategy. 

- Consideration by park managers to join public health 
fora, as not only do parks protect the essential 
systems of life and biodiversity, but they also are a 
fundamental setting for health promotion and the 
creation of wellbeing, that to date has not been fully 
recognised. 

- Urban planning should ensure that the communities 
have adequate access to nature.  

- Surveys have shown that nature is important to 
people, and the numbers of people seeking nature-
based recreation are increasing. 

Open Space Planning and Design Guide (Parks and Leisure 
Australia 2013) 

 

- This document sits in a broader industry context to achieve quality non-contested outcomes for open space provision in changing 
communities. Local Government plays a critical role in setting policy and considering planning applications that determine the 
future of public space for the benefit of all residents within their communities.  

 
- This Open Space Planning and Design Guide advocates on behalf of the industry that:  

• Open space is vitally important in the development and sustainability of communities; 
• Sufficient quantity and quality of open space is critical in the planning of communities to ensure that long term social needs 

can be addressed and environmental values can be preserved; and 
• A no ‘net loss’ policy for the provision of open space is a sound policy position for local government to consider so that open 

space is preserved for future generations. 
 

- This document guides: 
• Development of sound and consistent policy across all local governments to inform open space contributions through 

planning provisions at a local level; 
• Assessment of planning applications that statutory planners will consider as new communities are planned and existing 

communities are regenerated; 
• Strategies to assist local government prepare planning scheme amendments and defend local planning decisions for open 

space contributions at Council and at the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal;  
• Approaches that can be applied to the numerous settlement types that exist in Victoria that are determined by government 

- The importance of policy and regulation for open 
space provision. 

- Celebrate the critical role that LGA play in setting 
policy and educate the community on the benefit of 
public spaces. 

- The importance of open space across public and 
private sectors so that quality space is acquired, 
preserved and appropriately developed and managed 
for the benefit of all 

- Strategies to assist local government prepare 
planning scheme amendments and defend local 
planning decisions for open space contributions at 
Council. 
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policy and the urban, regional and rural nature of the state; and  
• Planning processes that Councils will undertake to plan and develop open space and achieve the best outcomes from land 

that is available. 

Green Star Communities - Guide for Local Government (Green 
Building Council of Australia 2014) 

 

 

- The way our cities and towns are planned, designed and built has an enormous impact on our economy, our wellbeing and our 
environment. 

- Local governments across Australia will play an integral role in implementing and administering the planning controls, policies 
and programs that will ensure we ‘get it right’ for existing and future communities. 

- The Green Star – Communities Guide for Local Government is a resource for local governments to encourage community 
development projects in their local government areas (LGAs) that will enhance liveability, contribute to local economic prosperity 
and deliver sustainable outcomes. 

- This guide explains how councils can use the Green Star – Communities national framework and the Green Star – Communities 
rating tool to support and achieve better economic, social and environmental outcomes across the built environment. 

- Developed by the Green Building Council of Australia in consultation with industry stakeholders, the framework consists of five 
principles that define a sustainable community in Australia and the rating tool sets benchmarks that enable community 
development projects to be assessed and rated against the framework’s five principles. 

- The framework can be used on its own to guide local government planning or in conjunction with the rating tool to indicate and 
measure success in delivering sustainable development. 

- Local governments can use the national\ framework and the rating tool to: Demonstrate a commitment to long-term sustainability  
• Deliver more liveable, prosperous and sustainable communities 
• Achieve more effective planning outcomes through the plan-making process 
• Reduce infrastructure delivery and asset maintenance costs 
• Foster community engagement and participation 
• Work collaboratively with private sector developers to ensure the best possible community outcomes 
• Ensure credibility through independent, third party verification of best practice outcomes or above. 

- Consider using the framework as a tool for rating the 
outcomes of the POS strategy. 

- The framework and rating tool present a unique 
opportunity for local governments across Australia. It 
is the first time a nationally developed, industry-led 
and Government-supported rating system for the 
planning, design and construction of community 
development projects has been produced in 
Australia.  

- This guide is a resource for local governments to 
encourage community development projects in their 
local government areas (LGAs) that will enhance 
liveability, contribute to local economic prosperity and 
deliver sustainable outcomes. 

- This guide explains how councils can use the Green 
Star – Communities national framework and the 
Green Star – Communities rating tool to support and 
achieve better economic, social and environmental 
outcomes across the built environment. 

Melbourne Open Space Strategy (City of Melbourne 2013) 

 
 

- The Open Space Strategy will provide the overarching framework and strategic direction for public open space planning in the 
City of Melbourne for the next 15 years. The strategy includes consideration of the forecast population change and provides the 
strategic basis for an open space contributions policy.  

- Supporting this strategy is the Open Space Strategy Technical Report, which contains the technical research, definitions, 
analysis and recommendations. 

The strategy is clear and concise and outlines the 
importance of the strategy, to the community and 
environment, existing provision, what will change in the 
future and what & how the Council will implement the 
strategy on a precinct places. 

Park planning and design – ULDA Guideline no.12 (2013) - This guideline sets out the Urban Land Development Authority (ULDA) objectives, planning principles and standards for the 
provision and design of parks in Urban Development Areas (UDAs) in Queensland. 

- The ULDA's objective for parks is to achieve a network of diverse, accessible, high quality parks and recreation facilities that are 
sustainable, contribute to the attractiveness and vitality of communities, and enhance people's health and wellbeing by meeting 
their needs for outdoor recreation in urban settings now and into the future.  The principles include: 
• Diverse: The parks network should provide a diverse range of settings and opportunities that cater for the varied 

recreational needs of residents and visitors of all ages and abilities. 
• Accessible and connected:  Parks should be distributed and located to provide high levels of accessibility, and form part of 

an integrated parks network. 
• Sense of place:  Parks should respond positively to the natural environment and to local community values and needs. 
• Safe and healthy:  Parks should be located and designed to provide a safe environment and encourage healthy activities. 
• Cost effective: Parks should be planned and designed to balance capital costs with ongoing maintenance and operational 

costs.  
• Fit for purpose: Parks should be fit for purpose and capable of adaption to cater for changing recreational demands. 

- Reference is made to a number of different park types: 
• Recreation parks: Including Linear park; Local recreation park; Neighbourhood recreation park; District recreation park; 

Major recreation park and Civic park 
• Sports parks including: District sports park and Regional sports park. 

- The planning and design standards differ from the DSR definitions in both area and accessibility.  It does however advocate that 
90% of dwellings should be within a 400m catchment of a neighbourhood recreation park or other park providing equivalent 
informal recreation opportunities.   

- For a District recreation park 90% of dwellings within 2.5 km, must comply with locational criteria (which  includes direct access 

The design principles established by ULDIA are 
complimentary to the standards identified for WA.  There 
are some basic requirements which need, wherever 
possible to be adhered to and adopted in the development 
of POS when serving an urban environment. 
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from trunk connector or higher order road, and by frequent public transport).  Whilst 90% of dwellings within 4km must comply 
with the locational criteria (which  includes direct access from trunk connector or higher order road, and by frequent public 
transport).   

- Designing parks as places for people highlights some simple activation synergies: 
• Locating park shelters to overlook a playground or other active recreation space 
• Designing pathways to travel between activity nodes and lookouts to destination 
• Situating a large grassed area for active recreation next to areas of natural bushland and associated trails. 

- Park areas can have varied topography provided: 
• The areas are accessible and functional for the intended recreation purposes 
• The area of any park with a gradient of 1:10 or more should not exceed 20 per cent of the total park area. 

- Wherever possible natural topography should be retained. 
- Retaining walls should only be used in limited circumstances where other solutions are impractical. 
- The ULDA encourages the integration of flood and stormwater management practices into parks. 
- Park design is required to achieve: 

• Relevant performance criteria in the Framework for the Integration of Flood and Stormwater Management into Open Space, 
Water by Design, Healthy Waterways Limited. (Note: for design purposes a "minor storm event" is defined as a storm event 
with an Average Recurrence Interval (ARI) of 2 years), and  

• The minimum flood immunity 
- At its discretion the ULDA may approve lakes and other permanent water bodies in parks provided they: 

• Form part of an overall integrated stormwater management system 
• Are located in district or major recreation parks 
• Are highly visible 
• Have safe and active edge treatments 
• Are designed to maintain the required levels of water quality and minimise ongoing maintenance costs 
• Are provided with suitable access for maintenance purposes including by small boats 
• Comply with all relevant local government standards and the applicable standards in ULDA Guideline No. 13: Engineering 

Standards. 
- All parks should be provided with at least one controlled access point for maintenance, service and emergency vehicles at 

strategic locations along the road frontages or from internal roads or car parks. 
- Parks should be provided with shade cover in accordance with: 

• 50 per cent shading of walking and cycling paths and 50 per cent shading of formal seating in Recreation parks and  
• Shaded spectator viewing areas provided for at least one-third of one boundary of all formal sports fields in Sports parks. 

Parks should be provided with appropriate facilities and embellishments to suit their intended roles and functions. 

Planning Policy Guidance note 17: Sport, Recreation and Open 
Space (now replaced) 

Dept of Deputy Prime Minister (UK) 2002 

PPG17 states that local authorities should undertake robust assessments of the existing and future needs of their communities for 
open space, sports and recreational facilities. The document also states that local authorities should: 
- When assessing needs and opportunities – undertaking audits of open space, sport and recreational facilities. 
- Set local standards. 
- Maintain an adequate supply of open space. 
- Plan for new open space. 
National standards are no longer considered to meet local needs as they do not take into account the demographics of an area, the 
specific needs of residents and the extent of built development.  The document was accompanied by a companion guide into 
assessing needs and opportunities which promoted a consistent approach across varying types of open space. 

This was the first time a national standard was considered 
inadequate to meet the needs of a local community and 
instead advocated determining local need based on a 
series of planning tools including an audit, community 
consultation and accessibility assessment.  This is an 
approach which underpins current day POS planning in the 
UK and Europe. 

Accessible Natural Green Spaces - Standards in Towns and 
Cities (ANGST): A Review and Toolkit for the Implementation 

English Nature (now Natural England) 

A review of A Space for Nature standard which was introduced in 1996, aimed at determining whether its validity could still be 
supported, how local authorities were managing green space policy and how the standards might be promoted effectively in a new 
and changing policy environment. 
The standard was primarily an accessibility standard (using distance thresholds), with quantitative hierarchy of open spaces.  The 
standard applies to natural / semi-natural spaces. 
The Angst Model specified: 
- That no person should live more than 300m from their nearest area of natural green space of at least 2ha in size. 
- Provision of at least 1ha of Local Nature Reserve per 1,000 population. 
- That there should be at least one accessible 20ha site within 2km from home. 
- That there should be one accessible 100ha site within 5km. 
- That there should be one accessible 500ha site within 10km. 

The application of hierarchical standards (as specified in 
the Angst model) needs to be recognised and accepted 
across local and state government.  In this instance it 
wasn’t and therefore the actual value of the model was 
diminished.  In addition the level of provision was 
considered too onerous and unachievable. 
It is therefore important in developing the City of Canning 
POS Strategy that a consistent approach to POS hierarchy 
is recognised beyond the City’s jurisdiction.  For this 
reason, the POS hierarchy advocated currently by DSR is 
important as the approach is being adopted by a number of 
LGA’s.  This adds weight to any outcome and 
recommendations identified. 
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ICLEI – Case Studies:   ICLEI promotes local action for global sustainability and supports towns and cities to be: 
- Sustainable 
- Resilient 
- Resource-efficient 
- Biodiverse 
- Low-carbon 
- Smart infrastructure 
- Green urban economy 
- Achieve healthy and happy communities. 
Of the case studies undertaken by the organisation the following are of relevance to the City of Canning: 
- Chiang Rai, Thailand - Urban biodiversity for a sustainable city and climate change resilience:  In 2008, Chiang Rai municipality 

established the Urban Biodiversity towards Sustainable City and Climate Change Resilience project (UBD-SCCCR). The main 
goal was to develop the city in a sustainable way by conserving its natural areas while using them as a carbon sink.. The project 
has already revived flora and fauna within the city, provided exhibitions, a natural study area, and a local biodiversity curriculum 
for students, as well as contributed to establishing a nursery greenhouse for local plants. The project aims to understand the role 
biodiversity plays in the community by collecting local knowledge and working with stakeholders from government, private and 
educational institutions, as well as community organizations to better utilize and conserve public green spaces within the city.  

- Toronto, Canada:  Live Green Toronto: Community action to reduce emissions.  designed to help neighbourhoods and citizens 
reduce climate change impacts at the local level. Active participation, through a series of networking, educational, and funding 
opportunities for social and infrastructural projects, provide the means to achieve the program’s objectives. The foundation of 
Live Green Toronto is built on the range of institutional partnerships and person-to-person support offered by a group of what the 
City of Toronto calls ‘community animators,‘ and the Live Green Toronto volunteers. 

- Baguio City, Philippines: Community driven initiatives on urban biodiversity:  the environment has suffered from urban and 
economic development.  In response community-driven initiatives have emerged  where local residents have been empowered 
by participatory decision making and local capacity building; Community control has been enabled over project resources 
through accountability and transparency. 

ICLEI has identified through a series of case studies, the 
key elements which need to be put in place to enable 
greater biodiversity within urban areas.  The important 
factors are: 
- Local ownership and partnership between the 

community and government enablers. 
- Education and training – including capacity building 

within the local community. 
- Ensuring that ready access is provided to funding 

sources to enable local community groups to facilitate 
active participation in the volunteer sector. 

- Incorporating partnerships with schools and other 
service providers is critical in ensuring that there are 
sustainable outcomes as a result of any intervention. 

Cities and Biodiversity Outlook - Action and Policy - A Global 
Assessment of the Links between Urbanization, Biodiversity, 
and Ecosystem Services (Convention on Biological Diversity) 

The document provides an assessment of biodiversity issues and opportunities and in particular highlights a number of specific case 
studies which are relevant within a City of Canning Context: 
Urban areas all over the planet are currently facing severe challenges, among them  
i) shortages of natural resources (including water) and environmental degradation;  
ii) climate change, as manifested by rising sea level, higher temperatures, variation in precipitation, and more frequent and severe 

floods, droughts, storms, and heat waves 
iii) demographic and social changes associated with urbanization and population growth, such as the contradictory tendencies of 

increased wealth and the absolute increase in the numbers of poor; and  
iv) management of the transition to a more technologically sustainable future that will reduce ecological impacts, including 

minimizing carbon footprints. 
Examples of Biodiversity Initiatives undertaken across Australia include: 
- Tree Planting in Canberra: Trees are planted to help mitigate the urban heat island effect, thereby reducing the need for energy-

intensive air-conditioning and ventilation. The trees also improve air quality, intercept and absorb storm water, and sequester 
carbon. In terms of value generated or savings incurred, these services were valued at approximately US$ 20–67 million for the 
period 2008–2012. The valuation has helped inform planning and budget allocations. 

- Healthy Parks, Healthy People: Parks Victoria launched the “Healthy Parks, Healthy People” (HPHP) approach in 2000. The goal 
was to emphasize the value of visiting parks and natural open spaces for the benefits they provide as healthy places for body, 
mind, and soul. Similar approaches have now developed around the world, including in Canada, the UK, and the USA. 

- Growth Corridor Plans in Melbourne:  Each plan will create new communities planned around housing, jobs, transportation, town 
centres, open spaces, and key infrastructure, taking into account impacts on biodiversity and how to plan for better integration of 
nature and people. New communities will benefit from an integrated plan that provides for a distinctive character and amenities 
and that preserves and enhances existing biodiversity values. By guiding development in a sustainable manner, the plans aim to 
reduce carbon and other footprints. 

The principle considerations for the City of Canning POS 
strategy Are: 
- Water management both now and into the future is 

recognised as a critical component of future planning. 
- The need to plan for climate change has begun and 

is an evolving process for the City. 
- The increase in tree canopy levels should be 

considered as a core initiative to offset the heat island 
effect and offset degradation from climate change. 

- Educational and training programs related to the 
value of POS and conservation areas are essential 
for the wider community to gain an understanding of 
and value POS. 

- The need to guide development in a sustainable 
manner accords with the City of Canning 
Sustainability Policy. 

Benchmarking Australia’s Urban Tree Canopy: An i-Tree 
Assessment, Final Report – Institute of Sustainable Futures 
(2014) – University of Technology Sydney 

This document provides an estimate of 139 Local Governments in urban and semi-urban environments across Australia and estimates 
their land surface cover as part of the 202020 Vision initiative (a national campaign to increase urban green space in Australia by 20% 
by 2020).  For the purpose of the analysis, land cover was categorised into the following groups; 
- Tree cover 
- Shrub cover 

The main consideration in this report is the need to 
develop opportunities to increase natural green space with 
appropriate vegetation cover to offset, in particular, the 
heat island effect of vast areas of hard surfaces.  The 
introduction of additional tree planting and shrub cover will 
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Document Overview Implications 

- Grass and/or bare ground 
- Hard surfaces 
Within Western Australia 29 Local Government areas were considered (64% of the WA population).  The proportion of tree cover 
in the selected areas ranged from 62% in Kalamunda to 9% in Belmont.  The City of Canning presently has hard surface proportions 
of over 50%, but with a grass-bare ground proportion of over 25%.  The results sorted by Canopy cover read hard surface of 53.1%, 
Tree Cover of 13.1%, Shrub Cover of 7.2% and Grass / Bare Ground of 26.6%.  Results indicated that the City of canning had one of 
the greatest potentials to improve tree canopy through the conversion of hard surfaces across Australia (only the Cities of Fremantle, 
Belmont and Vincent within Western Australia ranked higher. 

need to be considered on those areas of POS where their 
current functionality is limited, but where they may provide 
a suitable location to enhance biodiversity and decrease 
the heat island effect of large areas of hard surfaces within 
the city. 

South Australia:  City of Salisbury Biodiverse Corridors – 
Current Approach (2013) 

The City of Salisbury’s Game Plan – Action Plans for Public Open space and Recreation Provision (2008) states that “Council has a 
responsibility to conserve the City’s natural assets through planning and decision making to prevent further loss of biodiversity 
significance. It is essential to establish coordinated planning for the protection and expansion of areas with biodiversity value.” 
In addition to national legislative and policy context which targets conservation of biodiversity the State had produced a ‘No Species 
Loss - A Nature Conservation Strategy for South Australia 2007-2017’ and at the local government level other documents including 
‘Sustainable Futures – Salisbury City Plan 2020 (2012)’ and ‘City of Salisbury Landscape Plan (2007)’ advocated for biodiversity 
conservation. 
Threats to biodiversity included: 
- Proclaimed & environmental weeds 
- Non-local native plants 
- Feral birds & aggressive local birds 
- Exotic fish 
- Feral predators & herbivores 
- Feral bees 
- Watercourse erosion 
- Climate change 
The bio-diverse corridors plan focussed on: 
- Create a net gain in species and habitats. 
- Prevent further loss of local species. 
- Secure local populations & habitats of threatened species. 
- Link habitats along habitat corridors. 
- Enhance the visual & amenity experience along each corridor 
- Create opportunity for community involvement. 
- Ameliorate urban infill and climate change pressures on biodiversity. 
- Manage fire risks 
- Fulfil legislative and policy requirements. 
Current Achievements include: 
- Collation of all known biodiversity data 
- Data collection to fill knowledge gaps 
- Consultation 
- Mapping of significant remnant populations and potential revegetation sites 
- Developed templates for strategic site revegetation and management 
- Establishment of two seed production areas 
- Established environmental project opportunities 

The critical conclusion for the City of Canning POS 
Strategy is the need to incorporate biodiversity 
conservation within its planning processes and emerging 
policy.  This will only be achieved however if  
- A multi-faceted approach is undertaken. 
- Consultation with both internal and external partners / 

local communities is undertaken to ensure project / 
program success. 
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Appendix B Demographic Analysis 
The demographic analysis outlines the key data for the City of Canning which has been obtained using the 
following sources: 

- Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) 2011 Census 

- Forecast id for the City of Canning Local Government Area 

- WA Tomorrow (2012 revised population statistics and 2031 projections) 

The analysis has focused on population growth, age composition and components of population change to 
provide an indication of the likely demand for POS infrastructure for each local area (suburbs). 

Population Projections 
The following figures highlights the changes anticipated per suburb within the City of Canning as identified by the 
City’s population forecasting model (Forecast id ™).  It is to be noted that the population for the City will increase 
by 12.25% between 2011 and 2031 which is largely as a result of infill and redevelopment of existing areas.  This 
projection is consistent with Band D / E of WA Tomorrow which is the least aggressive population forecast of the 
five bandings recognised  
Figure 13 Population Projections for the City of Canning (Source: WA Tomorrow 2013) 
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Figure 14 City of Canning Population Projections 2011 to 2031 (Forecast id) 

 

The anticipated population growth by suburb across the City of Canning is shown in Figure 15 below.  It is to be 
noted that: 

- The greatest population growth during the period to 2031 is to occur in Bentley, Canning Vale, Cannington, 
East Cannington and Queens Park-Welshpool. 

- The components of population change across the City indicate that whilst births will remain relatively static 
(around 5,800 during the period); deaths will gradually increase and net migration will gradually decrease.  
As a result the population will grow at a lesser rate than that which would be experienced in the outer 
suburbs of Metropolitan Perth and WA generally.   

- The data for the City of Canning generally indicates that the population will be gradually aging over the 20 
year period and the current relatively high level of 15 to 24 year age group as a percentage of population will 
gradually diminish.  

- Residential development within the City of Canning indicates that the highest number of new dwellings will 
be in Cannington, Bentley, Queens Park – Welshpool and East Cannington.  These suburbs post 2011 will 
each experience a growth of over 1,000 dwellings. 
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Figure 15 City of Canning Population Projections by Suburb (Source: Forecast Id) 

 

 
Figure 16 City of Canning Components of Population Change (Source: Forecast id) 
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Figure 17 City of Canning Population Projection Age Structure (source: Forecast id) 

 

 
Figure 18 Residential Development Projected for the City of Canning by Suburb (Source: Forecast id) 
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Age Structures by Suburb 
Figure 19 Bentley – Projected Age Structure (Source: Forecast id) 

 

 

 

- The Current age structure is dominated by a high population base with a student profile (High percentage of 
15 to 29 year age banding) which is likely to diminish slightly leading in to 2031. 

- Net migration is consistently relatively high and is the key driver of population change. 

- The net population change indicates a significant growth between 2017 to 2021 
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Figure 20 Canning Vale– Projected Age Structure (Source: Forecast id) 

 

 

 

- A highly populated suburb, the current age structure is dominated by young families (High percentage of 5 to 
14 year age and 25-49 year age banding) which are likely to diminish slightly leading in to 2031. 

- Births are consistently high in comparison to deaths and this is the key driver of population change. 

- Net migration from 2017 onwards (when the young age range reach student age) will have a significant 
impact 

- The net population change indicates a gradual loss of population from 2017 onwards. 
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- A highly populated suburb with a high level of 20-39 age range with a gradual increase in number following 
the anticipated development of new dwellings. 

- A correspondingly relatively low number of children between the ages of 5-19. 

- Relatively youthful population to 2031 although indicating a gradual aging of the population as inward 
migration stabilises. 

- Births are consistently high in comparison to deaths and this is the key driver of population change as is net 
migration. 
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- High relatively high level of 0-4 and 20-39 age range with a gradual increase in number following the 
anticipated development of new dwellings. 

- Relatively youthful population to 2031 although indicating a gradual aging of the population as inward 
migration stabilises. 

- Births are consistently high in comparison to deaths and this is a driver of population change as is net 
migration. 
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- A relatively static population which demonstrates a continually aging demographic up to 2031. 

- Whilst births up to 2031 are generally double the death rate, there will be a loss of residents through 
migration out of the suburb indicating that overall the net population will remain close to current day levels. 
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- Lynwood experiences a traditional aging family profile from 2011 to 2031.   

- Births are generally more than twice deaths within the suburb.  However there will be a loss of residents 
through migration out of the suburb indicating that overall the net population will remain close to current day 
levels 
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- Parkwood currently demonstrates a relatively high level of 20-24 and those within the 50-59 age range.  This 
tends to highlight the propensity of aging family units. 

- The profile to 2031 indicates that the suburb will gradually become more traditional with a relatively 
consistent modelling and spread across the age ranges. 

- Births are generally more than twice deaths within the suburb.  However there will be a loss of residents 
through migration out of the suburb indicating that overall the net population will remain close to current day 
levels. 
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- The suburb comprises of a relatively high number of young family units with residents in the 25 to 34 and 0-5 
age ranges being high as a percentage of the overall population. 

- Whilst births significantly outstrip deaths during the period to 2031 (by almost 4 times), there is anticipated to 
be a negative migration from the suburb from 2017 onwards. 

- Net population change however highlights the continued growth of the suburb. 
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- The suburb over the period to 2031 highlights a relatively stable population with consistently a relatively high 
number of residents within the 15 to 24 and 40 to 59 age ranges. 

- The suburb population projections highlight a negative population change up to 2016 with limited growth to 
occur from 2017 onwards. 
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- The suburb is dominated by young family units with a relatively high proportion of residents in the age 
ranges of 10-19 and 40-54.  There are unusually low numbers of the 25-34 age range. 

- In addition the proportion of residents over 65 is relatively high, often indicating the presence of retiree’s 
units and age care accommodation. 

- Births within the suburb are outstripped by deaths by approximately twice to three times the number.   

- There is however likely to be a net influx of residents resulting in a gradual increase in the suburbs 
population to 2031. 
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- The suburb over the period to 2031 highlights a relatively stable population with consistently a relatively high 
number of residents within the 10 to 24 and 40 to 64 age ranges. 

- Births are projected to double the anticipated deaths whilst for the most part net migration will be in the 
negative. 

- The suburb population projections highlight a marginally positive population change up to 2031. 
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- St James has a similar population profile to that identified for Bentley and Wilson.  The current age structure 
is dominated by a student profile (High percentage of 20 to 29 year age banding) which is likely to diminish 
slightly leading in to 2031. 

- Net migration is consistently negative with births being a key driver of population change. 

- The net population change indicates a marginal growth up to 2031. 
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- A highly populated suburb with a similar profile to that of Shelley, Rossmoyne and Riverton. 

- The suburb over the period to 2031 highlights a relatively stable population with consistently a relatively high 
number of residents within the 10 to 24 and 40 to 64 age ranges. 

- Births are projected to double the anticipated deaths whilst for the most part net migration will be in the 
negative as will net population change. 
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- A highly populated suburb, Wilson has a similar population profile to that identified for St James and Bentley.  
The current age structure is dominated by a student profile (High percentage of 20 to 29 year age banding) 
which is likely to diminish slightly leading in to 2031. 

- Net migration is consistently negative with births being a key driver of population change (double that of 
deaths). 

- The net population change indicates a marginal growth up to 2031. 
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Cultural Influences 
Figure 21 Percentage of People born outside of Australia within the City of Canning Suburbs and comparative areas(Source: ABS 

2011) 

 
Figure 22 Numbers of people born outside of Australia and residing within the City of Canning by Suburb (Source: ABS 2011) 
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Figure 23 Comparative analysis of people born outside of Australia with Greater Pert, Gosnells and WA (Source: ABS 2011) 

 
Figure 24 Non- Australian Languages Spoken at Home in the City of Canning Suburbs (Source: ABS 2011) 
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Figure 25 Non- Australian Languages Spoken at Home – Comparative analysis between the City of Canning, Greater Perth, Gosnells, 
WA and Australia(Source: ABS 2011) 

 

 

The main conclusions in relation to sports and other community organisations related to the above 

- The City of Canning has proportionately a significantly higher number of people from non-English speaking 
backgrounds residing within the City than all other comparative areas (33%, compared to 16% in Australia 
and 14% in Western Australia).  This indicates that there will be a significantly higher proportionate need for 
those communities to incorporate recreation and leisure pursuits which are reflective of their cultural 
background and not traditional Australian activities. 

- The areas with the highest proportion of people born in non-English Speaking countries include Bentley 
(including a large student population), Cannington, East Canning ton, Queens Park – Welshpool, Riverton, 
St James, Willetton-Leeming and Wilson.  These all have over 30% of the population born in non-English 
speaking areas.  Bentley has the highest proportion of Malaysians (10%) whilst Cannington, Queens Park 
and Riverton has the highest percentage of people born in India or Sri Lanka.   

- Only Ferndale has a percentage of non-English speaking country descendants of less than 20%. 

It is also to be noted that in Willetton-Leeming, particularly, the high number of people speaking Chinese 
languages at home (in excess of 2,000).   This is also high in Bentley and Canning Vale where numbers are in 
excess of 1,000.   East Cannington, Ferndale, Lynwood, Queens Park –Welshpool, Rossmoyne, Shelley, St 
James and Queens Park has comparatively low numbers speaking Chinese languages at home. 
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Appendix C Public Open Space Trends 
An analysis of trends has been undertaken based on knowledge of the industry which has been obtained through 
previous consultation with a variety of industry bodies including State Government Departments; case study 
outputs and a variety of publications.  

Trends in the Provision and Management of Public Open Space 
This section has been intentionally split into strategic matters (in relation to provision of infrastructure) and site 
management issues, 

Strategic Planning and Delivery 

- Use of reserves and impact on irrigation: There is an increased demand for application of irrigation to playing 
surfaces due to increased physical activity and a growing number of sporting groups. Water Allocation 
Strategies are increasingly directing a greater control of water resources by irrigating active surfaces only 
and not to surrounds. 

- A focus on well-being and health has seen increased use of passive reserves for unstructured physical 
activity therefore increased demand for irrigated public open space for passive recreation. 

- The government drives against poor public health and obesity is focussing attention on the provision of 
accessible facilities to allow the widest range of people to take more exercise. 

- The need to provide flexible open space is becoming increasingly important due to factors such as 
demographic shifts and changing sport and recreation preferences. The provision of broad acre style space 
is preferable to fencing and specific field developments as these limit the types of usage if needs change 

- Recent community planning initiatives across local governments highlight the rationalisation and co-location 
of facilities as being the preferred option to maximise the return on resources. This is an emerging trend 
across Australia and overseas. 

- The need to allocate land in advance of development to meet emerging community needs. 

- Increased expectations of people in relation to the quality of provision of open space, park furniture and 
association recreation infrastructure. 

- Community preference for the provision of larger, but higher quality open space areas, instead of smaller 
blocks (i.e. < 0.5ha), which might be provided more densely, but typically incorporate little or no visitor 
facilities. 

- There has been an increase in demand for outdoor exercise equipment as well as playgrounds. Increased 
demand for rubber softfall to replace sand as a safer option. Fencing to improve safety and shade structures 
over playgrounds due to UV exposure. 

- There is a notable increase in the demand for  

• shade protection structures including increase in the demand for trees;  

• universal access seating and structures due to an ageing population. 

• BBQ’s due to decreasing sizes of backyards and encouragement of increased community participation. 

The demand for these structures is linked to the demographics of the area and associated function of a 
reserve. 

- Increased streetscape landscaping is likely in the future due to increasing traffic on key arterial and corridor 
roads.   

- The declining trend in rainfall and increasing extractions of groundwater has led to falling groundwater levels 
in much of Perth’s shallow aquifers.  This unsustainable water consumption and its significant implications 
for natural eco-systems has led to alternative water options being considered, particularly for  sporting 
reserves that are heavily reliant on ground water.  Substantial groundwater savings can be made from 
improvements in irrigation efficiency including water efficient plantings and deficit irrigation practices. 
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- Due to a drying climate and increasing cost of scheme water and associated maintenance it is likely 
alternatives to non-native, water intensive planting such as synthetic turf, liquid limestone, mulching or 
ferracrete will be used in future. These treatments attract a higher initial cost than soft landscaping 
treatments, but may result in reduced ongoing maintenance costs. 

- There is an increased demand for restoration of bushland areas, with consistent feedback from the 
community about valuing of the natural areas.  Most of the natural areas within the Metropolitan Perth area 
face degradation issues such as the introduction of exotic plants, pests and diseases. 

- Foreshore areas tend to be highly utilised, high impact areas with unforseen wash outs and erosion issues 
constantly occurring. 

- In existing developed areas new assets due to population growth, subdivisions or proposed acquisition are 
limited and tend to be met through the management, renewal or upgrading of existing assets.  The 
importance of fully costing out asset management plans and future proofing expenditure is becoming more 
critical. 

- Lifecycle management is becoming increasingly more important in the early planning stages.  For example 
the location of playgrounds in proximity to waterways could decrease the asset life due to premature rusting 
and more effective alternative solutions may need to be sourced.  Also the changing from timber park 
furniture to aluminium and recycled plastic furniture can results in a significant cost reduction in 
maintenance. 

- Technology changes are being considered and are likely to be introduced and have a significant impact on 
how parks are managed in future.  This could include the introduction of central Irrigation controller software; 
rehabilitation and revegetation sciences (e.g. smoke water, direct seeding, and soil studies); Creation of new 
weed control technologies ( e.g. selective pesticides) and Pathogen treatment technologies, (e.g. dieback). 

- Larger areas of ‘Good’ and ‘Very Good’ condition vegetation are considered to be more sustainable, 
whereas pockets of ‘Degraded’ vegetation and of small size with a high edge to area ratio are considered 
more susceptible to edge effects and fragmentation and a consequential gradually diminishing value. 

- Increased use native plantings to better provide for fauna habitats. 

- Strategic use of individual open space areas to create larger and continuous green belts through urban 
areas, which in some cases also provide for opportunities to maximise the establishment of off-road, shared 
path networks. 

- Provision of open space and some park-based facilities (such as playgrounds, picnic areas, car parks, and 
path networks) in accordance with a hierarchy of provision. 

- Co-location of park facilities in the same area (e.g. picnic areas, recreation facilities, and meeting places) as 
a means of enhancing the personal security of park users. 

Site Management / Operational 

- Controlling dieback in bushland areas – by removal of affected trees, treatment and restrict access to 
prevent spreading (fence off bushland areas and revegetate).  

- Consolidation of bushland areas – by weed removal; removal of non-local trees; bush regeneration;   
rationalisation and clear delineation of pedestrian paths; elimination of informal tracks and signage. 

- Site Water Quality - rehabilitate water courses and wetland; remove non-local vegetation and introduce 
endemic planting. 

- Prevent night car access by automated security bollards to entry roads. 

- Rubbish dumping (fly dumping) in car parks and bush adjacent to car parks by installing entrance barriers to 
prevent night entry and improve lighting on external edges. 

- Acknowledge and preserve historic cultural sites by increasing signage to bush trails and throughout 
parkland areas. 

- Providing access to universally accessible toilets restricted which may be accessed by sporting clubs and 
the general public. 
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- Council financial pressures resulting in a loss of available maintenance resources (increased competition for 
both revenue and capital investment) which requires more innovative solutions to manage POS 
infrastructure and a greater reliance on volunteer management groups. 

- Pressures on local government discretionary spend limiting the flexibility to underpin non-statutory provision. 

- The aging stock of facilities and allocation of additional funding to address legacy maintenance and 
refurbishment (including allocation of sinking funds). 

- The consolidation development of multi-functional infrastructure: Generally refers to the design and 
adaptability of single buildings and/or playing field space to incorporate highly flexible, innovative and 
adaptable approaches to meet the needs of a variety of users and use requirements.  It is important 
generally to incorporate a management approach which is independent of the user groups is fair, equitable 
and transparent in its decision making process.  

- Shared use facilities:  To meet the needs of the community with limited resources, it has become more 
important to ensure that there is flexibility in the way that POS facilities are provided.  Shared use 
(sometimes referenced as dual use) of school facilities is the most common mechanism.  This combines the 
use of facilities required to meet curriculum needs and managed/controlled access for more general 
community use.  When considering partnerships for the community use of school facilities it is that the 
sharing of school facilities will: 

• Meet an identified need in the local community. 

• Offer benefits to both the school and the community. 

• Make the most of school and community resources. 

• Strengthen Relationships and social networks between schools and communities. 

Impacts and Influences on Biodiversity 

- Continued urban expansion and population growth will heavily draw on natural resources, including water a 
consequential detrimental effect on biodiversity and ecosystems. 

- It is anticipated that climate change will result in rising sea level, higher temperatures and variations in 
precipitation which will lead to more frequent and severe floods, droughts, storms, and heat waves.  Urban 
ecosystem services and biodiversity can help contribute to climate-change mitigation and adaptation (case 
studies contained at Appendix A, Table 14 refer). This may include: 

• The City taking the lead in sustainable development (i.e. expanding and evolving the current 
sustainability policy). 

• Maintaining and expanding biodiversity within the City. 

• Maintaining functioning urban ecosystems can significantly enhance human health and well-being. 

• Integrate the desired solutions in urban policy and planning. 

• Base the management of biodiversity and ecosystem services on multi-scale, multi-sectoral, and multi-
stakeholder involvement. 

• Educating and training the public of the value of local biodiversity and the natural environment to 
ensure a wider understanding and buy-in to develop a resilient and sustainable future. 

- Community involvement in helping conserve biodiversity and those cities where biodiversity initiatives have 
been most successful have an active volunteer network which is both well-funded and integrated within the 
programs and services delivered. 

- Many cities are seeking to control their climate fate by: 

• Modifying the physical characteristic of cities to reflect heat energy through enhanced surface reflection 
and vegetative cover. 

• Restoring the ecological integrity of significant bio-diverse  areas through the conservation of and / or 
the re-establishment of tree cover to moderate the pace of warming trends. 
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• Promoting energy efficiency and conservation and reduce the reliance on private transport.  In addition 
controlling building and local industry by imposing requirements to reduce the production of heat in 
cities. 

Participation Trends: Sport and Recreation: Adults 
The following table indicates the participation trends in sports for Australia, compared to Western Australia.  
Participation rates are provided for 2010 (the latest Participation in Exercise, Recreation and Sports Study 
produced by the Australian Sports Commission).  Participation relates to persons aged 15 years and over who 
participated over a 12 month period prior to interview in 2010.  All sport, exercise and recreation activities are 
ranked in accordance those most popular activities Australia wide. Activities within WA for which participation 
rates are greater than the national average are highlighted in green, whilst those below the national average are 
highlighted in red. The figures do not take into account the growth in the junior activities, which are referenced 
separately. 
Table 15: Australian and Western Australian total participation in specific activities 2010 (ERASS 2010: Australian Sports Commission 

National 
Rank 
2010 

Activity National 
2010 

Western 
Australia 

2010 

National 
Rank 2001 

National 
2001 

Western 
Australia 

2001 

1 Walking (other) 35.9% 38.4% 1 28.8% 32.5% 

2 Aerobics/Fitness 23.5% 25.4% 2 13.0% 14.0% 

3 Swimming 13.0% 15.5% 3 16.0% 17.0% 

4 Cycling 11.9% 14.2% 4 9.5% 10.7% 

5 Running 10.6% 10.4% 7 7.2% 8.0% 

6 Golf 6.7% 5.6% 6 8.2% 7.8% 

7 Tennis 6.0% 4.9% 5 9.2% 7.2% 

8= Football - outdoor 4.8% 4.6% 10 3.7% 3.5% 

8= Walking (bush) 4.8% 3.6% 8 5.3% 5.1% 

10 Netball 3.7% 4.1% 9 4.1% 3.6% 

11 Basketball 3.5% 4.8% 11 3.5% 4.6% 

11 Yoga 3.5% 4.0% 20 1.5% 1.5% 

13 Australian Rules 3.3% 5.4% 16 2.3% 3.6% 

14 Cricket (outdoor) 3.2% 2.2% 12= 2.7% 2.9% 

15 Weight Lifting 2.9% 3.1% 11 2.9% 2.5% 

16 Touch Football 2.8% 1.8% 12= 2.7% 1.3% 

17 Dancing 2.6% 3.8% 18 2.0% 2.1% 

18 Fishing 2.2% 2.3% 14= 2.4% 2.4% 

19= Martial Arts 2.1% 1.9% 17 2.1% 2.2% 

19= Lawn Bowls 2.1% 2.3% 19 1.9% 2.0% 

21= Surf Sports 1.9% 2.9% 14= 2.4% 3.8% 

21= Football (indoor) 1.9% 1.3% 21 1.2% 1.4% 

 Badminton 0.7% 1.1%  0.6% 1.0% 

Overall participation indicates growth has varied.  Aerobics/Fitness has increased significantly over the 10 year 
period from 14.0% to 25.4% in Western Australia.  In addition walking, swimming and cycling have consistently 
been above the national average. 
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Australian Rules Football in Western Australia is consistently significantly higher than national participation rates 
as is basketball, dancing, fishing, lawn bowls, surf sports and badminton.  It is noticeable that rugby league, rugby 
union and hockey are not recognised within the top 20 sport and recreation pursuits within the ERASS data.  This 
however should not under-value the contribution such sports make in providing diverse opportunities for residents.  
In particular, participation in such sports is generally aligned to the demographic and cultural composition of an 
area. 

Table 16 below identifies the general trends in sports participation across Western Australia during the past 5 
years.  Swimming, aerobic/fitness, swimming, cycling, running and golf activities have consistently remained high.  
This emphasises the importance of non-club based activities as being a key driver in sustaining high levels of 
participation in sport and recreation.  It also highlights the fact that team sports, individually are not necessarily the 
main participatory drivers.  However this assumption tends to undermine the value of team sports, which 
collectively demonstrates a high participation rate.  If sports were not competing for the same users and 
opportunities were more constrained it is likely that participation rates would be higher. 

Of the main team sports, tennis, netball, Australian Rules Football, football (outdoor), cricket (outdoor), basketball 
and volleyball consistently rank in the top 20 of participatory sport and recreation activities.  This indicates that 
such sports are likely to be a focus for most communities across Metropolitan Perth. 
Table 16 WA Participants - percentage of total participants in specified activities (Source: ERASS 2006-2010) 

 

Sport and Recreation Participation Trends: Children 
A National survey of children’s participation in Cultural and Leisure Activities is conducted every three years (ABS 
April 2012 is the latest version, recently published, which is a continuation of a series of surveys on this topic 
conducted since April 2000).  It presents data on a range of cultural and recreational activities, including 
participation in organised sports and use of the Internet.  The study includes children aged from 5 to 14 years 
inclusive and both state and national data is presented in respect of sport activities: Data was collected on 
children's cultural and sporting activities undertaken outside of school hours over a 12 month period. Data on the 
frequency of participation relates to the 12 months before interview.  

With regard to sports participation trends the most common activities are identified as being: 

For boys:- 

- Outdoor soccer (21.7%); 

Rank
1  Walking (other)  37.8%  Walking (other)  33.1%  Walking (other)  40.1%  Walking (other)  37.2%  Walking (other)  38.4%
2  Aerobics/fitness  22.0%  Aerobics/fitness  20.4%  Aerobics/fitness  23.3%  Aerobics/fitness  26.2%  Aerobics/fitness  25.4%
3  Swimming  16.0%  Swimming  14.0%  Swimming  16.9%  Swimming  17.6%  Swimming  15.5%
4  Cycling  12.3%  Cycling  10.7%  Cycling  13.6%  Cycling  14.5%  Cycling  14.2%
5  Running  9.4%  Running  8.4%  Running  9.3%  Running  11.3%  Running  10.4%
6  Golf  7.0%  Golf  5.7%  Golf  6.7%  Golf  6.3%  Golf  5.6%
7  Tennis  6.0%  Walking (bush)  5.2%  Basketball  5.6%  Tennis  5.4%  Australian rules football  5.4%
8  Netball  5.3%  Tennis  4.5%  Tennis  5.5%  Basketball  4.2%  Tennis  4.9%
9  Australian rules football  5.0%  Basketball  4.1%  Australian rules football  5.2%  Netball  4.2%  Basketball  4.8%
10  Walking (bush)  3.9%  Netball  3.5%  Walking (bush)  4.6%  Football (outdoor)  4.1%  Football (outdoor)  4.6%
11  Football (outdoor)  3.6%  Yoga  3.1%  Football (outdoor)  4.4%  Walking (bush)  4.0%  Netball  4.1%
12  Surf sports  3.4%  Australian rules football  3.0%  Netball  4.2%  Australian rules football  3.9%  Yoga  4.0%
13  Weight training  3.2%  Football (outdoor)  3.0%  Cricket (outdoor)  3.5%  Surf sports  2.9% Dancing 3.8%
14  Cricket (outdoor)  3.1%  Dancing  2.7%  Yoga  3.4%  Cricket (outdoor)  2.8%  Walking (bush)  3.6%
15  Basketball  3.0%  Surf sports  2.5%  Weight training  3.4%  Weight training  2.8%  Weight training  3.1%
16  Yoga  2.9%  Weight training  2.3%  Surf sports  3.1%  Fishing  2.5%  Surf sports  2.9%
17  Dancing  2.5%  Cricket (outdoor)  2.2%  Squash/racquetball  2.8%  Hockey (outdoor)  2.4%  Fishing  2.3%
18  Volleyball  2.5%  Lawn bowls  2.1%  Dancing  2.6%  Yoga  2.3%  Lawn bowls  2.3%
19  Squash/racquetball  2.2%  Fishing  1.9%  Football (indoor)  2.4%  Lawn bowls  2.3% Squash/racquetball 2.3%
20  Fishing  2.1%  Football (indoor)  1.9%  Hockey (outdoor)  2.3%  Canoeing/kayaking  2.3%  Cricket (outdoor)  2.2%

Activity/Participation
2006

Activity/Participation
2007

Activity/Participation
2008

Activity/Participation
2009

Activity/Participation
2010
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- Swimming (16.5%); and 

- Australian Rules football (14.9%). 

For girls: 

- Swimming (18.9%); 

- Netball (16.2%); and 

- Gymnastics (8.1% -figures only available for 2012). 

Of particular note is: 

- The level of male children’s participation in soccer has growing significantly as a percentage over the 6 year 
period. Martial arts, basketball and athletics have similarly shown a gradual increase in participation.  Other 
sports have either shown a decrease or have remained relatively stable participation rates.  Netball shows a 
low level of participation amongst male children. 

- Swimming, Soccer and Australian Rules Football participation amongst male children is significantly higher 
than all other organised sports 

- The level of female children’s participation in sports has either shown a decrease or has remained relatively 
stable over the six year period of study.  Rugby union, rugby league, cricket and Australian Rules Football 
shows a low level of participation amongst female children.  

- Swimming and netball participation amongst female children is significantly higher than all other organised 
sports 

Figure 26 Male Children’s Participation in Selected Organised Sports for Western Australia 2006 – 2012 (Source: ABS) 
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Figure 27 Male Children’s Participation in Selected Sports for Western Australia 2006 – 2012 (Source: ABS) 

 
Other statistical information confirmed that: 

- A comparison of the data from 2003 to 2012 shows that the participation rate in organised sport shows a 
slight decline (62% in 2003 to 60% in 2009). 

- Approximately two thirds (66%) of all children aged between 9 and 11 years participated in organised sport, 
higher than the participation rates of those aged 5 to 8 years and 12 to 14 years (56% and 60% 
respectively).  

- Participation rates for males for Australia in at least one organised sport did not change significantly over the 
six year period. After showing an increase of three percentage points from 54% in 2003 to 60% in 2012, 
female participation rates in at least one organised sport did not show any significant change. 

- More males (949,000) participated than females (727,000).   

- In 2012 national participation in AFL for male children was 14.9% whereas for females it was 1.0%.  This 
compared to soccer which highlights 21.7% for male soccer and 6.5% for female soccer participation.  
Tennis showed a more equal gender split with 8.4% males and 6.3% female participation.  Cricket identified 
a gender participation split of 8.6% (males) and 0.6% (females).  

- In Western Australia the main participation sport for females other than swimming and netball was outdoor 
soccer, although participation is in decline as a percentage of the child population.  The same is true of 
cricket, although tennis has shown a slight increase.  Figure 27 above refers.  

- An estimated 1.7 million (60%) children participated in at least one organised sport outside of school hours, 
in the 12 months to April 2012. This is the same number of participants than in 2009 (which was 63% of the 
child population). 

- Participation rates were higher for boys across all age groups compared with girls, with the greatest 
difference being between 12 to 14 year olds (boys 74% compared with girls 55%). 

- One of the main concerns is that whilst actual participation numbers for sports has remained relatively stable 
over the research period, the actual participation rates have fallen as a percentage of child population across 
many organised sports activities. 
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Appendix D Audit of City of Canning Public Open Space 

Spatial Mapping of Public Open Space within the City of Canning 
The table below identifies the park reference number (Park ID) and sub-reference (Park ID2) which has enable 
each part of the POS network to be separated for spatial analysis purposes.  Each park has then been allocated a 
descriptor (type).  The Park ID is obtained from the City of Canning GIS database to ensure consistency across 
data sets. 
Table 17 Unique Identifying Numbers for all POS parts within the City of Canning 

ParkID ParkID2 ParkName PART_ID TYPE 

1 1 Agincourt Park - PARK 

2 2 Akania Park - PARK 

3 3 Albion Park - PARK 

4 4 Aldam Park 2 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

4 4 Aldam Park 1 PARK 

5 5 Alderley Park - PARK 

6 6 Andrews Park - PARK 

7 7 Ann Park - PARK 

8 8 Aragon Park - PARK 

9 91 Arlington Park 1 PARK 

9 92 Arlington Park 2 PARK 

10 10 Karri Park - PARK 

11 11 Banksia Park - PARK 

13 13 Bardie Walkway - RESIDUAL 

14 14 Brinkley Park - PARK 

15 15 Barracuda Park - PARK 

16 16 Beasley Reserve - NATURAL 

17 17 Beaton Park - PARK 

18 18 Bicentennial Adenia Park - PARK 

19 19 Blandfield Park - PARK 

21 21 Elsa Barzotto Park - PARK 

22 22 Bridgeway Park - PARK 

23 23 Brolga Park - PARK 

24 2401 Bull Creek Park 1 PARK 

24 2402 Bull Creek Park 2 PARK 

25 25 Bunning Park - PARK 

26 26 Burrendah Park 1 PARK 

26 26 Burrendah Park 5 SPORTS 

26 26 Burrendah Park 6 PARK 

26 26 Burrendah Park 2 SPORTS 
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ParkID ParkID2 ParkName PART_ID TYPE 

26 26 Burrendah Park 4 SPORTS 

26 26 Burrendah Park 3 SPORTS 

26 26 Burrendah Park 7 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

27 27 Burton Park - RESIDUAL 

28 28 Burtonia Park - PARK 

29 29 Canning Arts Centre Park - PARK 

30 30 Sorbonne Park - PARK 

31 31 Canning Vale Oval 1 PARK 

31 31 Canning Vale Oval 4 TENNIS COURTS 

31 31 Canning Vale Oval 3 PARK 

31 31 Canning Vale Oval 2 SPORTS 

31 31 Canning Vale Oval 4 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

31 31 Canning Vale Oval 4 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

32 32 Cardoc Park - PARK 

33 3301 Caulfield Park 1 PARK 

33 3302 Caulfield Park 2 RESIDUAL 

33 3302 Caulfield Park 3 RESIDUAL 

35 35 Centenary Park (Undeveloped) - FORESHORE 

36 36 Centenary Park (Active) 1 PARK 

36 36 Centenary Park (Active) 2 SPORTS 

36 36 Centenary Park (Active) 3 SPORTS 

36 36 Centenary Park (Active) 4 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

37 37 Central Park - PARK 

38 38 Chapman Park 1 PARK 

38 38 Chapman Park 2 TENNIS COURTS 

38 38 Chapman Park 3 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

39 39 Fleming Triangle Park - RESIDUAL 

40 40 Chapman/Ashburton Compensating Basin - PARK 

41 4101 Charles Treasure Park 1 PARK 

41 4103 Charles Treasure Park 3 PARK 

41 4102 Charles Treasure Park 2 PARK 

41 4104 Charles Treasure Park 4 PARK 

42 42 Chesson Park - PARK 

43 43 Civic Centre Park 1 PARK 

43 43 Civic Centre Park 5 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

43 43 Civic Centre Park 3 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

43 43 Civic Centre Park 4 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 
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ParkID ParkID2 ParkName PART_ID TYPE 

43 43 Civic Centre Park 2 SPORTS 

44 44 Clifton Park 3 NATURAL 

44 44 Clifton Park 2 SPORTS 

44 44 Clifton Park 1 PARK 

44 44 Clifton Park 4 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

44 44 Clifton Park 5 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

45 45 Clovelly Park - PARK 

46 46 Cody Park - PARK 

47 47 Coker Park 1 SPORTS 

47 47 Coker Park 2 SPORTS 

47 47 Coker Park 3 PARK 

47 47 Coker Park 4 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

48 48 Collins Park - PARK 

49 49 Corona Park - PARK 

51 51 Cranley Park - PARK 

52 52 Crofton Park - PARK 

53 53 Cygnet Park - PARK 

54 54 Bebington Court Park (CRRP)  2 NATURAL 

54 54 Bebington Court Park (CRRP)  3 PARK 

54 54 Bebington Court Park (CRRP)  1 PARK 

54 54 Bebington Court Park (CRRP)  4 NATURAL 

56 56 Fern Place Park - PARK 

57 57 Ferndale Flats Park 1 NATURAL 

57 57 Ferndale Flats Park 2 PARK 

58 58 Gledhill Park (CRRP)  1 PARK 

58 58 Gledhill Park (CRRP)  2 NATURAL 

59 59 Kent Street Weir Park 1 PARK 

59 59 Kent Street Weir Park 3 NATURAL 

59 59 Kent Street Weir Park 4 NATURAL 

59 59 Kent Street Weir Park 5 NATURAL 

59 59 Kent Street Weir Park 2 SPORTS 

59 59 Kent Street Weir Park 6 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

60 60 Masons Landing Park (CRRP)  - PARK 

61 61 Canning River Regional Park 1 FORESHORE 

61 61 Canning River Regional Park 2 PARK 

61 61 Canning River Regional Park 3 PARK 

61 61 Canning River Regional Park 4 NATURAL 
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ParkID ParkID2 ParkName PART_ID TYPE 

61 61 Canning River Regional Park 5 PARK 

61 61 Canning River Regional Park 6 PARK 

61 61 Canning River Regional Park 7 FORESHORE 

61 61 Canning River Regional Park 8 FORESHORE 

62 62 Datura Park - PARK 

63 63 Dealy Park - PARK 

64 64 Depot Gardens - PARK 

65 65 Dumond Park - PARK 

66 661 East Cannington Park 1 PARK 

66 662 East Cannington Park 2 TPS21 

67 67 Eastbourne Park - PARK 

68 68 Edgeware Park 1 PARK 

68 68 Edgeware Park 2 PARK 

68 68 Edgeware Park 3 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

69 69 Ern Clark Athletic Centre - SPORTS 

70 701 Casuarina Park 2 PARK 

70 701 Casuarina Park 3 NATURAL 

70 702 Casuarina Park 1 PARK 

71 71 Fairfield Park - PARK 

72 72 Farnham Park - PARK 

73 73 Fern Cove Park - PARK 

74 74 Ferndale Park 1 PARK 

74 74 Ferndale Park 2 SPORTS 

74 74 Ferndale Park 3 SPORTS 

74 74 Ferndale Park 4 SPORTS 

74 74 Ferndale Park 5 SPORTS 

74 74 Ferndale Park 6 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

75 75 Fifth Park - PARK 

76 76 Fitzpatrick Park - RESIDUAL 

77 77 Fleetwood Park - PARK 

78 78 Flinds Park - PARK 

79 79 Francis Bird Park - PARK 

82 82 Georgian Park - PARK 

84 84 Glamorgan Park - PARK 

85 85 Gledhill Park - PARK 

86 86 Glennon Park - PARK 

87 87 Godfrey Park - PARK 
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ParkID ParkID2 ParkName PART_ID TYPE 

88 88 Granville Park - PARK 

92 921 Hares Park 1 PARK 

92 922 Hares Park 2 PARK 

93 93 Hartfield Park - PARK 

94 941 Hawkesbury Park 1 PARK 

94 942 Hawkesbury Park 2 PARK 

95 95 Hedley Park 1 PARK 

95 95 Hedley Park 2 SPORTS 

95 95 Hedley Park 3 SPORTS 

95 96 Hedley Park 4 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

95 96 Hedley Park 5 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

98 98 Heron Park - PARK 

99 99 Hilltop Park - PARK 

100 100 Hillview Park - PARK 

101 101 Hossack Park 1 PARK 

101 101 Hossack Park 2 SPORTS 

101 101 Hossack Park 4 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

101 101 Hossack Park 3 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

102 102 Hurley/Bannister Compensating Basin - UNDEVELOPED POS 

103 1034 Bannister Creek Park 9 NATURAL 

103 1033 Bannister Creek Park 6 NATURAL 

103 1033 Bannister Creek Park 5 PARK 

103 1032 Bannister Creek Park 3 NATURAL 

103 1031 Bannister Creek Park 1 NATURAL 

103 1034 Bannister Creek Park 7 PARK 

103 1034 Bannister Creek Park 8 PARK 

103 1032 Bannister Creek Park 2 NATURAL 

103 1032 Bannister Creek Park 4 PARK 

103 1035 Bannister Creek Park 10 RESIDUAL 

105 105 Jasmine Park - PARK 

106 106 Jenever Park - PARK 

107 107 Judy Pannell Park - PARK 

108 108 Kennon Park - PARK 

109 1091 Killara Park 1 PARK 

109 1092 Killara Park 2 RESIDUAL 

110 110 Kingfisher Park - PARK 

111 111 Kingsford Park - PARK 
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ParkID ParkID2 ParkName PART_ID TYPE 

113 113 Lambertia Creek Park 2 NATURAL 

113 113 Lambertia Creek Park 1 PARK 

113 113 Lambertia Creek Park 3 PARK 

114 114 Langham Gardens - PARK 

117 117 Lenhay Park - PARK 

118 118 Leymar Park - PARK 

119 119 Lincoln Park - PARK 

120 120 Lions Park 1 PARK 

120 120 Lions Park 2 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

121 121 Livingston Park - NATURAL 

122 122 Lundi Park - RESIDUAL 

124 1241 Macquarie Park 1 PARK 

124 1242 Macquarie Park 2 RESIDUAL 

126 126 Maniana Park - SPORTS 

130 130 Margaret Harrison Park - PARK 

131 131 Margaret Park - PARK 

132 132 Market City Park - PARK 

133 133 Massey Park - PARK 

134 134 Merian Park - PARK 

137 137 Woolner Green/The Vale - PARK 

138 138 Mitchell Park - PARK 

139 139 Modillion Park - PARK 

140 140 Montes Park - PARK 

141 141 Montrose Park - PARK 

142 142 Morning Cloud Park - PARK 

144 1441 Munja Park 1 PARK 

144 1442 Munja Park 2 RESIDUAL 

145 145 Norman Park - PARK 

146 146 Nurdi Park - PARK 

147 147 Ockham Park - PARK 

148 148 Page Park - PARK 

149 149 Parkhill Park - PARK 

150 150 Parklands Park - PARK 

152 152 Portcullis Park - PARK 

153 153 Prendwick Park 1 PARK 

153 153 Prendwick Park 3 SPORTS 

153 153 Prendwick Park 5 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 
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ParkID ParkID2 ParkName PART_ID TYPE 

153 153 Prendwick Park 4 NATURAL 

153 153 Prendwick Park 2 PARK 

154 154 Purley Park - PARK 

155 155 Queens Park 1 SPORTS 

155 155 Queens Park 2 PARK 

155 155 Queens Park 3 PARK 

155 155 Queens Park 4 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

155 155 Queens Park 5 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

158 158 Queensville Park - PARK 

160 1601 Ranford Road Parklands 1 PARK 

160 1602 Ranford Road Parklands 2 PARK 

161 161 Ritson Park - PARK 

162 162 Fern Park - PARK 

165 165 Riverton Jetty Park 1 PARK 

165 165 Riverton Jetty Park 2 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

166 166 Riverton Park 1 PARK 

166 166 Riverton Park 2 SPORTS 

166 166 Riverton Park 3 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

167 167 Rob Bruce Park - PARK 

170 170 Rossmoyne Park - PARK 

171 171 Russell Park - PARK 

172 172 Sandra Park - PARK 

173 173 Saurel Park - PARK 

174 1742 Shelldrake Park - PARK 

174 1743 Shelldrake Park - RESIDUAL 

174 1741 Shelldrake Park - PARK 

174 1743 Shelldrake Park - RESIDUAL 

174 1743 Shelldrake Park - RESIDUAL 

175 175 Shelley Park 1 PARK 

175 175 Shelley Park 3 SPORTS 

175 175 Shelley Park 2 SPORTS 

175 175 Shelley Park 4 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

175 175 Shelley Park 5 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

176 176 Shelley/Rossmoyne Foreshore Park 1 FORESHORE 

176 176 Shelley/Rossmoyne Foreshore Park 2 NATURAL 

176 176 Shelley/Rossmoyne Foreshore Park 3 NATURAL 

176 176 Shelley/Rossmoyne Foreshore Park 4 NATURAL 
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176 176 Shelley/Rossmoyne Foreshore Park 5 PARK 

176 176 Shelley/Rossmoyne Foreshore Park 6 NATURAL 

176 176 Shelley/Rossmoyne Foreshore Park 7 NATURAL 

176 176 Shelley/Rossmoyne Foreshore Park 8 NATURAL 

176 176 Shelley/Rossmoyne Foreshore Park 9 NATURAL 

176 176 Shelley/Rossmoyne Foreshore Park 10 NATURAL 

176 176 Shelley/Rossmoyne Foreshore Park 11 NATURAL 

176 176 Shelley/Rossmoyne Foreshore Park 1 FORESHORE 

176 176 Shelley/Rossmoyne Foreshore Park 1 PARK 

177 177 Sill Park - PARK 

178 178 Sovereign Park - PARK 

179 179 Spyglass Park - PARK 

180 180 Stratford Park - PARK 

182 182 Teal Park - PARK 

183 183 Hakea Walkway - PARK 

184 184 Templetonia Park - PARK 

185 185 Thomas Moore Park 1 PARK 

185 185 Thomas Moore Park 3 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

185 185 Thomas Moore Park 2 SPORTS 

187 187 Treetop Park - RESIDUAL 

189 189 Valmae Garden - RESIDUAL 

190 190 Valleyview Walkway - RESIDUAL 

191 191 Vellgrove Park 1 PARK 

191 191 Vellgrove Park 2 SPORTS 

192 192 Verton Park - PARK 

193 193 Vesta Park - PARK 

195 195 Volta Park - PARK 

196 196 Vulcan/Sherman Compensating Basin - UNDEVELOPED POS 

197 197 War Memorial Park - PARK 

198 198 Warwick Park - PARK 

199 199 Webb Street Median - RESIDUAL 

204 204 Willetton Park 1 SPORTS 

204 204 Willetton Park 2 SPORTS 

204 204 Willetton Park 3 PARK 

204 204 Willetton Park 4 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

204 204 Willetton Park 5 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

206 206 Woodford Park 2 SPORTS 
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206 206 Woodford Park 1 PARK 

206 206 Woodford Park 3 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

207 207 Woodland Park - PARK 

208 208 Woodloes Homestead - RESIDUAL 

209 209 Wyong Park 1 PARK 

209 209 Wyong Park 2 SPORTS 

209 209 Wyong Park 3 CAR PARKS, BUILDINGS 

210 2101 Bellona Walkway 1 RESIDUAL 

210 2102 Bellona Walkway 2 RESIDUAL 

211 211 Derisleigh Street Walkway - RESIDUAL 

215 215 Yagan Park - NATURAL 

216 216 Yarnall Park - PARK 

217 217 Zenith Park - RESIDUAL 

220 220 Sheffield Reserve - UNDEVELOPED POS 

223 223 Woodthorpe Reserve - PARK 

225 225 Arlington Walkway - RESIDUAL 

226 226 Jennings Park - PARK 

229 229 Bridge Park - FORESHORE 

231 231 Bywater Park 1 PARK 

233 233 Keals Close Park (Mills St Comp. Basin) - PARK 

234 234 George Street Compensating Basin - UNDEVELOPED POS 

235 235 Cecil Reserve - PARK 

237 237 Lacey Reserve - UNDEVELOPED POS 

238 2381 North Reserve - UNDEVELOPED POS 

239 2391 Gerard Reserve - UNDEVELOPED POS 

243 243 Groundlark Reserve - PARK 

244 2441 Queens Park Regional Recreational Reserve 1 NATURAL 

244 2443 Queens Park Regional Recreational Reserve 3 NATURAL 

244 2444 Queens Park Regional Recreational Reserve 4 UNDEVELOPED POS 

244 2442 Queens Park Regional Recreational Reserve 2 UNDEVELOPED POS 

246 246 McDowell Reserve - NATURAL 

247 247 Vellgrove/Roe Reserve - NATURAL 

248 248 Vulcan Reserve - UNDEVELOPED POS 

249 249 Coulson/Roe Reserve - UNDEVELOPED POS 

250 250 Bell Reserve - UNDEVELOPED POS 

252 252 Magnet Reserve - RESIDUAL 

253 253 Bannister Reserve - UNDEVELOPED POS 
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254 254 Baile/Bannister Reserve - UNDEVELOPED POS 

255 255 Willeri Reserve - UNDEVELOPED POS 

256 256 Whaleback Park - PARK 

264 264 Gerard/Russell Reserve - TPS21 

265 265 Dabchick Reserve - PARK 

266 2661 Mary MacKillop Reserve 1 PARK 

266 2662 Mary MacKillop Reserve 2 RESIDUAL 

266 2661 Mary MacKillop Reserve XTRA 2 TPS21 

269 269 Canning River Gardens Walkway - RESIDUAL 

271 271 Saint Michaels Park - PARK 

273 2732 Railway Buffer Reserve 2 PARK 

273 2731 Railway Buffer Reserve 1 RESIDUAL 

274 274 Kinnerton Gardens Park 1 PARK 

274 274 Kinnerton Gardens Park 2 SPORTS 

275 275 Wayang Reserve - UNDEVELOPED POS 

276 276 Gochean Reserve - PARK 

278 278 Lansing Reserve - PARK 

280 280 Amherst Park - PARK 

282 2824 Serpentine Trunk Main Rd - Ranford 5 RESIDUAL 

282 2823 Serpentine Trunk Main Rd - Ranford 4 RESIDUAL 

282 2822 Serpentine Trunk Main Rd - Ranford 2 RESIDUAL 

282 2821 Serpentine Trunk Main Rd - Ranford 1 PARK 

282 2823 Serpentine Trunk Main Rd - Ranford 3 RESIDUAL 

304 3041 Eucalyptus Nicholson Entry 1 RESIDUAL 

304 3042 Eucalyptus Nicholson Entry 2 RESIDUAL 

329 329 Fairfield Gardens Walkway - RESIDUAL 

352 352 Ada Park - PARK 

394 394 The Escarpment Walkway - NATURAL 

406 406 Aderyn Park - PARK 

413 413 Connaught Reserve - PARK 

414 414 Weetman Reserve - PARK 

416 416 Byblos Reserve - PARK 

417 417 Ranford Oval 2 SPORTS 

417 417 Ranford Oval 1 PARK 

418 418 Centella Park - PARK 

419 419 Holton Park - PARK 

422 422 Baile Reserve - UNDEVELOPED POS 
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423 423 Canning Gardens - PARK 

425 425 Huntley Park - PARK 

426 426 The Haven - PARK 

427 4271 McDowell Street Bushplan Site 1 NATURAL 

427 4272 McDowell Street Bushplan Site 2 NATURAL 

427 4273 McDowell Street Bushplan Site 3 NATURAL 

427 4274 McDowell Street Bushplan Site 4 NATURAL 

428 428 Shannon Bellett Park 2 NATURAL 

428 428 Shannon Bellett Park 1 PARK 

429 429 Woodhouse Park - PARK 

510 5102 Canning Vale Business Park - PARK 

510 5101 Canning Vale Business Park - PARK 

511 5111 Bastion POS 1 PARK 

511 5112 Bastion POS 2 RESIDUAL 

513 513 Mesa Park - PARK 

537 537 Clifton Buffer 1 NATURAL 

567 567 College Grove Park - PARK 

70669 70669 Serpentine Trunk Main Waratah - NATURAL 

70687 70687 Perth Place Park - PARK 

70688 70688 Mount Park Way/The Green Park - PARK 

70689 70689 Ashmore Park - PARK 

70691 70691 Glentrool Park - PARK 

70694 70694 Thurloe Park - PARK 

70726 70726 Greenacre Gardens Park - PARK 

70727 70727 Quad Lane Park - PARK 

70742 70742  - UNDEVELOPED POS 

70745 70745 Alexandra Park - PARK 

70746 707462 Serisier Parkway 2 PARK 

70746 707461 Serisier Parkway 1 RESIDUAL 

70746 707463 Serisier Parkway 3 RESIDUAL 

70746 707464 Serisier Parkway 4 PARK 

70748 70748 Lowry Street POS - RESIDUAL 

70749 70749 Ellam Street Accessway - RESIDUAL 

70750 707501 Dumond Manning Entry 1 RESIDUAL 

70750 707502 Dumond Manning Entry 2 RESIDUAL 

70751 707511 Tobermony Nicholson Entry 1 RESIDUAL 

70751 707512 Tobermony Nicholson Entry 2 RESIDUAL 
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70752 70752 Lyndale Nicol Walkway - RESIDUAL 

70753 70753 Jandakot Regional Park - NATURAL 

70754 70754 Karri Way Park (Newly Aquired and not included 
within space assessment)  PARK 

Park Spaces: Percentage Areas of Different Spaces within Parks 
The table below highlights the total floor area and percentage allocated for specific area purposes.  This 
information was obtained from the site polygons based on an agreed total site area.  
Table 18 Percentage Areas of Different Spaces within all Parks 

PARK 
ID2 

PARK NAME DSR 
TOTAL 
AREA 
(Ha) 

% AREA 
PARK 

% AREA 
SPORTS 

% AREA 
TENNIS 

% AREA 
NATURAL 

%AREA  
CAR PARK & 

BUILDING 

1 Agincourt Park NEIGH 4.17 100 0 0 0 0 

2 Akania Park LOCAL 0.88 100 0 0 0 0 

3 Albion Park LOCAL 0.75 100 0 0 0 0 

4 Aldam Park POCKET 0.35 45.99 0 0 0 54.01 

5 Alderley Park NEIGH 1.44 100 0 0 0 0 

6 Andrews Park NEIGH 1.41 100 0 0 0 0 

7 Ann Park LOCAL 0.53 100 0 0 0 0 

8 Aragon Park LOCAL 0.94 100 0 0 0 0 

10 Karri Park NEIGH 3.61 100 0 0 0 0 

11 Banksia Park LOCAL 0.44 100 0 0 0 0 

14 Brinkley Park POCKET 0.13 100 0 0 0 0 

15 Barracuda Park NEIGH 1.3 100 0 0 0 0 

17 Beaton Park NEIGH 1.13 100 0 0 0 0 

18 Bicentennial 
Adenia Park DISTRICT 15.57 100 0 0 0 0 

19 Blandfield Park POCKET 0.3 100 0 0 0 0 

20 Bosworth Park LOCAL 1.09 100 0 0 0 0 

21 Elsa Barzotto Park POCKET 0.14 100 0 0 0 0 

22 Bridgeway Park LOCAL 0.8 100 0 0 0 0 

23 Brolga Park NEIGH 4.49 100 0 0 0 0 

25 Bunning Park LOCAL 0.6 100 0 0 0 0 

26 Burrendah Park DISTRICT 16.4 37.84 45.1 0 0 17.06 

28 Burtonia Park LOCAL 0.47 100 0 0 0 0 

29 Canning Arts 
Centre Park NEIGH 1.95 100 0 0 0 0 

30 Sorbonne Park NEIGH 1.04 100 0 0 0 0 

31 Canning Vale Oval NEIGH 4.51 53.38 34.03 0 6.07 6.53 

32 Cardoc Park LOCAL 0.7 100 0 0 0 0 

36 Centenary Park 
(Active) 

REGIONA
L 22.2 59.22 36.29 0 0 4.5 
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37 Central Park POCKET 0.11 100 0 0 0 0 

38 Chapman Park LOCAL 0.49 71.99 0 0 24.38 3.63 

40 

Chapman/  
Ashburton 

Compensating 
Basin 

LOCAL 0.42 100 0 0 0 0 

42 Chesson Park POCKET 0.2 100 0 0 0 0 

43 Civic Centre Park DISTRICT 7.36 64.65 11.64 0 0 23.71 

44 Clifton Park DISTRICT 5.82 3.5 33.44 59.18 0 3.88 

45 Clovelly Park NEIGH 1.11 100 0 0 0 0 

46 Cody Park LOCAL 0.56 100 0 0 0 0 

47 Coker Park DISTRICT 6.55 4.31 88.91 0 0 6.78 

48 Collins Park NEIGH 1.48 100 0 0 0 0 

49 Corona Park LOCAL 0.47 100 0 0 0 0 

51 Cranley Park POCKET 0.33 100 0 0 0 0 

52 Crofton Park POCKET 0.32 100 0 0 0 0 

53 Cygnet Park POCKET 0.23 100 0 0 0 0 

54 Bebington Court 
Park (CRRP)  NEIGH 2.43 42.56 0 57.44 0 0 

56 Fern Place Park POCKET 0.39 100 0 0 0 0 

57 Ferndale Flats 
Park DISTRICT 18.4 11.54 0 88.46 0 0 

58 Gledhill Park 
(CRRP)  NEIGH 2 60.76 0 39.24 0 0 

59 Kent Street Weir 
Park DISTRICT 9.6 63.02 13.1 17.52 0 6.37 

60 Masons Landing 
Park (CRRP)  NEIGH 1.78 100 0 0 0 0 

62 Datura Park POCKET 0.19 100 0 0 0 0 

63 Dealy Park POCKET 0.37 100 0 0 0 0 

64 Depot Gardens POCKET 0.3 100 0 0 0 0 

65 Dumond Park POCKET 0.38 100 0 0 0 0 

67 Eastbourne Park NEIGH 1.63 100 0 0 0 0 

68 Edgeware Park NEIGH 4.7 87.88 0 0 0 12.12 

69 Ern Clark Athletic 
Centre NEIGH 3.25 0 100 0 0 0 

71 Fairfield Park NEIGH 3.46 54.27 0 45.73 0 0 

72 Farnham Park POCKET 0.36 100 0 0 0 0 

73 Fern Cove Park LOCAL 0.96 100 0 0 0 0 

74 Ferndale Park DISTRICT 12.29 42.04 52.39 0 0 5.57 

75 Fifth Park NEIGH 1.29 100 0 0 0 0 

77 Fleetwood Park NEIGH 2.62 100 0 0 0 0 
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%AREA  
CAR PARK & 
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78 Flinds Park POCKET 0.22 100 0 0 0 0 

79 Francis Bird Park LOCAL 0.43 100 0 0 0 0 

82 Georgian Park POCKET 0.32 100 0 0 0 0 

84 Glamorgan Park NEIGH 2.59 100 0 0 0 0 

85 Gledhill Park LOCAL 0.42 100 0 0 0 0 

86 Glennon Park POCKET 0.28 100 0 0 0 0 

87 Godfrey Park POCKET 0.3 100 0 0 0 0 

88 Granville Park LOCAL 0.98 100 0 0 0 0 

91 Arlington Park NEIGH 1.19 100 0 0 0 0 

92 Arlington Park POCKET 0.14 100 0 0 0 0 

93 Hartfield Park POCKET 0.28 100 0 0 0 0 

95 Hedley Park DISTRICT 5.32 60.44 39.56 0 0 0 

98 Heron Park POCKET 0.12 100 0 0 0 0 

99 Hilltop Park POCKET 0.28 100 0 0 0 0 

100 Hillview Park LOCAL 0.5 100 0 0 0 0 

101 Hossack Park DISTRICT 11.88 50.56 43 0 0 6.44 

105 Jasmine Park NEIGH 2.22 100 0 0 0 0 

106 Jenever Park POCKET 0.1 100 0 0 0 0 

107 Judy Pannell Park LOCAL 0.5 100 0 0 0 0 

108 Kennon Park NEIGH 1.64 100 0 0 0 0 

110 Kingfisher Park LOCAL 0.95 100 0 0 0 0 

111 Kingsford Park LOCAL 0.94 100 0 0 0 0 

113 Lambertia Creek 
Park NEIGH 4.18 48.11 0 51.89 0 0 

114 Langham Gardens POCKET 0.36 100 0 0 0 0 

117 Lenhay Park LOCAL 0.49 100 0 0 0 0 

118 Leymar Park LOCAL 0.78 100 0 0 0 0 

119 Lincoln Park NEIGH 2.11 100 0 0 0 0 

120 Lions Park LOCAL 0.76 91.24 0 0 0 8.76 

126 Maniana Park NEIGH 3.59 0 100 0 0 0 

130 Margaret Harrison 
Park NEIGH 1.89 100 0 0 0 0 

131 Margaret Park LOCAL 0.73 100 0 0 0 0 

132 Market City Park NEIGH 4.32 100 0 0 0 0 

133 Massey Park LOCAL 0.74 100 0 0 0 0 

134 Merian Park LOCAL 0.47 100 0 0 0 0 

137 Woolner 
Green/The Vale LOCAL 0.55 100 0 0 0 0 
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138 Mitchell Park NEIGH 1.24 100 0 0 0 0 

139 Modillion Park LOCAL 0.62 100 0 0 0 0 

140 Montes Park NEIGH 1.49 100 0 0 0 0 

141 Montrose Park POCKET 0.25 100 0 0 0 0 

142 Morning Cloud 
Park NEIGH 1.77 100 0 0 0 0 

145 Norman Park POCKET 0.09 100 0 0 0 0 

146 Nurdi Park NEIGH 2.36 100 0 0 0 0 

147 Ockham Park LOCAL 0.81 100 0 0 0 0 

148 Page Park LOCAL 0.68 100 0 0 0 0 

149 Parkhill Park POCKET 0.37 100 0 0 0 0 

150 Parklands Park NEIGH 2.25 100 0 0 0 0 

152 Portcullis Park NEIGH 4.14 100 0 0 0 0 

153 Prendwick Park DISTRICT 9.14 56.35 21.53 16.37 0 5.75 

154 Purley Park NEIGH 2.61 100 0 0 0 0 

155 Queens Park DISTRICT 9.06 33 54.17 0 0 12.82 

158 Queensville Park NEIGH 2.2 100 0 0 0 0 

161 Ritson Park POCKET 0.32 100 0 0 0 0 

162 Fern Park LOCAL 0.96 100 0 0 0 0 

165 Riverton Jetty 
Park NEIGH 1.25 87.28 0 0 0 12.72 

166 Riverton Park DISTRICT 6.05 57.23 36.55 0 0 6.21 

167 Rob Bruce Park POCKET 0.25 100 0 0 0 0 

170 Rossmoyne Park LOCAL 0.84 100 0 0 0 0 

171 Russell Park LOCAL 0.66 100 0 0 0 0 

172 Sandra Park LOCAL 0.51 100 0 0 0 0 

173 Saurel Park POCKET 0.23 100 0 0 0 0 

175 Shelley Park DISTRICT 7.07 53.18 40.1 0 0 6.72 

177 Sill Park LOCAL 0.54 100 0 0 0 0 

178 Sovereign Park POCKET 0.38 100 0 0 0 0 

179 Spyglass Park POCKET 0.28 100 0 0 0 0 

180 Stratford Park POCKET 0.15 100 0 0 0 0 

182 Teal Park LOCAL 0.5 100 0 0 0 0 

183 Hakea Walkway POCKET 0.1 100 0 0 0 0 

184 Templetonia Park POCKET 0.31 100 0 0 0 0 

185 Thomas Moore 
Park NEIGH 2.46 11.27 70.42 0 4.92 13.39 

191 Vellgrove Park DISTRICT 5.32 57.07 42.93 0 0 0 
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% AREA 
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% AREA 
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% AREA 
NATURAL 

%AREA  
CAR PARK & 

BUILDING 

192 Verton Park POCKET 0.11 100 0 0 0 0 

193 Vesta Park LOCAL 0.43 100 0 0 0 0 

195 Volta Park LOCAL 0.41 100 0 0 0 0 

197 War Memorial 
Park POCKET 0.38 100 0 0 0 0 

198 Warwick Park LOCAL 0.55 100 0 0 0 0 

204 Willetton Park DISTRICT 10.65 13.39 77.79 0 0 8.82 

206 Woodford Park DISTRICT 5.46 36.94 58.4 0 0 4.66 

207 Woodland Park NEIGH 1.52 100 0 0 0 0 

209 Wyong Park DISTRICT 5.36 49.96 38 0 0 12.05 

216 Yarnall Park POCKET 0.09 100 0 0 0 0 

223 Woodthorpe 
Reserve POCKET 0.32 100 0 0 0 0 

226 Jennings Park NEIGH 1.52 100 0 0 0 0 

231 Bywater Park NEIGH 1.87 100 0 0 0 0 

233 
Keals Close Park 
(Mills St Comp. 

Basin) 
POCKET 0.23 100 0 0 0 0 

235 Cecil Reserve NEIGH 1.31 100 0 0 0 0 

243 Groundlark 
Reserve NEIGH 1.57 100 0 0 0 0 

256 Whaleback Park NEIGH 3.28 100 0 0 0 0 

265 Dabchick Reserve LOCAL 0.7 100 0 0 0 0 

271 Saint Michaels 
Park NEIGH 2.03 100 0 0 0 0 

274 Kinnerton 
Gardens Park NEIGH 1.7 92.69 7.31 0 0 0 

276 Gochean Reserve LOCAL 0.55 100 0 0 0 0 

278 Lansing Reserve POCKET 0.2 100 0 0 0 0 

280 Amherst Park LOCAL 0.58 100 0 0 0 0 

352 Ada Park POCKET 0.34 100 0 0 0 0 

406 Aderyn Park NEIGH 3.97 100 0 0 0 0 

413 Connaught 
Reserve NEIGH 2.08 100 0 0 0 0 

414 Weetman Reserve POCKET 0.18 100 0 0 0 0 

416 Byblos Reserve NEIGH 1.08 100 0 0 0 0 

417 Ranford Oval NEIGH 4.7 42.11 57.89 0 0 0 

418 Centella Park LOCAL 0.59 100 0 0 0 0 

419 Holton Park POCKET 0.17 100 0 0 0 0 

423 Canning Gardens DISTRICT 5.46 100 0 0 0 0 

425 Huntley Park POCKET 0.22 100 0 0 0 0 

426 The Haven POCKET 0.2 100 0 0 0 0 
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428 Shannon Bellett 
Park LOCAL 0.69 35.93 0 64.07 0 0 

429 Woodhouse Park LOCAL 0.6 100 0 0 0 0 

513 Mesa Park POCKET 0.1 100 0 0 0 0 

567 College Grove 
Park POCKET 0.17 100 0 0 0 0 

661 East Cannington 
Park NEIGH 2.83 100 0 0 0 0 

701 Casuarina Park LOCAL 0.42 23.09 0 76.91 0 0 

702 Casuarina Park POCKET 0.31 100 0 0 0 0 

921 Hares Park LOCAL 0.44 100 0 0 0 0 

922 Hares Park POCKET 0.23 100 0 0 0 0 

941 Hawkesbury Park LOCAL 0.61 100 0 0 0 0 

942 Hawkesbury Park NEIGH 1.04 100 0 0 0 0 

1032 Bannister Creek 
Park NEIGH 3.54 33.56 0 66.44 0 0 

1033 Bannister Creek 
Park NEIGH 4.69 52.12 0 47.88 0 0 

1034 Bannister Creek 
Park NEIGH 4.03 35.31 0 64.69 0 0 

1091 Killara Park NEIGH 1.9 100 0 0 0 0 

1241 Macquarie Park LOCAL 0.44 100 0 0 0 0 

1441 Munja Park NEIGH 1.19 100 0 0 0 0 

1601 Ranford Road 
Parklands NEIGH 3.41 100 0 0 0 0 

1602 Ranford Road 
Parklands NEIGH 2.16 100 0 0 0 0 

1741 Shelldrake Park NEIGH 1.23 100 0 0 0 0 

1742 Shelldrake Park NEIGH 2.16 100 0 0 0 0 

1763 Shelley Beach 
Park NEIGH 1.84 78.85 0 21.15 0 0 

2401 Bull Creek Park LOCAL 0.89 100 0 0 0 0 

2402 Bull Creek Park POCKET 0.21 100 0 0 0 0 

2661 Mary MacKillop 
Reserve XTRA NEIGH 2.52 100 0 0 0 0 

2732 Railway Buffer 
Reserve LOCAL 0.41 100 0 0 0 0 

2821 
Serpentine Trunk 

Main Road - 
Ranford 

LOCAL 0.81 100 0 0 0 0 

3301 Caulfield Park NEIGH 1.72 100 0 0 0 0 

4101 Charles Treasure 
Park LOCAL 0.6 100 0 0 0 0 

4102 Charles Treasure 
Park NEIGH 1.06 100 0 0 0 0 

4103 Charles Treasure 
Park NEIGH 2.14 100 0 0 0 0 

4104 Charles Treasure 
Park LOCAL 0.8 100 0 0 0 0 
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PARK NAME DSR 
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5101 Canning Vale 
Business Park LOCAL 0.99 100 0 0 0 0 

5102 Canning Vale 
Business Park LOCAL 0.48 100 0 0 0 0 

5111 Bastion POS LOCAL 0.78 100 0 0 0 0 

70687 Perth Place Park POCKET 0.15 100 0 0 0 0 

70688 
Mount Park 

Way/The Green 
Park 

LOCAL 0.89 100 0 0 0 0 

70689 Ashmore Park LOCAL 0.83 100 0 0 0 0 

70691 Glentrool Park POCKET 0.39 100 0 0 0 0 

70694 Thurloe Park POCKET 0.37 100 0 0 0 0 

70726 Greenacre 
Gardens Park POCKET 0.35 100 0 0 0 0 

70727 Quad Lane Park POCKET 0.2 100 0 0 0 0 

70745 Alexandra Park POCKET 0.25 100 0 0 0 0 

707462 Serisier Parkway POCKET 0.36 100 0 0 0 0 

707464 Serisier Parkway POCKET 0.11 100 0 0 0 0 

Areas of Different Spaces within all Parks 
This table builds upon the tables referenced above to provide the exact floor area for each POS park. This 
information was obtained from the site polygons based on an agreed total site area. 
Table 19 Areas of Different Spaces within Parks 

PARK 
ID2 

PARK NAME DSR 
TOTAL 
AREA 
(Ha) 

AREA 
PARK 

AREA 
SPORTS 

AREA 
TENNIS 

AREA 
NATURAL 

AREA  
CAR PARKS 

& 
BUILDINGS 

1 Agincourt Park NEIGH 4.17 4.17 0 0 0 0 

2 Akania Park LOCAL 0.88 0.88 0 0 0 0 

3 Albion Park LOCAL 0.75 0.75 0 0 0 0 

4 Aldam Park POCKET 0.35 0.16 0 0 0 0.19 

5 Alderley Park NEIGH 1.44 1.44 0 0 0 0 

6 Andrews Park NEIGH 1.41 1.41 0 0 0 0 

7 Ann Park LOCAL 0.53 0.53 0 0 0 0 

8 Aragon Park LOCAL 0.94 0.94 0 0 0 0 

10 Karri Park NEIGH 3.61 3.61 0 0 0 0 

11 Banksia Park LOCAL 0.44 0.44 0 0 0 0 

14 Brinkley Park POCKET 0.13 0.13 0 0 0 0 

15 Barracuda Park NEIGH 1.3 1.3 0 0 0 0 

17 Beaton Park NEIGH 1.13 1.13 0 0 0 0 

18 Bicentennial 
Adenia Park DISTRICT 15.57 15.57 0 0 0 0 
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PARK 
ID2 

PARK NAME DSR 
TOTAL 
AREA 
(Ha) 

AREA 
PARK 

AREA 
SPORTS 

AREA 
TENNIS 

AREA 
NATURAL 

AREA  
CAR PARKS 

& 
BUILDINGS 

19 Blandfield Park POCKET 0.3 0.3 0 0 0 0 

20 Bosworth Park LOCAL 1.09 1.09 0 0 0 0 

21 Elsa Barzotto Park POCKET 0.14 0.14 0 0 0 0 

22 Bridgeway Park LOCAL 0.8 0.8 0 0 0 0 

23 Brolga Park NEIGH 4.49 4.49 0 0 0 0 

25 Bunning Park LOCAL 0.6 0.6 0 0 0 0 

26 Burrendah Park DISTRICT 16.4 6.21 7.4 0 0 2.8 

28 Burtonia Park LOCAL 0.47 0.47 0 0 0 0 

29 Canning Arts 
Centre Park NEIGH 1.95 1.95 0 0 0 0 

30 Sorbonne Park NEIGH 1.04 1.04 0 0 0 0 

31 Canning Vale Oval NEIGH 4.51 2.41 1.53 0.27 0 0.29 

32 Cardoc Park LOCAL 0.7 0.7 0 0 0 0 

36 Centenary Park 
(Active) 

REGIONA
L 22.2 13.15 8.06 0 0 1 

37 Central Park POCKET 0.11 0.11 0 0 0 0 

38 Chapman Park LOCAL 0.49 0.35 0 0.12 0 0.02 

40 

Chapman / 
Ashburton 

Compensating 
Basin 

LOCAL 0.42 0.42 0 0 0 0 

42 Chesson Park POCKET 0.2 0.2 0 0 0 0 

43 Civic Centre Park DISTRICT 7.36 4.76 0.86 0 0 1.74 

44 Clifton Park DISTRICT 5.82 0.2 1.94 0 3.44 0.23 

45 Clovelly Park NEIGH 1.11 1.11 0 0 0 0 

46 Cody Park LOCAL 0.56 0.56 0 0 0 0 

47 Coker Park DISTRICT 6.55 0.28 5.83 0 0 0.44 

48 Collins Park NEIGH 1.48 1.48 0 0 0 0 

49 Corona Park LOCAL 0.47 0.47 0 0 0 0 

51 Cranley Park POCKET 0.33 0.33 0 0 0 0 

52 Crofton Park POCKET 0.32 0.32 0 0 0 0 

53 Cygnet Park POCKET 0.23 0.23 0 0 0 0 

54 Bebington Court 
Park (CRRP)  NEIGH 2.43 1.04 0 0 1.4 0 

56 Fern Place Park POCKET 0.39 0.39 0 0 0 0 

57 Ferndale Flats 
Park DISTRICT 18.4 2.12 0 0 16.27 0 

58 Gledhill Park 
(CRRP)  NEIGH 2 1.22 0 0 0.79 0 

59 Kent Street Weir 
Park DISTRICT 9.6 6.05 1.26 0 1.68 0.61 

60 Masons Landing NEIGH 1.78 1.78 0 0 0 0 
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Park (CRRP)  

62 Datura Park POCKET 0.19 0.19 0 0 0 0 

63 Dealy Park POCKET 0.37 0.37 0 0 0 0 

64 Depot Gardens POCKET 0.3 0.3 0 0 0 0 

65 Dumond Park POCKET 0.38 0.38 0 0 0 0 

67 Eastbourne Park NEIGH 1.63 1.63 0 0 0 0 

68 Edgeware Park NEIGH 4.7 4.13 0 0 0 0.57 

69 Ern Clark Athletic 
Centre NEIGH 3.25 0 3.25 0 0 0 

71 Fairfield Park NEIGH 3.46 1.88 0 0 1.58 0 

72 Farnham Park POCKET 0.36 0.36 0 0 0 0 

73 Fern Cove Park LOCAL 0.96 0.96 0 0 0 0 

74 Ferndale Park DISTRICT 12.29 5.17 6.44 0 0 0.68 

75 Fifth Park NEIGH 1.29 1.29 0 0 0 0 

77 Fleetwood Park NEIGH 2.62 2.62 0 0 0 0 

78 Flinds Park POCKET 0.22 0.22 0 0 0 0 

79 Francis Bird Park LOCAL 0.43 0.43 0 0 0 0 

82 Georgian Park POCKET 0.32 0.32 0 0 0 0 

84 Glamorgan Park NEIGH 2.59 2.59 0 0 0 0 

85 Gledhill Park LOCAL 0.42 0.42 0 0 0 0 

86 Glennon Park POCKET 0.28 0.28 0 0 0 0 

87 Godfrey Park POCKET 0.3 0.3 0 0 0 0 

88 Granville Park LOCAL 0.98 0.98 0 0 0 0 

91 Arlington Park NEIGH 1.19 1.19 0 0 0 0 

92 Arlington Park POCKET 0.14 0.14 0 0 0 0 

93 Hartfield Park POCKET 0.28 0.28 0 0 0 0 

95 Hedley Park DISTRICT 5.32 3.21 2.1 0 0 0 

98 Heron Park POCKET 0.12 0.12 0 0 0 0 

99 Hilltop Park POCKET 0.28 0.28 0 0 0 0 

100 Hillview Park LOCAL 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0 

101 Hossack Park DISTRICT 11.88 6.01 5.11 0 0 0.76 

105 Jasmine Park NEIGH 2.22 2.22 0 0 0 0 

106 Jenever Park POCKET 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0 

107 Judy Pannell Park LOCAL 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0 

108 Kennon Park NEIGH 1.64 1.64 0 0 0 0 

110 Kingfisher Park LOCAL 0.95 0.95 0 0 0 0 
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111 Kingsford Park LOCAL 0.94 0.94 0 0 0 0 

113 Lambertia Creek 
Park NEIGH 4.18 2.01 0 0 2.17 0 

114 Langham Gardens POCKET 0.36 0.36 0 0 0 0 

117 Lenhay Park LOCAL 0.49 0.49 0 0 0 0 

118 Leymar Park LOCAL 0.78 0.78 0 0 0 0 

119 Lincoln Park NEIGH 2.11 2.11 0 0 0 0 

120 Lions Park LOCAL 0.76 0.69 0 0 0 0.07 

126 Maniana Park NEIGH 3.59 0 3.59 0 0 0 

130 Margaret Harrison 
Park NEIGH 1.89 1.89 0 0 0 0 

131 Margaret Park LOCAL 0.73 0.73 0 0 0 0 

132 Market City Park NEIGH 4.32 4.32 0 0 0 0 

133 Massey Park LOCAL 0.74 0.74 0 0 0 0 

134 Merian Park LOCAL 0.47 0.47 0 0 0 0 

137 Woolner 
Green/The Vale LOCAL 0.55 0.55 0 0 0 0 

138 Mitchell Park NEIGH 1.24 1.24 0 0 0 0 

139 Modillion Park LOCAL 0.62 0.62 0 0 0 0 

140 Montes Park NEIGH 1.49 1.49 0 0 0 0 

141 Montrose Park POCKET 0.25 0.25 0 0 0 0 

142 Morning Cloud 
Park NEIGH 1.77 1.77 0 0 0 0 

145 Norman Park POCKET 0.09 0.09 0 0 0 0 

146 Nurdi Park NEIGH 2.36 2.36 0 0 0 0 

147 Ockham Park LOCAL 0.81 0.81 0 0 0 0 

148 Page Park LOCAL 0.68 0.68 0 0 0 0 

149 Parkhill Park POCKET 0.37 0.37 0 0 0 0 

150 Parklands Park NEIGH 2.25 2.25 0 0 0 0 

152 Portcullis Park NEIGH 4.14 4.14 0 0 0 0 

153 Prendwick Park DISTRICT 9.14 5.15 1.97 0 1.5 0.53 

154 Purley Park NEIGH 2.61 2.61 0 0 0 0 

155 Queens Park DISTRICT 9.06 2.99 4.91 0 0 1.16 

158 Queensville Park NEIGH 2.2 2.2 0 0 0 0 

161 Ritson Park POCKET 0.32 0.32 0 0 0 0 

162 Fern Park LOCAL 0.96 0.96 0 0 0 0 

165 Riverton Jetty 
Park NEIGH 1.25 1.09 0 0 0 0.16 

166 Riverton Park DISTRICT 6.05 3.46 2.21 0 0 0.38 
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167 Rob Bruce Park POCKET 0.25 0.25 0 0 0 0 

170 Rossmoyne Park LOCAL 0.84 0.84 0 0 0 0 

171 Russell Park LOCAL 0.66 0.66 0 0 0 0 

172 Sandra Park LOCAL 0.51 0.51 0 0 0 0 

173 Saurel Park POCKET 0.23 0.23 0 0 0 0 

175 Shelley Park DISTRICT 7.07 3.76 2.83 0 0 0.47 

177 Sill Park LOCAL 0.54 0.54 0 0 0 0 

178 Sovereign Park POCKET 0.38 0.38 0 0 0 0 

179 Spyglass Park POCKET 0.28 0.28 0 0 0 0 

180 Stratford Park POCKET 0.15 0.15 0 0 0 0 

182 Teal Park LOCAL 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0 

183 Hakea Walkway POCKET 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0 

184 Templetonia Park POCKET 0.31 0.31 0 0 0 0 

185 Thomas Moore 
Park NEIGH 2.46 0.28 1.73 0.12 0 0.33 

191 Vellgrove Park DISTRICT 5.32 3.03 2.28 0 0 0 

192 Verton Park POCKET 0.11 0.11 0 0 0 0 

193 Vesta Park LOCAL 0.43 0.43 0 0 0 0 

195 Volta Park LOCAL 0.41 0.41 0 0 0 0 

197 War Memorial 
Park POCKET 0.38 0.38 0 0 0 0 

198 Warwick Park LOCAL 0.55 0.55 0 0 0 0 

204 Willetton Park DISTRICT 10.65 1.43 8.28 0 0 0.94 

206 Woodford Park DISTRICT 5.46 2.02 3.19 0 0 0.25 

207 Woodland Park NEIGH 1.52 1.52 0 0 0 0 

209 Wyong Park DISTRICT 5.36 2.68 2.04 0 0 0.65 

216 Yarnall Park POCKET 0.09 0.09 0 0 0 0 

223 Woodthorpe 
Reserve POCKET 0.32 0.32 0 0 0 0 

226 Jennings Park NEIGH 1.52 1.52 0 0 0 0 

231 Bywater Park NEIGH 1.87 1.87 0 0 0 0 

233 
Keals Close Park 
(Mills St Comp. 

Basin) 
POCKET 0.23 0.23 0 0 0 0 

235 Cecil Reserve NEIGH 1.31 1.31 0 0 0 0 

243 Groundlark 
Reserve NEIGH 1.57 1.57 0 0 0 0 

256 Whaleback Park NEIGH 3.28 3.28 0 0 0 0 

265 Dabchick Reserve LOCAL 0.7 0.7 0 0 0 0 

271 Saint Michaels NEIGH 2.03 2.03 0 0 0 0 
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Park 

274 Kinnerton 
Gardens Park NEIGH 1.7 1.57 0.12 0 0 0 

276 Gochean Reserve LOCAL 0.55 0.55 0 0 0 0 

278 Lansing Reserve POCKET 0.2 0.2 0 0 0 0 

280 Amherst Park LOCAL 0.58 0.58 0 0 0 0 

352 Ada Park POCKET 0.34 0.34 0 0 0 0 

406 Aderyn Park NEIGH 3.97 3.97 0 0 0 0 

413 Connaught 
Reserve NEIGH 2.08 2.08 0 0 0 0 

414 Weetman Reserve POCKET 0.18 0.18 0 0 0 0 

416 Byblos Reserve NEIGH 1.08 1.08 0 0 0 0 

417 Ranford Oval NEIGH 4.7 1.98 2.72 0 0 0 

418 Centella Park LOCAL 0.59 0.59 0 0 0 0 

419 Holton Park POCKET 0.17 0.17 0 0 0 0 

423 Canning Gardens DISTRICT 5.46 5.46 0 0 0 0 

425 Huntley Park POCKET 0.22 0.22 0 0 0 0 

426 The Haven POCKET 0.2 0.2 0 0 0 0 

428 Shannon Bellett 
Park LOCAL 0.69 0.25 0 0 0.44 0 

429 Woodhouse Park LOCAL 0.6 0.6 0 0 0 0 

513 Mesa Park POCKET 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0 

567 College Grove 
Park POCKET 0.17 0.17 0 0 0 0 

661 East Cannington 
Park NEIGH 2.83 2.83 0 0 0 0 

701 Casuarina Park LOCAL 0.42 0.1 0 0 0.32 0 

702 Casuarina Park POCKET 0.31 0.31 0 0 0 0 

921 Hares Park LOCAL 0.44 0.44 0 0 0 0 

922 Hares Park POCKET 0.23 0.23 0 0 0 0 

941 Hawkesbury Park LOCAL 0.61 0.61 0 0 0 0 

942 Hawkesbury Park NEIGH 1.04 1.04 0 0 0 0 

1032 Bannister Creek 
Park NEIGH 3.54 1.19 0 0 2.35 0 

1033 Bannister Creek 
Park NEIGH 4.69 2.44 0 0 2.24 0 

1034 Bannister Creek 
Park NEIGH 4.03 1.42 0 0 2.61 0 

1091 Killara Park NEIGH 1.9 1.9 0 0 0 0 

1241 Macquarie Park LOCAL 0.44 0.44 0 0 0 0 

1441 Munja Park NEIGH 1.19 1.19 0 0 0 0 
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1601 Ranford Road 
Parklands NEIGH 3.41 3.41 0 0 0 0 

1602 Ranford Road 
Parklands NEIGH 2.16 2.16 0 0 0 0 

1741 Shelldrake Park NEIGH 1.23 1.23 0 0 0 0 

1742 Shelldrake Park NEIGH 2.16 2.16 0 0 0 0 

1763 Shelley Beach 
Park NEIGH 1.84 1.45 0 0 0.39 0 

2401 Bull Creek Park LOCAL 0.89 0.89 0 0 0 0 

2402 Bull Creek Park POCKET 0.21 0.21 0 0 0 0 

2661 Mary MacKillop 
Reserve XTRA NEIGH 2.52 2.52 0 0 0 0 

2732 Railway Buffer 
Reserve LOCAL 0.41 0.41 0 0 0 0 

2821 
Serpentine Trunk 

Main Road - 
Ranford 

LOCAL 0.81 0.81 0 0 0 0 

3301 Caulfield Park NEIGH 1.72 1.72 0 0 0 0 

4101 Charles Treasure 
Park LOCAL 0.6 0.6 0 0 0 0 

4102 Charles Treasure 
Park NEIGH 1.06 1.06 0 0 0 0 

4103 Charles Treasure 
Park NEIGH 2.14 2.14 0 0 0 0 

4104 Charles Treasure 
Park LOCAL 0.8 0.8 0 0 0 0 

5101 Canning Vale 
Business Park LOCAL 0.99 0.99 0 0 0 0 

5102 Canning Vale 
Business Park LOCAL 0.48 0.48 0 0 0 0 

5111 Bastion POS LOCAL 0.78 0.78 0 0 0 0 

70687 Perth Place Park POCKET 0.15 0.15 0 0 0 0 

70688 
Mount Park 

Way/The Green 
Park 

LOCAL 0.89 0.89 0 0 0 0 

70689 Ashmore Park LOCAL 0.83 0.83 0 0 0 0 

70691 Glentrool Park POCKET 0.39 0.39 0 0 0 0 

70694 Thurloe Park POCKET 0.37 0.37 0 0 0 0 

70726 Greenacre 
Gardens Park POCKET 0.35 0.35 0 0 0 0 

70727 Quad Lane Park POCKET 0.2 0.2 0 0 0 0 

70745 Alexandra Park POCKET 0.25 0.25 0 0 0 0 

707462 Serisier Parkway POCKET 0.36 0.36 0 0 0 0 

707464 Serisier Parkway POCKET 0.11 0.11 0 0 0 0 
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Park Accessibility 
The size of the catchment areas (i.e., the distance along the road network from the park) was derived in 
accordance with the size of the park and the Department for Sport and Recreation’s (DSR) classification 
framework. 

To determine the proportions of the total Canning (LGA) population within the specified POS park catchment 
areas, the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) 2011 Census data was used and broken down into the smallest 
spatial unit at which relevant population data is collected.  This enabled an analysis to be undertaken on total 
accessibility to particular POS parks and in addition, the proportion of the population by age groups (i.e., 5-14 
year olds) within the POS park catchments.  These were broken down as follows: 

- Population Access to Playgrounds:  Service areas extending 400m along the road network were generated 
around all playground points. 

- Population Access to Sports Parks: Service areas extending 800m along the road network were generated 
around all Neighbourhood Parks with Sports Spaces. 

- Population access to district parks with sports spaces:  Service areas extending 2km along the road network 
were generated around all District Parks with Sports Spaces. 

- Population Access to neighbourhood or district parks with sports spaces:  The 800m and 2km catchment for 
the neighbourhood and district parks with sports spaces were merged. 

Public Open Space Provision within the City of Canning 
From the analysis undertaken a total of 947.61 ha of public open space are currently provided across the City of 
Canning.  The breakdown of space by POS type is identified in table 20 below 
Table 20 Provision of Public Open Space within the City of Canning 

Public open space type Number of areas digitised Area (ha) 

Parks 209 411.11 

Natural and conservation areas 18 341.19 

Foreshore  4 209.02 

Undeveloped POS 18 23.8 

Residual green spaces 41 23.42 

TPS17A 8 1.05 

TPS21 18 8.43 

A total of 23.8ha of publicly accessible open spaces are currently undeveloped.  These are located within the four 
suburbs: Welshpool, East Cannington, Queens Park and of Canning Vale (industrial area to the north of the 
suburb). 

With regard to POS Parks, there are a total of 411.11 ha of parks are currently provided throughout the City of 
Canning.  The park type is identified in table 21 below: 
Table 21 Provision of Parks throughout the City of Canning 

Park Type Number of areas digitised Area (ha) 

Pocket parks 60 14.87 

Local parks 61 39.68 

Neighbourhood parks 68 160.22 

District parks 19 174.14 

Regional parks 1 22.20 
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Park Type Number of areas digitised Area (ha) 

TOTAL  209 411.11 

Figure 28 Provision of parks across the City of Canning 
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Table 22 below identifies the provision of parks by suburb throughout the City of Canning.  It can be noted from 
the accessibility to parks of all types that the overall number and area in the most densely populated areas is 
relatively high: 
Table 22 Provision of Parks by Suburb throughout the City of Canning 

Suburb  Pocket Local  Neigh’d District Regional All 

Bentley 
Number 7 9 1 2 - 19 

Area (Ha) 1.64 4.80 1.24 12.08 - 19.76 

Canning 
Vale 

Number 11 13 12 2 - 38 

Area (Ha) 2.75 8.40 34.55 11.28 - 56.97 

Cannington 
Number 5 4 6 2 - 17 

Area (Ha) 1.23 2.29 11.97 13.91 - 29.40 

East 
Cannington 

Number 1 3 3 - - 7 

Area (Ha) 0.22 2.10 6.99 - - 9.31 

Ferndale 
Canning 
Vale 

Number 2 1 2 2 - 7 

Number 11 13 12 2 - 38 

Lynwood 
Number 5 1 8 1 - 15 

Area (Ha) 1.35 0.81 23.60 5.46 - 31.21 

Parkwood 
Number 4 1 1 2 - 8 

Area (Ha) 0.94 0.70 3.28 17.20 - 22.11 

Welshpool / 
Queens 
Park 

Number 5 - 4 1 - 10 

Area (Ha) 1.25 - 8.37 9.06 - 18.68 

Riverton 
Number 2 1 4 2 - 9 

Area (Ha) 0.53 0.62 8.05 21.62 - 30.82 

Rossmoyn
e 

Number 2 6 1 - - 9 

Area (Ha) 0.32 4.27 1.29 - - 5.88 

Shelley 
Number 3 2 1 1 - 7 

Area (Ha) 0.71 1.39 1.67 7.07 - 10.83 

St James 
Number 2 - - - - 2 

Area (Ha) 0 - - - - 0.23 

Willetton / 
Leeming 

Number 6 12 18 3 - 37 

Area (Ha) 1.72 8.81 39.93 36.17 - 86.64 

Wilson 
Number 5 8 7 1 1 22 

Area (Ha) 1.64 4.96 11.57 9.60 22.20 49.98 
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Figure 29 Provision of parks across the City of Canning 
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Table 23 provides an overview of the numbers and proportion of the City of Canning’s usual resident population 
(total and by age groups) that have access to ANY park type within the respective catchment areas.  The figures 
illustrate a high level of access to any park. 
Table 23 Population Access to Any Park within the City of Canning 

Population of 
The City of Canning   

Number of the Canning 
population within any 

park catchment 

Percentage of the 
Canning population 

within any park 
catchment 

Total population 85514 85023 99.43 

0 to 4 4788 4751 99.22 

5 to 14 9936 9829 98.92 

15 to 19 6432 6358 98.85 

20 to 24 9129 9117 99.87 

25 to 34 13086 13036 99.62 

35 to 44 11178 11154 99.79 

45 to 54 11414 11341 99.36 

55 to 64 9581 9488 99.03 

65 to 74 5470 5470 100.00 

75 to 84 3215 3202 99.60 

Over 85 1285 1263 98.26 

Access to Pocket Parks 
Table 24 identifies access to a pocket park within 300m walking distance. It indicates: 

- Overall, 20% of the total City of Canning population had access to a pocket park within 300m walking 
distance from home 

- 25.9% of all residential cadastre had access to a pocket park in the City of Canning within a 300m walking 
distance. 

- When pockets parks within 1km of the boundary of the City Canning were included the spatial analyses an 
additional 32 residential cadastre had access to a pocket park within a 300m walking distance.  This brought 
the total proportion of residential cadastre in City of Canning with access to a pocket park within 300m 
walking distance to 26.1%. 

Table 24 Number and Proportion of the Canning Population within a Pocket Park Walkable Catchment  

Population of 
The City of Canning   

Number of the Canning 
population within a 

Pocket 300m walkable 
catchment 

Percentage of the 
Canning population 

within a Pocket 300m 
walkable catchment 

Total population 85514 17396 20.34 

0 to 4 4788 984 20.55 

5 to 14 9936 1860 18.72 

15 to 19 6432 1268 19.72 

20 to 24 9129 2191 24.00 

25 to 34 13086 2882 22.02 

35 to 44 11178 2223 19.89 

45 to 54 11414 2211 19.37 
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Population of 
The City of Canning   

Number of the Canning 
population within a 

Pocket 300m walkable 
catchment 

Percentage of the 
Canning population 

within a Pocket 300m 
walkable catchment 

55 to 64 9581 1797 18.75 

65 to 74 5470 1086 19.85 

75 to 84 3215 650 20.23 

Over 85 1285 239 18.58 

Figure 30 Access to Pocket Parks within a 300m Catchment for all Residents of the City of Canning 
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Access to Local Parks 
Table 25 identifies access to a local park within 400m walking distance. It indicates: 

- Overall, 33% of the total City of Canning population had access to a local park within a 400m walking 
distance from home. 

- 36.2% of all residential cadastre had access to a local park in the City of Canning within a 400m walking 
distance. 

- When local parks within 1km of the boundary of the City Canning were included in the spatial analyses an 
additional 151 residential cadastre had access to a local park within a 400m walking distance.  This brought 
the total proportion of residential cadastre in the City Canning with access to a local park within a 400m 
walking distance to 36.8%. 

Table 25 Number and Proportion of the City of Canning Population within a Local Park 400m Walkable Catchment   

Population of 
The City of Canning   

Number of the Canning 
population within a 

400m walkable 
catchment 

Percentage of the 
Canning population 
within a Local 400m 
walkable catchment 

Total population 85514 27955 32.69 

0 to 4 4788 1435 29.96 

5 to 14 9936 3086 31.06 

15 to 19 6432 2256 35.08 

20 to 24 9129 3634 39.81 

25 to 34 13086 4299 32.85 

35 to 44 11178 3511 31.41 

45 to 54 11414 3657 32.04 

55 to 64 9581 2862 29.87 

65 to 74 5470 1727 31.58 

75 to 84 3215 1056 32.84 

Over 85 1285 428 33.34 
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Figure 31 Access to Local Parks within 400m of all Residential Cadastre in the City of Canning 
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Access to Neighbourhood Parks 
Table 26 identifies access to a Neighbourhood Park within 800m walking distance. It indicates: 

- Overall, 75% of the total City of Canning population had access to a neighbourhood park within an 800m 
walking distance from home. 

- 83.8% of all residential cadastre had access to a neighbourhood park in the City of Canning within a 800m 
walking distance. 

- When neighbourhood parks within 1km of the boundary of the City Canning were included the spatial 
analyses indicated that an additional 539 residential cadastre had access to a neighbourhood park within an 
800m walking distance.  This brought the total proportion of residential cadastre in the City of Canning with 
access to a neighbourhood park within an 800m walking distance to 85.7%. 

Table 26 Number and proportion of the City of Canning Population within an 800m walkable Catchment of Neighbourhood Parks 

Population of 
The City of Canning   

Number of the Canning 
population within an 

800m walkable 
catchment 

Percentage of the 
Canning population 

within an 800m walkable 
catchment 

Total population 85514 64361 75.26 

0 to 4 4788 3664 76.53 

5 to 14 9936 7706 77.56 

15 to 19 6432 4841 75.26 

20 to 24 9129 6394 70.04 

25 to 34 13086 9690 74.05 

35 to 44 11178 8648 77.37 

45 to 54 11414 8711 76.32 

55 to 64 9581 7273 75.91 

65 to 74 5470 4163 76.11 

75 to 84 3215 2368 73.67 

Over 85 1285 899 70.00 
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Figure 32 Access to Neighbourhood Parks within 800m of all Residential Cadastre in the City of Canning 
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Access to District Parks 
Table 27 identifies access to a District Park within a 2km catchment. It indicates: 

- Overall, 89% of the total Canning population had access to a district park within 2km from home. 

- 90.9% of all residential cadastre had access to a district park within the City of Canning within 2km. 

- When district parks within 1km of the boundary of the City Canning were included in the spatial analyses an 
additional 265 residential cadastre had access to a district park within 2km.  This brought the total proportion 
of residential cadastre within the City of Canning with access to a district park within a 2km catchment to 
89%. 

Table 27 Number and Proportion of the City of Canning Population within a 2km District Park Catchment  

Population of 
The City of Canning   

Number of the Canning 
population within a 
District Park 2km 

walkable catchment 

Percentage of the 
Canning population 
within a District Park 

2km walkable 
catchment 

Total population 85514 76073 88.96 

0 to 4 4788 4239 88.53 

5 to 14 9936 8521 85.76 

15 to 19 6432 5565 86.53 

20 to 24 9129 8340 91.35 

25 to 34 13086 11894 90.89 

35 to 44 11178 9895 88.52 

45 to 54 11414 9861 86.39 

55 to 64 9581 8500 88.71 

65 to 74 5470 5041 92.15 

75 to 84 3215 3003 93.42 

Over 85 1285 1209 94.06 
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Figure 33 Access to District Parks within 2km from all Residents in the City of Canning 
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Access to Regional Parks 
Table 28 identifies access to Regional Parks within a 10km catchment. It indicates that overall, 97% of the total 
City of Canning population had access to a district park within 10km from home. 
Table 28 Number and Proportion of residents within the City of Canning within a 10km walking distance of Regional Parks 

Population of 
The City of Canning   

Number of the Canning 
population within a 
10km Regional Park 

Catchment  

Percentage of the 
Canning population 

within a 10km Regional 
Park Catchment 

Total population 85514 82557 96.54 

0 to 4 4788 4609 96.25 

5 to 14 9936 9404 94.65 

15 to 19 6432 6117 95.11 

20 to 24 9129 8936 97.89 

25 to 34 13086 12809 97.88 

35 to 44 11178 10777 96.41 

45 to 54 11414 10904 95.54 

55 to 64 9581 9213 96.16 

65 to 74 5470 5362 98.02 

75 to 84 3215 3163 98.38 

Over 85 1285 1256 97.78 
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Figure 34 Access To Regional Parks within a 10km Catchment of all Residents in the City of Canning 
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Access to Parks Surrounding the City of Canning 
Figure 35 Parks Located within a 1km buffer of the City of Canning Jurisdiction Boundary 
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Figure 36 All Parks within a 1km Boundary of the City of Canning 
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Access to Playgrounds 
Access to playgrounds within 400m of an individual’s residence is particularly important in ensuring that sufficient 
infrastructure is available to support family activities.  The research and audit process highlighted the breadth of 
playground development across the City which was provided on all functional levels of POS. 

Table 29 below identifies the breakdown of parks containing playgrounds within the City of Canning.  It is to be 
noted that 60% of all designated POS contains a playground. 
Table 29 Number of Parks by DSR Classification with Play Equipment 

DSR Size Classification 
Playground 

Total 
Not present Present 

POCKET 33 27 60 

LOCAL 24 37 61 

NEIGHBOURHOOD 23 45 68 

DISTRICT 1 18 19 

REGIONAL 0 1 1 

TOTAL  81 126 209 

Table 30 provides a breakdown of 400m walking catchment access to playgrounds within the City of Canning by 
age grouping. 
Table 30 Number and Proportion of the City of Canning Population with access to a Playground within a 400m Catchment 

Population of 
The City of Canning   

Number of the Canning 
population within 400m 
Playground catchment 

Percentage of the 
Canning population 

within 400m Playground 
catchment 

Total population 85514 43000 50.28 

0 to 4 4788 2412 50.37 

5 to 14 9936 4894 49.26 

15 to 19 6432 3293 51.20 

20 to 24 9129 5025 55.04 

25 to 34 13086 6722 51.37 

35 to 44 11178 5622 50.30 

45 to 54 11414 5498 48.17 

55 to 64 9581 4568 47.68 

65 to 74 5470 2693 49.24 

75 to 84 3215 1638 50.94 

Over 85 1285 631 49.07 

- Overall, 50% of the total City of Canning population had access to a playground (within a park) within 400m 
walking distance. 

- 50% of the Canning population of 0 to 4 year olds and 49% of the City of Canning population of 5 to 14 year 
olds had access to a playground (within a park) within 400m walking distance. 

- 58.1% of all residential cadastre had access to a playground within the City of Canning within 400m walking 
distance 

- When playgrounds in parks within 400m of the boundary of the City Canning were included the spatial 
analyses indicated that an additional 367 residential cadastre had access to a playground within 400m 
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walking distance.  The total proportion of residential cadastre within the City of Canning with access to a 
playground within 400m walking distance on this basis is 59.4%. 

Figures 37 and 39 illustrates the locations of all playgrounds within the City of Canning and the 400m walkable 
catchment areas around each playground. 

Figures 38 and 40 illustrates the access to a playground (within a park) within 400m walking distance from all 
residential cadastre in Canning. 
Figure 37 Playgrounds within the City of Canning detailing the 400m Catchments surrounding each. 
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Figure 38 Access by Residences within 400m of a Playground in the City of Canning (based on cadastre). 
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Figure 39 Playgrounds within the City of Canning 
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Figure 40 Access by Residences within 400m of a Playground both within the jurisdictional boundary of the City of Canning (based 
on cadastre). 
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Access to Sports Parks 
20 parks contained a sport spaces and in accordance with the DSR definitions 6 of these were neighbourhood 
parks, 13 were district- parks and 1 was located on a regional park.   For reference purposes access to 
neighbourhood parks with sports spaces is identified in table 31.  This identifies access within an 800m catchment 
from all residential cadastre.   
Table 31 Number and Proportion of the City of Canning Population within 800m of a Neighbourhood Sports Park 

Population of 
The City of Canning   

Number of the Canning 
population within 800m 
Neighbourhood Sports 

Park catchment 

Percentage of the 
Canning population 

within 800m 
Neighbourhood Sports 

Park catchment 
Total population 85514 12759.10 14.92 

0 to 4 4788 780.35 16.30 

5 to 14 9936 1698.57 17.10 

15 to 19 6432 1054.86 16.40 

20 to 24 9129 1371.30 15.02 

25 to 34 13086 1913.10 14.62 

35 to 44 11178 1819.98 16.28 

45 to 54 11414 1835.04 16.08 

55 to 64 9581 1249.27 13.04 

65 to 74 5470 632.78 11.57 

75 to 84 3215 320.38 9.97 

Over 85 1285 81.75 6.36 
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Figure 41 Access to Neighbourhood Parks with Sports Spaces within an 800m catchment. 
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Table 32 Number and Proportion of the City of Canning population within 2km of a District Sports Park 

Population of 
The City of Canning   

Number of the Canning 
population within 2km 

of a District Sports Park 
catchment 

Percentage of the 
Canning population 

within 2km of a District 
Sports Park catchment 

Total population 85514 74,960 87.66 

0 to 4 4788 4,192 87.55 

5 to 14 9936 8,390 84.44 

15 to 19 6432 5,472 85.08 

20 to 24 9129 8,234 90.19 

25 to 34 13086 11,804 90.21 

35 to 44 11178 9,770 87.41 

45 to 54 11414 9,680 84.81 

55 to 64 9581 8,344 87.09 

65 to 74 5470 4,930 90.13 

75 to 84 3215 2,953 91.84 

Over 85 1285 1,186 92.30 
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Figure 42 City of Canning Residential Access to District Parks with Sports Spaces within a 2km catchment 
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Table 33 Number and Proportion of the City of Canning Population within 800m and 2km of Neighbourhood and District Sports 
Parks 

Population of 
The City of Canning   

Number of the Canning 
population within 2km 
of Neighbourhood and 

District catchment 

Percentage of the 
Canning population 

within 2km of 
Neighbourhood and 
District catchment 

Total population 85514 78885 92.25 

0 to 4 4788 4410 92.10 

5 to 14 9936 9043 91.01 

15 to 19 6432 5851 90.96 

20 to 24 9129 8569 93.86 

25 to 34 13086 12196 93.20 

35 to 44 11178 10341 92.51 

45 to 54 11414 10404 91.15 

55 to 64 9581 8766 91.49 

65 to 74 5470 5093 93.11 

75 to 84 3215 3011 93.66 

Over 85 1285 1196 93.11 
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Figure 43 Residential Access to Sports Space in Neighbourhood and District Parks within the City of Canning 
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Park Access from Public Transport 
An assessment of accessibility from public transport was undertaken which captured the parks which fall within / 
intersect a 400m walkable catchment area around a bus stop.  This provides an indication of park accessibility on 
foot from the nearest public transport point.  It can be seen that: 

- 178 of all 209 parks (85%) are located within 400m of a bus stop 

- 16 of the 19 district parks (84%) are located within 400m of a bus stop 
Figure 44 Access to Parks by Bus – 400m catchment areas around bus stops and park types within the City of Canning 
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Park Qualitative Assessments 
Table 34 identifies the average (mean) scores or each park by DSR classification: 
Table 34 Park Quality scores by Feature and Park Type 

Quality 
Assessment Park Type Mean Quality 

Assessment Park Type Mean 

EASE OF ACCESS POCKET 3.73 DRAINAGE POCKET 1.85 

LOCAL 3.77 LOCAL 3.02 

NEIGHBOURHOOD 3.88 NEIGHBOURHOOD 3.96 

DISTRICT 4.68 DISTRICT 4.47 

REGIONAL 5.00 REGIONAL 5.00 

Total 3.89 Total 3.13 

VISIBILITY POCKET 3.90 USES CATERED 
FOR 

POCKET 1.73 

LOCAL 4.05 LOCAL 2.18 

NEIGHBOURHOOD 3.85 NEIGHBOURHOOD 2.74 

DISTRICT 4.53 DISTRICT 3.89 

REGIONAL 5.00 REGIONAL 5.00 

Total 3.99 Total 2.40 

SAFETY / 
LIGHTING 

POCKET 3.03 SEATING POCKET 3.02 

LOCAL 3.11 LOCAL 2.98 

NEIGHBOURHOOD 3.10 NEIGHBOURHOOD 3.41 

DISTRICT 3.74 DISTRICT 3.89 

REGIONAL 4.00 REGIONAL 4.00 

Total 3.15 Total 3.22 

DISABILITY 
ACCESS 

POCKET 2.25 BBQ POCKET 1.12 

LOCAL 2.52 LOCAL 1.21 

NEIGHBOURHOOD 3.06 NEIGHBOURHOOD 1.38 

DISTRICT 3.79 DISTRICT 1.95 

REGIONAL 4.00 REGIONAL 5.00 

Total 2.75 Total 1.33 

SITE DESIGN POCKET 3.05 WELL 
MAINTAINED 

POCKET 3.95 

LOCAL 3.07 LOCAL 3.98 

NEIGHBOURHOOD 3.63 NEIGHBOURHOOD 4.34 

DISTRICT 4.37 DISTRICT 4.42 

REGIONAL 4.00 REGIONAL 5.00 

Total 3.37 Total 4.13 

TOILETS 
CHANGING 

POCKET 1.00 RETICULATION POCKET 3.83 

LOCAL 1.20 LOCAL 3.82 

NEIGHBOURHOOD 1.51 NEIGHBOURHOOD 4.12 

DISTRICT 3.11 DISTRICT 4.68 
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Quality 
Assessment Park Type Mean Quality 

Assessment Park Type Mean 

REGIONAL 5.00 REGIONAL 5.00 

Total 1.44 Total 4.00 

FLOODLIGHTING POCKET 1.22 LITTER BINS POCKET 2.30 

LOCAL 1.36 LOCAL 3.30 

NEIGHBOURHOOD 1.37 NEIGHBOURHOOD 3.85 

DISTRICT 3.47 DISTRICT 4.47 

REGIONAL 3.00 REGIONAL 5.00 

Total 1.52 Total 3.31 

CAR PARKING POCKET 1.45 DOG FREE AREAS POCKET 2.90 

LOCAL 1.59 LOCAL 3.31 

NEIGHBOURHOOD 1.69 NEIGHBOURHOOD 3.78 

DISTRICT 4.26 DISTRICT 3.89 

REGIONAL 5.00 REGIONAL 4.00 

Total 1.84 Total 3.40 

Park Infrastructure 
The detail below identifies the different type of recreational leisure activities which were captured during the audit 
process. 
Table 35 Recreational Activities Accommodated on Parks 

Ref Number of Parks % of Parks Ref Number of Parks % of Parks 

FORMALLY DESIGNATED DOG EXERCISE AREA CRICKET NETS 

NO 149 71.3 NO 195 93.3 

YES 60 28.7 YES 14 6.7 

Total 209 100.0 Total 209 100.0 

GRASSED OPEN AREAS BASKETBALL HOOPS / HALF COURTS / QUARTER 
COURTS 

NO 52 24.9 NO 178 85.2 

YES 157 75.1 YES 31 14.8 

Total 209 100.0 Total 209 100.0 

CHILDREN’S PLAYGROUND / PLAY EQUIPMENT SOCCER GOALS 

NO 82 39.2 NO 205 98.1 

YES 127 60.8 YES 4 1.9 

Total 209 100.0 Total 209 100.0 

SHADE SAILS OVER PLAY EQUIPMENT (OF THE 127 
PLAYGROUNDS) 

PLAYGROUND FENCED (OF THE 127 PLAYGROUNDS) 

NO 123 96.7 NO 116 90.5 

YES 4 3.3 YES 11 9.5 

Total 127 100.0 Total 127 100.0 
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Ref Number of Parks % of Parks Ref Number of Parks % of Parks 

AFL GOALS HIT UP WALL 

NO 202 96.7 NO 208 99.5 

YES 7 3.3 YES 1 .5 

Total 209 100.0 Total 209 100.0 

SKATE PARK BMX TRACK 

NO 208 99.5 NO 208 99.5 

YES 1 .5 YES 1 .5 

Total 209 100.0 Total 209 100.0 

OUTDOOR GYM EQUIPMENT    

NO 202 96.7    

YES 7 3.3    

Total 209 100.0    

Table 36 identifies other furniture, structure, facilities and amenities which were captured during the audit process.  
It emphasises the extent of supporting infrastructure present within POS.  The data was also truth-checked 
against the city of Canning register of known assets. 
Table 36 Furniture, Structure, Facilities and Amenities within Parks  

Ref Number of 
Parks % of Parks Ref Number of 

Parks % of Parks 

DOES THE PARK HAVE A NAME SIGN NUMBER OF BBQ’s 

No Park Name 
Sign 

60 28.7 Not present 191 91.4 

Park Name sign 
Present 

92 44.0 1 11 5.3 

MISSING INFO 57 27.3 2 5 2.4 

Total 209 100.0 5 1 .5 

 6 1 .5 

Total 209 100.0 

ABORIGINAL SITE HERITAGE SITE 

Not present 206 98.6 NO 99.0 99.0 

Feature Present 3 1.4 YES 1.0 1.0 

Total 209 100.0 Total 100.0 100.0 

PATHS THROUGH PARK PUBLIC TOILETS 

NO 37.8 37.8 NO 190 90.9 

YES 62.2 62.2 YES 19 9.1 

Total 100.0 100.0 Total 209 100.0 

NUMBER OF BINS AS A CATEGORICAL VARIABLE PICNIC TABLES IN PARKS 

NO BINS 60 28.7 0 179 85.6 

1-9 BINS 133 63.6 1 16 7.7 

10-19 BINS 5 2.4 2 9 4.3 
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Ref Number of 
Parks % of Parks Ref Number of 

Parks % of Parks 

20+ BINS 2 1.0 3 4 1.9 

Total 200 95.7 4 1 .5 

System 9 4.3 Total 209 100.0 

Total 209 100.0  

ANY LIGHTING WITHIN THE PARK ART 

NO 49 23.4 NO 202 96.7 

YES 160 76.6 YES 7 3.3 

Total 209 100.0 Total 209 100.0 

LIGHTS AROUND COURTS BIKE RACKS 

NO 183 87.6 NO 191 91.4 

YES 26 12.4 YES 18 8.6 

Total 209 100.0 Total 209 100.0 

LIGHT ALONG PATHS DRINKING FOUNTAINS 

NO 189 90.4 NO 137 65.6 

YES 20 9.6 YES 72 34.4 

Total 209 100.0 Total 209 100.0 

MEMORIALS FENCING 

NO 198 94.7 NO 25 12.0 

YES 11 5.3 YES 184 88.0 

Total 209 100.0 Total 209 100.0 

NUMBER OF BENCHES FENCE TYPE 1 WITHIN PARK 

0 54 25.8 no fence 28  

1 77 36.8 

bollard or post 
fence (metal or 
wood & no 
horizontal 
connector) 

60  

2 30 14.4 

wooden post 
and rail 
(horizontal 
connector) 

34  

3 15 7.2 
metal chain link 
fence 

16  

4 13 6.2 
metal fence = 
post and rail or 
decorative 

5  

5 7 3.3 
residential 
fencing / walls 

58  

6 2 1.0 

decorative wall / 
brick (+ may 
have metal 
fencing 
incorporated) 

8  
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Ref Number of 
Parks % of Parks Ref Number of 

Parks % of Parks 

7 1 .5 Total 209  

8 3 1.4  

9 2 1.0  

10 1 .5 

11 1 .5 

22 1 .5 

Total (2 missing) 207 99.0 

Table 37 contains details of natural features which were captured during the audit process.  It is to be noted that 
whilst this is referred to as ‘natural’, it does include man made infrastructure which has been developed for storm 
water purposes and park beautification.  
Table 37 Natural Features Contained within Parks 

Ref Number of Parks % of Parks Ref Number of Parks % of Parks 

LAKE OR POND (MAN-MADE) ACCESS TO NATURAL AREAS 

NO 186 89.0 NO 54 25.8 

YES 23 11.0 YES 20 9.6 

Total 209 100.0 N/A 115 55.0 

WATER FOUNTAIN Total 189 90.4 

NO 202 96.7 Missing 20 9.6 

YES 7 3.3 Total 209 100.0 

Total 209 100.0  

NATURAL WATER BODY TREES 

NO 193 92.3 1-25 91 43.5 

YES 16 7.7 25-50 39 18.7 

Total 209 100.0 50-100 36 17.2 

GARDENS / GARDEN BEDS >100 43 20.6 

NO Total 209 Total 209 100.0 

YES 99 47.4    

Total 209 100.0    

 

Park Space Allocation 
The following table identifies the overall percentage of park area by use for each usage classification. 
Table 38 Percentage of areas of Different spaces within all Parks by DSR Classification 

PARK 
CLASSIFICATION % PARK % SPORTS % TENNIS 

%CAR / 

BUILDING 
% NATURAL 

POCKET 99.10 .00 .00 .90 .00 

LOCAL 97.09 .00 .40 .20 2.31 

NEIGHBOURHOOD 87.94 5.44 .16 .66 5.80 
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PARK 
CLASSIFICATION % PARK % SPORTS % TENNIS 

%CAR / 

BUILDING 
% NATURAL 

DISTRICT 47.11 36.66 .00 6.68 9.55 

REGIONAL 59.22 36.29 .00 4.50 .00 

Sports Accommodated in Parks 
The following table identifies the number of parks within which identified sports are accommodated and the 
percentage of parks. 
Table 39 Recreational Activities Accommodated in Parks 

Sports  Number of Parks % of Parks 

Cricket 

NO 192 91.9 

YES 17 8.1 

Total 209 100.0 

Soccer 

NO 201 96.2 

YES 8 3.8 

Total 209 100.0 

Athletics 

NO 204 97.6 

YES 5 2.4 

Total 209 100.0 

Personal Training 

NO 203 97.1 

YES 6 2.9 

Total 209 100.0 

Baseball 

NO 207 99.0 

YES 2 1.0 

Total 209 100.0 

Teeball 

NO 208 99.5 

YES 1 .5 

Total 209 100.0 

Softball 

NO 208 99.5 

YES 1 .5 

Total 209 100.0 

Netball 

NO 207 99.0 

YES 2 1.0 

Total 209 100.0 

Tennis 

NO 204 97.6 

YES 5 2.4 

Total 209 100.0 

Basketball 
NO 205 98.1 

YES 4 1.9 
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Sports  Number of Parks % of Parks 

Total 209 100.0 

AFL 

NO   

YES   

TOTAL 209 100.0 
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Table 40 Qualitative Assessment Audit for all POS (scores of 2 or less highlighted in yellow) 

PARK NAME 
DSR 

CATEGORY 

EASE OF 

ACCESS 
VISIBILITY 

SAFETY 

LIGHTING 

DISABILITY 

ACCESS 
SITE DESIGN 

TOILETS 

CHANGING 
F’LIGHTING 

CAR 

PARKING 
DRAINAGE 

USES 

CATERED 
SEATING BBQ 

WELL 

M’TAINED 
R’CULATION LITTER BINS 

CENTENARY 

PARK REGIONAL 
5 5 4 4 4 5 3 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 

GREENACRE 

GARDENS PARK POCKET 
4 5 5 4 5 1 4 5 5 3 5 1 5 5 3 

ADA PARK POCKET 5 5 5 3 5 1 5 1 3 4 5 5 5 5 5 

WAR MEMORIAL 

PARK POCKET 
3 5 4 3 5 1 4 4 1 2 4 1 5 5 4 

SOVEREIGN PARK POCKET 4 4 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 4 5 4 

TEMPLETONIA 

PARK POCKET 
4 4 4 1 3 1 1 1 4 2 1 1 5 4 1 

CASUARINA PARK POCKET 4 4 2 4 4 1 1 1 4 2 1 1 5 4 1 

PERTH PLACE 

PARK POCKET 
4 4 4 3 4 1 1 2 4 2 3 1 5 5 1 

SPYGLASS PARK POCKET 4 4 4 4 4 1 1 1 4 3 4 1 4 4 4 

DEPOT GARDENS POCKET 4 3 3 1 4 1 1 5 5 1 4 1 4 4 1 

BLANDFIELD 

PARK POCKET 
4 4 3 4 3 1 1 1 2 2 4 1 4 4 4 

GLENNON PARK POCKET 3 2 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 4 1 

PARKHILL PARK POCKET 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

STRATFORD 

PARK POCKET 
4 4 3 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 

WOODTHORPE 

RESERVE POCKET 
5 5 5 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 5 5 5 

KEALS CLOSE 

PARK POCKET 
4 4 3 4 3 1 1 4 1 2 4 1 3 3 4 

THE HAVEN POCKET 4 4 4 3 4 1 1 2 4 1 4 1 5 5 2 
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COLLEGE GROVE 

PARK POCKET 
3 5 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 4 4 1 

GLENTROOL 

PARK POCKET 
4 4 4 3 4 1 1 2 4 2 4 1 5 5 1 

THURLOE PARK POCKET 4 4 5 3 4 1 1 2 5 1 1 1 4 4 1 

QUAD LANE PARK POCKET 4 5 4 3 4 1 1 2 4 2 3 1 5 5 1 

SERISIER 

PARKWAY POCKET 
4 2 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 1 

ELZA BARZOTTO 

PARK POCKET 
4 5 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 5 4 4 

CROFTON PARK POCKET 4 5 3 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 4 4 5 

DEALEY PARK POCKET 4 3 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 3 5 1 5 4 4 

GODFREY PARK POCKET 4 4 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 4 4 1 

HARTFIELD PARK POCKET 5 5 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 5 4 4 

HILLTOP PARK POCKET 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 5 2 4 1 4 3 1 

RITSON PARK POCKET 3 2 1 2 3 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 4 4 4 

SAUREL PARK POCKET 5 5 4 1 5 1 1 1 1 3 4 4 5 4 4 

LANSING PARK POCKET 3 4 3 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 5 4 1 

HOLTON PARK POCKET 4 4 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 3 4 1 4 4 4 

ALEXANDRA 

PARK POCKET 
3 3 3 5 4 1 1 1 1 3 4 1 4 4 4 

SERISIER 

PARKWAY POCKET 
5 3 4 4 5 1 4 4 1 2 1 1 5 5 4 

ALDAM PARK POCKET 3 4 4 1 3 1 1 5 3 1 4 1 4 4 5 

CENTRAL POCKET 4 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 
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CHESSON PARK POCKET 3 5 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 1 

FERN PLACE 

PARK POCKET 
4 4 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 

DATURA PARK POCKET 5 5 4 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 

DUMOND PARK POCKET 4 5 3 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 2 3 1 

FLINDS PARK POCKET 5 5 4 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 5 4 1 

ARLINGTON PARK POCKET 3 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 

HERON PARK POCKET 3 1 1 4 3 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 3 1 

ROB BRUCE PARK POCKET 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

HAKEA WALKWAY POCKET 5 4 4   1 1 1 4 2 1 1 5 5 1 

WEETMAN 

RESERVE POCKET 
4 5 3 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 3 4 1 

MESA PARK POCKET 4 4 2 3 3 1 1 2 4 3 4 1 5 4 1 

HARES PARK POCKET 5 5 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

BULL CREEK 

PARK POCKET 
3 5 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 1 

BRINKLEY PARK POCKET 4 4 3 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 4 5 1 

CRANLEY PARK POCKET 4 5 4 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 5 5 1 

CYGNET PARK POCKET 3 4 3 1 3 1 1 1 2 2 4 1 3 3 1 

FARNHAM PARK POCKET 3 4 3 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 

GEORGIAN PARK POCKET 2 2 3 3 4 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 4 4 1 

JENEVER PARK POCKET 4 5 3 1 3 1 1 1 1 3 4 1 4 4 4 

LANGHAM PARK POCKET 5 5 3 1 4 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 4 4 4 

MONTROSE PARK POCKET 4 4 3 4 3 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 3 2 4 
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NORMAN PARK POCKET 5 5 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 3 4 1 5 5 5 

VERTON PARK POCKET 3 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 3 3 5 

YARNALL PARK POCKET 5 5 3 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 3 3 1 

HUNTLEY PARK POCKET 1 5 3 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 4 4 4 

FERN COVE PARK LOCAL 4 3 3 3 3 1 4 1 1 2 4 1 4 4 4 

MERIAN PARK LOCAL 5 5 3 1 5 1 1 1 4 4 5 5 5 4 5 

RIVERTON JETTY 

PARK LOCAL 
4 5 5 4 5 5 4 5 5 3 5 5 4 4 5 

FRANCIS BIRD 

PARK LOCAL 
4 5 4 4 4 1 4 4 3 4 1 5 4 4 3 

CENTELLA PARK LOCAL 4 5 4 4 5 1 1 2 4 3 4 1 5 5 4 

CHAPMAN PARK LOCAL 4 4 4 1 4 5 4 4 1 3 4 1 4 4 4 

CANNING VALE 

BUSINESS PARK LOCAL 
3 4 4 4 4 1 1 3 4 2 4 1 3 4 4 

CANNING VALE 

BUSINESS PARK LOCAL 
3 4 4 4 4 1 1 3 4 2 4 1 3 4 4 

ROSSMOYNE 

PARK LOCAL 
2 1 1 4 1 5 4 4 2 1 1 1 3 3 1 

KINGFISHER 

PARK LOCAL 
3 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 2 2 4 1 5 5 4 

SANDRA PARK LOCAL 4 4 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 5 3 3 

AKANIA PARK LOCAL 4 5 3 5 5 1 1 2 4 3 4 1 4 5 4 

RAILWAY BUFFER 

RESERVE / 

JUBAEA PARK LOCAL 

4 4 2 4 4 1 1 3 4 3 1 1 4 4 3 

AMHERST PARK LOCAL 5 5 2 4 4 1 1 2 4 3 3 1 3 4 3 
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BURTONIA PARK LOCAL 4 5 3 5 5 1 1 2 4 3 3 1 4 5 1 

BOSWORTH PARK LOCAL 5 5 4 5 5 1 1 2 5 5 4 1 5 5 4 

GRANVILLE PARK LOCAL 4 3 3 4 4 1 1 1 3 3 4 1 5 4 5 

KINGSFORD PARK LOCAL 4 2 2 3 3 1 1 1 4 3 3 1 4 4 4 

LEYMAR PARK LOCAL 3 5 3 1 3 1 1 1 3 2 3 1 5 5 5 

WOODHOUSE 

PARK LOCAL 
5 5 2 5 5 1 1 2 5 3 4 1 5 5 4 

GLEDHILL PARK LOCAL 5 4 2 4 3 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 3 1 1 

SHANNON 

BELLET LOCAL 
4 4 4 4 2 1 1 1 5 2 1 1 3 3 1 

CASUARINA PARK LOCAL 4 4 2 4 4 1 1 1 4 2 1 1 5 4 1 

HAWKSBURY 

PARK LOCAL 
3 3 1 3 1 1 1 1 5 1 3 1 4 4 4 

MOUNT PARK 

WAY LOCAL 
4 4 4 2 3 1 1 2 4 2 3 1 5 5 1 

ARAGON PARK LOCAL 5 5 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 3 4 1 4 4 4 

CARDOC PARK LOCAL 3 5 4 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 3 4 

CORONA PARK LOCAL 3 3 3 1 4 1 1 1 1 3 4 1 5 4 4 

LENHAY PARK LOCAL 4 5 3 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 4 4 5 

MARGARET PARK LOCAL 3 4 3 1 4 1 1 1 1 3 4 1 5 5 5 

GOCHEAN 

RESERVE LOCAL 
5 5 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 3 4 1 5 4 4 

BASTION POS LOCAL 4 5 3 1 5 1 1 1 4 2 5 1 5 5 5 

CHAPMAN_ASHB

URTON 

COMPENSATION LOCAL 

3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 5 
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BASIN 

CHARLES 

TREASURE PARK LOCAL 
5 4 4 4 5 1 5 3 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 

CHARLES 

TREASURE PARK LOCAL 
0 4 3 4 2 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 

BRIDGEWAY 

PARK LOCAL 
3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 5 2 3 1 3 3 4 

MASSEY PARK LOCAL 4 5 4 1 3 1 1 1 4 3 3 1 4 4 5 

BANKSIA PARK LOCAL 3 5 4 2 4 1 1 1 5 2 2 2 5 5 1 

WOOLNER 

GREEN_THEVALE LOCAL 
3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 3 2 3 1 4 4 4 

SERPENTINE 

TRUNK MAIN 

ROAD LOCAL 

4 4 4 4 4 1 1 1 4 2 3 1 4 4 3 

ASHMORE PARK LOCAL 4 4 4 3 3 1 1 2 4 2 3 1 5 5 3 

ALBION PARK LOCAL 4 4 3 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 3 4 4 

ANN PARK LOCAL 3 5 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 4 3 1 

CODY PARK LOCAL 5 5 3 1 1 1 1 1 5 3 4 1 5 5 4 

RUSSELL PARK LOCAL 4 4 3 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 3 1 4 5 1 

MACQUARIE 

PARK LOCAL 
5 3 4 3 3 1 1 2 5 2 4 1 4 4 5 

LIONS PARK LOCAL 3 2 3 1 2 1 1 3  1 3 1 4 3 3 

VESTA PARK LOCAL 3 4 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 1 

VOLTA PARK LOCAL 4 4 3 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 4 1 3 3 1 

DABCHICK 

RESERVE LOCAL 
2 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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HARES PARK LOCAL 5 4 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

BULL CREEK 

PARK LOCAL 
3 5 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 4 3 1 

BUNNING PARK LOCAL 4 4 3 1 3 1 1 1 5 2 4 1 4 4 4 

HILLVIEW PARK LOCAL 4 5 3 2 4 1 1 5 4 2 4 1 5 4 4 

JUDY PANELL 

PARK LOCAL 
4 4 3 3 3 1 1 1 4 2 4 1 4 4 4 

MODILLION PARK LOCAL 4 4 3 1 2 1 1 1 5 2 3 1 4 4 3 

OCKHAM PARK LOCAL 4 5 3 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 4 4 4 

PAGE PARK LOCAL 4 5 3 1 3 1 1 1 4 2 1 1 4 3 4 

SILL PARK LOCAL 5 5 3 4 3 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 4 3 4 

TEAL PARK LOCAL 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 3 1 4 3 3 

WARWICK PARK LOCAL 5 5 3 3 3 1 1 1 2 2 4 1 4 3 4 

RANFORD ROAD 

PARKLANDS N’HOOD 
4 5 3 4 5 1 1 1 5 4 4 1 5 5 3 

MONTES PARK N’HOOD 4 5 4 1 5 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 4 4 4 

CANNING VALE 

OVAL 

N’HOOD 
5 5 4 4 5 5 4 4 5 4 3 1 5 5 5 

MARY MACKILLOP 

RESERVE XTRA 

N’HOOD 
3 4 3 5 4 1 1 1 5 3 4 1 5 4 4 

CANNING ARTS 

CENTRE PARK 

N’HOOD 
2 4 3 3 2 4 2 3 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 

PURLEY PARK N’HOOD 5 5 4 4 4 5 4 5 1 3 4 1 5 5 5 

GROUNDLARK 

RESERVE 

N’HOOD 
4 4 3 3 4 1 4 3 1 3 4 1 5 5 4 

SHELLY BEACH N’HOOD 5 4 4 5 5 5 4 5 5 4 5 5 4 5 5 
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PARK 

MORNING CLOUD 

PARK 

N’HOOD 
3 1 2 3 3 1 1 1 5 2 2 1 4 3 1 

KARRI PARK N’HOOD 5 5 5 5 5 1 1 4 5 4 5 1 5 5 5 

AGINCOURT 

PARK 

N’HOOD 
3 4 4 3 4 1 1 1 5 3 4 1 4 4 4 

COLLINS PARK N’HOOD 3 3 5 3 4 1 1 1 5 4 4 1 5 5 5 

CHARLES 

TREASURE PARK 

N’HOOD 
4 4 4 4 5 1 4 1 5 3 5 1 5 5 5 

CHARLES 

TREASURE PARK 

N’HOOD 
4 4 4 4 5 1 4 1 5 4 5 1 5 5 5 

MASONS 

LANDING PARK 

N’HOOD 
4 4 3 4 5 5 1 3 5 4 5 5 5 4 4 

JENNINGS PARK N’HOOD 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 5 4 4 

THOMAS MOORE 

PARK 

N’HOOD 
4 4 4 5 4 5 4 5 3 3 5 1 5 5 5 

WOODLAND PARK N’HOOD 3 5 3 4 4 1 1 1 5 3 5 1 5 5 3 

SAINT MICHAEL'S 

PARK 

N’HOOD 
5 5 3 4 4 1 1 2 4 2 1 1 4 4 3 

CONNAUGHT 

RESERVE 

N’HOOD 
5 5 3 3 5 1 1 1 5 3 4 1 5 5 5 

RANFORD ROAD 

PARKLANDS 

N’HOOD 
4 5 4 4 5 1 1 2 5 2 3 1 4 4 4 

JASMINE PARK N’HOOD 3 3 3 1 2 1 1 1 5 3 4 1 4 4 3 

KINNERTON 

GARDENS PARK 

N’HOOD 
4 4 3 3 4 1 1 2 4 3 3 1 4 4 3 

CAUFIELD PARK N’HOOD 4 4 4 3 3 1 1 1 4 3 4 1 4 4 5 
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ERN CLARK 

CENTRE 

N’HOOD 
5 5 3 5 4 3 4 4 5 4 3 1 5 5 4 

MARKET CITY 

PARK 

N’HOOD 
1 4 2 1 2 1 1 3 4 3 2 2 4 4 1 

QUEENSVILLE 

PARK 

N’HOOD 
5 5 4 5 4 1 1 1 4 2 4 1 4 5 4 

BROLGA PARK N’HOOD 4 2 2 3 3 1 1 1 5 3 4 1 5 5 5 

FAIRFIELD PARK N’HOOD 4 5 2 5 5 1 1 1 4 4 5 4 4 5 3 

LAMBERTA 

CREEK PARK 

N’HOOD 
3 3 1 1 4 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 4 4 2 

MANIANA PARK N’HOOD 4 5 3 3 4 3 1 3 4 3 4 3 4 5 4 

NURDI PARK N’HOOD 1 3 3 4 3 5 1 1 5 3 4 1 5 3 5 

BANNISTER 

CREEK PARK 

N’HOOD 
3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 5 1 3 1 3 1 3 

BEBINGTON 

COURT PARK 

N’HOOD 
5 5 3 5 5 1 1 1 5 3 4 5 5 5 4 

WHALEBACK 

PARK 

N’HOOD 
5 3 3 2 2 1 1 4 5 1 1 1 3 3 1 

GLAMORGAN 

PARK 

N’HOOD 
4 4 3 1 4 1 1 1 1 3 4 5 4 4 4 

KENNON PARK N’HOOD 4 4 3 3 2 1 1 1 5 3 3 1 4 4 3 

ADERYN PARK N’HOOD 3 1 2 3 4 1 1 1 5 3 1 1 5 4 4 

SHELLDRAKE 

PARK 

N’HOOD 
3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 5 3 5 1 5 5 5 

SORBONNE PARK N’HOOD 4 4 2 2 3 1 1 2 3 2 1 1 3 4 2 

EASTBORNE 

PARK 

N’HOOD 
5 5 3 4 4 1 1 1 5 1 3 1 4 4 4 
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BANNISTER 

CREEK PARK 

N’HOOD 
3 1 3 3 3 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 2 2 2 

BANNISTER 

CREEK PARK 

N’HOOD 
3 3 3 4 3 1 1 1 5 1 4 1 4 2 5 

ANDREWS PARK N’HOOD 4 5 3 3 3 1 1 1 5 3 4 1 5 4 4 

EDGEWARE PARK N’HOOD 4 4 3 4 4 1 1 4 5 4 5 1 4 4 4 

FLEETWOOD 

PARK 

N’HOOD 
5 5 3 4 4 1 1 1 2 2 4 1 5 5 4 

PORTCULLIS 

PARK 

N’HOOD 
5 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 4 3 3 1 5 5 5 

BYWATER PARK N’HOOD 4 4 3 4 4 1 1 1 3 3 4 1 4 1 3 

RANFORD OVAL N’HOOD 5 5 3 3 4 1 1 3 5 4 4 1 5 5 2 

SHELLDRAKE 

PARK 

N’HOOD 
3 2 3 4 4 1 1 1 5 2 4 1 4 4 5 

HAWKSBURY 

PARK 

N’HOOD 
3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 3 1 4 4 4 

MARGARET 

HARRISON PARK 

N’HOOD 
4 4 3 1 4 1 1 1 5 4 4 5 4 4 4 

KILLARA CREEK 

PARK 

N’HOOD 
4 4 3 2 4 1 1 1 3 3 4 1 5 5 5 

MUNJA PARK N’HOOD 4 4 3 1 5 1 1 1 5 5 4 1 5 5 4 

BEATON PARK N’HOOD 4 3 3 4 3 1 1 1 4 2 1 1 5 4 4 

CLOVELLY PARK N’HOOD 5 5 3 3 4 1 1 1 1 2 3 1 4 4 4 

MITCHELL PARK N’HOOD 5 3 3 3 4 1 1 1 5 3 4 1 5 4 4 

BYBLOS 

RESERVE 

N’HOOD 
3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 

ARLINGTON PARK N’HOOD 5 2 2 3 3 1 1 1 5 2 2 1 4 4 5 
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PARKLANDS 

PARK 

N’HOOD 
4 4 3 1 3 1 1 1 1 3 5 1 4 2 5 

EAST 

CANNINGTON 

PARK 

N’HOOD 

4 4 3 4 3 5 1 1 1 2 3 1 4 5 4 

LINCOLN PARK N’HOOD 3 1 2 3 4 1 1 1 5 3 3 1 5 5 5 

FERN PARK N’HOOD 5 5 4 5 5 1 1 5 5 4 5 1 5 5 5 

CECIL RESERVE N’HOOD 3 5 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 4 

ALDERLEY PARK N’HOOD 4 5 3 1 4 1 1 1 1 3 4 1 4 4 4 

BARRACUDA 

PARK 

N’HOOD 
3 3 3 2 4 1 1 1 5 3 4 1 4 4 4 

FIFTH PARK N’HOOD 4 5 3 1 3 1 1 1 5 3 4 1 5 4 5 

GLEDHILL PARK N’HOOD 5 4 4 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 4 3 4 

HEDLEY PARK DISTRICT 5 5 4 4 4 3 3 5 4 5 3 1 3 4 4 

FERNDALE PARK DISTRICT 5 5 4 4 4 3 5 5 5 5 5 1 5 5 5 

CANNING 

GARDENS DISTRICT 
5 5 2 2 3 1 1 3 4 3 3 1 3 4 3 

SHELLY PARK DISTRICT 4 4 3 4 5 3 4 5 4 4 3 3 5 5 5 

KENT STREET 

WEIR PARK DISTRICT 
5 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 

CIVIC CENTRE 

PARK DISTRICT 
5 5 5 5 5 3 5 5 5 3 4 4 5 5 5 

QUEENS PARK DISTRICT 5 4 4 4 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 

BURRENDAH 

PARK DISTRICT 
5 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 5 5 3 1 5 5 5 

COKER PARK DISTRICT 5 5 4 5 4 3 5 5 5 5 4 1 5 5 5 
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WILLETON PARK DISTRICT 5 5 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 1 4 4 4 

HOSSACK PARK DISTRICT 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 5 4 

CLIFTON PARK DISTRICT 5 4 3 3 5 3 5 5 5 4 4 1 5 5 5 

PRENDWICK 

PARK DISTRICT 
4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 5 4 4 1 4 5 4 

WYONG RESERVE DISTRICT 5 5 4 4 4 3 4 5 5 3 4 1 5 5 5 

BICENTENIAL 

ADENIA PARK DISTRICT 
5 4 3 2 4 1 1 2 5 3 4 1 4 4 3 

FERNDALE FLATS 

PARK DISTRICT 
3 3 3 1 4 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 4 3 5 

RIVERTON PARK DISTRICT 5 5 4 4 5 5 3 4 5 3 4 1 4 5 4 

VELLGROVE 

PARK DISTRICT 
4 4 3 4 4 1 1 3 4 4 3 1 4 5 4 

WOODFORD 

PARK DISTRICT 
5 5 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 5 5 5 
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Appendix E Targeted Stakeholder Consultation Responses 
As part of the development of the Public Open Space Strategy a number of State Government Bodies and Not-
for-Profit organisations were identified as having a significant involvement in the future development and function 
of Public Open Space within the City of Canning.  Responses received are identified below.  These responses will 
be built upon through the public consultation and review process.  Representatives of state government were 
questioned on their specific role and implications of statutory and non-statutory approvals processes, in addition 
to the main issues which were being faced in relation to the use, ecology and conservation of areas of Public 
Open Space.  Consultation with not-for-profit organisations focussed on the following broad set of questions: 

- A description of the role and function of the representative body and how you feel the engagement with the 
City of Canning works (what could be improved and what works well)? 

- Public accessibility – what is and is not acceptable within their catchment / responsibilities? 

- What is considered to be the most appropriate use of public open space from a recreational, passive and 
active use (what is appropriate where)? 

- Identify issues experienced with water management and how this could be best dealt with? 

- What level of community involvement should be sought in the management and development of public open 
space? 

- What facility infrastructure is required to support access and appropriate use of public open space (i.e. the 
provision of car parking, benches, dedicated access areas, bins, drink fountains etc.)? 

- What management considerations do you consider to be the most important in relation to the management 
of access and use of public open space? 

- Unauthorised activities – how can these be best controlled? 

- What gaps are perceived in services related to open space provision? 

Responses to these questions are contained in the table below. 
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Table 41 Stakeholder Consultation Responses and Implications for the Development of the Public Open Space Strategy 

Consultee Response Implications 

Pam Agar: 
Representative of 
Canning River Regional 
Park 

Role and Function:  
- Mainly involved in the restoration of natural vegetation.  2 areas within the City of Canning 

Control (Latoya Flats and South Fire Goat Track area).  The rest of the area is managed in 
conjunction with DPaW. 

- Relationship with the City has been good – work with the City for Science Day, Earth week and 
WA Day – essentially providing children’s activities.  There is a good relationship with the 
Environment Team and Canning River Ecocentre. 

- The City provide watering support, collect bags and spray. 
- Currently 28 members (non-paying)  
- Funding is received from various grants with in-kind support from the City. 
- The only concern is the lack of surveillance after hours of some areas. 
Public accessibility of POS:   
- Generally good and would encourage more – more use results in less anti-social behaviour.  

Walking, Jogging, Cycling is a great use. 
- Where paths are not provided areas become denuded – natural sandfire vegetation areas suffer 

on the river bank. 
- There are not many park benches in the areas under their control – this could be improved 

(associated with bound paths). 
- There is a need to provide more designated areas for BBQ’s. 
- Canoeing is creating a problem as the boats are being brought in along sensitive areas of the 

river bank.  More signposting is required to explain the impact. 
- Motorised craft could be limited up-stream from the bridge as it is undermining the bank and bird 

wildlife. 
- Motorised vehicles on bike paths is a problem. 
- Disabled access is generally good. 
- Funding for a boardwalk would be great in sensitive areas. (the weir and Castledare). 
- Kids dig up areas and make bike tracks / jumps which can be a serious issue as they seek to 

provide challenges and often the re-landscaping doesn’t get filled in.  Skateparks outside of the 
regional park would be beneficial. 

- Fishing can be a problem due to rubbish and the creation of new spots to fish from. 
- Dogs off leads has been much improved from 15 years ago but the introduction of exercise 

areas has improved the situation. 
Water Management:  
- The water needs regular monitoring to ensure industrial area discharge and fertilizers do not 

The following summarises the core 
components identified by the group which 
needs to be considered in the 
development of the Public Open Space 
Strategy: 
- Greater use of POS should be 

encouraged. 
- Bound paths for walking, jogging and 

cycling should be increased to 
enable greater controlled access to 
POS. 

- Increase the number of park benches 
and designated BBQ areas. 

- More signposting is required to 
explain the impact of use / 
unauthorised activity. 

- Increase in water monitoring is 
required to manage discharge into 
the river. 

- Increasing strategic support from the 
City for the volunteers. 

- Plan and control canoe access along 
the river. 

- The development of a car parking 
strategy for all open space (relating 
to hierarchy and use) should be 
considered. 

- Ensure consistency in respect of the 
use and management of open space 
across all responsible government 
agencies. 

- Where possible increase surveillance 
on all areas of POS. 

- Continue and increase educational 
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Consultee Response Implications 

enter the Swan River. 
Community Involvement: 
- Numbers of volunteers generally remain static.  There is scope for additional membership but if 

the organisation became too big it would be difficult to manage. 
- The organisations Field Officer has a huge knowledge base of the park and succession planning 

is a concern.   
- It is better to have groups managing different sections of the park to ensure consistency and 

restoration objectives are met. 
Additional Infrastructure: 
- Access for canoes (Kent Street Weir) and access upstream would be beneficial.as the area is 

currently becoming very worn. 
- Riverton Bridge has become worn. 
- Car Parking:  This is reasonable but not for large events.  It is suspected that in time more 

parking areas may be required. The more promotion, the more infrastructure required. 
- Bins – these sometimes overflow at weekends. 
- Run-off parking areas – a runoff bay for 2 to 3 vehicles would be useful on the southern side of 

the weir. 
Management  
- Allow for increased use of the areas.  DPaW has a different approach to the City – consistency is 

required. 
- Education is a critical part of controlling and managing access. 
- An explanatory walk would be useful if it can be funded. 
Safety and Security. 
- Surveillance is critical and the ability to report essential.   
- Engender pride in an area. 
- DPaW do not have the staff / funding capability to control use. 
Servicing: 
- Canning Education is very good- particularly at getting kids on side. 
- Support Volunteers – very few want to do courses although the City is good at supporting the 

limited numbers of volunteers. 
- Education is required to protect turtles. 

programs for POS users in order that 
they become more aware of flora, 
fauna and wildlife implications of 
individual actions. 

Grecian Sandwell, 
President,  
CRREPA 

Role and Function: 
- CRREPA’s role is to assist with restoration of local riverine vegetation and wetlands and to 

encourage sustainable rivercare management systems within the community. 
- The group is well supported by the City of Canning (CoC) which provides seedlings, on ground 

The following summarises the core 
components identified by the group which 
needs to be considered in the 
development of the Public Open Space 
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work including site preparation, weed control, drain modification, assistance with requests to 
SRT and grant applications, financial aid towards newsletter. Supplying soil and providing water 
access and at times employing a watering contractor. They are always on hand when needed 
and respond to requests promptly. 

- The City has supported a series of information signs that will be erected in the coming year. 
Work with Environment Officers is valued. 

Public accessibility: 
- Accessibility is generally good with the Shelley Sailing Club having special parking rights and for 

those annual events such as Jan 1st fireworks and cultural fairs the city organises parking, extra 
rubbish bins toilets etc. to best cope with the numbers. 

- What doesn’t work well is parking embayment’s opposite revegetation sites rather than opposite 
areas of grass and beaches where most people go to relax, picnic, swim, fish or launch paddle 
craft. 

- Three fishing jetties have been erected for anglers and are also wheelchair accessible. 
Use of Public Open Space: 
- In practical terms recreational, passive and active uses are not compatible with conserving the 

natural assets of the State.  The essential function of these natural assets is to provide clean air, 
water, soils and biodiversity, for this and future generations. These natural assets should not be 
seen as aesthetic consumer products but as essential elements for life. 

- It is important for this project to identify and quantify what is the limit of public open space versus 
conservation zones. 

Community Involvement: 
- The City of Canning conducts many workshops and information sessions which allow ratepayers 

to express their opinions. The Swan River Trust does the same. Sadly we often never get to see 
the final document. i.e.  where is the CCC Local Environmental Management Strategy 

- The public needs to be inspired to be environmentally aware.  For example, natural inroads 
could be made on "POS" in shopping centres e.g. transform parts of Carousel so it has places 
and practices which reflect a thoroughly genuine humble approach to the planet.  Consumers 
need to believe that being green is the only go. 

- Streetscape, climate change & corridors for birds/bugs and getting more trees in. many residents 
are not aware that the city with provide & plant your street tree.   

- Residents of Riverton Drive are given preferential treatment for 'community engagement' when 
anything is happening on the foreshore. E.g. they don't ask residents 1 or 6 streets back about 
where trees, paths, parking bays should go. It is their foreshore too ...and many of them make 
more active use of the fabulous 'amenity'. 

Strategy: 
- The provision of additional temporary 

infrastructure is required to support 
events impacting on POS. 

- A parking strategy is required for 
POS use. 

- Controlled access to sensitive POS 
is essential. 

- The essential function of the natural 
POS assets is to provide clean air, 
water, soils and biodiversity, for this 
and future generations.   Public 
Accessibility should be highly 
regulated. 

- Greater promotion and education of 
the value of POS is required. 

- Community consultation is an 
essential part of any new 
development proposal prior to 
implementation. 

- More shade trees, benches, tables, 
small pergolas and barbecues are 
required in high trafficked POS 
areas. 

- A greater control / management of 
unauthorised activities are required 
and greater use of fines issued by 
City of Canning Rangers to provide a 
clear message to instigators. 

- Educate cultural groups in the value 
of wildlife and flora / fauna to reduce 
poaching / damage. 
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Facility Infrastructure: 
- At the Shelley Beach Reserve the following points are relevant. 

• Large open areas have public toilets nearby. 
• Play areas for younger children are nearby. 
• Adequate rubbish bins provided. 
• Drinking fountains provided. 
• Parking provided. 
• Free Barbeques (These are cleaned daily and sparkle). 
• The area would benefit from more shade trees. 

- The grassed area at Shelley beach reserve between the toilet block and Watersby Crescent 
could be improved with more shade trees, benches, tables, small pergolas and barbecues. 

- Along Riverton Drive parking embayments should be opposite areas of grass and beaches not 
opposite revegetation sites. 

Management Considerations 
- They are appealing to the public, with plenty of shade trees and adequate facilities with parking 

nearby. 
Unauthorised activities – how these can be best controlled. 

• Water-skiing and jet skiing in areas out of bounds for such activities. 
• Speeding motor boats. 
• Water craft pulled up onto sedge banks. 
• Trampling of sedges by anglers and others. 
• Vandalism of trees and other natural vegetation 
• Dog owners not cleaning up their pet’s excrement. 
• People and dogs entering areas that are fenced off to protect revegetation sites and 

important habitat. 
- Best controlled by those with the appropriate authority to have sustained pushes on particular 

activities (e.g. Swan River Trust on the water stopping inappropriate boating and Jet Ski 
activities.  

- Controlled (stopped) by City of Canning Rangers having authority to issue fines. 
- Many of the fishing folk disregard the natural habitat (including how important it is for their fish) 

because of cultural differences in how we use areas - perhaps asking how CoC can be more 
influential with RecFish West to get out and 'educate' such fishers. 

Julie Roberts - SERCUL Role and Function: 
- Currently the CEO of CERCUL and also involved in the Bannister Creek Catchment area. 
- The role of CERCUL is to look at open spaces which have a natural and environmental interest 

The following summarises the core 
components identified by the group which 
needs to be considered in the 
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from enhancement / restoration plus an educational to change the way in which people view the 
area.  The intent is to improve the ecological function and how it operates.  Only role with sports 
grounds is through retrofitting work. 

- Core role is to teach land managers as part of normal day to day operation. In order for 
ecological work to be undertaken they need to be educated in this work.  Engineers are not the 
most appropriate people to manage the POS. 

Concerns expressed relating to POS: 
- A lot of external funding has been brought into the City.  Often drainage could be designed much 

better to avoid danger and function improved (just by everyday maintenance). 
- Areas for improvement include kerbs and spray stencil (wasn’t allowed as part of the 

replacement program – considered to be short-sighted).  There has been a degree of 
intransigence by senior managers relating to such initiatives. 

- The largest environmental plan the City ever undertook was finalised a number of years ago and 
has been updated with work completed last year – lack of communication with volunteers has 
been a problem. 

- A neighbourhood approach to management is required. This has not happened to date.  
Public Accessibility: 
- Lots of sports grounds exist where there are few trees for shelter.  Space must be used to 

increase tree cover to encourage greater use by families.  The cooling effect is essential – must 
however not be deciduous. 

- Storm water run-off – there is an opportunity for re-using, but do not support ponds in sports 
grounds. 

- There is a lot of advice within manuals but few people understand how to undertake the work 
and interpret the requirements.  The advice of SERCUL should be sought in all instances.  
Stormwater management manuals do not need to be followed to the letter of the law (i.e. poor 
example at Kent St where the solution is not smart and lacks real understanding in what meets 
the needs of the area).  Innovative approaches should be considered otherwise problems with 
mosquito breeding grounds will occur. 

- There are two levels of use – sporting (some well used i.e. Centenary Park and some not well 
used – i.e. Bannister Creel Primary School).  Greater sharing of use should be considered and 
managed. Second is recreational / passive. 

- We still turn our back on the river – City need to promote its controlled use more effectively. 
Water Management: 
- There is still a way to go on reticulation.  A dry verge policy has been applied in some areas but 

not throughout the City.  A different approach is clear between different demographics. 

development of the Public Open Space 
Strategy: 
- Greater use of SERCUL by the City 

as an advisory body is required. 
- Re-design identified drainage more 

innovatively based on the advice to 
avoid danger and improve function. 

- Consider the use of spray stencil to 
provide information and controls. 

- Consider a neighbourhood approach 
to the management of significant 
POS / Catchment areas and support 
community groups by working in 
partnership and providing adequate 
resources. 

- Greater use of selected sports 
grounds (currently under-utilised) 
should be considered. 

- Greater tree cover to be provided on 
sports grounds and other POS areas 
to encourage higher levels of use. 

- Innovative approaches to stormwater 
management should be considered 
to prevent problems associated with 
mosquito breeding grounds and 
other issues. 

- A dry verge policy should be applied 
throughout the City. 

- Integrated catchment management is 
an essential mechanism to ensure 
the conservation; rehabilitation and 
regeneration of areas are effectively 
undertaken. 

- Signage is poor both for recreational 
and educational purposes.  This 
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- Most drains are Watercorp drains and it is unclear whether the City have an effective relationship 
with the organisation in order to get anything done.   

- Integrated catchment management is the way forward – this has fallen away over recent years. 
Community Involvement: 
- Generally through the catchment groups.  No other management exists elsewhere.   
- Sports users don’t pick up litter and sustain spaces. 
- In order to keep community groups functioning, small grants are essential 
Managed access: 
- Do not support locking anything up unless it is too dangerous.  The more you lock up, the more 

gets broken (with the exception of schools). 
- Need to encourage use of space through additional shade and trees.   
- Coffee shop at Eco-centre was difficult to establish at first but has been a huge success. 
Management Considerations:  
- Presenting in the process of writing a management plan. 
- Signage is poor both for recreational and educational purposes. 
- Interpretive signage is critical – historic and indigenous heritage.  This requires a methodical 

process to be undertaken. 
- Arcacia Place Weir – why is it like it is? – needs a historical review of the site. 
- Silo management within the city needs to be broken down. 
Unauthorised Activities: 
- Motorbikes are the major problem. 
- 4WD has been stamped out by fencing and gates. 
- Used to be unauthorised plant growing – this has now been addressed. 
- Die back could be improved by education. Loss of Banksia woodland is a problem. People 

access bushland even if it is fenced off. 
Gaps in service provision: 
- Training  
- Could develop wetland in areas where POS does not appear to have a function. 
- Canoe access – illegal entry and exit points need to be addressed. 

needs to be addressed gradually to 
enhance the experience of POS use 
(particularly historic and heritage 
information). 

- Consideration of breaking down silo 
management within the city is 
required to plan more effectively. 

- Use education as a mechanism to 
reduce vandalism, unauthorised 
activity and dieback. 

- Illegal exit and entry positions from 
the river need to be controlled more 
effectively. 

Amy Warner: Bannister 
Creek Catchment 

Role and Function: 
- City of Canning provides a $50k grant for the position.  Her role is to apply for grants to foster 

community engagement. 
- Her role incorporates the catchment area boundary outside of Canning, but no additional funding 

is received. 
- Volunteers come and go and therefore a true picture is volunteer hours accredited which is 

The following summarises the core 
components identified by the group which 
needs to be considered in the 
development of the Public Open Space 
Strategy: 
- Low level lighting should be 
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2012/13 was 791 hours (valued at over $22k).  Less than 10 are specific to the catchment area. 
- Work is undertaken with schools (Linwood Senior High School). 
Accessibility:  
- No major problem as it is not a high conservation area.   
- There are minor issues with dog excrement, vandalism and breaking up of the fencing. 
- Lighting may help to address vandalism but it also attracts insects (use of low sodium bulbs 

would be preferential). 
Relationship with the City 
- Relationship is positive 
- The City is doing a good job in introducing a playground in Bannister Creek. 
Water Management: 
- The City is moving towards the use of less grassed areas and has recognised the need not to 

draw from the Creek. 
- Contaminants are a major problem.  Bannister Creek obtains priority funding due to polystyrene 

contamination and foaming. 
- More presence of the local government in industrial areas would be beneficial. 
- The City has agreed to install a cross pollutant trap (Huge pollution in from Bateman Reserve). 
Community Involvement: 
- This is difficult and no easy solution.  Most volunteers are aged 60+.  General society attitude is 

of not caring. 
- Training and development is well covered by the City. 
- Events are run regularly, but the same people attend.  Working with schools needs to be 

extended. 
Issues: 
- Vandalism is a problem 
Management: 
- Need to manage and maintain (preserve) bushland and wetland areas. 
- Poaching animals is a problem which needs to be addressed. 
- Education around ducks, turtles needs to be undertaken and cost of enforcement addressed by 

fines. 
- Due to the support provided by the city there are no obvious gaps in provision. 

considered to address vandalism  
- The reduction of drawing water from 

the creek should be continued to 
maintain its integrity. 

- A greater presence of the local 
government (Rangers) in industrial 
areas. 

- Working with schools needs to be 
extended to encourage volunteer 
succession planning and awareness 
of the value of POS and conservation 
areas. 

- A greater educational role generally 
across the broader community is 
required to address issues 
associated with vandalism and 
poaching. 

Sian Mawson – Friends 
of Queens Park 
Bushland 

Role and Responsibilities: 
- Responsible for regeneration, rehabilitation and maintenance of 7 different blocks of land in 

Queens Park, Welshpool and East Cannington.  They protect the remnant bushland with 2 areas 
accessible to the public. 

The following summarises the core 
components identified by the group which 
needs to be considered in the 
development of the Public Open Space 
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- Operate regular activities with 70 supporters and 10-15 on-ground volunteers. 
- Incorporated organisation with no membership fees as the organisation operates from grant 

assistance. 
- Relationship with the City is extremely good. 
Areas for improvement: 
- Communication with the organisation needs to be improved. 
- No database exists for the voluntary organisations for the City to reference. 
Public accessibility: 
- Would wish to exclude the public completely but realise it is not practical. 
- 4 blocks are managed which do not allow public access – it would be difficult as they are 

surrounded by roads.  However the size of the blocks does not allow the integrity of the bushland 
to be maintained.  (0.8ha to 9.5ha). 

- Five blocks are less than 4.9ha and are not large enough to be sustainable on their own for the 
extent of plants and animals desired.   

- Fire is a major concern 
- Dieback is also an issue which has been difficult to control. Dog access, pedestrian and trail bike 

access has been problematical.  It is however not as bad as it was. 
- City is proposing a lot of playing fields, mostly on wasteland.  Once this is developed it is 

assumed that the negative impact of the resident population will be addressed. 
- Perfect world is no public access other than for educational purposes, nature and controlled path 

accessibility. 
Water Management – specific to new park development:   
- The City is to put in extra bores and groundwater will drop by one metre which will result in the 

death of a number of plants. Groundwater extraction is a significant problem. 
- The change in ground level of the playing field (500mm below neighbouring land) adds another 

opportunity for bushland to lose water.   
- Runoffs need to be contained – there is no problem at present 
- Have suggested grey water recycling but there is no roof space available. There would be no 

great use out of the showers but significant turf implications. 
- Turf areas have been reduced from 13ha to 11.5ha, but this will still mean the bores will be used 

to the limit. 
Future 
- Interest will be maintained in the area – younger members are capable of taking over (group has 

been in existence for over 22 years).  Main concern is that with 1 or 2 leaders, succession 
planning may be lost. 

Strategy: 
- Communication with the organisation 

and the City needs to be improved.  
This can be enhanced by ensuring 
key contacts are kept up to date. 

- Fire and dieback are major issues 
which require educational and 
management solutions to be 
employed. 

- Concern is expressed with regard to 
the continued use of bore water and 
limitations on water recycling. 

- Succession planning needs to be 
considered early to support the 
volunteer network and its future 
sustainability. 

- Minor investment is required in the 
area to reduce unsocial behaviour 
and potential contamination from 
rubbish. 

- The use of available funding needs 
to be managed and distributed more 
effectively and groups supported 
through the grant application 
process. 

- Disabled access is identified as a 
serious concern which needs to be 
addressed through careful planning 
of ingress and egress of park areas 
and the use of suitable materials for 
wheelchair access within the POS. 
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Issues: 
- The emptying of rubbish bins regularly would help. 
- Finer mesh fencing on the land would be required to control rubbish. 
- There will be higher pedestrian use due to the park development. 
- Current problem is the lack of sufficient funding to carry out all activities – maintaining pathways 

is a problem. 
- Benches may not be appropriate due to attracting inappropriate behaviour. 
- There is an issue with disabled access as swing gates do not allow wheelchair access.  Paths 

are crushed limestone and degrade and therefore are not compatible with wheelchair use. 
- The City of Canning has a patrol and security group.  Normally they are responsive but the City 

is large and capacity is limited. 
Gaps in services: 
- More effective funding is required – the contribution from the City could be increased 

substantially as the City’s workforce does not have the capability to keep up with what is 
happening due to time constraints. 

- There are many grant opportunities but there is a problem in organising people to get things 
done and are heavily constrained by conditions. 

Peter Kiss – Department 
of Environment 

- The main considerations for any group wishing to undertake work in or near to the Regional Park 
and River is the approvals process. 

- Clearing permit for native vegetation and exempt purposes are clearly identified on the web site.   
Exemptions may be made in a clearing permit.  It is not valid in riparian vegetation. 

- Act dates back to 1986 and clearing regulations 2005. 
- The department would not commit to anything without undergoing the formal approvals process. 

The main consideration of the Department 
of Environment is the need to comply with 
appropriate legislation and guidance. 

Julie Rutherford, Clayton 
White and Brett Treby – 
Department of Sport and 
Recreation 

- There are a number of local governments now using the Departments endorsed definitions and it 
is important to follow that approach with minor modifications to reflect small POS areas (City of 
Swan, Gosnells, Exmouth and Geraldton).  There have been concerns with some strategies not 
complying with Liveable Neighbourhoods. 

- District Open Space feedback has indicated that the space identified is too big. 
- It is important to be aware of future risk – A 30% freehold ownership is important to retain and 

not to identify for commercial development.  Future economic pressures may result in POS land 
being sold off. 

- It is important to build up the value and economic quantity of POS.  The Parkland Guidelines 
(just launched) indicates that communities need access to a range of spaces.  An integrated 
approach to planning and management is required. 

The Department have expressed concerns 
with regard to future use and potential 
disposal of POS.  Mechanisms need to be 
put in place, supported by policy to 
minimise any future potential capitalisation 
of City owned assets. 
The economic quality of POS needs to be 
expressed to ensure its value is properly 
recognised in council decision making 
processes. 
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- The approach must be supported by policies 
- Community outcomes need to guide the Strategic approach and investment in POS.  All can be 

achieved with good drainage and water outcomes. 
- Amalgamation of facilities is preferred.  However there is a significant risk in local government 

amalgamation processes that there will be significant perceived duplication. 
- Developer contributions plan should be referenced and ideally the outputs similar to that 

advocated in Gosnells. 
- Curtin University has undertaken work on the social value of open space which is likely to be 

published soon. 
- Cransbrook can be used as a case study – water efficiency and consulting is critical.  Seasonal 

brownness is a reasonable approach.  Turf and Horticultural industries have advocated letting 
things die rather than facilitate partial use. 

Swan River Trust 
(Department of Parks 
and Wildlife) 

Due to a significant change to their role and responsibilities which were being clarified during the 
consultation period they deferred any comments. 

Not applicable. 
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Sports Facility Usage 
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Appendix F Sports Facility Usage 
The following data identifies each sports space within the City of Canning and current usage.  It is to be noted that 
sports usage y schools which is not formally booked / leased is not registered.  This data has been used to 
identify the carrying capacity of the sporting ovals and ancillary space (including court and training space where 
known).  Incidental use of the space is also not recorded. 
Figure 45 Burrendah Reserve Summer Usage Profile 
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Figure 46 Burrendah Reserve Winter Usage Profile 
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Figure 47 Canning Vale Reserve Summer Usage Profile 

 
Figure 48 Canning Vale Reserve Winter Usage Profile 
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Figure 49 Centenary Park Summer Usage Profile 
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Figure 50 Centenary Park Winter Usage Profile 
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Figure 51 Clifton Reserve Summer Usage Profile 

 
Figure 52 Clifton Reserve Winter Usage Profile 
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Figure 53 Coker Park Summer Usage Profile 

 
Figure 54 Coker Park Winter Usage Profile 
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Figure 55 Hossack Park Summer Usage Profile 

 
Figure 56 Hossack Park Winter Usage Profile 
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Figure 57 Ern Clark Athletics Stadium Summer and winter Usage Profile 

  
Figure 58 Maniana Reserve Summer and Winter Usage Profile 
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Figure 59 Ferndale Reserve Summer Usage Profile 

 
Figure 60 Ferndale Reserve Winter Usage Profile 
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Figure 61 Prendwick Reserve Summer and Winter Usage Profile 

 
Figure 62 Queens Park Reserve Summer and Winter Usage Profile 
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Figure 63 Ranford Reserve Summer Usage Profile 

 
Figure 64 Ranford Reserve Winter Usage Profile 
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Figure 65 Riverton Reserve Summer Usage Profile 

 
Figure 66 Riverton Reserve Winter Usage Profile 
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Figure 67 Shelley Reserve Summer Usage Profile 

 
Figure 68 Shelley Reserve Winter Usage Profile 
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Figure 69 Thomas Moore Reserve Summer and Winter Usage Profile 

 
Figure 70 Willetton Reserve Summer Usage Profile 
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Figure 71 Willetton Reserve Winter Usage Profile 

 
Figure 72 Woodford Reserve (Summer and Winter Use) 
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Figure 73 Wyong Reserve Summer and Winter Usage Profiles 
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Figure 74 Wilson Reserve Winter Usage Profile (no summer usage) 
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